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FOREWORD

IEASTRAN (NASA STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS) has been available to the public since

[ late in 1970. A---sa l--_ge, compr---ehensive,nonproprietary, general purpose,
finite element computer system for structural analysis, NASTRAN is finding

_ widespread acceptance within NASA, other government agencies, and industry.

{
' NASTRAN is available to the public at a cost of $1,790, which covers

i reproducing and supplying the system tapes. NASA has
necessary Furthermore,

provided for the continuing maintenance and improvement of NASTRAN through the

i establishment of a NASTRAN Systems Management Office located at the Langley

._. Research Center. At present, NASTRAN is in use at over 240 locations, includ-

ing NASA centers, other government agencies, industry, and commercial computer

data centers.

I Because of the widespread interest in NASTRAN and because of a desire to
better serve the community of NASTPJLN users, the NASTR_hN System Management
Office organized the Third NASTRAN Users' Colloquium at the Lanqley Research

Center, September 11-12, 19"r3. (Compendiums of papers from previous

Colloquiums, 1971 and 1972, were published as N_3A TM X-2378 and NASA

TM X-2657, respectively. ) The colloquium was planned to provide to everyone
concerned an Opl>_rtunity to participate in a comprehensive review of the cur-

rent status of NASTRAN use, unique applications, operational problems, most

desired modifications including new capability, and substructuring. ._

Individuals actively engaged in the use of NASTRAN were invited to prepare
papers for presentation at the colloquit_m. These papers are included in this

vo!ttme. Only a limited editorial review was provided to achiev_ reasonably

consistent format and content. The opinions and data presented ar_ the respon-

sibility of the authors and their respective organizations. _

Deeue J. Weidman, Conference Chairman

NA_TRAN Systems Management Office .2
Lar_ley Research Center f

._:_m_ton,Va. 25665
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FUTURE NSMO PLANS FOR MAINTENANCE OF NASTRAN

By Deene J. Weidman

NASA Langley Research Center

INTRODUCTION

The objectives of the NASTRAN computer program system are to provide a

general structural analysis c_pability for NASA centers and "zjor NASA contrac-

tors and to allow effective use of NASA structural analysis capability in otLer

agencies and industries throughout the nation. In addition, the importance of
the Space Shuttle project to the nation's space program makes it imperative to

provide timely improvements to NASTRAN to support analy,,_isand design of the

Shuttle vehicle. Shuttle improvements are expected to have general application.

Use of NASTRAN has increased steadily since the ._,econdNASTRAN Users'

Colloquium September ]l-12, 1972 (ref. 1). The total number of individual users

i."-" is now estimated to be 2200, an increase of about _0 percent in the past year.
NASTP_%N is known to be installed at 2'40computer sites in the United States and

abroad as identified in the following lift:

9 NASA centers

lO Department of Defense sites

_ 18 Aerospace company users

22 Small aircraft company users

181 Nonaerospace users including -

.i'_, 34 Computer company sites

_"_" 9 Automotive company sites

,_'_"_".__;-_'_,_ 17 Universities i

1:5__,-_!__"i_I 121 Other users

_._._._._.-i These estimates are based on the NSM0 Newsletter mailing list and are, there-
_;:•_ fore, believed to be somewhat conservative.

_r_'' .. PLANNED DEVELOPMENTS

_._-.,. The overall development plan for NASTRAN is shown in figure i. The four

li" items on the left of figure i are ongoing developments this fiscal year. The

_, 2,
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design and coding for Level 16 is nearly complete. Because substantial changes

" have been incorporated into Level 16, extensive debugging, checkout, and thor-
ough exercising of this code are planned which will lead to general public

release about the end of calendar year 1974. Automated substructuring, diag-

nostics and D_P improvements, and other shuttle improvements are all funded by

' the Sp_ce Shuttle project and will not be introduced into the standard NASTRAN

system until after release of Level 16. A subsonic flutter package has been
developed for NASTRAN and is operstional in-house. Plans call for its instal-

lation into the standard NASTRAN system also after the release of Level 16. A

long-range study of the impact of fourth-generation computers on NASTRAN is
being initiated in-house and may become a contract activity later.

Following fiscal year 1974, new capability development will be principally

i focused on fundamental improvements such as _n improved graphics package, expan-
: sion of NASTRAN's nonlinear elastic and plasticity capabilities, and inccrpo-'a-

_. tion of some new finite elements. New capabilities will be introduced at le_s
frequent intervals than in the past and release of future levels of NASTRAN will

i correspondingly occur at a reduced rate. Further into the future, it is envi-

i sioned that there may be a complete overhaul of NASTRAN (NASTRAN II(?)) to incor-
porate advanced finite-element technology, to allow for potential fourth-
generation computer usage, and to take advantage of advanced techniques for

program organization and data management. A steady incorporation of efficiency
improvements and error correction is also necessary to keep a program system of
the size and complexity as NASTRAN viable.

CAPABILITY IMPROVEMENTS IN LEVEL ib OVER LEVEL 19

NASTRAN Level 16 will contain three kinds of improvements compared with

• Level 15: (i) new capabilities d_veloped by others and installed under contract
by NSMO, (2) improvements to existing capabilities in response to aerospace

L industry requests, and (3) addition of some higher quality finite elements. The

, • first kind of improvement includes a feature which can drastically reduce input,

t; storage, and run times for structures which have cyclic geometric symmetries,
....:_< module which resizes once all elements in a structure using a specified allow-

;_ _ able stress and a simple stress-ratio resizing algorithm, and complete heat- i--
_;_..•'-. transfer capability including conduction, convection, and radiation. The second

kind of improvement includes an improved differential stiffness capability allow-_
'_!__:....... ing iteration, the ability to output shear-force information in terms of shear :

.....• flows, the sorting of stress results from various load cases by element, and an

_J_';_;l!_ automation of the partitioning vector generation required for substructuring.

....._ ': The third kind cf improvement includes isoparametric solid finite elements,
_! rigid elements, improved ring and plate elements, and two improved quadrilateral

membrane elements.

Lilil

•

i
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EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMEhTS IN LEVEL 16 OVER LEVEL 15

A large amount of basic NASTRAN code will be redone in Level 16 to provide

major improvements in efficiency - ":educed run-time and storage requirements.

Probably the most extensive change will be incorporation of a new technique for

assembling stiffness and mass matrices. Improvements in symmetric matrix

decomposition, the forward and backward substitution, and multiply-add matrices

will be included, and the multipoint constrainz and dynamic data recovery fea-
tures will be improved. Single- and double-precision options "ill be included

for IBM, CDC, and UNIVAC computers. Improvements in input/output routines will

include string notation for data, nontransmit read, and random- and direct-
access features. Detailed discussion of these future efficiency improvements
is contained in reference 2.

NEW Ei_ROR CORRECTION PROCEDURE "

An overview of the NASTRAN error correction procedure is shown in figure 2.

In all cases of receipt of a user report, an action is taken, and a reply letter

is sent to the user. For each user-reported inconsistency, NSMO determines into

_ which of three categories the report falls. Those reports that do not appear
to be user misunderstandings are assigned an SPR (Software Problem Report) num-

' ber and priority and then delivered to the maintenance contractor for evaluation

and correction. A substantial number of SPR's are not "errors" but in reality

represent a need for improvement in the system.

The lower half of figure 2 shows the activities of the maintenance contrac-

tor for each SPR he receives. The maintenance contractor screens out any user

errors and previously reported bugs (PRB). For valid SPR's, _ run using the
user-submitted deck is always performed and the contractor determines the cause _

of the error and the needed correction. At this point, figure 2 shows a pro-
. posed departure from current practice. An "ALTER" form would be generated by

the maintenance contractor which specifies all code corrections needed to

resolve each SPR along with information to aid in installing the corrections
in users' decks. Responsibility for making the corrections would be the users! ""'

ALTER forms might be released at frequent _;ervals to the user community via
the NASTRAN Newsletter• Evaluation of this _nd other avenues to quicker error

correction response to users is currently underway_ of course, error corrections
will be incorporated in each new archive level as issued. The final maintenance ..
contractor tasks for each SPR are a validation run of the corrected code on the

user's problem and any required documentation updates Then NSMO verifies the
successful completion of the contractor's tasks for each SPR.

l
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

NASTRAN provides a general structural analysis c_pab_lity for NASA, NASA

• contractors, and other agencies and industries. In particular it is expected

: to support structural analysis and design of the Space Shuttle vehicle. A

steady growth in the general use of NASTRAN is evident with an estimated

90-percent increase in the number of individual users in the past year. Devel-

opment plans call for less frequent addition of new capability and corresponu-

; ing release of future levels at a reduced rate. Near term focus in NSM0 will

} be to implement new error correction procedures to improve communication with
t users and speed up the error correction process.

T

i

i
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REVIEWOF NASTRANDEVELOPMENT
_" RELATIVETO EFFICIENCYOF EXECUTION

By Caleb I#. McCormick

; Director of Engineering Analysis I,
The MacNeal-SchwendlerCorporation

, L_s Angeles, California
i "'

SUb_.Y

I This paper reviews the development of NASTRAN rclative to the efficiency
: of execution, with particular emphasis on those ite_.swhich have changed sig-
I nificantly since the original release of NASTPJ_N. Features discu,:,sedinclude _.

. main and secondary storage utilization, matrix packing, matrix assembly, matrixmultiplication,matrix decomposition and equation solution. Also _.brief look

i into the future discusses the questions of faster arithmet-_cunits and moreeffective storage utilization. In some cases the improvements 1,iNASTRAN

I efficiency have resulted from taking advantage of hardware developments, whilein other cases increased efficiency has resulted from improvements in the state
of the art for data processing or matrix operations. The modular design of
NASTRAN has made it possible to improve the effic,.'encyin many parts of NASTRAN
without changing the basic design of the program.

INTRODUCTION

The main goal in the original deslgn specifications for NASTRAN was the
solutlon of large problems in both statics and dynamics. Although efficiency i

has always been an important consideration, the primary emphasis in the begin-
ning was on the wide range of problem types of large size. However, it was '-_
recognized that in order to solve large problems, it would be mandatory to ._
take advantage of sparse matrix techniques. Consequently, all of the original

i! matrix operations were designed to utilize sparse matrix techniques. Si'_ce the

original release of NASTRAN, a number of improvements have been made in the
efficiency of the matrix routines by taking advantage of hardware developments
and improvements in the state of the art for data processing and matrix opera- _
tions. _

mE

Hardware and software limitation¢ requ',red that the early versions -_
#.... NASTRANuse only sequential secondary _,,_ge. The current versions of NASTRAN _

use direct access devices for seconda_" _ _'_.F,e. Level 16 will include the
!_,_ use of random access coding in the matri/ a:._embly and equation solution opera-
_ tions. The use of multiple types of secondary storage devices w._.ll be an ,
, , important development for future releases of _STRAN.

• ¢.
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r
Most of the original code for NASTRANwas written in F_RTRANIV in order j

to reduce both the development costs and maintenance costs. Hacbine language
was used only in those placed where it was necessary to interface with the
resident operating systems. However, efforts were made to improve the effi-
ciency of the compiled code by care in the use of F_RTRAN. For example, in _,
the case of nested D_ loops it was found that, for some compilers, the speed i
of the inner loops for multiply-add operations could be improved by a factor [
of two by simply writing the inner loop as _ separate subroutine. Substantial
improvements have been made in Level 15 and Level 16 through the use of machine !
language in many of the more important matrix operations. Even so, except for ti

• the transfer of information between main storage and secondary storage and !

the matrix packing routines, the use o£ machine language has been restricted
to the inner loops of the matrix operations.

>

The original emphasis on the solution of large problems has caused NASTRAN
to be relatively inefficient for small-and medium-size problems. Hany of
the Level 16 improvements will substantislly improve the efficiency of NASTRAN

l for the smaller problems. The main improvements in this area are associated
I with the more effective use of main storage and additional options for the
, matrix packing routines.
L

'j

, , MAIN STORAGE UTILIZATION i_
:°_- i

i
The original design of NASTR_Nrecognized the importance of l_reserving as

_' much as possible of the main storage for matrix operations. The overlay struc-
ture was carefully designed to m_nimize the amount o£ code that had to be
resident in main storage, particularly during the operation of important matrix
routines. Also, in order to preserve the maximum amount o£ main storage for :

'_. each matrix operation, all results were transferred to secondary storage prior
to the start o£ a new major operation. This transfer o£ information to and

£

from secondary storage placed a heavy burden on the matrix packing routines }
', and the associated read and write routines. These routines have contributed

_., heavily to the relative inefficiency of _STRAN, : ,

.:-., The original design of the overlay structure for NASTRAN is still in use _

._ • i -"

• _.... and there appears to be no need for major changes in this area. The ineffi-
:'._;' ciencies resulting from the transfer of information between main and secondary
-_.. storage has been a source of some concern and has received extensive revision

i,-'_:,.:'I in both Level 15 and Level 16.

Y_ "_3 In order to reduce the requirement for transfers between main storage and
,_/ " ' secondary storage, Level 16 will provide an option to use a portion of main

ii': _' -1 storage for the retention of data which would otherwise be transferred to
,,,_ secondary storage. This option is ,under the control of the individual func-

_. tional modules and has been implemented by allowing the use of multiple buffers; in ,_ain memory by the I/_ routines. This option will be par_icu!arly effective
l when relatively small amounts of frequently used information can be retained in

main memory and thereby avoid excessive transfers from secondary s_orage. A
_ : strong candidate for using this option is the numerical integration in transient

1974006473-014
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response problems, where currently the triangular factors of the dynamic matrix
must be read from secondary storage at each time step. If the problem is not
too large, it may be convenient to allocat_ sufficient main memory to hold the
triangular factors in main storage. This option should also be useful for non-
linear problems where the problem sizes tend to be small and repetitive opera-
tions form an important part of the total solution time.

SECONDARYSTORAGEbTILIZATION

All of the transfers of infoz_ation between secondary storage and main
storage in the early releases of NAST_ used sequential access methods. Much
of the original code was also written in F_RIRAN, which further contributed to

: the inefficiencies. The original dynamic use of files as supervised by the
- NASTRANExecutive System has stood the test of time and remains today essen-

tially as in the original de3ign.

Sequential procedures are still used for all write operations. However,
read operations may be performed either by the use of sequential procedures or

i procedt:res. Two important uses of the random access procedures in Level
random

16 are for matrix assembly and the back substitution part of the equation

solution routines.
I MATRIX PACKING

Efficient operation with large sparse matrices requires an effective
packing scheme in order to minimize main memory requirements and the time
required to transfer the nonzero elements fro_ secondary storage devices to
the working space in main memory. The current matrix packing logic is similar
to that used in th_ original design of NASTRAN. However, substantial improve-
ments in the efficiency were made in Level 15, including the use of machine
language on the IBM versions. Level 16 will include further improvepents in

_. efficiency, including the use of assembly language on the Univac version. The
_. Level 16 matrix packing routines will use machine language on all machines and
_ will be 1-I/2 to 2 times faster than Level IS.

:J:" The matrices in NASTRAN are stored by columns, and each column constitutes
:_- , a logical record. The first nonzero term in the column is described by an
_-_ integer indicating its row position and the floating point number describin_ its

value. If the following term is also nonzero, only its value is stored, and
.... in general the position of only the first term in the series of nonzero terms

°_! is stored. In order to improve the efficiency when working with strings of
, nonzero terms, the number of nonzero terms in the string is stored along with

the row numbez of the first nonzero term in the string. An option is also pro-
vided tc include the row number of tbc last nonzero term in the string along

0 with the number of nonzero terms in the string. This option makes it possible ,_
to perform the backward substitution operation for equation solution in a

c_ more efficient manner. _,

Jf_

,|
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.kn impo_.ant addition to the packing routines in Level 16 is a new non- " i
transmit option. In the case of a read operation, each call for this option L

results in the return of the row number of the first nonzero term in the next _
string and the number of terms in the string. In the case of a write operation, :P

each call returns the location of the next available space in the NASTRAN I/_ i
: buffer and the number of spaces remaini_lg in the current buffer. The using L_

routines can then operate directly in the I/¢ buffers, and only the time asso- [
ciated with the initial call for each string is required fo:- the packing opera-
tion. The time to access a term or store a term can be absorbed in the using i

: routine, as this operation is required, even when operating outside the buffer. [
t

For strings of reasonable length, the time per _erm for the nontr_nsmit
operation is very small and may well be ten or twenty times less than the

transmitting pack options. _.tis option is particularly effective when each

term in the buffer is used for a single operation, such as for direct transient
i

response or eigenvalue extraction using the inverse power method, where the

-i running times are dominated by equation solutior:s with single right hand sides, ;

If the transmitting pack options are used in th,_se cases, the rmming time is

dominated by the packing times, which in turn may be s,_'veraltimes the asso-
ciated arithmetic times. If the nontransmit option is used, the inner loops

will run at arithmetic speed, and the speed of operation with single right
hand sides will be several times faster.

!
_.x. i

MATRIX ASSEMLLY i
z

The comparison of the matrix assembly _es for various assembly procedures
is indicated in Fi_-Jre I. The initial strai_,xt portion of the solid line

indicates a linear growth of matrix assembly time with problem size when the

• complete stiffness matrix can be held in main memory. The curved portion of the :

,I solid line indicates a rapid growth in matrix assembly time with problem size

when the st:f?;;ess maerix is _ssembled from element stiffness matrices that

are _tored on _ sequential secondary storage device. The rapid growth in

i. matrix assembly T:,.,tefor large problems was unacceptable for NASTRAN.

S:nce the large _atrices i_ NASTEAN require the use of secondary storage

_. for assembly, and sinco only s_quential access procedures were available during i _

,_'_''1 the initial development period, the regeneration procedure indicated by theii,._ loLg-dash--snort-dash line in Figure i was used. In this procedure the re-

__.o_,_"1 quxred partitinns of the el(_ent stlff_ess ,.._rices are regenerated at each

'""....I grid point as r,..,eded,pointsC°nsequent_'F'_"_:_ea,_'u"_''• ¢_..thi._line is proportional:_i' !" to the number of grid co_m,,t_, to
:') ement. As indicated!

in Figure I, this procedure will _. s,&_.,ior the age of element matrices1
__'__:-_,1 on sequential access devices tot larg_ p.-, i;m _. __:e ")cation.of the cross-over

,;_',•• point will depend on the zatio of the ti_,: to ,,e_v.r ':__an element stiffness .

i | matrix tO the time rcqulred to retrieve t,, s.,_e inf.,rmation from
a sequential

_ | storage device. A further degradation ,r,r_-ni:_ ;_ occurs if all of the

'_'_!:"lt_s"I element generation routines cannot be :,.,d L._m,._u .,e_:oryaL the same time.

 i;1.... Thislo=terproble,wasnot evere:,,-,e releasesof because

.':,_. the element library was small and co:.xst_* of relatively simple elements.
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The dashed line in Figure i indicates a linear growth in matrix assembly
time when the element stiffness matrices are retrieved from a direct access

secondary storage device. The slope of this line is proportional to the time
to generate the stiffness matrix for a single element plus the time required to
retrieve the element stiffness from a random access device. A new matrix assem-

bly module has been completed for Level 16 in which the element matrices are
generated for each type of element and stored on a random access device. The
comTIete matrix is generated by assembling as many columns of the matrix as
possible in packed form in main memory, using random access methods to retrieve
the element matrices as needed. Since only a single element routine is needed
in main memory during the formation of the element matrices, there is no
penalty for having a large finite element library.

The new matrix assembly module also provides for taking advantage of
identical finite elements in the model. In the case of identical elements,

the element generation routine generates only one matrix for each group of
identical elements. With random access assembly procedures, it is a routine
operation to point to the single element matrix each time it is required for ,-
matrix assembly. This procedure substantially reduces the matrix generation
time when there are large numbers of identical elements.

Test runs indicate that the central processor time for the actual matrix
assembly is about the same in Level 16 as in Level 15, even though the element
matrices are retrieved from a secondary storage device in Level 16. In other
words, the overhead for the matrix assembly operations in Level 16 is very
small. The removal of the requirement to regenerate the element matrices at
each connection will reduce the matrix generation time in proportion to the
number of connected grid points. The new matrix assembler is particularly ,
impoltant for the new, higher order elements where the number of connections
are often greater, and the generation times for the element matrices are sub-
_tan_ially greater than for the elements in Level 15. i

5

MATRIX MULTIPLY-ADD .j

The use of sparse matrix multiply-add routines _.aspart of the original
design of NASTRAN. Major improvements in efficiency were made in Level 13 with
the use of machine language inner loops and improved logic for Method 2. Level
16 includes a new Method 5 and improved logic for the transfer of the packed _
ma_rix terms directly into the working area for Method 2. The details of the :,
multiply-add operations are given in the NASTRAN Theoretical Manual. __•.#_

The summary of multiply-add operations in Table I presents the overall _!_-
picture o_ multiply-add efficiency in NA_rRAN. Various corbinations of densi- /_
ties of the [A] an_ [B] matrices are presented for both the nontranspose and the _
transpose multlply-add options. In each case the most efficient multiply-add _
method is 3iven for the particular combination of densities. The efficiency .,
of the inner loop for multiply-add is always proportional to the length of the _<
strings o_" the second operand. The total arithmetic time is always proportional _
to the d,_nsity of the matrix containing the first operand, except for the non-
transpose option of Method2, for which the arithmetic time is proportional to ,_

ii _
"5_'_ -

_rL,

i
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the product of the densities of the two matrices. Although the matrix packing
operations contribute to the total execution time, these packing times are not
of primary consideration in the relative efficiency of the multiply-add methods.

For either the transpose or the nontranspose multiply-add, the summary in
• Table 1 indicates that, when [B] is dense, Method 1 will be selected regardless

of the density of [A]. In these cases, the arithmetic times are proportional
to the density of [_]. Since [B] is assumed full in Method i, the multiply-add
loop operates at maximum efficiency. However, unless [B] is very dense, a large
number of unnecessary zero operations will be performed.

If [B] is sparse, Method 2 will always be selected in the nontranspos_
case, r_gardless of the density of [A]. In this case the arithmetic time will
be proportional to the product of the densities of the [A] and [B] matrices.I

; The efficiency of the multiply-add loop will be proportional to the lengths of
the strings of the [A] matrix. The internal selection procedures assume that
the average length of the strings in the [A] matrix is proportional to the
density of the [A] matrix.!

!

i _ For the transpose ca_e with [B] sparse and [A] sparse, Method 2 will
usually be selected. Aft ough the efficiency of the multiply-add loop will be
low due to the short strings (low density) in [A], the number of operations
will be proportional to the density of [A], and the total arithmetic time will

',\_ be relatively short. If there is sufficient main memory to perform Method 1 in
a single pass, the total time will be less than for Method 2 because of the
higher efficiency of the multiply-add loop. In neither case is any advantage
taken of the sparsity of the [B] matrix.

For the transpose case with [B] sparse and [A] dense, a new Method 3 is
the most efficient. In this method the [A] matrix is assumed full and the

multiply-add loop operates at maximum efficiency. However, unless [A] is
i very dense, a large number of zero operations will be performed. The execution

time for Method _ is proportional to the density o£ the [B] matrix, with no
advantage being taken of the density of the [A] matrix. A nontranspose option

i is not provided for Method 5, as Method 2 handles all cases of interest more

"i_.:. l:,.' efficiently.

] MATRIX DECOMPOSITION

:_iii_!l?_ The storage and indexing procedures used in NASTRAN for the new symmetric
_i._/I decomposition routine will be discussed with reference to the matrix in Figure

_i_ 2. Initial nonzero terms are indicated by X's with the O's indicating nonzeroterms created as the decomposition proceeds. The shaded terms indicate the
_:_ .... relative locations for nonzero contributions to the upper triangular factor

when the first row of the matrix is the pivotal row, If there is sufficient
_L_ main storage to hold all of the shaded terms, the decomposition may proceed

without the need for writing intermediate results on secondary storage. The
_'_ shaded terms in Figure 3 indicate the relative locations for nonzero contribu-

tions tO the upper triangular factor when the second row is the pivotal row.
In this case not only are there more active columns, and therefore more m_in

,

_,_ 12.i
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storage is required, but one of the new active columns (column 8) is inserted
in an intermediate location.

The management of the working storage for triangular decomposition is
indicated in Figure 4. The pivotal row and the associated active column vector
are storeu in a separate space. The active column vector contains the column
number for each nonzero term in the pivotal row. The lo:_er portion of the main
working storage is always used and the amount is proportional to the number of
active columns at each stage of the decomposition. The amount of storage
required for each of the first six pivotal rows for the matrix shown in Figures

, 2 and S is indicated on Figure 4. The shaded area indicates the storage space
: required for pivotal rows 1, 5 and 6, all of which have six active columns.

At any particular stage of the decomposition, the previous contributions are
accessed according to the number of active columns immediatly preceding the

" pivotal row, and *_he results of the current calculations are stored according
to the number of active columns in the pivotal row.

}, As the decomposition proceeds, the number of active columns can increase, by any number up to the number of rows remainiug in the matrix. However, if
' it is assumed that the number of active columns will never decrease by more

than one for each new pivotal row, it is possible to store the current calcu-

lations dyuqmically in the same array with previous calculations without inter-

ference. Tnis is equivalent to assuming that once a column becomes active it
"_ remains a=tive until the column intersects the diagonal (column number = pivotal

row number). This assumption will not cause errors in the calculations but
will result in the performance of a number of zero operations and will require
additional working space in main storage.

The shaded part of Figure 5 indicates the nonzero terms in the upper tri-
angular factor of a matrix where the original nonzero terms are indicated with
X's. It can be seen that columns 7, 9 and 15 are terminated at row 3, and
columns 11 and 14 are termi).atedat row 6. The new matrix decomposition routine
in Level 16 provides for the termination of active columns by changing their
status from active to passive. Columns may also change their status from
passive to active as indicated in Figure 5 by column 9 at row 7, or column ii

_ at row i0. The provision for passive columns reduces the number of active
:'_'_ columns when row 4 is pivotal from 6 to 3, with an associated reduction in

_}, main storage requirements and the number o£ arithmetic operations. The --
complete details of the decomposition procedure will be given in the Level 16

•-'_':' NASTRAN Manuals.
d

,,_, The storage management indicated in Figure 4 applies only when there is
sufficientworking storage for all of the terms generated by the pivotal row.

:_ When the number of active columns exceeds the capacity of working storage space,
_{__i an automatic spill logic is provided. The overhead for the new spill logic is

substantially less than provided in the original matrix decomposition routine.
Both the CPU cost and the number of secondary storage transfers have been
substantiallyreduced. It should be possible to economically run large problems
with about half as much main storage in Level 16.

In order to improve the efficiency of sparse matrix operation in NASTRAN, '_

the inner loops are usually written in assembly language. In general the use of ._j

974008473-0 9
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assembly language will reduce the number of instructions and will allow for

more effective use of the high speed registers. In the case of the new decompo-

sition routine, three separate inner loops are provided. The differences in
the inner loops are associated with the need to combine the previously complctec

results in the working storage space. Special provision is made when no pre-

: viously calculated results need to be combined. This applies to the first row

of the matrix and for all rows immediately following the creation of passive

columns. Special provision is also made for the c; _e of consecutive active

columns. This option improves the efficiency of indexin_ for band matrices and
when there are large numbers of active columns adjacent to the diagonal. The

third loop provides for the general case in which a test must be made inside

the loop for the existence of previously calculated terms.
)

The aim in the NASTRAN decomposition routine has been to provide a

i general purpose routine which will operate efficiently for different orderings
of nonzero terms, including the cases of band matrices and partitioning or

substructuring types of matrix ordering. The NASTRAN decomposition routine

has been designed to take advantage of different sequences of nonzero terms

along with the use of an ordinary step-by-step elimination procedure. Test
runs with square frameworks of 2600 order have given improvements in running

time by factors of 2 to 4. It is easy to design problems which will show sub-

stantially greater improvements in efficiency, particularly if the new spill

logic is used with reduced main memory requirements or unusual sequences for

matrices are employed.

The familiar ordering for a band matrix of a square array is shown in

Figure 6. Figure 7 indicates the ordering of the same problem with partition-

ing. In this case, the square array has been divided into four partitions

with each of the partitions numbered first and the boundary points numbered
last. Figure 8 indicates the locations of the nonzero terms in the triangular
factor when the square array is ordered for partitioning. The X's indicate
the origlnal nonzero terms and the O's indicate nonzero terms created during
the decomposition operation. In the case of the band matrix, the number of
nonzero terms in the triangular factor is 129, whereas Figure 8 contains only
102 nonzero terms. Since the time for the forward/backward substitution opera-
tion is directly proportional to the number of nonzero terms in the triangular

factor, the time for the forward/backward substitution operation when the
squar_ array is ordered for partitioning is nn]y about 80% of that when the

array is ordered for a band. The number of multiplications for the decomposi-
tion when ordered for a band is 294, whereas the number indicated in Figure 8
is only 177. This indicates that the time for the decomposition when ordered
for partitioning is only about 60% of that when ordered for a band. This

example indicates the kinds of savings that are possible in decomposition and
equation solutlon, when the decomposition routine can locate the nonzero terms
in a triangular f.:_or in a routine fashion. Even greater savings are possible
when the partitions are not strongly connected.

I
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EQUATION SOLUTION

The forward/backwardsubstitution operation for the new equation solution
routine in Level 16 is performed by holding es many columns of the right hand
side in main memory as possible. The forward and backward substitution opera-
tions are performed by reading the triangular factors from secondary storage
and performing the indicated arithmetic operations. These operations are per-

+ formed ir:place, and at the conclusion of the backward substitution operation
the solution vectors are stored in the same locations as the original right
hand sides. The nonzero terms of the triangular factors are located directly
in the I/_ buffers in strings, using the new nontransmit option of the matrix
packing routines.

The general procedure for the forward pass in equation solution is indi-
cated in Figure 9. The operation for each column begins by locating the first
nonzero string in the lower triangular factor. The no,Lzeroterms of the cur-
rent column of the lower t_'iangularfactor are indicated by the letter L in
Figure 9. Next, the associated term in the first column of the right hand
side is tested for zero. If the right hand side term is nonzero, the multiply-
add operations are performed for the string, and the results are stored in the
first col_mn in the locations indicated by the number I in Figure 9. Similar
operations are performed for all columns on the right hand side having nonzero
entries in the row associated with the current column o_ the lower triangular
factor. The X's on Figure 9 indicate nonzero operations exist in columns i,
2 and 5. The results for the second string of the current column in Figure 9
are stored in the locations indicated by the number 2. The forward pass is
completed by performing similar operations for all columns in the lower trian-
gular factor.

The b:,_cksubstitution operation is performed by reading the strings of +

the triangular factor in reverse order. The general procedure for the backward

solution is indicated in Figure I0. _e operation for each row of the upper +,i_ "
factor begins by locating the last nonzero string in the current row, indicated ,_
by the letter U in Figure 10. The dot product of the string ",smade for each _:
column on the right hand side in turn, without testing for zero. The location
of the se :ondoperand is indicated by the number 1 in Figure I0. The partial
solutions are accumulated in the current row of the right hand side, as indi-
cated by the X's in Figure 10. The backward pass continues by performing simi-
lar operations for all nonzero strings in the current row of the upper trian-
gular factor. The locations of the second operand for the next nonzero string
of the upper triangular factor are indicated by the number 2 in Figure I0.
When all of the dot products have been performed for the current row of the
upper triangular factor, the solution will be located in the positions indicated ",
by the X's. The backward solution is completed by performing the same opera- ',:
tions for each row of the upper triangular factor. The final solution is then
transferred to secondary storage. If additional right hand sides exist, the --_"
next group of columns can be transferred to main storage and a new forward pass ,,
started.

It can be seen that the forward/backward substitution operation in Level _i
16 takes full advantage of the sparslty of the triangular factors. Also, all _:;_

'(

.L
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terms in the triangular factors a:e located directly in the buffers, so full "
advantage is taken of the str_ng _otation and the nontransmit packing option.

Full advantage is also taken of the sparsity of the right hand side in the
forward pass. Test runs with the new equation solution routine show improve-

ments in running time by a factor of i0 over those used in Level 15.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

One of the more important future hardware developments will be the avail-

ability of much faster arithmetic units. The improvements in speed will come

from the use of parallel processors and the use of vector processors. The

modular design of NASTRAN should make it possible to take advantage of these

new hardware developments by changing only the matrix operation routines. In

some cases, it may only be necessary to change the inner loops in the matrix

operation routines. In any event, the basic packing routines and the string

notation should be useful with these new types of arithmetic units.

Another important hardware development will be the use of high capacity,

high speed, secondary storage devices. These high speed storage devices will

consist of such things as extended core storage devices and fixed head drums,

as well as high speed, high density disc storage devices. The organization of

the NASTRAN packing and I/_ routines lends itself to easy modification for use
! with different types of secondary storage devices. A modification has already

: been made for Level 16 to include the use of extended core storage devices on

CDC machines.

! The organization of the NASTRAN I/_ routines and the use of working storage
and main memory adapt well to the use of paging devices, such as are used with
buffer memories and virtual memory machines. The NASTRAN matrix routines tend

•, to access blocks of information in main memory in a sequential manner. The net

result is, that even for large problems, only a small amount of working space

needs to be resident in main memory at any one time. Furthermore, particularly

:_ with the new Level 16 matrix routines, the number of transfers between main
storage and secondary storage have been substantially reduced, with a resulting
reduction in the work load for paging devices.

,-., CONCLUSIONS

:i!i The following conclusions are drawn relative to improvements in NASTRANefficiency:

iiil 1. Most problems will run at least twice as fast on Level 16 as Level 15

due to improvements in times for matrix assembly, equation solution, deccmposi-
_ ' tion, and matrix packing.

2. The use of multiple I/_ buffers in main memory along with the nontrans-
mit read and write options can make an individual functional module competitive

_! 16 *
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with core held programs, because no transfers to secondary storage are made and
indexing is done directly into the working arrays.

3. The modular design of NASTR/_ has made modification easy and should
continue to make it relatively easy to adapt NASTRANto new hardware and im-
provements in the state of the art for matrix operations and data processing.
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Table 1. S_mmary of MPYADOperations

• , [A][B] + [C] = [D]

r.L i. ......... ,

_latrixDensity Arithmetic Time

i |m H I| I iMPYADHethod

I [A] [B] Strings Density ;

i m i i i i i • m i ill

Sparse Dense 1 [B] [A]

i Dense Sparse 2 [A] [A] _,[B]
Sparse Sparse 2 [A] [A] _ [B]

Dense Dense 1 [B] [A]
' '' I I II I I

[_]T[B] • [C]., [D]
J In i I i i iBm _ I i i • I I I m

!
Hatrlx I Arithmetic TimeDensit_ , j , , ,,

I MPYADMethod

[A] _,___[]1_..............J............. S.lngs Density

Sparse Dense 1 [B] [A]

Dense Sparse _ [A] [B]

Spars, Sparse 2 [A] [A]

Dense Dense 1 [ B] [A]

In HI • ........................

i
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NUMBEROF GRID POINTS _..

Ftsure 1.- Comparison of matrix assembly procedures.
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NASTRAN BUCKLING STUDY OF A LINEAR INDUCTION MOTOR REACTION RAIL

By Jerry G. Williams

NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, Virginia

ABSTRACT

!

NASTRAN was used to study problems associated with the installation of

a linear induction motor reaction rail test track at the Department of

Transportation High-Speed Ground T_st Center near Pueblo, Colorado. Specific
problems studied include determination of the critical axial compressive

buckling stress and establishment of the lateral stiffness of the reaction
' rail under combined loads. NASTR_I_ results were compared with experimentallyf

obtained values and satisfactory _greement was obtained. The reaction rail was

found to buckle at an axial compressive stress of 78.6 MN/m2 (ii 400 ib/in2).
: The results of this investigation were used to select procedures for installa-

tion of the reaction rail at the Pueblo test site.

"_ INTRODUCTION

Linear induction motor propulsion systems for high-speed ground trans-

portation vehicles are being tested by the U.S. Department of Transportation

at its high-Speed Ground Test Center near Pueblo, Colorado. One of these

vehicles, the Linear Induction Motor Research Vehicle (LIMRV) (see fig. 1), has

a linear induction motor approximately 3 m (10 feet) long which exerts axial

force against a vertical aluminum reaction rail supported by conventional

crossties of a railroad track (ref. 1). The reaction rail is a thin plate-

like member which is fusion welded into a continuous strip before clamping it

_o the crossties. It experiences thermal loads because of ambient temperature
variations and localized axial loads which react the thrust of the linear

induction motor. The axial loads are small in comparison to the thermal loads

and are not considered in this study. In addition, lateral loads are imposed _ --

on the reaction rail by the guide wheels of the linear induction motor. A

dra_ing showing the rail cross section and its attachment hardware is pre- i

sented in figure 2.

¢

The expected reaction rail temperature extremes at the test center range
from 239 K (-30° F) to 333 K (140° F). Since there are no expansion Joints T

in the reaction rail, normal atmospheric temperature variations cause the

rail stresses to change as a function of the ambient temperature. For example,
if the rail is installed at 333 K, compressive stresses will not be developed
but the tensile stresses will be high at low temperatures. A stress-free

installation temperature TO between 239 K and 333 K subjects the rail to
compressive stress when the rail temperature exc,eds TO and tensile stress

when the temperature is lower than TO .
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Potential problems associated with compressive loading of the reaction r

rail, including buckling _nd reduced lateral stiffness, have been studied by i,

using NASTRAN and by laboratory experiments. A detailed description of experi- _
mental procedures and results is presented in reference 2. A special-purpose

• 1 finite-difference solution to the classical plate equations w_th appropriate l

| boundary conditions was also formulated and those results are presented and

compared with selected NASTRAN results in reference 3. The current paper i

presents additional results, provides details of the NASTRAN model and makes, !
comparisons between NASTRAN and experimental results for the critical buckling
stress and the lateral displacement response of the rail under combined axial t

and compressive loads. Suggestions are also proposed for an improved reaction i

rail geometry.

NASTRAN MODEL
L

A drawing of the N_TRAN model used to represent the reaction rail is

_ presented in figure 3. A rail length of 5.56 m (219 inch) was selected for
' study based on preliminary NASTRAN calcu/ations which showed the critical

i buckling stress for this length tall to be nearly independent of the boundaryconditions imposed on the rail ends. This insensitivity to end boundary con-

i ditions is important since it implies that it is unnecessary to define the

I_' exact boundary conditions hnposed on the ends of a typical section selectedfrom the continuous _eng-length test track. Geometric symmetry about the

specimen midlength permitted the problem to be represented analytically by a

model which included only half of the specimen length. A rectangular network

of isotropic bending plus membrane quadrilateral plate elements (CQUAD2) was

used to represent both the vertical web and base flange components.

At any given axial station, the rail vertical web was represented by

seven plate elements and the base flange by four plate elements. Axially°

the half-rail w_s represented by 34 plate elements. The center two base

flange elements had cross-sectlonal dimensions of 4.53 cm (1.785 in.) wide
and 1.0 cm (0.40 in.) thick while the two outer-base flange elements had

cross-sectional dimensions of 1.82 cm (0.715 in.) wide and 0.79 cm (0.312 in.)

thick. The vertical web voids were accounted for in the analysis by giving
the isotropic quadrilateral plate elements an equivalent bending stiffness _

of 20.6 kN m (182 600 in-lb) which was calculated by treating the web as a

sandwich plate _:d neglecting the separators between voids. This stiffness

representation was verified by comparing N_STRAN and experimental results

for the lsteral displacement response of _ 2.54 cm (1 in.) long section of
rail loaded by a 445-N (100-1b) lateral force located at a height of B4.3 cm

(13.5 in.) measured from the rail base flange. NASTRAN results compared
favorably with experimental measurements as c_n be seen in figure 4.

Clamped boundary conditions were imposed at the rail end while both

symmetry and antisymmetry conditions were considered at the rail midlength to
insure that the lowest buckling solution was obtained. The restraint to

displacement imposed by clamps mounted to wooden crossties every 0.483 m

(19 in.) along the rail base flange was modeled analytically by a set of

Q
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_: _' horizontal and vertical springs discretely located along the free edge of

base flange elements. Mathematical ill-conditioning was experienced under !certain ctnditions when the spring const_ts were specified by a CEL Sl data

_ card. This problem was overcome by representing the spring constants by CROD
data cards in which a unit area rod had the required axial stiffness and zero

• torsional stiffness. The horizontal and vertical spring constant magnitudes
° were determined experimentally for the laboratory setu_ to be 12.6 and

75.3 MN/m per clamp (72 000 and 430 000 ib/in, per clamp), respectively.

De_ails of the technique used to measure these properties are reported in

reference 2. For comparison, calculations were also made assuming the clamps
to be fully restrained.

Axial stress was thermally introduced into the NASTRAN model as a result

of restraining the rail ends against axial displacement and introducing a near

isothermal temperature increase. Lateral loading was introduced by applying
a concentrated load at the model midlength and 15.2 cm (6 in.) below the top

edge of the rail. Calculations were made with NASTRAN level 15 version.

Buckling solutions were obtained by use of the inverse power method of eigen-
value extraction (rigid format _) and lateral stiffness calculations were

made by use of the differential stiffness capability (rigid format 4).

As a check on modeling and problem formulation, the axially loaded

classical plate-buckling problem in which the two vertical ends and the lower

edge are clamped and the upper edge is free was solved using NASTRAN. The

plate size and model characteristics, except for the difference in lower

edge boundary and absence of the base flange, were identical to those for the
rail problem. The NASTRAN flnite-element solution showed almost exact agree-

ment with the known solution (ref. 4). This agreement gave confidence that

the m_del was well formulated and that grid-point spacing was sufficiently
refined.

Typical Langley Research Center costs to compute the critical buckling

stress for the reaction tall model which had approximately 2000 degrees of

freedom using a CDC 6600 computer was $325. This cost included approximately _
1700 CPU seconds and 28000 O/S calls and was run at a field length of 155 0008 . _

Lateral stiffness calculations cost approximately $220 and included approxl- __

mately 1250 CPU seconds and 18000 O/S calls, i_

EXPERIMENT

The laboratory test setup involved clamping a 5.56-m (219-in.) length of _

reaction rall to the center line of wooden crossties spaced every 0.483 m _(

(19 in.) in a fashion representative of the field installation method. This /_
length included a ]3-cm (5-in.) section at each end of the rail between the _

last base flange clamp and the end fixture. Clamped boundary conditions were _

imposed at the rail ends. Rail crossties and clamp hardware were taken from

stock used in the Pueblo field installation. Axial compressive stress in _

the rail was developed by restr=inlng the ends against axial displacement and "_

the rail in a near isothermal manner using radiant heater panels. :_._heating

31 '_ '
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Thermocouples were used to measure the rai] temperature, strain gages were
used to detennine stresses, and linear voltage differential transducers (LVDT)

were used to measure lateral displacements. :J_e electronic output was
recorded automatically and stored on magnetic tape for later reduction. A

detailed description of the test technique is reported in reference 2 and a

photograph of the laboratory setup is presented in figure 5.
I

Buckling and lateral stiffness experiments were conducted on each of two

reaction rail specimens. Prior to each test, the rail was surveyed and,

when necessary, shims were used to obtain the desired conditions of straight- ',

•j ness. A brief description of these two experiments is presented below.

I

Buckling of a "Well-Alined" Rail

i In this test the specimen was heated to induce axial compressive stress

until large lateral deformations were observed. The term "well-alined" indi-
cates a specimen which was installed as nearly straight on the test bed as was

practical. Typically, the upper edge and base flange were laterally alined

i within +-0.38m_ (+-0.015 in.) and -+0.13mm (+-0.005 in.), respectively, of a
straight line drawn through the end points of the rail. This arrangement is

considerably better than that normally achieved in the field. The purpose of

I this experiment was to define the rail buckling stress and mode shape and to

determine whether large lateral deformations are elastic.

I

., Lateral Stiffness Test

I This test involved applying a lateral point load at the rail midlength

and 15.2 cm (6 in.) below the top edge in combination with selected magnitudes

of axial stress. The purpose of this experiment was to determine the lateral

stiffness of the rail as a function of the applied axial compressive stress.
Lateral stiffness as used in this report is defined as the ratio of the lateral

point load to the lateral displacement at the point of application of the load.

• _ RESULTS ._

-_, _ Buckling

•,';_}"l Theoretical and experimental buckling results for a "well-alined" rail

_ '. are presented in table I. Two NASTRAN solutions are presented, on_ in which

•.I_'-_.- I the base flange clamps were spring supported and the other in which the base

,_'_'.'_',! flange clamps were fully restrained (disp]acements and rotations set equal
::._,."i to zero). The critical buckling stress for the ca_e in which the flange clamps

_, were spring supported i_ 86.2 MNIm2 (12 5000 iblin_) which is approximately

I! 7 percent lower than the solution in which th_ base flange clamps were fully
'.'.'_ restrained. In "-_u....cases the lowest buckling stress was obtained with

_ symmetry boundary conditions imposed at the s_ecimen midlength.
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The experimentally obtained critical buckling stress was 78.6 MN/m2 '
,. (ii 400 ib/in 2) which is 9 percent lower than _he NASTRAN spring-supported

clamp solution. The experimentsl value corresponds to a rail temperature rise
of 49.1 K (88.4° F) from a stress-free state.

The classical buckling solution of a rectangular plate with properties
identical to the rail vertical web which is clamped on the ends and free on

the top edge is 37.0 MN/m2 (9400 Ib/in2) for the lower edge continuously

simply supported and iii._ MN/m2 (16 200 ib/in2) for the lower edge continu-
ously clamped (ref. 2). These two extremes in boundary condition_ bracket the

, base flange support conditions and the reaction-rail base flange/clamp-support
system results fall approximately midway between the results for the continu-

ous simple support and clamped conditions.

A comparison of NASTRAN and experimental results for the buckling lateral

displacement of a line 2.54 cm (1 in.) below the rail upper edge is presented

in figure 6. The axial distance from the center line is normalized by the

rail height (0.533 m (21 in.)) and lateral displacements are normalized by the

maximum displacement magnitude (which occurs at the top edge and center of
the rail). The experimental mode shape is not symmetric about the center

line, but is biased to the right. This irregularity may have been caused by

variations in base flange support conditions. Both NASTRAN and experimental
results exhibit a buckling mode shape of five half-waves for the 5.56 m

_ (219-in.) long specimen. The midspan half-wave length given by both NASmRAN

and the experiment was approximately 1 m (39.4 in.). A photograph of the

buckled rail is presented in figure 7.

Lateral Stiffness

The normal operating clearance between the linear induction mc_or and the

reaction rail is only 2.22 cm (0.875 in.) which sets an upper limit on the

permissible peak-to-peak amplitude of lateral displacements. The lateral

stiffness of the reaction tall is important not only to static load co**sider-

ation but also to the dynamic performance of the LIMRV. Although this study

addresses only the static behavior of the reaction rail, rail properties
..,1_ necessary for conducting a dynamic analysis were obtained. As indicated

_ % _-. earlier, later" stiffness is defined as the ratio of the lateral point load I
• '_ - to the lateral deflection produced at the point of application of the load.

_; . The point later_l load in this study was located at the center of the

_i_' specimen and 15.2 cm (6 in.) below the rail upper edge. The vertical location

_t_,_,/_. was selected to coinclae with a position half-way between the upper and lower
guidance wheels at one end of the linear induction motor. Experimentally,

,__7. , loads of up to 7560 newtons (1700 ib_ were applied and lateral displacements

_. as great as 1.9 cm (0.75 in.) were experienced. In all cases the rail
elastically reacted the loads and returned to its original configuration upon

_'_. release of _he load.

__. The variation in lateral spring constant with axial compressive stress

' _'!"_'_ is presented in flgure 8. The experimental results show a lateral s_rlng

" constant of 820 kN/m (4680 ib/in.) at zero stress which decreases nesaly

-
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. linearly to a value of 350 k?T/m (2000 !b/in.) at an ay.ial compressive stress i

• _ of 74.5 _/m 2 (I0 800 ib/in_). The NASTRAN solution in which the base flange i
q clamps were fully restrained is only slightly lower th'm the _xperimental

result (e.g., by only 5 percent for zero axial stress). The effect of

representing the clamps by horizontal and vertical springs is to reduce the

lateral stiffness by approximately 6 percent over the fully restrained
' condit! on.

' The lateral displacem_ 't of the vertical portion of the rail corresponding
; to 35.6 MN/m2 (5160 ib/in 2) axial stress and a lateral load of 4]:48N _I000 lh)

'!; obtained using NASTR;d_ is presented in the displacement contour plot of fig-
ure 9. Displacements have been normalized with respect to the maximum amplf-

I tude which has been scaled to a value or"i00. The maximum amplitude is

approximately 1.14 cm (0.45 in.) and occurs at the midlength _nd upper edge
: of the rail. In this NASTRAN solution, the clam, were modeled as horizontal

I and vertical springs.

In addition to reducing the rail lateral stiffness, axial compressive

i stress also affects the lateral dlsplacement field of a laterally loaded ra_l.This effect is shown in figure l0 in which the lateral displacements of a

line located 2.54 cm (i in.) below the upper edge are plotted for three

i magnitudes of axial stress in combination with a lateral load of 4447 N
_ (i000 ib). An increase in the applied axial stress causes an increase in

; the .maximum displacement amplitude and a decrease in the midspan effective

l| wave length. As the axial compressive stress approaches the buckling stress,
th,.combined load results in a distorted five half-wave buckled mode shape

biased in the direction of the applied lateral load. NASTRAN and experimental

rest;lts are in good agreement for an axial stress of zero and 35.6 _I/m 2

(5160 Ib/in21. Experimental results are not available for an axial stress
of 71.2 MN/mw- (lO 300 lb/in 2) since 4448 N (lO00 lb) lateral load in combina-

tion witn thls axial load would have resulted in unacceptably large lateral
displacements. Lower magnitudes of lateral load for this axial stress, how-

ever, did establish the distorted five half-wave pattern indicated by the
NASTRAN solution.

Improved Rail Design _.

A parametric study was made to determine the increase in the critical

buckling stress resulting from an increase in the bending stiffness of the

lower portion of the rail vertical web. The portion considered was the lower

one-seventh of the vertical web (7.62 cm (3 in.) measured from the vertical

web/base flange intersection). Results of this study are presented in

figure ii where the reference bending stiffness and the reference critic_l

buckling stress are those of the previously described model.

A 25-percent increase in the critical buckling stress is obtained by

increasing the Bending stiffness by a factor of 8. This increase cem be

accomplished for the subject rail by taking the same cross-sectional area and

increasing the total thickness of the lower portion of the vertical web to a
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_i _imension of approximateiy 5.5 _ (2.2 in.). This approach ,_ay have merit in

_ the _eometric design of future reaction rails which react to compressive

'_ loading subject, of course, to geometric constraints imposed by the linear

: induction motor. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Satlsfacto_'y agreement was achieved betweeP NASTRAN and experimental

results for the buckling load, buckling mode shr.pc, latera7 displacement

response to a l,oint lateral load, and latera" st'ffness of the reaction rail
as % function of axial load. Parametric studies of the stiffness of the

lowe _ portion c f the reaction ra_l indicate substanti_ improvements ear. be

obtained in the critical buckling stress by increasing the lower portion

bendihg stiffness.

The results of this investigation show that substantial axial compressive

loads can be carried by the LIMRV reaction rail without buckling. Furthermore,

lateral deformations up to 1.9 cm (0.75 in.) are elastic and disappear upon

release of the imposed loads. The latter result means that even if the

reaction rail is installed at a stress-free temperature which is later

exceeded by sufficient magnitude to cause buckling, the event is not cata-

strophic if test operations are suspended for this interim period•

Based on these result.:, the r=com,m_ndat_on wa_ gi v_n the Department of

Transportation that the LIMRV reaction rall test track be ins_cal!_d at a

stress-free temperature of around 297 K (75° F). The predicted buckling

temFerature , based on a 78.6-MN/m 2 (ii h00-ib/in 2) buckling stress, would then

be 346 K (163 ° F) which is higher than the rail e_n experience through solar

heating at the test center. _is recommendatic,_ was adopted by the Department

of Transportation in the fall of 1972 in the installation of the Pueblo test .,

track. Successful operation _f the LIMBV has been in progress since that _

time with no problems encountered with the reaction rail. _
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: STRISS ANALYSIS OF POLYM[R5

_ '_[ HIGH STRAINS

; by Michel Ourand and Etienne Jankovtch

" KLEBER COLOMBES, Theoretical Tire Engineering,?

COLOMBES, France

i .! $

, SUMM_RY

I A numerical analysis presented problem a rectangular
is for the of flat

rubber membrane with a circular rl_id inclusion undergoing hlgh strains due

I to the actinn of an axial load. The neo-hookean constitutive equation_ are In-troduced into the general purpose TITUS program by means of equivalent nookean

I constants and initial strains. The convergence is achieved after e f_w itera-
tions. _he method is not limited to any specific program. The results are i_
good agresm_mt with those of a Company sponsored photoelastic stress an61ysis

The theoretical and experimental deformed shapes also agree very closely with

one another, For high strains it is dgmonstrated that using the conventlonll
HOOKE lea the stress concentration fa_tor oOtained is unreliable ih the case

of rubb_rlike material.

INTRODUCTION

The structure of a radi,_lmotor vehicle tire is made up of two types of

components namely the re_nforcing cords and the rubber. The most immediate -"

problem I_,tire _tress analysis is that of the large displacements in the In-

flateG tire descriued _n a previou_ paper (Reference 1). It appeays that the

mo.m important components are the reinforcing cor,_sallo_ing the tire to take i
a stable inflated shape. Th_s particular problem can now be considered as
solved.

However, in order to solve the complete problem, the rubber's behavior

must also be adequatly analyzed by means of an as economical as possible modi-

fication o_ ewi=ting programs. Up until now, this very challenging problem of
non linear material behavior and incompressibility has only been solved in a

few special cases [Reference 2),

The aim of the present work is to stress analyze the rubber parts of the tire

by using NASTRAN and TITUS. A test specimen encompassing a rigid inclusion is t

mmmm_ ----
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_:,_tvul,_Lcd Ln uf_iaxi,ll_xtauv_Lr)rl and the results are comp_n'L'dwiti, U.J,,_: nt
lfllr)L(n_td';Livity, [he. r;Xl.:I ilm:l_t,Jt evidence shows Lhi: ]£;sit'.; ._( v,_li,lity (Jr
lh_;s{, r,.:thods n:)w avail,ll,b; Lo the designer.

! SYMBOLS

(k) Stiffness matrix, Nm

[B: Matrix reIating strain to nodal dlsplacements, mm/mm

' _ Surface of the membrane element, m2

t

(D) Constitutive Iaw in matrix form, Nm-2
"l

: 6" Stress, Nm-2

- _- Strain. mm/m.,

_o Initial strain, mm/mm
!

; # POISSON's ratio, {no units)

i W Elastic potential per unit volume the body,
Nm-2of unstrained

' CI and C2 Constants of MOONEY, Nm-2

i.,,_ Ii Strain invariants, i = 1,? and 3, (no units)

I (E) Neo-hookean constitutive law of a membrane in matrix form, Nm-2

i _. Initial hydrostatic stress of a rubber membrane, Nm-2u Displacement, m

0"1 and{}"2 Principal stresses in the middle plane of the membrane, Nm-2

Radius o_ curvature of the transverse isostatic, m

._ s Curvilinear abscissa, m

(_@ Normal stress tangent to the edge of the disc, Nm-2
_, C Photo-laBile material constant, N-Im2 "

a Radius of the disc, m

-_.%'i',". . Subscripts:

',.,._-'_-.-..-.: '. ,-, T transposed

• _.....,, t true

"-_.._. x coordinate perpendlcu]ar to the loaJ axis centered _n the middle of ,
_,_. the inclusion ,
- S_, "

[_ y coordinate along the load axis centered in the middle of the inclu-

sion
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GENERAL APPROACH

[

HOOE tS LAW

The elementary tests carried out show that for the material under consi-
deration HOOK['s law applies in relatiog true stress • to strain even in the
35 _ mm/mm range. Thus, it may be assumed tentatively that the non linearity
of the rubber's constitutive law is only the result of th_ large dlsp]acements
experienced by the rubber.

Stiffness matrix

, The stiffness matrix of the membrane plate e1_ment used can be written
t {Reference 3) :

[k] = [Bf) x [D] x (B] x _ x d .,

d Thickness, m

Surface of the membrane element, m2

(B) Matrix relating strain to displacement, mm/mm

.L (O) Constitutive law, Nm-2

As a result of the incompressibility condition _ d = const. The accuracy

of the forces and the displacements depends on the accuracy of the terms B and
D,

Definition of O .,,:_

0 : - &o -_

,4.--.,

° Experimentally the uniaxial law is _:.

O"t : E E where E is YOUNG's modulus -T__
# '¢

As a result (Tmust be replaced by O"t in the equations. Tho or,ly remain- _
ing term that has to be calculated in the course of the extension of the spa- _

"_" cimen is B. Thus, this problem would seem to be identical to that of the large :_
displacement problem. ,,_.

t The true stress is computed per unit section area of the deformed body
whereas the conventional stress is computed per unit section area of thQ
unde_ormed body.

51

...._ -_ - r.,m,,- . ....... ,,,', , ._ _ ..... I .,,_.,._,._.. _-_ .,,.
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In the case of rubber, however, it is well Known that there is an addi-
tional, pressure type, term "p" in the constitutive equation. Tn olim_nat(_
"p", represented by (If) {Eo} ,Ibove, an additional equation Jn term_ nf dis-
placements must be written for each element. NASIRAN wlth its scalar m]ement

can handle such an equation. [he resulting data input oroblem is however w_ry
cumbersome. Thus, this solution may be uneconomical for every day use.

In ordcr to demonstrate the existence of "p" a large displacement calcu-
lation was carried out with _.= 0 and _ : .5. Thu largest transverse dis-

, p],_cement along the x-axis passing through the middle of the inclusion was

13 _ in error relative to the experimental values. This error was much ]ar_er
t than the one obtained by means of the theory developed below.
}

' MOONEY-RIVLIN CONSTITUTIVE LAW

i The most common type of rubber material behavior equation is that of

Mooney-Rivlin (Reference 4). Considerlng that W is the elastic potential mea-

i sured per unit volume of the unstrained body the postulated function is
t

i W = CI[I 1 3) + C2 {I2 3)
| I. are the strain invarlants (i : 1,2)
l 1

C1, C2 are the constants postulated by Moor,_y.

i The theory of plane stress of very thin membranes applies to th_ rubber

i ! _ _ considered here. The deformations are symmetric about the middle

_ plane of the body and are essentially uniform throu&huut the thickness. Thepressure type component "p" is eliminated because In the present problem the

| i normal stress perpendicular to the specimen's surface is zero. Largc displace-

I _ ment equations are used in the _ matrix.

| The equations obtained are: {_} = _E) {&)�{_}

I _ are defined at points in the deformed body, but are measured per unit
| area of the undeformed body.

The E and _ are functions of not only CI and C2 but also of Exx, Eyy and Exy.The matrix E is positive definite in the strain range considered.

_. In uniax_al extension the above equatlon_ in terms of true stresses must be

identical to the well known equation {Reference 5) :
;

i and _ _, _

• ! "_ This happens only if C2 is zero and the de :mations are limited in sl_e. Such
C-_ a material is called neo-hookean. The constant CI is determined by means of

1 the latter equations in an uniaxial elementary extension test. CI=.71MN m"2.
i

..... ,_m _
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The solution of the equations is carried out by using an equivalent se-

cant modulus method. The full !oad is applied in this trial and error approach.

_H.Thcfirst s°luti°n is °btalned bY the h°°kean c°nstltutiv'_ h'w wh'w'_ _° is setzeru. I

NASTRAN AND TITUS ANALYSIS

I The program of J.T.Odeno OK1, (Regerence 6), is dosigned for analyzing !

rubbcr]iKo material. Thus it came under consideration first, but it can only
analyze plane strain plates whereas our problem is a plane stress problem * .

_ The solutions obtained by the TITUS and NASTRAN programs have been compa-

" i red at the first iteration. TITUS use_ isoparametric quadrilateral membrane
" elements while NASTRAN has constant stress CQDMEM elements. The stz_sses differ

_ only by 2 %. However the difference between the displacements of ,:_STRAN as

' i compared to those of TITUS was 4 %. The results of NASTRAN were much further

! away from the experimental ones than those of TITUS. In this particular case

the CPU computation time was 50 s for TITUS and 84 s for NASTRAN using UNIVACJ
1108 [£XEC 8).

!

_" MODIFICATION OF TITUS
!

The TITUS program was developed in France by CITRA now called SPIEBATI-

I GNOLLES Inc. Because of the proximity of the development team it was easy to

[ modify the program. By means of a minor modification it is possible to calcu-

late the modulus E and (To internally elementwise at each iteration with the

I I help of CI and the strains.m

The test of convergence was carried out by comparing the arithmetic mean

of the displacements obtained at each iteration. At lower loads (9.8 - 19.6 N) ,
the convergence w_s achieved after about six Ita[atlo,,s whereas at 29.q N ten

iterations were needed. In the first case the computation time was 84 s CPU
on UNIVAC 1108 (Exec 8).

MODELING OF THE PLATE

lji! I The finit_ ulumunt ideallzatlon of tho membrane encnmpasses 107 nodal

points and 84 quadrilateral elements. In order that the theoretical solution

:i and experimental results could be satisfactorily compared, the three loading

$ In linear elasticity plane strain and plane stress problems are conjugate.
This is not the case, however, for rubharlike materials.

_D
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c:onditlons were given in terms uf displacements ,atthe end of the specimen.

lhe .:odeling of"the membrane i_ shown In Fig. 1.

Boundary conditions

Case I Case 2 Case 3

k

Upper line Uy = 3.45 mm Uy = 6.613 mm uv = 11.79 mm!

_ Ux = 0 Ux = 0 Ux = 0
I

1 Around inclusion u : 0 u : 0 u = 0
: i Y Y Y
_ I : 0 u :. 0 u = 0UX X X

I

,I I Along Y-Axis u : 0 u _ 0 u = 0

i X X XI
| ! Along X-Axis u = 0 u = 0 u _ 0

' I y v y

I_. - .....

i Since the loading and the deformations assumed to be symmetrical)only
are

one-quarter of the plate needed to be considered.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

I .... TEST SPECIMEN

• The model test specimen is a rectangular coupon cut out of a polyurethane

-_ . plate furnished by PHOTOLASTIC inc. The coupon is tran, F,-rent and isotropic ;..
• when not loaded. A circular hole Is cut out of its cent_," and is fi:l._L,'n

_q with araldite which is reinforced with glass beads at _ ratio of 100 ", The
,,_:,'" stresses due to the contraction of the disc during polymerisation havu been
_ observed by means of crossed polarisors and have been ellminat_d by an app1_od

"_ compression load in order to keep the neutral state of stress !_ the speclm_ ,
: The disc is much stiffer than the rest of the coupon and there Is perfect ad-

;" hesion between them, The grips are glued on to the ends of the rectangle. The
only load applied is a vertical load along the specimen's axis end it is mee-

_ sured by means of strain gages. Viscoelastic effects are suppressed by load-

, ing up gradually,

":-,L The dimensions of the specimbn are 117 mm x 42 mm x 1.02 mm and the dia-
°-"_-"_, meter of the disc is 14 mm.

I ..........

'T .... -_m_,' ,
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Using _ transmission polariscope, the isoclines are determined with the

.... help o_ In-plane polarized white light and the Isochromes _ith the help of mo- !

il nochromatic circularly polarized light (ONe = 5590 _). i

!

_! The isostatlcs are obtained from the isocllnes using graphical means.

': PHOTOELASTIC STRESS A_LYSIS

_i In rubber the llghtwave path difference is proportional to the difference• of the principal stresses _1 -_2 and also proportional to the instantaneous
thickness of the specimen [Reference 7]

}

[ The material constant C is dete_Ined by a uniaxial elementary tension test.

The value obtained is

,I C _ 3.21 + 0.03 m2 daN-1

i -
The principal stresses along the vertical and horizontal symmetry axes are de-q

| termlned by integrating graphically the equation of Lam_ and Maxwell {Reference

7

where _ is the radius of curvature of the transverse isostatlc and s is the
curvillnear abscissa at a given point. The subscripts I and 2 refer t_ the

two f_ilies of isostatics. :_

The starting point of the integration along the x-axis is taken at the ._

edge of the speci_n where the stress _2 is zero. ,o

For the integration along the vertical axis the poin of reference _or the

integration is taken in the region of uniform stress betwe, n the grips and the

disc where _2 is zero. Along the edge of the disc the stresses _I and _2 are _

,_, obtained using the normal stress _ tangent to the disc and they vary as fol-

'_ lows:

___

_ where _ is the angle bet_en the direction of _ and the isostatlc _1" "_- The value of _ is a function of the accuracy _f the meesurmnt o_ the

Isoclines. As the experl_ntal deracination of th_ letter is relatively Inaccu- ._-i rate, in part_.cular at tho top of the disc, the aceu_lated errors may be quite .

_ ,_
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l;n'gr. For this reason, starting from the horizontal axis, the values of o_1
and cr2 _t the top me 15 _ greater than the ones obtained starting form the
other axia.

DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

DEFORMED SHAPE

{ The theoretical and experimental results obtained for the defurmed shape
are in excellent agreement as shown (Fi_s, ".)-4). By different experimental me-

I thods the overall transverse displacements at the horizont_,lsymmetry llne have
been determined as follows:

(

LOADING EXPERIMENT TITUS

Ux Ux
Cmm) (mm)

!

6 % - 0.4 * 0.05 - 0,434

_ 11.5 % - 0.75 + 0.05 - 0.806

20.5 % - 1,4 * 0.05 - 1.44

ISOSTATICS

The theoretical and experimental results showing the distribution of the
isostatlcs over the surface of the rubber coupon are plotted in Fig.5. On the

I left _ide are shown the calculated principal stresses and on the right side
the envelopes of the co_responding experimental principal stresses. TaKin& into

' account the ;act that the theoretical results ore relative to the undeformed
' surface of the specimen, the agreement is again excellent. The followlng table

- shows the values of the applied longitudinal force. --
i

""" LOADING EXPERIMENT TITUS

.' ;"%" ' Force Force

I';_,_:,' 6 % 9.8 + 0.2 10.6

i 1,,
20.5 % 29.4 + 0.6 28.2

The mesh used in modeling the ends of the specimen was very coarse, the prin-
cipal aim belng to demonstrate the behavior of an inclusion imbedded in a rubbe
matrix. Thus,the error obtained is accordingly larger in this reglon.

J
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The IJl:_tritJution thu
h,r,; huun t_,,_;t,]tJltull_t(J lJy Inulin.'; o_' the isoch['ome.';. Nt_ quantJt.]t, iw, comp,_ri_m I:;

:_h(_wnhere as the numerical results are relative to the undeFormed shape and

are in terms of the conventional stresses, (Fig. 6-8). The automatic plotting

of the required true stress isochromes is being developed at the present time.

However. the shape of the isochromes shown agrees qualitatively with the

experimental ones. As demonstrated below the numerically obtained longitudinal
' _: true stress concentration factor is very accurate. Thus it caT,be conjectured

that the agreement must be also quantitative.

PRINCIPAL MEMBRANE STRESSES

In Fig. 9 the true principal membrane stresses together with the experi-
mental ones are shown. The shape of the two families of curves obtained are
identical. However there is a vertical shift of the theoretical ones relative

to the experimer.t_l ones. The difference Is quite small and remains within the

limits of the accuracy of the experiment. It must be noted that at the top of

. the inclusion, on the y-axis, the experimental results differ according to
whether the point is approached from the right or the left. The mean of the

two values is located very near to the theoretical point.

At the intersection of the x-axle with the contour of the inclusion two

nearly identical compression stresses are obtained experimentally. This re-

sult aKrees with those obtained by theoretical consideration in reference 9.

The numerical calculation gives two stresses of opposite sign, however. This
is explained oy the fact that the stresses are calculated at the center of

gravity of the elqment. In this region C of Fig. 10, the stress gradient is

very large. Thus, even though the xO'1 stress is positive at _ = 1.07, the cal-
culation point, it is negative at _ • 1. that is at the experimental recording
point. Taking these facts into account the agreement between the finite ele-

ment results and those of the experiment is very good.

_,, STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTOR

liJt|-_'// ,he stress uu_tuentration o, the longitudinal Dr,no,pal stress along the

:

y-axle is plotted in Fig. 10. The maximum stress concentration factors are

Experiment 1.28

Finite element results 1.31 -_

Linear classical elasticity 1.54

The agreement between the experiment and the numerical results is excel-

'll lent. It can be concluded further that the linrar elasticity Kivos unreliable 57 "

i
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r;tressvoluus in the case of rubber for strains reaching 10 '_,u_ more. !
l

i,
CONCLUSION i

' I
J

The close agreement obtained between theoretlcal and experimental results I

i demonstrates the valldlty of the large displacement equations, and of the nee- i

hooKean constitutive law used in the modified TITUS program. However, the use i

-. ; o_ the derived method is not limited to any specific program. After some minor I
modifications any geometrlc_ily nonlinear finite elcmunt program may hn ap-

_ i plied to the analysis of rubber at relatively high strain.

i
_ The importance o_ using the proposed theory instead o_ the conventional
_ HOOKE typ_ formulation to design rubber parts is made evident by the fact

! that usi._g the conventional theory, the stress concentration _actor of the in-clusion obtained has an error o_ about 20 _.
|

• I
[ i
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TITUS Solution Experiment --

Difference of the Isochromes - Difference of the
Conventional P_incipal True Principal

Membrane Stresses Membrane Stresses
in the Unde_ormed Body in the Deformed Body

Figure B. - Isochromes - Numerical Results and Experiment.
Load • _.61Nuwtons.
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Figure 8. Isochromes - Numerical Results and Experiment,
Load • 29.4 Newtons. ,
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NASTRAN STATIC AND BUCKLING ANALYSIS -

COMPARISON WITH OTHER LARGE-CAPACITY PROGRAMS

by Lalit C. Shah
Rock-_'cllInternatJonal

B-I Division

Los Angeles,Califol_ia

!

i

SUMqARY
i

a

A square plate with clamped edges under a concentrated load was modeled
[ using NASTRAN(referencei) and ASKA (reference2) finiteelementconjurer

i ' prograns. Deflectionswere computedfor variouswidth-to-thicknessrati,Js
; ' (b/t)of the plate element,and were comparedagainstthe classicaltheoryto

! determinethe b/t limitations.

I A cylinderwith simplysupportedendswas modeledusingNASTRANand

STAGS (reference3) computerprogramsfor bucklinganalysis. The models'.¢ere

I subjectedto a uniformradialpressureloading. Severalparameterswere
changed,and the effectsof thosevariationsare presented. Utilizingthese

} data, a modelwhich will produceresultscomparableto publishedempirical

i data can be constructedand processedfor a minimizedcost.l
f ,| m'KfIC ANALYSIS

'/

:2
The user c_f finite element computer programs has numerous limitations to ,_

"_",. be considered when constructing a mathematical model of the structure to be _."
, analyzed. Althoughconsiderableinformationis availableconcerningthe plate
,_,_ elementaspectratio (a/b) (i.e,,length-to-widthratio),the effectof vary-
,.: ing the width-to-thicknessratio (b/t)has not previouslybeen presented, ii
[_, _ The effectof varyingthe plate elementb/t ratiowas investigatedfor the

_ " ! NASTRANand AS}_ finiteelementcomputerprograns.

_i_ This investigationutilizeda squareplate with clampededges. Two ele-
ments,CTRIAZand CQUAD2,availablein NASTRAN,were used in two separate -_

!_'. models. One tri:_le-plateelement,TRIB3, availablein ASKA, was used in
_,,_., the thirdmodel. These models,shown in FigureI, were IS2.4cm (60 inches)

_c,_,',- squareplateswith variedthicknessto achievethe b/t ratio desired• The

69 ""t
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basic model mesh size was selected based upon previous experience. One model "
with mesh size reduced by a factor of 2 was processed, and the results were
compared to verify that the basic model mesh size was valid.

• One loading, which consisted of a concentrated load applied in the _eo-
metric center normal to the plate, was selected due to its ideal checks for

the bending characteristics of any plate element. This loading was applied to
each model processed.

, The results of the two NASTRAN models and the ASKA model are summarized

in table I. The resulting computed deflections for the three models are tabu-

_ fated for the various b/t ratios investigated. Included in this table are the
theoretical deflections based upon classical equations (reference 4). These

[ deflection data are presented graphically in figures 2 through 4 The plot of
the percentage di fference between computed deflection and theoretical deflection

._ _ is shown in figure 5 for the three models investigated. The t_,'o NASTK_ plate
t_T J,'%

, elements, CTa,_, rand _,_c_"_n°-,break deem. in regions of b/t less than five. The

i ASKA element, TRIB3, is quite consistent, even for extremely low values of b/t.
i It is apparent that a limitation on the value of b/t exists for the NASTR/hN

plate elements. This limitation should be considered along with the aspect
_. ratio (a/b) limitations _hen constructing a model for the ;_ASI'RXq computer

program.

BUEKI,INGANALYSIS

Buckling analysis is an eigenvalue problem which may result in very high

computer processing costs to achieve a valid solution. This report presents
an investigation into the various modeling parameters that affect the solution

, and the computer cost. The result_ of this study reveal an approach to achier-
, ing a valid solution for minimized computer cost.

:_ .... This investigation consadered a cylinder under uniform radial pressure

,, loading. According to Do_nell's equation, under uniform radial pressure, the
. ,s

:,:_. buckling stress of the cylinder is:

K 2
•,,i! = y t :

' ' °cr 12( )

i For moderately long cylinders, this equation gives quite good correlation with

test data (reference5). For this investigation, a data point was selected
, where the test result and the preceding equation value practically coincide.

This cy]inder model is shown in figure 6. The cylinder was modeled for

70
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i';. NASTRP_N,a finite element computer program, and for STAGS, a finite di florence .
_" computer program. Essentially, the same parameters were varied for both models

_}i _, in determining effects the solution validity and the computer costs.
upon

_:l-__ The results of the SASTK_Nand STAGSmodels are presented in tables 11
_21t5.'"

_ and Ill, respectively. These data are presented in figures 7 through 9.
_.: Appendix A contains the mode shapes for all the m.,de!s st,,,liod in this

_ investigation. [

ii A significant parameter in modeling for either NAS'rR_Nor STAGSis the
circumferential spacing of grid points which determine the number of elements

per half wave-length. As indicated in figure 7, an extremely narrow range of

j circumferential spacing may be considered in modeling in order for NASTP&_/

buckling analysis to achieve valid results. 17ae NASTRANmodel that is very
fine is equally as erroneous as a model that is very coarse. These models
that are outside this narrow band of acceptable circumferential spacing pro-
duccd results that deviated from the theoretical value by up to 70 percent.

, The inproper selection of the circumferential spacing for the STAGSprogram
' can result in extremely high errors, over 3,000 percent, as sho_a_ in figure 7.

The results from the STAGSmodels indicate that the error percentage is directly
' related to the coarseness of the model, and as the circumferential spacing is

, reduced, the computed value approaches the theoretical solution. For this
, particular cylinder model to achieve a valid solution, the STAGSmodel, required

i a 3-degree circumferential spacing, whereas the NASTRANmodel required a
10-degree spacing.

The aspect ratio of the plate element.° was considered as an important
parameter in this ix,vestigation. Although most of the models utiiized a
constant number of uniformI/ spaced longitudinal cuts, a few were processed
using nonunifo_n_Ty spaced longitudinal cuts to determine the effects of vary- _;_.
ing the aspect ratio. It was a surprise to learn that the results did not
change appreciably. Apparently the aspect ratio of the plate elements is not a "_"
critical parameter for NASTR/_ buckling analysis. The data presented in fig- "
ure 8 for extremely low and extremely high aspect ratios are related to the very

7 '. coarse and the very fine circumferential spacing models, respectively. There- -'_
fore, the most probable reason for the results is due to the circumferential _;':
spacing. ,"

• The NASTRANmodels were processed on IBM370/165, and the STAGSmodels ,:
were processed on CDC 6600 computer system. The resulting machine time data '

[_ . are presented in tables iV' and V. This information is converted to machine ;.

| I cost in dollhrs and presented in figure 9, Even the very fine model used in

_. STAGSto achieve a valid solution resulted in less computer cost than any of• m_ the NASTP,Pu_models processed. This may be partly attributed to the two corn- -

if. I purer systemsused in the investigation.Althoughfigure9 presentsthe com-

• puter cost, a significant part of the total cost for buckling analysis is the

man-hours required to construct the model and prepare the data. Also, the _;",

,_-. ..
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NASTR_N program provides a lot more flexibility in modeling as compared to the
" STAGS program. The total cost data for this investigation are not available,

but it is estimated that for a typical problem, the total cost would be nearly
equal for these two progrmxm.

CO_I(,.USIONS t_

i
]

In the statZc analysis investigation, it was determined that the NASIF_C_ $'
plate element has a width-to-,.hlcknessratio (b/t) limitation, as well as an

aspect ratio limita_Jon. These are both important parmneters to be considered
in modeling thick plate st_xctures. Extra care should be e,,e._1_edto avoid
large aspect ratios and/or small (less than five) width-to-thich_ess ratios.

(

The investigationdid indicate that ASKA element TRIB3 is consistently valid

for extremely low _alue_ of b/t. For those structares whose configuration
requires modeling to b/t values less than five, it is recommended that they
get processed using the ASKA program or use solid elements available in
NASTRAN.

'_" The buckling analysis investigation revealed that modeling requirements
are quite differen_ from static mmlysis. The conventional rules for static !

analysis modeling are neither sufficient nor applicable for buckllng analysis, i
Although the effect of varying aspect ratio is negligible, the effect of vary-
ing the nu_er of elements per Imlf wavelength is very critical to both a valid
solution and the computer cost. The cost of performing a valid buckling analy-
sis is v_ry high measured by static analysis standards. Although STAGS com-

puter cost is quite low, the man-hour cost is quite high, compared to NASTRAN
costs. The evaluation of the buckling analysis performed in this investigation

has revealed that it is very difficult to separate a reasonable solation from
an erroneous solution. The NASTP_N models indicate an extremely narrow band
of circumferential spacing (nu_er of elements per half wavelength) may be
selected for a valid solution, whereas the STAGS 1_dels indicate the finer

, models produced an acceptable solution.
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SYMBOLS

8 Circumferential spacing

Length of _vlinder element

i a Length of plate
!

! b Width of plate

? 1 t Thickness of plate or cylinder

: R Cylinder radius

i Pcr Critical buckling load - program output

i i P Critical buckling load- theoretical value

i o Critical buckling stress -theoretical value

Cr
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Table I

STATIC ANALYSIS - DEFLECTION DATA

'_ Plate
' Theore t ica 1

; : Thicknes s NASTRAN N3.S[R/_N ASKA
. t (cm) b/t CQUAD2 CTRIA2 TRIB3 (Ref 4_

i
1,27 20,0 !5.0C x 10 "i 13.64 x 10 "1 13.39 x 10"1 14.91 x 10-1

T

[ 5.08 5.0 24.0 x !0 -3 22.07 x 10 -3 20.9 x 10 -3 23.37 x 10 -3! P

2.92 x 10
t 10.16 2.5 3,2 x 10 -3 2.97 x 10 "3 2.62 x 10 -3 -3

i 15.24 1.67 10.39 x 10 -4 9.73 x 10 -4 7.82 x 10 -4 8.61 x 1{)-4

i 20.32 1.25 4.93 x 10 "4 4.65 x 10 -4 NA 3.63 x 10 -425.4 1.00 2.87 x 10 -4 2.72 x 10-4 16.74 x 10 -5 18.54 x 10 -5

1 "
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Table I I " i
4

|i 'BUCKLINGANALYSIS- EIGFANALUEDATA NASTP_%__DDEL

Mesh Size [Wegree

: Shell 0, deg f, em Per/P of Freedom*
L , •

? 90 2 2_ 4 1.6434 T1

90 5 25.4 i.5409 TI

-j
90 9 25.4 i.3614 R.

r

t 90 10 25.4 1.0390 R2
i

_, 90 11 25.4 .7844 R2

i 180 20 25.4 .5568 R3

i 180 30 25.4 .3079 R3

t L_ , •
' : *Ei,-envectors are normalizea with respect to this degree

of freedom.

Table 111 '

BUCKLINGANALYSIS- I!IGENVALUEIIA'I'ASi'AiiS _I)I)I:L ,,

l_gree _
'- Mesh Size Per/p , ,,) ,Shell • O, deg |, cm of Freedom*

90 3.1 4.24 1.08 T1 ,.

90 3.1 9.53 1.09 ,,.T1 .;;'.___(90 3.1 19.05 i.II "1

90 3.1 38.1 •37 T1 ::i,_

90 5.3 4.24 I.27 T1 _:,

90 11.35 13,7 2.78 "t'1

90 32.5 12,7 29.9 T1' " | i

• Eigenvectors are nomalized with respect to this degree

of freedom. _
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'L'able IV

BUCKLINGANALYSIS - MACItINETIME DATANAS'I_L'_ _DI)tiL It_Xl370/105

Number of CPU "rime ..... Cham_el TiJne ....

; Grid Points (sec) (sec) Billing Units

184 222. 432 114. 732 .8. )015

_, 76 80. 208 93.438 12. 9700

44 57.732 91.212 I0.4553

: 40 63.23 102 72 12.1796

i 40 54.63 93.75 i0.8100

i 36 58.398 104.118 ii.5798

"t " 28 ...... 43.662 95.358 9.6276

I

Table V

BtrKLING ANALYSIS - M_2111NETIME LIATASrAGS MODELCI)C 6600

. i

Number of CPU Time i/O Time

Grid Points (see) (sec) System _c

'300 46.228 105.800 72_.678 '

180 18.469 40.9 28.694 ._

150 19.176 48. 626 31. 332

'_'" 90 11.312 35.816 19. 766

60 7. 858 30. 624 1 _,.514

36 3.227 21.!62 8.517 "

;;_ 20 2.036 23.259 7.85
'" i i

I
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ALL EDGESCLAMPED ALL EDGESCLAMPED ALLEDGESCLAMPED

Figure 1. Static analysis - basic model geometry.
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k Figure 2. Deflection vs thickness ratio, _TRAN - CQgAD2.
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"" Figure 3. Deflection vs thickness ratio, NASTRAN - CTRIA2.
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_,,,',, Figurc 4 Deflection v._ thickness ratio, ASKA - TRIB3.
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" _ THEORETICAL_/° _,

_. 60- DIFF. PROGRAM VALUE THEORETICAL

% DIFFERENCE (
_,,

_, 50 ,I_ o NASTRAN - CQUAD 2
l_ _ NASTRAN - CINIA 2

• 20

t

---- 10

-2o-I°_- _ --_ . 4-, -_

' ' ' ' $ , I0 2 4 6 8 20
bit

FigureS. % differencevs thicknessratio.

3

20 .i02cm WALl.THICKNESS

0° _0_ .,c_ ;_

/6.20 76.20 --_-
cm @-.8-I .... - cm HIGH ";'_

, _

OF CYLINDER _ S'-_I ..,7" -5
_ 21 _..-_

Figure6. Bucklingnnaly_is- basicmodel geometry.
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NASTRAN.-_I B_LLINOUNIT; _4
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_ [oo 2O0 30O

i NUMBEROF GRID POINTS

Figure 9. Cost comparison between NAST_N and STAGS.
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i . Figure A-1. Mode shape - NASTR/_N model. [• i

i i Pcr/P = I. 5409;,- 25. 4 crn; O= 5° .*_'
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- Figure A-4. Mode shape - NASTRANmdel. :_
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Pcr/P = 0.7844; £ = 25.4 cm; 0 = 11°

M=M
F_ v "5

t

r
t

'2" _.

f

i "
(

I'
i

, Figure A-5. Mode shape - NASTRANmodel.
I :

, Pcr/P = 0.5568; _ = 25.4 cm; 0 = 20 °

; i

2_

Figure A-6. Mode shape - NASTRANmodel.
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_ Pcr/P -- 0.3079; (_= 25.4 cm; _ = 30°

; -

\

, i.gure A-7. Mode shape - NASTRANraodel.

Per/P = 1.08; _ = 4.24 era; 0 = 3.10

Figure A-8. I¢od¢ shape - STAGSmodel. t
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FigureA-9. _bde shape - STAGSmodel.

Pcr/P = I.II; t = 19.05 cm; 8 = 3.1 °

i!
FigureA-10, _kxleshape - S'rAGSmodel.

t
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• _";_ Pcr/P = 0.37; _ = 38.1 cm; 0 = 3.1 °

)
i. /! Figure A-II. _bde shape - STAGS,,nodel.
i
l

Pcr/P = 1.27; _ = 4.24 era; O= 5.3 ° /</

i,

Figure A-12. Mode shape - STACk5model. ._[_

I
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Pcr/P = 2.78; _ = 12.7 crn; 8 = 11.25 °

Figure A-13. Mode shape - STAGSmodel.

Pcr/P = 29.9; ( = 12.7 cm; 8 = 22.5 °

" " FigureA-i4. Y_de shape - STACSmodel,
I
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NASTF@/_ ANALYSIS OF AN AIR STORAGE PIPING SYSTEM

By Clarence P. Young, Jr., A Harper Cerringer, and Richard W. Faison
NASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

This paper summarizes the first Langley Research Center application of
NASTRAN to a complex piping design evaluation problem. Emphasis is placed on

structural moaeii_ aspects, problems encountered in modeling and analyzin_

i curved pipe sections, principal results, and relative merits of using NAST_@J_

as a piping analysis and design tool. In addition, the piping and manifolding

r system was analyzed with SNA_ (Structural Network Analysis Program) developed

by Lockheed Missiles and Space Company. The parallel SNAP study provides a
basis for limited comparisons between NASTRAN and SNA_ as to solution agree-

i sent and computer execution time and costs.

:.' INTRODUCTION

The new Langley Research Center (LaRC) 4.137 F_/r_-2(600 psia) air stor-

age facility is being constructed to effect repairs to the system that was

damaged in the Langley 9- by 6-root thermal structures tunnel manifold fail-

ure in September 1971. _ecause of the increaseC coucern and emphasis at

LaRC on safety in facility design, a rigorous static analysis of the piping

ana rear,folding system design was performed within the Systems Engineering
Division (SED). Since NAS'A_AN had bee__,us_ exte,miveiy within SED for

analyzing aerospece-type structures, _t wa_ decir_ed that the piping applica-

tion would provide the desired degree. _f rigor aud at the same time exercise

the applicability of NASA'RAN a8 a pip1: _ _naly_,_..__ool.

The purpose of this paper is to doctT:"; .h,:;results and experience

, gained in applying NASTRAN to a complex T.'etc,_ _ed piping system. Althou6h
NASTRA_ was not developed as a piping aTa_,_i_ tool, it can be used to simu-

, late the extensional and bending behavior ,_ pipes which can be characterized

•- as beams. (See, e.g., ref. i.) The basic approach is that of a stress

"" analysis of the given design for varic_s static loading conditions The

calculated stresses are then compared with allowable values es obtained from
t references 1 to 3. These comparisons serve as a basis for evaluat.%ng struc-

tural adequacy.

!- A cross-section_l area of pipe, m_ (in 2)

89 '"!
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"t

t

c distance to outermost fiber measure= from bend axis, m (it

Fi(PA) static preE.mre loading

h bend characteristic tdefined by eq. (!))

., _ in_ )I area moment of inertia of pipe c_ss section, m (

IPS internal pipe size

: i stress intensification factor

M bending moment
f

[ P internal pipe pressure. N/m2 (ibf/in 2)

• R radius of pipe bend, m (in.)

i r mean raaius of pipe, m (in.)
m

i T . temperature, OK (°F)

t pipe wall thickness, m (in.)

Vw wind velocity, m/s (mph)

x,y,z element coordinate system

an61e measured from bend axis of pipe _o point of peak stre_s

(see fi_. 5), deg

0B stress predicte_ by elementary 't,r._m theory, N/m2 (ibf/in2)

Subscripts :

y bendin_ a_ou* Y-axis

z benQing about Z-axis

.< ANALYSIS

,.. Facility Description

__ The new air _orage facil_ty is depicted in figure i. Basically, the

syrtem consist_ cf 167 air storage bottles connected by manifolding to the

main hea_r 0.61-a-diameter _2h in. ) supply line. The nee main header is tied
• t_ an exi_tin_ overhead _Ine _'nich is illustra_ed in the photograph of figure 2.

i In _-:der Co assess the total interaction loadin_ e'fects between the existing

" line and the new lines, the existin_ line v_s modeled as well. ,

9o

I
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•_i: NASTRAN Model Characteris _ics

:- The NASTRAN model of the piping and manifolding system is illustrated in

_ the perspective plot of figure 3. The model includes the existing ovorhead

0.61-m (24 in.) supply line, the new 0.61-m (24 in.) line, the new 0.20-m

(8 in.) and 0.25-m (i0 in.) lines, 0.15-m (6 in.) m_nifolds, ard 0.038-m (1½

in.) distribution (goosene _) connections to storage bottles. Ancho_ points

for the piping system are as shown in figure 3 with the gooseneck lines being

fi_ed at the air storage bottle flanges, f

Bar elements are used throughout to characte_'!ze the pipe elongation,
twist, and bending behavior. T_ tota] 7_4 bar el_t_ • w_re used with th _- "

reduced problem (....straints and boundary conui(i_ .... wczed) being character-

ized by approximately 3500 degrees of freedom.

_ Curved Pipe Considerations

One of the more interesting aspects of the aralysis concelns the struc-

tural modeling and prediction of stresses in curved pipe sections. It is

known that curved pipe sections behave quite differently compared with

straight sections when subjected to bending loads. _'_..-nbending loads are

imposed on a carved pipe, the cross scctlon tends to ovalize or flatten on

one side, which results in increased f]_vibility and r: stress redistribution.

(See, e.g., ref. I.)

Structural modeling and flexibility effects.- Since there are no curved

bar elements within NASTRAN, the pipe _,Ibows were modeled as a s-_ries of

str%ight bar elements as illustrated ir f_gure 4. For the 90° elbows in the

0.61-m (24 in.) llne, three bar elements of equal length were used to complete

the turn. Additiunally, the pressure loadings F_ (PA) shown acting in the

figure ware developed to satisfy equilibrium around the bend. It sho_!d

be noted that the number of c!ements used to represent the curvel pipe s£_-

%ions varied, depending on pipe size and turn angle. For example, the 90°

bend on the 0.038-m (1½ in.) pipes was modeled using one bar element connect-

ing the pipe center-line poirts of tangency.

In order to characterize the increased flexibility in the curved regions,

the bending modulus of each element wa3 reduced by a flexibility factor ....

defined as the ratio of the resulting increased deflection of a =urved pipe

to that predicted by beam theory. Theoretical flexibility factor data were

obtained from reference i, which gives the flexibil'-_y factor as a function __

of the bend characteristic h defined as _<_i

tR

h - --{
rm _"

e

Stress intensification.- Elementary beam theory canr_ot account for the

actual stress distributions in curved pipe as illustrated by the ,.omparative

distributions gi%en in figure 5. Whereas beam theory would pre,',ic% the

maximum stress to occur at the outermost point from the bend axis, curved pipe

theory shows that the peak stress shif%_ to_cd the neutral _._is (cor,.esponds -_.

?
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to a = 0 in fig. 5) and also becomes intensified. The ratio of the maximum

stress in a curved pipe to that predicted for a straight pipe is defined as the

stress intensification factor in. Also, not only do the longitudinal st_'esse_
become amplified, but high circumferential stresses are predicted as well.

In figure 5, the orientation of the predicted points of maximum stress

for both in-plane and out-of-plane bending of the elbow is seen to be 26°

measured from the bend axes. In-plane bending is defined as a bending moment

about an axis normal to the plane of bend (Z-axis in fig. 5) while out-of-

plane bending corresponds to a moment about an axis in the plane of bend

(Y-axis in fig. 5). The in values fcr the elbow of figure 5 as predicted by
data given in references 1 and 2 are as follows:

Reference 1 Reference 2

ii (circumferential) ...... 6.6 3.5

i2 (longitudinal) ........ 5.0 3.5

i3 (longitudinal) ........ 4.3 3.5

ih (circumferential) ...... 7.u 3.5

_- Note that values given in reference 2 are about one-half the theoretical

values given in reference 1 and are constant for both in-plane and out-of-

plane bending. The lower values are based largely on experimental results

_ and appear to be more realistic for design.

It is apparent that the actual stress distributions in the curved regions

become quite complex for the situation where both in-plane and out-of-plane
bending loads are present. Time did not permit research into the area of

stress determination around the pipe for combined bendin- loads; therefore,

=, predicted maximum stresses were added in the most adverse manner as a con-

servative approach.

•",_ Applied Loads

_i' , , The static loads used for the analysis included the total pressure,
_'_'" ' _ thermal loadings for a temperature rise and fall of 288 ° K (60° F), gravity i
..... loads, and steady wind loads at 44.7 m/s (I00 mph). Solutions were obtained

:_;:' :,, for the independent loading conditions as well as for the total combined loads.

}"_i:_!" '_':" In this manner, the stress contributions for the separate and combined load-

T_"_., ' ings were obtained for comparison with the allowable working stress criteria
_ . given in references 2 and 3.

_" • Analysis Procedure

_ The analysis procedure is depicted in the flow diagram of figure 6. Note
from the flow diagram the incorporation cf the flexibility and stress intensi-

__ fication factors. As stated previously, the bending flexibility in the elb,,w

'_'._ regions was accounted for by reducing the section modulus of the bar elements
'_. which make up the curved pipe sections

92 _
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Since NASTRAN cannot recover the combined stresses for either straight or

icurved sections of pressurized pipe, it became necessary to write a separate

stress calculations program. This program uses the input of element forces

!and moments and generates the combined pressurized pipe stresses (e.g., hoop

: _ c_es are accounted for along with torsional stresses) and also applies
: stress intensification factors in the elbow regions. Once the combined

._ resses are calculated for the highest loaded elements, these values are then

__.mp_redwith the allowables and guideline values of references 1 to 3.

| DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results of the NASTRAN analysis proved to be quite beneficial not only

for verifying the adequacy of design but also for identifying potential problem

areas and for efficient selection of anchor point lccations and pipe bend

radii. For example, one early finding in the analysis identified an over-
stressed situation for the gooseneck at the last row of air storage bottles

nearest the main header. In this instance, an error in the design calcula-

tions had resulted in a pipe length selection that was too short. Had the

NASTRAN analysis not been performed the error probably would have gone un-

noticed with failure likely.

General Stress Results

i In general the calculated stresses throughout the system were within therequired working allowables of references I to 3 and in only a few isolated
areas equaled or slightly exceeded the conservatiw combined loading stress

guidelines given in reference I. (The calculated stress values are not

presented or discussed in detail for reasons cf brevity and lack of signifi-

cance within the framework of the present paper. ) Based on the NASTRAN calcu-

lations, the design was acceptable; however, the design was also examined in

view of obtaining stress reductions in particular areas of concern. As it

- turned out, the stress condition of the greatest concern occ_s in the last

goosenecks nearest the 0.61-m (2h in.) main header. The higher stresses occur

_.-" in these goosenecks as a result of thermal and pressure expansion in the main 'i•' header pipe. Two options considered for reducing these stresses were (i) to

-" _" "" relocate the anchor point and (2) to select a more desirable bend radius for

._ _ the goosenecks. These options are examined in the following subsection.

",_-_ Analysis of Potential Stress Reductions ,,_

;:,i,,//'}._ Two selected studies on stress reduction in the gooseneck pipes are dis- >
A-._".,' cussed in this section. Other studies were made which proved Lo be useful

•"- for identifying local problem areas but are beyond the scope of the present

i, _ paper. _._

i_/ Anchor point location.- The main header line and manifolding to the air
_._ storage bottles are illustrated in the schematic of figure 7. The point of

.... fixity is located at x --17.07 m (672 in.) (support tower) with guide locations

'_ as indicated. It should be noted that a guide support is designed to allow the -
:_._, pipe to slide (longitudinally) while providing constraint in all other direction_.

, ;'%
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The basic behavior which leads to the previously mentioned high stresses L

in the last row of distribution lines (goosenecks) is thermal and pressure

expansion of the main header. The local deformation behavior of a row of

goosenecks due to the main header expansion is illustrated in figure 8. The !

fixity at x = 17.07 m (672 in.) leads to pipe expansions bolh toward the i
: origin x < 17.07 (672 in.) (negative) and toward the air storage bottle field I

x > 17.07 m (672 in.) (positive). These expansions significantly influence i

stresses in the gooseneck lines and in the main header elbow located at the

origin. Therefore, a logical way to reduce the gooseneck stresses, at the
expense of increasing the elbow stresses, would be to relocate the anchor

point.

In order to examine the main header expansion behavior the point of

fixity was removed which yields the deflections along the header for pressure

and temperature expansion as shown in the graph of figure 7. Note from the

;. curves of figure 7 that a node point (Ax = O) exists at x = 27.94 m (ii00 in.).

The node point is ideal for anchor location for the statics load problems as
it would be equivalent to the no-fixity case.

' In order to explore the stress situation at the particular points of con-

i the anchor point locations were varied which the stress plots in
eern, gave

, figure 9. By combining stresses due to thermal plus temperature expansion,

it can be seen that a significant s_ress reduction is obtained by moving the

__ anchor point toward the bottle field. At the same time the stresses are

observed to rise in the main header elbow. For example, the combined strezses

in the 0.038-m (1½ in.) pipe can be reduced by 50 percent by locating the

i anchor at x = 31.09 m (1224 in.) (extrapolated point) at the expense of a
' 33-percent increase in the elbow. The need to have a complete fixity in view

of dynamic blowdown effects and at the ssme time give a much reduced static

stress situation would suggest locating the anchor at x = 31.09 m (122h in.).

Bend radius selection for _ooseneck geometry.- Another example of stress
reduction via NASTRAN analysis is shown in figure I0. The 0.038-m (1½ in.)

gooseneck between the O.15-m (6 in.) manifold pipe and bottle (assumed as the

, point of fixity) was initially designated with a length of 0.53 m (21 in.)
from manifold to bottle instead of 1.52 m (5 ft) As previously mentioned,

• the preliminary NASTRAN analysis resulted in unacceptably large stresses,

_, _; w_ich ultimately led to a parametric study to determine the best design. A
_ space limitation imposed a maximum of 1.52 m (5 ft) available for the length

_; ,' from manifold to bottles, whereas the bottle spacing imposed a maximum radius
_i, _ of bend of 0.h6 m (18 in.) for the 0.038-m (1½ in.) gooseneck, Intuitively,

._,_ . one might think that the maximum radius of bend would provide the lesser stress;
"" _ however, the stresses are seen to result primarily from the displacement of

-- the main header as previously described. This displacement imposes a large

_;;,f_ moment at the bottle connection (fixed point in fig. 10), and thus the longer
the moment arm, or rather the length from manifold to bottle, the smaller the

stress. Figure l0 shows the calculated stresses in the goosenecks as a func-

_!i,] tion of the radius of bend for the given 1.52 m (5 ft) length from manifold tobottle. The input for the study was the displacement of the gooseneck at the

_ii;_;_i manifold end for a selected bend radius of 0.20 m (8 in.). This displacement,

associated with the maximum combined for both the temperature and pressure

94
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expansion, of the main header was assumed constant and independent of bend
radius. Although the data are not depicted in figure i0, the stress increases

in the bend and straight section as the 1.52 m (5 ft) length from header to
bottle is decreased. Also, the standard minimum radius of bend for a 0.0B8-m

I,
: (_ in.) pipe as specified in reference 2 is 0.19 m (7½ in.); thus, the

: selected gooseneck design was for a 0.19-m (7½ in.) radius of bend and a
length of 1.52 m (5 ft) from manifold to bottle.

COMPARISON OF NASTRAN WITH SNAP

i
The parallel SNAP analysis was performed for a number of reasons. Chief

?
among these was the need to gain further experience to provide further check-

- out of the SNAP "statics" program (ref. 4). Also, the SNAP analysis served
as a backup solution for NASTRAN and gave a basis for comparing and/or verify-

ing numerical results.

i
The NASTRAN and SNAP structural models were developed by Gerringer and

Faison, respectively, so that the analyses were independent; however, thebasic element representations were used for both models. It should be noted
that the SNAP model did not include the new 0.20-m (8 in.) and 0.25-m (10 in.)

lines shown in figure i; however, for comparison solutions the aforementioned
lines were removed from the NASTRAN model.

i
The parallel analysis proved to be quite useful for uncovering modeling

and loads input errors. Also, the numerical results agreement was very good

as one would expect.

From a computer cost point of view, SNAP was found to be much more

economical for the study. Typical comparative execution t_mes and cost per
rtun for a combined loads case on the Control Data 6600 computer system are
as follows :

NASTRAN SNAP f_

Execution time, sec ...... 550 120

Cost per run, dollars ..... 107 15

These comparisons show the NASTRAN execution time is greater by a

factor of about 4.5 and costs about seven times as much as the SNAP run. ,,__

These comparisons should, of course, be recognized as that for a particular '_
static problem solution rather than a general observation SNAP apparently _

attains its low execution costs througn the use of a direct elimination _.

procedure (see ref, 5) which affords substantial savings when compared with 4
constant or variable-width band matrix, active column, or partitioning solu- "++"
ticn methods. Information distributed by the author of reference 5 points out

that in run-time comparison studies no other program was found to execute as

fast as SNAP; in very large problems, very _ubstantial differences in run time

(e.g., fsctors of 10 or more) have often been observed. "+"

95 " _._.:"
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CONCULD ING RE_L&RKS

The NASTRAN application to the new LaRC piping and manifolding system

: supports the adequacy of design in view of applied stress criteria. The ana-

lysis defined the static behavior of a complex piping system and significantly

impacted the design in several areas.

Based on the experience gained in this application, it is believed that

NASTRAN can be used as a powerful tool for design evaluation of complex piping

systems. However, major additional needs for NASTRAN to be used as an effi-

cient piping analysis tool are identified as (1) development and inclusion of

curved beam elements and (2) stress recovery subroutines for pressurized pipes

and curved pipe sections subjected to combined bending loads.

The parallel analysis using the SNAP program gave very good agreement in
numerical results. However, SNAP proved to be much more economical for this

particular problem application.

_s
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THERMAL DISTORTION ANALYSIS OF A

DEPLOYABLE PARABOLIC REFLECTOR

By Lloyd R. Bruck and George H. Honeycutt

i t_ NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

l SUMMARY

The Godd_rd Space Flight Center has performed a thermal

t distortion analysis of the Advanced Technology Satellite (ATS-F)

9.144m (30 ft.) diameter parabolic reflector using NASTRAN
i Level 15.1. The same NASTRAN finite element model was used to

conduct a ig static load analysis and a dynamic analysis of the
I reflector. In addition, a parametric study was made to determine

i which parameters had the greates °'effect on the thermal distortions.
This paper describes the method used to model the construction of

i the reflector and presents the major results of the analyses.

i INTRODUCTION
The ATS-F is the latest in a series of spacecraft designated

as Advanced Technology Satellites. This 3-axis stabilized

synchronous satellite has been designed as a multiple mission
system to allow for numerous con_nunications, meteorological
and scientific studies.

The ATS-F spacecraft is shown in the launch configuration in

Figure 1 and in the orbita) configuration in Figure 2. The

predominate feature of the spacecraft is a 9.144m (30 ft.)
diameter parabolic dish high gain antenna. The success of many

of the spacecraft experiments depends on maintaining the deslgn :,_
surface contour of the parabolic reflector after deployment. In
addition, the spacecraft control system must adhere to stringent

pointing and slewin, requirements for R-F beam positioning.

The surface contouz of the reflector is distorted in orbit

by the thermal environment of space. It is necessary to predict _
what these distortions will be in order to assess the R-F _

performance of the reflector. As there is no practical or
realistic ground test that will provide this data it was necessary

to resort to analytical methods. Accordingly, GSFC has performed

a thermal distortion analysis of the ATS-F reflector using --'
NASTRAN Level 15.1 for selected thermal load cases that produces

the required reflector distortions.

As a partial check on the validity of the NASTR_ model a ig

static deflection analysis was also accomplished. The results
_0
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were compared with an actual measurement of the ig deflections to

provide some information on the accuracy of the model.

To help determine which parameters were most important in
controlling the thermal distortions, a parametric study was made.

In this study the effects of the mesh, riJ temperature, and rib

thermal gradients were varied to determine the relative magnitude
of the effects on the thermal distortions.

In addition,the fine pointing and slewing requirements

necessitated obtaining the dynamic characteristics of the reflector
| With only slight modification to the static NASTRAN model the first

T natural frequency and mode shape were obtained to provide infor-

i mation for design of the control system.
v

The prime contractor for the ATS-F spacecraft is Fairchild

Space and Electronics Company; the subcontractor for the parabolic
reflector is Lockheed Missiles and Space Company. Both of these

organizations provided information which made these analyses

possiDle.

REFLECTOR DESCRIPTION

General

The deployed reflector is composed of 48 flexible ribs
hinged to the spacecraft hub at 7.5 degree increments as shown in

Figure 2. A woven copper coated dacron merh serves as the reflec-

tive surface and is connected betweer each rio at the top edge of

the rib. When stored fur launch, the ribs are wrapped around the

hub with the mesh carefully folded between the ribs. The packaged
reflector is enclosed by a series of doors that are secured by a

circumferential restraining cable. When the restraining cable is

severed, the elastic energy stored in the ribs is released causing

the ribs to unwrap to the deployed position. During deployment
the ribs pivot freely about the hinges _t the hub; when fully -

deployed the hinges are locked. The reflector is designed so that

there is always a small tension load acting on the mesh keeping

it taut during orbit.

•+ Rib Description

i An indiv_ _.al reflector rib is shown in Figure 3. T',. rib
tapers in width ' _,.:its attachment at the hub to the outer edge
of the reflectu_ [he cross section of the rib normal to the

parabolically cur;'ed principal axis is of semi-lenticular shape

and also varies alGng the rib. Each rib is made from a single

piece of aluminum sheet with varying diameter holes cut out along

_ its length. The l.oles are pruvi_ed to permit the heat input from

; the sun to pass freely through the rib to prevent exce_siveiy ,

i0_

i
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severe thermal gradients.

Mesh Description

The R-F reflective mesh is constructed from copper coated
dacron yarn bundles overcoated with a thin silicone sealant. The

warp yarn running in the lungitudinal direction (radially along
the rib) is made from double strand dacron, 10 pair/cm while the

filling yarn in the transverse direction (circumferential from

rib-to-rib) is made from single strand dacron 12.5 strands/cm.

This form of construction makes the woven mesh behave nonisotrop-

ically and consequently have material properties (modulus of

elasticity and the thermal coefficient of expansion) that differ

, in each principal direction. Tests on the mesh have revealed that
Poisson's ratio is essentially zero for this material in bohh

directions indicating that the yarns in either direction behave

independently of one another when each is loaded individually.

Hub Description
I

The aluminum hub, Figure 4, is composed of two ring sections
connected every 7.5 degrees by risers located midway between each

_. rib. The reflector is protected in the folded position by a cover

as shown in Figure 4. This cover provides no significant load

carrying structure to the hub. The rib hinge attachment to the
hub is also illustrated.

Attachment of the hub to the spacecraft is provided by the

mounting assembly indicated in Figure 5. This assembly, located

every 90 degrees, provides for a rigid attachment of the hub to

the spacecraft except for the rotation that is allowed to take

place at the hinge. The purpose of this method of attachment is
to assist in the isolation of the antenna from any structural

motion created by the spacecraft.

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

: '_ Rib Model

_ The finite element model of the rib is shown in Figure 6

-. ., where each of the 48 ribs have been represented by i0 bar elements

•_" _ making a total of 480 rib elements. A significant feature of the

,:.... rib model is that the offset between mesh attachment point and the
" rib centroidal axes is retained. The effect of this offset is to

introduce a twisting moment about the rib longitudinal axis when

the rib is loaded in the lateral (circumferential) direction by

mesh loads and a bending of the rib about a circumferential axis

when loaded in a radial direction by the mesh. This offset is
_: shown in Section A-A of Figure 6. ,_

I
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The shear center of the rib and the rib centroidal axis do
not coincide. Prior to the formulation of the I0 element rib

model a much more detailed plate element model of a single rib

was generated which simulated the shear center offs6t. Various

thermal gradients were applied to this model to determine the
resulting twist and warp of the rib. The results of this analysis

indicated that the offset shear center causes only slight twist

and warp of the fz_e rib. Because the mesh would act to resist

the twist of the rib, the restraining force of the mesh would tend

i to further minimize the effect of twist or warp on the thermal

deformations. Therefore, it was concluded the effect of the shear

center offset is minimal and can be neglected.

+ The reflector deflection resulting from thermal or gravita-

' tional loads is determined for grid points at the mesh attachment
point to the rib.

Hinges are provided at the hub for attachment of the ribs

' to the hub and to allow the ribs to rotate to their fully deployed

i configuration. These hinges become fixed at deployment. Forthis reason the rib hinges were fixed in the model.

i Mesh Model

I The reflector mesh has been modeled by membrane elements

I capable of carrying in-plane tension loads. Each mesh section
• between ribs has been subdivided into i0 trapesoidal membranes

that are attached to each corner to the grid points located at

the rib edge. The nonisotropic properties of the mesh have been

reflected in the model parameters; the mesh thermal coefficients

of expansion and modulus of elasticity are given as functions
of temperature.

Hub Model

The hub is modeled with bar elements as shown in the hub _'
segment depicted in Figure 7. A centroidal axis offset of the

upper and lower hub rings at the hinge has been provided in order _ +_

to position the hinge elements in their proper location. Four _

attachment points are provided for securing the hub to the space-
craft. This attachment allows rotation of the hub in the direction

of the hinges as in the actual construction by using the pin flag
option in NASTRAN.

COMPLETE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The complete finite element model, Figure 8, is composed
of the hub, mesh, and rib models discussed previously. This

figure was obtained by using the plot module of NASTRAN. A total

of 1404 elements connected between 728 grid points are used to

model the complete reflector. As every grid point is allowed to
i
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_ve 6 degrees of freedom, with the exception of 4 grid points I

_i: _at are fixed simulating the spacecraft, there are 4,344 total

_grees of freedom. [

I In the static analysis the decomposition of the stiffness
_ _trix (semi-bandwidth of 15 terms with 87 active column_ and 14

_ _ws) consumed the bulk of the computer time. Run time using I

_:tandard core on the IBM 360-95 for one static load case was 15
_[nutes, i0 minutes of which was used decomposing the stiffness

_trix.
_- In the dynamic analysis, using the inverse method eigen-

_ i_lue extraction routin_ obtaining one eigenvalue used about 35

: .inutes of the total run time of 38 minutes.

ig ANALYSIS

A Ig load in the -Z direction was placed on the reflector

order to check out the finite element model and to provide a

with static deployment test results of the actual

_ctor. Reflector deflection results are presented as plots

the vertical (Z) deflection of the rib tip at 4.572m (180 in.)
_ versus rib number. Figure 9 illustrates the rib numbering

The ig NASTRAN result and actual test results are compared

Figure 10. This comparison iD4icates good agreement with the
test results was achieved.

ORBITAL THERMAL DEFLECTION ANALYSIS

Thermal Load Input

A reference temperature of 294°K _70°F) was assigned to each

lement to define the as-assembled temperature. Orbital tempera-
distribution for the various orbit hours served as the thermal _

input for the finite element model. The temperatures for each

ib segment (i0 segments Der rib) were determined for an upper node

) and a lower node (T2). These temperatures were averaged in

GSFC analysis to define the temperature assigned to the rib i
lement in the longitudinal direction. The rib gradient across

rib was calculated using (TI-T2)/d where d is the distance _

etween the upper and lower nodes (see Figure Ii). Each mesh
lement _nd each grid point was assigned a temperature; for those
rid points where nodal temperatures were not defined a linear _'

nterpolation was made.

The effect of the spacecraft attachment to the deployed _
eflector is presented by a set of initial displacements at the
our attach points.
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Thermal Deflection Results

Although the deflection results for 12 orbit hours were

determined, only those resulting from orbital thermal loads

developed during orbit hours 5, 12, and 24 for Beta =0 ° will be

presented as they provide a representative sampling of the total
results. Figure 12 presents the satellite orientations for various

orbit hours and defines the orbit angle Beta.

• Orbit Hour 12, Figure 13 - The reflector is completely

shaded by the earth and is very cold. The shrinkage of the reflec-
tor caused the rib tips to deflect to their maximum value.

• Orbit Hour 24, Figure i_ - The reflector sees its least

i severe thermal load. As a consequence its deflections are a
minimum.

• Orbit Hour 5, Figure 15 - One half of the reflector is

shaded by the other half. Because of this effect, the thermal

gradient developed across the rib is relatively large and takes

the shape plotted in Figure 16. Note that the plot of the thermal

gradient across the rib corresponds closely to the plot of the

deflected shape of the reflector; compare Figures 15 and 16.

PARAMETRIC VARIATION STUDY

j In an effort to determine the relative effect of various

model parameters on the deflection of the reflector, a parametric

i variation study was conducted on the finite element model. The

temperature distribution present during orbit hour 5, Beta=0 was
used for the five cases investigated.

Case 1 - This case determined the reflector deflection with

the mesh removed and with the thermal gradient across the width of

the rib set equal to zero. The resultant deflection, Figure 17, i:
caused by the rib temperatures and radial rib gradient only and is

relatively small.

Case 2 - The mesh has been removed and only rib temperatures

"_ and gradients are present, both radially along the rib axis and
across the width of the rib. The results of this variation are

_ ,, shown in Figure 18. Note that the deflections are large and the
'_ ' shape of the plot of the rib deflections again agrees, as expec.ed

with the shape of the plot of the average depthwise temperatu:e

gradient as shown in Figure 16.

Case 3 - The radial mesh elements have been removed and only

_, circumferential mesh elements are present. The rib temperatures

and radial temperature gradient are present along the rib, but the

_, gradient across the width of the rib has been set equal to zero.
_ Deflection results are shown in Figure 19. Although there are

_,_ i ,,
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major differences in the temperature distribution around the cir- _
:cumference of the reflector ranging from II6°K (-251°F) to 269°K |

• (25°F), the net effect on the mesh is that a uniform tension is {i
!created in each circumferential band. This statement is sub-

stanti_ed by the results which indicate a uniform deflection is i

created at the outer edge of the reflector. I

Case 4 - The circumferential mesh elements have been removed

and there is no depthwise rib gradient; the radial mesh elements

remain, as well as the rib temperatures and radial rib gradients.

,_ !Figure 20 presents the results. The net effect of the radial mesh
_can be obtained from subtracting Case 1 results from this case,

Case 4 It would appear that the deflections caused by the radial

mesh element are insignificant for this case.

Case 5 - The effect of varying the depthwise rib gradient is
_ shown in Figure 21. The results of 3 parametric changes are shown:

no gradient, actual gradient, and 3 times the actual gradient. The

}, major impact the rib gradient has on the deflection is evident.

i DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

The finite element model was used to determine the first
_ torsional frequency of the deployed reflector. Comparison of the I

NASTRAN result o_ 1.18 Hz with a value obtained from a modal survey !

test of 1.15 Hz indicates good agreement, i

i A motion picture of the torsional mode was obtained by the

proper adjustment of the amplitude in repeated plots of the modal

displacements in the plot routine and repeating them sequentially
on 16mm film.

CONCLUSION

_[!_i NASTR_ has proven to be a most valuable tool in conducting

the thermal distortion analysis. Because of the capability built

into NASTRAN the parametric study was easily accomplished by the i-
alteration or addition of a few input cards The value of the

I :' data obtained far outweighed the cost of the additional computer

time required. The results of this analysis supplied valuable

_]i_ information on the performance characteristics of the parabolic

antenna and provided insight into the structural interactions of }
_ " the various parts of the reflector.

/_7, The results of the ig analysis compared favorably with
_ available test results which provided some confidence that the

I!!_ model was satisfactory. Again with but a few card changes and

'_ using _ different rigid format the first torsional natural frequency
; and mode shape were obtained.
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The addition of a beam element capable of handling the offset
shear center effect would have saved the considerable time and

effort expended to prove it had little effect in this problem. It

is recommended that this capability be added to NASTRAN.
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F0gure 1. ATS-F Launch Configuration
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF LIGHT AIRCRAFT USING _TASTRAN

_' By Michael T. Wilkinson and Arthur C. Bruce

Louisiana Tech University

The finite-element method has been used extensively for the analysis of

major aerospace structures. However, there seems to have been little appli-

cation of the method to light aircraft generally desiguated in the homebuilt

or sport category. There are two principal reasons for the lack of utill-

zation of computer methods in this area. First," designers of homebuilt air-
craft have limited awareness of the ability of the method. Second, the high

cost generally associated _rith any computer analysis frightens potential u_ers

away. The purpose of the present study was to determine whethc_ application

of NASTRAN to the structural analysis of light aircraft can be econcmically

justified•

For a particular application a NASTRAN model has been made of _he "=^__aoy
Ace" D model, a homebuilt design whose plans are distributed by the Ace Air-

craft Company, Asheville, North Carolina. The basic design consists of a

fabric-covered tubular steel fuselage and tail section. The wing is a fal'ric-

covered spruce frame utilizing a Clark-Y airfoil. The aircraft i_ single

place and designed for engines ranging from 48 to 63 kW (65 to 85 hp).

The NASTRAN model of the cra_c is shown in figure 1. It consists of 193

grid points connected by 352 structural members. All members are either rod

or beam elements, including bending of unsymmetrical cross sections and tor-

sion of noncircular cross sections• The model also contains pretensioned

members to account for the preloaded drag wires on the wing and tail sections.

,T

In the determination of the mass o_ the craft, consideration was given _.

to both structural and nonstructural mass. The nonstructural _ss consisted i_

of such items as engine, fuel, instruments, pilot, wheels, fabric, and paint. _ -"

This nonstructural mass made up approximately 83.4 percent of the total mass

and was included by using numerous concentrated masses. The portion of the

mass due to fabric, paint, welds, nails, and control wires amo,mted to 9.3

percent of the total mass and was "smeared" across the entire craft. ._
•j_

The aerod_amlc loads applied to the Baby Ace were in accordance with "_

FAILregulations governing the utility category aircraft. Using the flight _,
envelope specified in these regulations, seve=_al flight conditions were

selected_ including a h.4g stall condition at the maximum angle of atta_.k of _"

19° and a h.$g nonstall pullup at a low angle of 1.8°. In each case th_ _mal-

ysis included the inertia relief feature of NASTRAN. The lift, drag, and
aerod_rnamlc moment of the wing were calculated in a co:._Istent manner from the !_

'_ performance curces of the C!ark-Y airfoil. Furthermore, aerod_.e_ic _'orces _i--

I

t
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+ were also applied to the tail section, assuming zero pitching acceleration. _
,+ All loads were entered as concentrated forces at the grid points_ and these
_+,.+ forces were distributed over the _Plngand tail in a statically equivalent man-

• ner.

A summary of the results is presert?y bc<ng made. Preliminary analysis
,_ il.dlcatesthat approximately 71 percent of the members have a factor of safety

in excess of 9. No structural inadequacies have been determined at this time.
Thus, it appears that the aircraft "+ cverdeslgned. Should further study of
the data confirm this conclusion, areas will be designated where the weight
can be reduced to save money and improve flight performance.

In addition, this problem is being studied by means of the substructure
+ feature available in Level 19.
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TRANSIENT ANALYSIS USING CONICAL SHELL ELEMENTS

By Jackson C. S. Yang, Jack E. Goeller,
' and William T. Messick

Naval Ordnance Laboratory

SUMMARY

The use of the NASTRAN conical shell element in static,
eigenvalue, and direct transient analyses is demonstrated. The
results of a NASTRAN static solution of an externally pressurized
ring-stiffened cylinder agree well with a theoretical discontinuity
analysis. Good agreement is also obtained between the NASTRAN
direct transient response of a uniform cylinder to a dynamic end
load and one-dimensional solutions obtained using a method of
characteristics stress wave code and a standing wave solution.
Finally, a NASTRAN eigenvalue analysis is performed on a hydro-
ballistic model idealized with conical shell elements.

INTRODUCTION

/

One of the principal areas of interest at the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory is high-speed water entry of naval ordnance. In order
to achieve stable water entry (no broaching) at low entry angles
off the horizontal, the nose is frequently made blunt so that _
the impact force is nearly axial. The rise time of the impact
force can be quite small, depending on the entry angle. Hence, :. ,.
a transient analysis of structural response is required. This
paper deals with an analysis of a ring-stiffened hydroballistic _ ..:
model which is designed to impact the water at very high speeds. :_'
The NASTRAN conical shell element appeared to be useful since i :_.
many of the models tested at NOL are axisymmetrio, monocoque i ,_._._J

structures of contour shape which are exposed to external _'_._?
pressure and axial and transverse loads However, there has :"-_:_:,
been little reported use of this element. Reference 1 illustrates ,_ ._-
its use in a modal analysis of a rlng-stiffened shell and
demonstration problem 1.5 {reference 2) is a static loading of
a uniform cylindrical shell. In order to gain confidence in the
use of the conical shell element before modeling the hydroballistic
model, simple structures were analysed and the results uompared
to theoretical values. NASTRAN runs were made on the CDC 6400

computer at NOL using Level 15. i. i.
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SYMBOLS

A cross-sectional area of shell

E modulus of elasticity

Fo constant end load on cylindrical shell
!

h thickness of cylindrical shell

L length of cylindrical shell

i I m mass per unit length of cylindrical shell."."1 Mx axial moment per unit length
R radius of neutral axis of circular cylinder

t time

• rise time of force pulse

u axial displacement

x axial distance /
-/

6 displacement of circular shell at junction with ring ,
stiffener

u poisson'8 ratio

o% hoop stress ._;:_.

°x axial stress ,,,:,-

_r rth eigenvalue in circular frequent.2 ;,_

EXTERNALLY PRESSURISBD RING-PTIFFENED CYLINDER >

The ring-stiffened 8hell section of a hydroballiatic model
was analysed to determine the stresses when it i8 exposed to ,.. .;, -

external pressure during launch in the gas gun. A midsection '}" .....consis_ing of three typical bay8 was analyzed. The shell was
assumed to be olsmped at ea_h end (no pressure applied at ends), t
Figure 1 depict8 the finite elements used in synthesizing the _
NASTRANmodel of the ring-stiffened cylindrical shell The _ ' _

overall model had _6 rin9_ (or grid circles) and 95 elements, i "yielding a total of 471 degrees of freedom for each harmonic. _" r _ ' '. _"

.1.2-6 ) "_"°'_

Sl nnmumlmml
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The zero th harmonic was used in the problem since the ]oading :
_' was axisymmetric. The material for the model is aluminum.
I' Element forces, bending moments, stresses and ring point

deflections were obtained for an externally applied pressure _
: load of 6.894 (I06) N/M 2. To gain further insight in using _

conical shell elements, multipoint constraints were applied to
; the ring at the junction between the ring stiffener and the •
; cylindrical shell. This eliminates the overlapping of material

from the stiffener and the cylindrical shell, see Figure i. The
number of elements was also varied to observe the effect of :!_
element size.

A discontinuity analysis was done on the ring-stiffened
r cylinder in order to assess the accuracy of the NASTRAN results. _

[ The rings were considered to have a thick-walled Lam_ stress _distribution caused by the discontinuity shear force at the
ring-shell Junction. The short shell between rings was considered _
a beam on an elastic foundation so that displacement and slope _ "
relations from reference 3 were used. By using compatibility of _
slopes and displacements at the Junction, the discontinuity shear _
and bending moment were obtained. Axial and hoop stresses were _
calculated from _

The significant results fz_ the N_TRAN static analysis
(rigid format one) and the discontinuity analysis are presented
in Figures 2 through 5. Figure 2 shows a comparison of the radial
displacement along the center bay. Figure 3 shows the hoop stress .....
at the inside and outside wall. The agreement is quite good. :. .,.
Figures 4 end 5 show the co_parlson of the axial bending moment
and axial stress. The agreement is quite good in close proximity
to the stiffener, but _adually deviates near the midspan of the
bay. This might possibly be Impx_vod by using smaller elements.
The ring size was very .tll:_rtent. around the stiffeners because
of the rapid attenuation of the bending moment. Very few
differences were observed when HPC was used at the Junctions
of the shell and the stiffene:s. This indicates that the
overlapping does not have too much effect on the results for the /

shell-to :in9 thickness :at/o used in this problem.

1_7

i
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RESPONSE OF UNIFORM CYLINDER TO DYNAMIC AXIAL LOAD

In a typical water-entry body, the structure is exposed
. to transient loading and the body must be considered as free-free.

Before proceeding to actual modeling of the complex structure
" involving stiffening rings, etc., several simplified structural

models were investigated and comparisons made with known classical
solutions. Rigid format nine, "direct transient analysis," was
used in the NASTRAN program. Figure 6 depicts the finite elements
used in synthesizing the NASTRAN model of the cylindrical shell.
The overall model had 21 rings (or grid circles) and 20 elements,

yielding a _ct:l of 42 degrees of freedom.for each harmonic. The
.'. zero th har_i_ was used in the problem slnce the loading was
' axisymmetric.

b

_ The transient dynamic stresses, element forces, and

_ deflections were obtained for selected eZements and rings. Three "
_ _ cases of dynamic loads were applied to one end of the cylindrical

different rise times and a trapezoidal pulse. These dynamic
loads are specified on TABLED1, TLOADI, and DAREA cards. The
structure was considered as having free-free boundary conditions.
Comparisons of the NASTRAN results were made with one-dimensional
stress wave code which uses the method of characteristics and

also a one-dimensional closed form standing wave solution. These
latter solutions do not include the effect of hoop stress as the i
NASTRAN element does.

The standing wave solution was obtained for a fr_.e-free bar

loaded at the end x - 0,by a force which is a ramp to time to

and a constant FO after 4_ The displacement of the bar isgiven by (see reference

O< t< t o
i

2_'0 r,m sin _rt r_x -__ _

" EEE %3 col; (-£-')
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i

2Pc = sin _rt- sin '_r,_+-to)
2: cos (_1

_-,:. _to r= 1 _r 3

where _r = r_ _/-_-_
+_ mLZ

! the first term is the rigid body motion. The second term may be
I Looked upon as the static deformation; the series represents the
: _armonlc oscillation terms. The stress can be computed from

ax - E ___u_x

, Figure 7 shows a comparison of displacement at the end
_++++' (x - 0) where the force i8 applied and at the midspan (x - 152.4

+ m). The NASTRAN solution follows the simplified theoretical

_++ ++:_olution reasonably well. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the_+++. _xlal stress at the neutral axis of the first element and the

_i _: _dspa_ element. Thl8 axial stress was used since the theoretical
:_i++_'_*_,__olutlon ignores bending stress. The comparisons are, in general,
<.._; _ot bad. There appears to be some long-time effect, but this
_j_:o.,_ight be due to the rather large element size used in the NASTRAN

i:_olutlon._-- Figures 9 and I0 show similar comparisons, except a /risetimewasusedontheloadingf.ctlons.Piguren
lhows a comparison of axial stress at the first element and

element for a trapezoidal loading pulse. Again, the
with the one-dimenslonal stress wave theory is

reasonably good. _,

EXGENVALUE ANALYBZ8 OF HYDROBALLISTIC MODEL I /

I++++

The hydroballistim model and the finite element discretization _+,*
shown in Figure 12. The length of the model is 345.12 ca and _++
body diameter is 34.29 _n. Xt ¢onslsts of a thick-walled

nose 8eotlon and rlng-stlffened aluminum mid and tail --
mctions. The aluminum skln is .794 om thick. Four equally ++

fln8 a_e atta_he_ to the midsection and four to the tall
lectlon. +

The blunt nose of the model causes the load at water impact
be nearly axial. _e_efore, the axial mode of vibration o_
model was examined. Figure 12 shows the 74 rings and 74

shell elements used to represent the model. The neutral *
of some of the elements has been moved insteaa of retaining _

original positions and using llll_'sto connect the rings. , +_+_

129 "_
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The reason is that in a static analysis of a clamp band which
- had MPC'd rings at discontinuities in section, an ill-conditioned

stiffness matrix was obtained. The "epsilon sub E" check yielded
values on the order of one. Since the changes in stiffness of
the hydroballistic model sections were even more severe, it was

, thought that for a first solution, a slight loss in accuracy from
modifying the model would be acceptable.

The eigenvalue analysis was performed for axial vibration
by allowing radial and axial displacement and axial rotations at
each ring. Thus, a 222-degree-of-freedom model was analyzed.
The first ten modes of vibration are given in Table I. The

' fundamental mode of 282 cycles per second seems reasonable.
Shifting the neutral axes of some shell sections yielded a

i well-conditioned matrix with the "epsilon sub E" check having
a value of 3 x 10-13.

The transient response to an axial impulse will be obtained
and the results compared to the data obtained from the instru-
mented hydroballistic model with a water-entry velocity of 305
meters per second.

CONCLUSIONS

' The results obtained from using the NASTRAN conical shell
element agree well with theory. Using a 90-degree orientation
for the conical shell element and an MPC for representing a ring
_tiffener yields excellent results. However, using MPC's to
connect discontinuitles in neutral axis radii can lead to ill-
conditioned matrices.

_ Using the conical shell element in static analyses is
_- routine. However, in the process of applying rigid format nine

_irect transient analysis) to conical elements, a number of

._ _ non-standard procedures must be practiced in order to obtain _
......._,-._ the results. The P field in the DAR_hK bulk data card must be

_ ,,. determined by the following formula:

_:_ P - ring ID + 106 • (llarmonic + i)

_'_',': In the case control deck, reference to "grid points" is by the
'_-__V' same formula. In the executive control deck, an alter must be
_i used to switch to Sort 1 output. This enables the output to be

printed in an orderly fashion.

_._. It is hoped that some of the bugs encountered in using
k_" the conical shell element will be eliminated so that more use

_.,_, can be made of it. For axisymmetric structures subjected to
_ loads which may be accurately expressed with a small number of

_"", 150
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harmonics, it is less costly to use this element than to model
with a large number of plates.
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Table 1 - Eigenvalues for the Hydroballistic Model

, Mode Number Eigenvalue (cycles/second)

' 1 0.0

2 282

•_ 3 644

4 843
t

5 1365

I 6 1692
7 2300

i 8 2582
9 2975

i0 3194

i

g
_, 132
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: DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF A LONG SPAN, CABLE-STAYED FREEWAY
BRIDGE USINr- NASTRAN

By W. L. Salus and R. E. Jones M.W. Ice
Boeing Aerospace Company Boeing Computer Services, Inc.

{

SUMMARY

The dynamic analysis for earthquake- and wlnd-induced response of a long span, cable-
stayed freeway bridge by NASTRAN in conjunction with post-processors is descr!bud.

I Details of the structural modeling, the input data generation, and numerical resutt_ are
', given. The influence of the dynamic analysis on the bridge design is traced from the
t project initiation to the development of a successful earthquake and wind resistant con-
j figuration.

J INTRODUCTION
!

i._. During the summerof 1972, plans were formulated to design and build a new freewaybridge in Seattle, Washington, crossing the lower Duwamish waterway. This structure,
called the West Seattle Freeway Bridge, is to provide a four lane highway and public
transit connection between the city and the nearby residential and commel cial area of
West Seattle. The Duwamish waterway at this location is navigable by larg.5 vessels
and the bridge is required to be both high and long, so as not to interfere with the ,,/
water traffic. For these and esthetic masons, a cable-stayed design was de:ided upon.
Figure I illustrates the initial design concept(l), Planview and elevation view curva-
tures are required by the orientations of the connecting freeway approach strJctures.
The main foundation, supporting the tower from which the cables are suspended, is '.;'_

located near the edge of the waterway channel, and all foundations are supl:orted by
°.". piles driven into the deep, soft, saturated soil at the site. The initial design incor- ""

. : porated a deck structure consisting of a slab supported by girders and a ri_id-.frame
;"- type of tower structure, as shown in the figure.

'_ - Because of Seattle's location in an earthquake zone, and because bridges such as the
, _., ' West Seattle design are subject to wlnd-induced oscillations, it was decided b,/ the

• " Seattle City Engineering Department to conduct a thorough dynamic analysis. The

._.,_ Booing Company was engaged to perform this analysis.

"_i (l) Configuration and detail design data shown In this paper were provided by th_

firm of Knoerle, Bender, Stone, and Associates, Inc., Consulting Engineers,
Seattle, Washington; retained by the City of Seattle to perform the engineering

-_'.._,. design for the West Seattle Freeway Bridge project.

L_

II I L I.... -- _ _lL,_ _
i
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The initial work plan included analyses of a number of different bridge preliminary de-
signs, including both concrete and steel deck constructions, in support of the develop-
ment of a final structural design concept. Finite clement analysis was decided upon.
The need for parameter studies of the configurations of the deck, pile foundations, and
the tower and pier structures was forseen. Thus, a large number of analyses, with

little setup time between them, was anticipated, and a simple computer model was de-
sired. However, the nature of the deck design, particularly the combination of glr-
ders with a long span curved in both elevatlon and planform, suggestedthat a complex
structural behavior might occur, requiring a correspondingly careful structural modeling.
Therefore it was decided to perform two types of analyses, the first quick and simple,
representing the deck structure as a single curved beam, and the second more detailed,

_ representing the structural components of the deck by individual finite elements in the
r computer model. Figures 2 and 3 are computer plots which illustrate these two mo-
[ dels. Though Figure 3 is quite crowded with element lines, the individual girder web
" and flange elements can be seen at the right end of the span. A verification of the

validity of the data computed with the simple model was planned to be obtained by

! a comparison of its modes and frequencies with those of the complex mode. Thi_, in

i addition io arranging the con.puter coding to facilitate conver,ience in parameter stu-dies, constituted the overall work :_lan for the structural modeling.

i. The specific goals of the dfnamic analysis were the calculation of earthquake-inducedstresses in the structure and the calculation of the critical windspeeds at which aero-
dynamically induced unstable deck oscillations could occur. Predictions of these data
were made on the sequence of bridge designs which were generated as the project
developed. It was found that both earthquake- and wind-induced responsesare critical
design conditions, and thet the initial types of design configurations were not capable
of withstanding these responses (Reference 1). On the basis of these early evaluations,
criteria were developed for achieving dynamically satisfactory designs. Principally,
these criteria specified the frequencies of the structural vibration modes to avoid
large earthquake response and specified the deck torsional stiffness and the shape of
the deck cross-sectlon to avoid wlnd-induced unstable oscillations.

The criteria led to a modification of the deck cross-section to the slant-slded, multi- _,
_* • cell closed section shown in F!gure 4a and to a modification of the tower to the wall-

type configuration shown in Figure 4b. Designs incorporating the features of Figure 4
i,'. are satisfactory for both wind- and earthquake-lnduced dynamic response. Currently,

:" additional studies ai'e underway to optimize this basic design for earthquake resistance
,_*L by adjusting its vibration mode frequencies to avoid the known frequencies of princi-

_ pal earthquake excitation. This work has achieved a significant reduction in the re-
qulrecl reinforcing steel. The detail design phase of the work will continue to be
supported by dynamic analysis until the design is finalized, in the foil of 1973.

.. This paper discusses those aspects of the worh wh!ch are associated with the finite ele-
ment idealization and the modal anc,lysis. This work has been done with the NASTRAN

_ system, whi_:h has proved to be a highly effective tool in this application.

144
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SELECTION OF NASTRAN I

: The NASTRAN system has several features which are advantageous for thi., problem, _.
leading to its choice aver other available structural analyzers. Several of these fea-
tures are mentioned briefly in this section; others are discussed in more detail in later ;
descrlpt;ons of the finite element idealizations. The use of combined cylindrical and _
cartesian coordinates was helpful in modeling tile combined circular arc and straight t_

, illne geometry of the bridge planform. The ability to specify nonstructural mass on the
CBAR elements was useful since structural data were provided in the form of mass per

, running foot on major structural members. The multi-point constraint feature was parti-
t cularly useful for representing the connectivity between different portions of the bridge

structure. In particular, this was ne:essary to represent proper connections of the

deck structure to the supporting cables, piers, and the tower, and to represent the
footing connections to the piles. Multipoint constraints were also used in the more
complex model (called the 3D model) to connect the individual girders to the deck
;lab. The NASTRAN plotting feature was used to obtal, pictorial descriptions of the
;tructural vibration modes. I. the case of seismic analysis this is partloJlarly impor-
tant, because seismic response is strongly dependent on both the shape and the direction
_f principal modal motions. Hence, pictorial data permit a quick, ]ualitative assess-
ment of the likely seismic importance of the structural modes. And finally, since the

' seismic and flutter analyses were done by additional processing of the results of the
modal analysis, a convenient data access system such as the NASTRAN c.leckpoint/
restart tape feature was required. Thus NASTRAN appeared to be particularly well
,Jited to the technical requirements of the problem.

_,dditional motivation for using NASTRAN was provided by the availability of Boeing's
input language, SAIL, which has been adapted fr)r NASTRAN input. Most of the bulk
Jata were generated automatically by the use of SAIL. Bridge geometric data were

, korovlded in equation form,, which can be coded directly in SAIL's automatic grid point
Igene.m.tlon format. In addition, SAIL has the capability to generate data within
_clal (parameter-cantrolled) subroutines, called external data generators. External
Idata generators were used to generate NASTRAN multi-point constraint equations, the
lg,rae,"lirder plus slab deck simulation of the 3D model, and the pile foundation simulations.

IThese data generation routines are designed such that a set of input parameters con-
_' ltrols the generation of data. By changing a few of these parameters, a complete new

;' _et of data can be produced, simulating a new design concept. Through such auto-
_ imatlc input generation tt was possible to obtain rapid turnaround of analyses to support

'_ Ithe design development.

IA separate computer program was written to perform the selwnlc analysis, using the
response spectrum analysis method. This analysis requires the mode shapes, frequencies,
generalized mass, and internal element forces produced in the modal analysis. The

_. NASTRAN checkpoint/restart tape provided access to these data. Since NASTRAN

_ _ormally does not checkpoint element forces, a simple Alter was used to checkpoint
the element force file OEFI.

t

i_5
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BEAM (STICK) FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

To perform dynamic analysis in support of design trade studies, a simple model of the

: bridge structure, easily modified and with ready,nobly short run time, was set up.
Called the "stick" model, it uses simple, beam type mpre_ntations of all structural

, components. Because of the simplicity Lf this model, it was possible to make para-
metric studies of important parameters, such as the tower stiffness and the earth lateral

resistance to pile mohons, in order to _ssess the importance of these factors early
in the program.

Description of the Model
I

There were two Ix_sic conflc;.u.'ationsfrom which the parameter studies were made: the

j steel bridge alternate and the concrete bridge alternate. The models of each of these
' configurations included the towers piers (four piers in the steel model, three in the

i concrete mudel), the footlng_, piling, and earth springs to lateral earth resls-
represent

tance to pile motions, and the deck itself. The modeling of the piers, footings, piles

t and earth springs was of primary importance in seismic response. The deck _odes and
_ consequently the deck modeling were of primary interest in the flutter analysis. The

finite element models included the main span portion of the overall bridge structure,
which is defined by the locations at which the deck bending continuity with the ap-
proach spans is Mrminated. This arrangement resulted in analyzing the main span plus
several shorter adjacent "oans, as required for the particular configuration in question.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the steel and concrete finite element models. The outward
appaamnces of the 'wo models are alike except that the concrete model has one less
pier and o slightly modified tower appearance. In reality, however, the deck proper-
ties obviously change as do the grid point locations and all moss and stiffness proper-
ties.

_ • The dee,k geometry in the plan view is a straight line for somewhat less than half the
span and a circular arc for the remaining port. The steel bridge initial!v analyzed is

"._ 1215 feet long and the concrete bridge is 1040 feet long. The deck describes a para-
./,, boise arc vertically with a peak elevat|on of 156 feet. The deck structure consists of

._.. ,_ • the concrete slab of the roadbed and the integrally constructe,! ., crete or steel sup-
porting glrders. The outermost girders are of fascia box const,, .. an. Figure IC showe

:/i _ *_: a typical cro_t section for the concrete alterno'e. The section p,opertles change along
' the span as required by th_ design moments and the applicable design code loading

conditions.

The tower supports the deck through pin supports. The four cablu stays attach to the

_, top of the tower anc; to _he deck 175 feet or either side. The pters support the deck

_ by railer type supports which permit relative .ongitudtnal motions. The tower and pier
footings are supl)',rted on pile groups which vary in size with 306 piles maximum for

i
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the tower and 66 piles minimum For one of the p_ers.

The piling simulation is shown by Figure 7. Both pile elements and elements represent-
ing earth lateral stiffness are employed. Four s'mulated piles can provide a correct re-
presentation of pile group behavior, and this number was chosen to keep to a minimum
the number of elements in the model. Each of the four piles ir a simulated pile group
consists of two ".BAR elements, and is fixed at 'he base (called the point of Fixity) and
provided with four springs (oriented parallel and perpendicular to the span) i'o resist mo-
tion relative to the surrounding earth. In the figure, for siml0]icity, earth springs are
shown on only one pile. The po;_t of fixity is determined from a detailed pile deflec-

: tion anGlysls*, and is the uppermost point at which zero pile bending slope occur_ to-
gether with a very small pile deflection.

t

i The earth spring element properties are defined by effectively integrating the distributed
earth lateral stiffness over a pile length which is _:onsldered tributary to G particular pile
grid point. The application of earth lateral resistance at only two points on the pile is .

i an approximation of a ty_,e customarily made in discrote element analysis, and would not
' normally be a cause for concern. In the present case, however, because lateral earth

stiffness was found to be a very important parameter, it was desired to verify the ade-
;quacy of the discrete representation. This was accomplished by comparing pile deflec-
tions computed for the two grid point pile to those obtained for a many grid point -

'_ many earth spring representation. The two grid point pile was fouhJ to predict deflec-
tion within 10% at the top of the pile. This accuracy i_ suitable for the dynam!e a..-

alysis, and further refinement wl.hin the framework of linear eiastic analysis dQes nat
appear worthwhile.

The simulated pile and earth spring stlffnesses in the finite element model are determined

to provide the actual combined stiffness of the entire pile group. Denoting by _ the
earth spring stiffness which woulc_ be computed for one actual pile within a pile group,
the following is the spring stlffnes:es required in the finite element simulation.

khmodel =k h . N . I

N is the number of piles in the gr_.up. The 1/4 factor dlstrlbut_s the total group earth
". lateral stlffnew to the four simulated piles. In addition, the piles are located withh: _;_
i_ the footing area (Figure 7) such that the r.ioments of inertia of .e simulated pile areas

," , about till footing lemgltudinal and transverse axel match those of the actual pile group.
• _" This _ovides simulation of pllt group be.ncl,tng stlffneues. The use of N in the ki, for-
"_ _mula would appear to pml_,me that all plies in the group sustain equal lateral Ioo_s

Ifrom the earth. Since this Is known to be up,true, an adjustment w_s made in the k

learth profx,rty to ace,aunt for group pile action. The combination of group action anhd

_, _vlbratory behavior in the earthqualr_, was accounted for by taking kh to be one-slxth the

static, tingle pile value. This adjustmentIs basedon reportedresearch on group pile

_ ;'" Point of fixity _n_'-e_'rth lateral dtffr_u data were provided by the firm of Shannon
and Wilson, Soil Meche_ic$ and Foundation Engineers, Seattle, Washington.

i J_lml .... __m
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action (1). However, in application to a particular pile group, such a factor is r.eces-
sarily arbitrary, and it was felt necessary to evaluate the sensltivlty of the structural

behavior to variations in kh. To accomplish this, a number of computer runs were made
with widely varying earth _'pring stlffnesses. It was found that modal and earthquake
response data are very sensitive to changes in earth spring stiffness For the case of rela-
tively soft springs, with structural internal loads generally increasing with increasing
spring stiffness. The final recommended spring stiffnessesare qultehigh, however, and in
this range of values the modal and response data are reasanably insensitive to earth
sti ffness modi fi catlons.

The use of beam elements to represent the deck structure is an accurate idealization for
all deformations except torslon. In the case of deck torsion, because of the torsion-

bending behavior of the girders, a beam representatlon is necessarily approximate. The
nature of _he torsion-bendlng action is such that the effective torsional stiffness of the

• deck depends on the torslonal mode shape, or wave length, to which the deck is sub-
jected. This situation makes it possible to determine the deck torslonal stiffness with
acceptable accuracy by calculating the stiffness to correspond to the deck torsional vl-

. bration mode of cjreatest interest. The deck torsional modes are important prlnclpa_ly
because of their possible involvement in unstable aerodynamic motions (flutter). There-
fore, the deck torsional stiffness was chosen speciflcal!y to obtain accurate modal data

•-. for the lowest (most flutter-crltical) deck torsional mode. The half wave !cngth (one
lobe) of this mode (see Figure 1) is about 200 feet. Using this length, and postulating

i reasonable girder bending deformations in participation with deck torsional deflections,
the girder torslon-bendlng contributions to the deck effective torslonaJ stiffness were
determined. These contributions are summedwith the true torsional stiffness contribu-

tion, i.e., those of the slab and the closed box stiffness of the fascia girders, to ob-
tain the total approximate deck torsional stiffness.

This procedure necessarily leaves higher deck torslonal modes with less accurate (too
low) torsional stiffnesses, and in general leaves overall bridge modes somewhat in
error. These errors are negligible since, in the former case, only the lowest deck
torsion mode was found to be a possible flutter candidate, and in the latter case the
overall bridge modes are dominated by tower and deck bending and gross deck transla-

_" : : tional influences. It should be noted again that the torsion approximations were nece_-
_ "i sitated by the need for a simple, rapidly computed model. To completely resolve the
L_ deck torsion problem, as was done in the 3D model, would have sacrificed the utility
_ of the stick model in the rapid turnaround design support activity. This was an unsatls-

:_' factory alternative. Moreover, calculatl,)ns of the stick and 3D model modes confirmed
L

_i: the accuracy of the approach used.

Coding/ Detal Is

The SAIL (Structural Analyzer Input Languuge) input language (Reference 2) was used in
:i/ conjunctlon"wlth NAS'TRAN bulk dat_ in setting up the structural idealization. Details

_ :_ of the coding are described briefly below.

.... (1) Thls adjustment was provided by the firm of Shannon and Wilson.

" 1_8

1 - ,, _,q , '..... _ ' , " _ ' , , , . _ ........ , 4r

" " '.T'I: .......-...--':._ ..............................................
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_i 1. Geometry: In using SAIL, the bridge geometry was programmed in the same form,_<.

as it was provided by the design engineers. The grid point coordinates were
_ coded in terms of "nose stations", the independent coordinate employed to mea-

t sure distances along the deck cen' ,line. The input was greatly simplified through
the use of NASTRAN's multiple coordinate systems. Cylindrical coordinates were
used for the portion of the bridge to the left of the tower in Figures 5 and 6,

F which is a circular arc in planview. The remaining straight segment of the bridge

I was input in the rectangular cartesian coordinate system. In the vertical plane,the deck describes a parabolic arc of the form

|_ Z = 155.7 - (Nose Sta - 17070.)2
36666.67 " "

i

which was coded directly into the SAIL input deck. An important advantage of
the SAIL :nput lles in the fact that variable grldpoint locations and variable num-
bers of elements are handled in so simple fashion that generation of multiple ideal-
izations is a minor task.

D

i 2. Multiple Point Constraints: MPC equations were found to be a convenient andp'owerful _ool in representlng the various connectivlties encountered in the bridge
structure. Structural idealizations using MPC equations are described briefly
below.

(a) The cables are rigidly attached to the deck at offset nodes.
(b) The deck is attached to the tower structure in such a manner that all de-

grees of freedom except deck vertical bending rotation are required to be
compatible. In addition, the deck elastic axis is offset (vertically above)
its supporting cross member in the tower structure, because of the Jepths
of the girders, the crossmember, and the bearing fitting hardware.

(c) Similar to the tower attachment described above, the vertically offset deck
attachment to the piers was enforced by MPC equations. In this case the
connectivity between the longitudinal motions of the deck and the piers
was in some designs pinned and in some designs represented by a roller
support.

(d) All footings are connected to the upper ends of the piles by full fixity con-

*_,_ .. ditions enforced by MPC equations.
_' (e) In the complex (3D) deck idealization discussed later, MPCequations pro-

_,-_ _ vided the connectivity between the girder webs and the deck slab represen-
__ _ tation.

;_,_: ::'._ The repetitive nature of MPC equations suggeststheir generation by a subroutine.
: This is discussed briefly under item 3., below.

' .... 3. External Data Generators (EDG):
(a) Th'e exte'mal data generator is a feature within SAIL which provides a

: subroutine type of input generation capability. It is most conveniently
used for multiple generations of large groups of similar elements and/or

_, grid points. In the present problemp this situation occurs for the pile

_;__ foundations. The pile group, including the footing, is a set of 25 elements, .,

]97400647:3-]54
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29 grid points, plus multipolnt and single point constraint conditions. All

Ii of these input data are prepared by the EDG, in the manner of a subrou-

tine, needing only on_, set of coding for any number of foundation designs
" to be generated° The use of the EDG permits simple and rapid parameter

studies on item_ such as stlffnesses, dimensions, etc., of the pile founda-

tionso{b) The extensive use of multiple point constraints was simplified by creating
EDG's specifically for the generation of MPC equations. This was done
for both cylindrical and rectangular cartesian coordinate systems. The
parameter set for the EDG consists of a list of the two or more nodes to
be constrained. The EDG recovers the coordinates corresponding to these
nodes and automatically calculates the constraint equations for a full six
degree of freedom connectivity. This is particularly useful when cylindr;-
cal equations are employed and in parametric studies where grid point
changes would otherwise require numerous, potentially erroneous, hand cal-
culations. The EDG for the pile group generation, described above, calls
the EDG for MPC equations as required to fix the piles to the footings.

Computation Details

'_ The steel bridge idealization shown in Figure 5 was analyzed in 23 different configura-
tions corresponding to various design changes and parameter studies. The basic model
consisted of 199 grid points, 95 CBAR elements, and 80 CONRAD elements. There
were 166 MPC equations which in combination with boundary conditions and matrix re-

ductions reduced the _genproblem to 158th order. The runs averaged 6 minutes CPU
time on the IBM 370 to extract the eigenvalues by Givens' Method and compute

70 modes. About one-thlrd of the computer time was spent in applying the MPC equa-
tions. The basic concrete bridge idealization shown in Figure 6 was analyzed in 5 dif-
ferent configurations. The model consisted of 167 grid points, q4 CBAR elements, and
64 CONRAD elements. There w_,re 149 MPC equations which in combination with

boundary conditions and matrix reductions reduced the eigenproblem to 14,3rd order.
The runs averaged 5 minutes 48 seconds CPU time on the IBM 370 to extract the elgen-

_, values and compute 70 modes.

m
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THREE-D MODEL _

Purpose

Although the stick model was conceived to be acceptably accurate for both the seismic
and flutter studies, a refined idealization, the 3D model, was set up for the concrete
alternate to verify the stick model accuracy° The model was called 3D in reference to
the idealization of the bridge deck by a slab element (represented as a beam) and indi-
vldual .qlrder web and flange elements° The beam type idealization of the tower, piers,
footings, and piles is unchanged from the stick model. A computer plot of the structure
is shown on Figure 3.

As discussed earlier, the weakness of the stick model lles in its simulation of deck tor-

sional stiffness as that of a single member, while in reality the built-up deck resists
Ltorslon largely through girder bending. Therefore., the 3D model has as its purpose the
Laccurate representation of girder bending participation in the overall deck deformations.

Descrlption of the Deck Model

Figure 8 shows schematically three types of behavior of a slab-glrder deck. The first
two apply to a bridge curved in planform, and the last applles for either stralght or
curved decks. All indicate that deck bending, either vertical or horizontal, will couple
with torsion. The three cases are explained in the text of the figure. Basically, the
coupling results from two facts: (1) in curved decks, torsion results in lower flange too- .
tlon toward or away from the center of curvature, with a consequent tendency toward
hoop stresses;(2) in horizontal bending of slab-girder configurations, the elastic shear
forces are aligned with the shear center of the section (above the deck) while the inertia
forces are aligned wlth the mass center. The tendency toward coupling of bending and
torsion which is described by the figure bill affec._ vibration modes by tending to make
the mode shapes three-dimensional in character and difficu!t to identify as pure bending
or torsional motions.

In order to represent these coupling tendencies in the finite element mode, it is neces-
sary to meet several requirements: "_.. --_

1. Individual girder flanges must be represented in at least axial and horizon-

tal bending properties. _
2. Diaphragms, cross-braclng, and girder web lateral bending stiffness, all of

which control lateral motion and therefore hoop forces in the flanges, must _!._be modeled.

3. Flanges must be properly "driven" by the webs; therefore webs must be at- !_i_
tached to the slab in such a way that continuity of displacement and rata- d,
tlon components is provided. :_

4. Structural massesshould be properly located. _

All of these requirements were met except the fourth. In the -',ocatlon of the masses, ._
to simplify the computational problem, the deck mass properties were concentrated at :'_
the centerline of the slab. For the designsstudied, however, the resulting error in mass

t

151 ':_

I

j . . , ......... _
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placement was very small.

Figure 9 shows the elements used in the 3D model. The deck slab is represented as a
beam having axial, vertical and horizontal bending and shear, and torsional stiffnesses.
The centerline of the slab is assigned the deformational freedoms of the deck structure,
which are the six linear and rotational displacements. All deck motions are constrain

i to these six freeooms. The fascia box girders have a closed cell torsional stiffne,.s°
This stiffness was added to the torsional stiffness of the deck slab. Flanges are repre-
sented by beam elements which have axial and horizontal bending and shear stlffnesses.
The handling of the webs presented difficult problems. It is known, and was further

'_ verified by calculations, that the NASTRAN plate elements with bending, shear and
. l direct stress stiffnesses are of poor accuracy when used as web elements of girders,

L particularly for unsymmetrical cross sections. The erroneous behavior arises from the me_
brane stiffness of the plate. In order to avoid this difficulty, the girder webs were re-

, presented by combining shear-only plates with bending plates whose only sHffness is
lateral bending° Because the latter plates cannot maintain the spacing between the

i, flanges and the deck, postsare used at the ends of the elements. The axial-force

i stiffnesses (areas) of the girder webs are assigned to the deck slab and to the lowergirder flanges such that: (1) the elastic axis of the composite deck in vertical bending
{ is preserved; (2) the bending moment of inertia of the web of each girder about the

t,_' composite deck elastic axis is preserved. Thesecondltlons provide accuracy in girder anc
deck bending and torsional behavior. Axial stretching stiffness of the total deck struc-
ture, an unimportant factor in the modal analysis, is approximated by these conditions.

Coding Details

As with the stick model, the 3D model made use of both external data generators and
multiple point constraints. The geometry was complicated by the banking of the bridge
deck (superelevatlon). Again due to the repetitive nature of the input, SAIL was uni-
quely suited for data preparation. The principal coding problem is the generation of gr
point and constraint data for the nine girders.

- The deck centerline geometry and the variable superelevation were computed within the
,:, SAIL coding, using the equations and data provided by the designers. Using the com-

,_ puted centerline and superelevation geometrical data in the input parameter set, along
_;i_ with component structural data, the deck structure EDG was called. The EDG set up
L'_:_ _ the uppe.r girder web (and flange) grid points, the lower girder web (and flange) grid

;_" _; _ points, the girder flange and web elements, the MPC equations which serve to couple
_L:,. the girder elements to the six freedoms of the deck centerline, and in addition defined

the freedomsto be reduced in the elgensolution. The MPC equations rigidly connect
the upper girder web grid point freedoms to the six freedoms of the grid points on the
deck slab centerllne. The EDG is called once for each nose station at which a deck

m

_ grid point is located, ,*bus significantly reducing the magnitude of the coding task.
This idealization in effect imposesdeck cross-sectional bracing (diaphragms) at each dec

,L_ grid point. This is a correct requirement since the designed diaphragms are located at
_ approximately the same nose station spacing as are the deck grid points./;/" I

i

m Im_ m
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Computational Details

• The 3D concrete bridge model shown in Figure 3 was subjected to modal analysis. The
finite element idealization consisted of 623 grid points, 242 CBAR elements, 280 CON-
ROD elementst 207 CQUAD1 plates, and 207 CSHEAR webs. There were 1945 MPC
equations which in combination with boundary conditions and matrix reductions reduced
the eigenproblem to 149th order. A CPU run-time of i9 minutes and 20 seconds on

the IBM 370 computer was required to extract the eigenvalues by Givens' Method and
to compute 20 modes.

SEISMIC AND FLUTTER ANALYSES

The seismic analysis was performed by the response spectrum method. The full details of
this method are outside the scope of this paper. Portions of the overall methodology are

described in Reference 3. The earthquake input data used are in the fo_m of response _
spectra, and are specifically derived for the West Seattle site conditions .

The bridge response was determire d in terms of its normal vibration modes. The response
spectrum method provides maximum individual modal responsesto the earthquake excita-
tion. P,:odal summation is required over very few modes, for most earthquake analyses,
and is done either as an absolute value sum or a root-square-sum, based on judgement
and recommendations from past experience (Ref. 3)

The response spectrum method uses for input the modal analysis data, consisting of vibra-
tion mode period, generalized mass, and mode shape. In particular, modal response de-
pends on the degree of coupling between the mode and the uniform vector field which

describes the motions of the earthquake. This aspect of the seismic analysis requires the
accessing and processing of very large amounts of structural and modal data. A new
computer program, used as a NASTRAN post processor, was written to perform the work.
This program obtains all needed data from the NASTRAN checkpoint/restart tape. The
set of data read from the tape consists of files EQE>. 4, GPDT, MGG, LAMA, PHIG,
and OEF1. The complete modal and seismic analysis :an be done in a single computer

'..-' run, or the NASTRAN and seismic runs can be done separately. The seismic post pro- -_
"_ cessing program was found to 10every convenient and provided a rapid analysis tool.
"' Ovemlght turnaround on combined modal and seismic analyses was routinely obtained.

_ Flutter analysis was done for two types c_f flutter mechanisms: (1) single degree of free-
dom stall flutter; and (2) classical bendlng-torsion flutter. The calculations were done

":: by existing Boeing flutter analysis programs, based on theoretical methods which are be-
yond the present scope. Aerodynamic data were obtained from wind tunnel tests on
models of the various bridge deck sections, and modal data were obtained from the NAS-

i TRAN analyses. A subroutine within the seismic program was used to read the normal
_, modes from the NASTRAN checkpoint/restart tape and to punch out on cards the required
" rotation and vertical translation displacements of the deck.

.', 1 Data provided By the firm of Shannon and Wilson 0

lr_-i _ _ .....
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TYPICAL NUMERICAL RESULTS

Seismic Analysis

Each modal analysis computer run provided complete modal data, including element in-
ternal loads, and also SC4020 plots of the mode shapes. Figures 10 and 11 are com-
puter plots of the modes which were predicted to be the most important seismic motions

: of the West Seattle bridge. The plots shown are for the concrete alternate, but all
i configurations show essentially the same principal types of motions. The first is a lat-

! eral swaying and the second a combined .ong,tud,nal - vertical motion which is strongly
influenced by the cables. The latter is the bridge fundamental mode. These modes

! are important _ismically for two reasons: (1) their modal frequencies lie in a range of

i stror_, seismic _nput; (2) their mode shapes involve essentially unidlrectiono! motions of
the major bridge masses, thus obtaining strong coupling with the uniform seismic exci-
tation.

Figures 12 and 13 show tower moments and shears which were computed for the initial
steel and concrete designs. The moments and shears shown are those resisting a lateral
swaying motion, and are caused primarily by modes of the type of Figure 11. The
stressesfor the concrete alternate are larger than those for the steel due mainly to the
greater deck mass of the concrete design and the close proximity of the concrete modal
period to a period of strong seismic excitation. These results proved excessively severe

'-_ for strength design purposes_

As described earlier, the dynamic analysis was continued in support of trade studies for
the development of a design configuration which is satisfactory for earthquake conditions
Figure 14 shows the results obtained for a set of seven designs which differ from one

another primarily in tower configuration. All designs utilize a steel deck structure.
From these results tower alternate A was chosen as the recommended configuration .
The figure lists the modes and modal periods which are critical for both longitudinal
and transverse earthquake excitations, and gives the resulting maximum tower bending
moments. The curve shown in the lower right corner of the figure is the earthquake
responsespectrum used in the calculations.

As discussedearlier a matter of concern was the effect of the approximation of the _.

i_ deck torsional stiffness on the accuracy of the stick model modes. It was for this rea-

son that the 3D model was used to compute a more accurate set of modal data. Figures
15 and 16 show 3D model modes corresponding to the stick model modes of Figures 10
and 11. The agreement in mode shape is excellent. Figure 17 shows the lowest 3D

; model mode in which deck torsion is important. This mode shape justifies the manner

_ii of computation (the choice of wave length) of the stick model deck torsional stiffness
_ "_ which was described earlier. Figure 18 shows a comparison of stick model and 3D

mf.-Jel modal data for the first ten modes for the concrete alternate. The frequencies

__ are tabulated together with a brief description o_ the modal motions. Note that in

several cases corresponding modes have changed order slightly, due to small changes in
closely spaced frequencies. A careful study of all modal data has shown that in the

_ I The defining Of these configurations and the choice of tower alternate A were

ii "_ done by the firm of Knoerle, Bender, Stone, and Associates, Inc. , .
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! , REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR.
f ,_,_

i _ I

et of the first ten modes only the ninth stick model mode fails to agree closely with a l

j_ :orrespondlng 3D model mode. All other modes show good agreement in both mode
I

_ hape and frequency•

:i-:lutter Analysis
J_'_i.'he flutter wind speeds were determined for the initial concrete and steel designs and
I _ or the current configuration which has been optimized for dynamic response condltlon_
il :or the initial concrete and steel designs, respectively, single degree of freedom stall

_ 1utter was predicted at steady horizontal windsoeeds of 77 miles/hour in the lowest

J!_ orsion mode and 46 miles hour in the fundamental vertical bending mode. For theper

I _.i)ptlmized torsion stall flutter of 244 miles hour withdesign speed predicted,a per was

J_he improvement primarily a result of improved aerodynamic shape of the deck section
II _nd increased torsional stiffness of the closed box girder design.

:ONCWSION
i'he resutts of the dynamic analyses showed that the initial bridge designs were deficient
Jn the,r ability to withstand a major earthquake or a sustained high wind condition.
_J_'hrough the early dynamic analysis parameter studies, however, the directions required

fruitful design modification were defined. A continuing program is in progress to
_ _mplement these modifications into the design. This work has resulted in a bridge con-

::iguration which is satisfactory in resistance to both seismic and wind-induced motions.
, further design trade studies in conjunction with dynamic analysis are under-

to optimize the design of the lower portion of the tower and the bridge foundation
improved earthquake resistance.

use of the NASTRAN system in the field of civil engineering structures has demon-

trated a potential for such applications. The benefits of such sophisticated analysis _b
particularly great in consideration of the complex structural configurations and ,_
design conditions which are becoming increasingly common in the field of civil

ineerlng structural design• :.i'_
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NASTRAN ANALYSIS OF THE

1/8-SCALE SPACE SHUTTLE DYNAMIC MODEL

By Murray Bernstein, Philip W. Mason, Joseph Zalesak,
David J. Gregory, and Alvin Levy

Grumman Aerospace Corporation

i INTRODUCTION

The Space Shuttle configuration has more complex structural dynamic char-
, acteristics than previous launch vehicles primarily because of the high modal

density at low frequencies and the high degree of coupling between the lateral

and longitudinal motions. An accurate analytical representation of these char-

acteristics is a primary means for treating structural dynamics problems during

the design phase of the Shuttle program. The 1/8-scale model program was
'_ developed to explore the adequacy of available analytical modeling technology

and to provide the means for investigating problems which are more readily

treated experimentally. The basic objectives of the 1/8-scale model program
are

(1) To provide early verification of analytical modeling procedures on
a Shuttle-llke structure

(2) To demonstrate important vehicle dynamic characteristics of a

typical Shuttle design

(3) To disclose any previously unanticipated structural dynamic
• characteristics

_._,,:.-__. (4) To provide for development and demonstration of cost effective
prototype testing procedures

This paper constitutes a progress report on the program to date. !

J

The work described herein has been conducted primarily under contract for
._!'_' the NASA Langley Research Center.

. DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURAL MODEL

The model is designed to represent the important structural dynamics char-

acteristics of a Shuttle-like vehicle while keeping the fabrication costs low. -

_. 6 _
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The general arrangement of the model is shown in figure i. The original basis
for the design was a 21.35 MN (4.8 x 106 ib) GLOW, 55.47_ m (182 ft) long
parallel burn configuration (Grumman Design 619). Subsequently, under Rockwell
International sponsorship, the forward soiid rocket booster to external tank

: attachment design was modified to a single point connection representing the
,. RIC prototype as of P_cember 1972'.

Figure 1 illustrates a mock-up of the 1/8-scale model which is approxi-
mately 7.315 m (24 ft) from the external tank nose cone to the solid rocket
booster tie-down plane. The total model is composed of 4 major comporents:

i' the Orbiter, external tank, and two solid rocket boosters. The Orbiter is
shown in figure 2, without the cargo bay doors, and in figure 3 with the cargo
bay doors and nonstructural plastic fairings that complete the contours of the
vehicle.

;_ Figure 4 shows the Orbiter fuselage under assembly and figure 5 is a
NASTRAN plot of the finite-elementmodel. The fuselage structuralmodel is

I approximately 3.543 m (11.625 ft) long, contains 21 frame stations, and is
• constructed of 2024 aluminum. The bottom shell of the fuselage is 0.635 mm

i (0.025 in.) thick while the side walls and top shell are 0.508 mm (0.020 in.)• thick. The cargo bay doors are made up of segments of 0.4064 mm (0.016 in.)

i aluminum sheet that are attached to the frames. The details of the attach-

ment to the frames prevent the doors from resisting fuselage bending but
allow them to act in resisting shear.

I The fuselage frames in the region of the cargo bay are constructed of
aluminum sheet that has been bent to form a channel section. The tapered
side wall channel section and the lower portion are attached back to back to
form a U-shaped frame. The major bulkheads are of stiffened sheet
constructlon.

The delta wing shown in figure 6 consists of 6 spars and 4 ribs that are
formed from O.8128 mm (0.032 in.) 2024 aluminum sheet. The covers are
0.5080 mm (0.020 in.) thick. NASTRAN plots of the flnlte-element model are
shown in figures 7 and 8.

The fin structurn, which includes only the structure from the fuselage _.

ii I t° the center °f gravity°f the physical finm°del' c°ntains 3 s_ars an_ a 1

closure rib. The webs are 0.8128 m (0.032 in.) thick while the covers are
": " 0.5080 mm (0.020 in.) thick. NASTRAN plots of the finite-elementmodel are

_i _ _' shown in figures 9 and I0.

"_ A NASTRAN plot of the cargo bay doors is shown in figure ii and a
_',_'/_-:_'. schematic illustrating the connection of the door shell to the door frames

is shown in figure ._2.
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The _xternal tank conta-ns four main components, the LCX tank, intcr

• t_nk skirt, LH,2 tank, and the aft tank skirt. A NASTR_/q plot of the entire

_ structure is shown it-..figure 13. T_e total structure is approximately
6.858 m (270 in.) long and has a radius of 0.5029 m ( 9.8 in.). The orbiter

• interstage points are located totally %_thin the LH2 part _f the external

_%nk; the forward i,,terstage a_ station 148.756 transmits vertical and side

loads while the aft center-line interstage at station 245.7536 transmits

thrust and side load. Inclined bars also at station 2k5.75_6 connect with

the orbiter at B.L. ]3.75 and w/th the tank at B.L. 16.4631 to provide the
•, necessary determinate supports. The solid rocket booster is connected to

, the tank at the forward end at the inter tank skirt. This pin connection

transfers vertical, side, and all drag loads. The a_ t_rLk/SRB interstage

: is located at tank station 270.988 and consists of 3 bars capable of trans-

i mitting vertical and side load as well as roll moment.

_ The liquid o_,gen tank, figure 14, is a shell of revolution composed of
a conical shell, a cylindrica] shell, and two quasi elliptical end domes

i which are each fo_Tned from two tangential spherical segments. The overall

i length is 1.98 m (78 in.). The tank is 2219 aluminum and all shell segments
are welded at the joints. The primary gage is 0.508 _m (0.020 in.) with the

lower dome being 0.406 mm (0.O16 in.), _nd the total tank structure is con-

I nected to the inter tank skirt via a Y-ring located at the aft end of the
_- cylindrical portion of the tank.

!

I Figure 15 shows the liquid oxygen tank connected to the inter tank

skirt and to the forward tank/SRB interstage. Figures 16, 17, and 18 show
additional details of the external ta_ structure. The LOX tank is of
monolithic construction whereas the remainder of the externaA tank is of

ring stif_aned sheet construction, the sheet being thickened where large

drag loads exist. The LH2 tank is 202_ aluminum and the overall length is

4.27 m (168 in.). The chem-milled tank skin thickness is primarily
0.406 mm (O.016 in.) and typically increases to 0.635 mm (0.025 in.) in

load carrying areas such as the orbiter interstage connections.

The solid rocket booster consists of a cylinder, a forward tank/SRB
interstage, shown in figure 15, and an SRB aft skirt as shown in figure 19.

The cylinder is 2024 aluminum and is approximately 3.7338 m (147 in. ) long, _ ""
5.080 mm (0.2 in.) thick, and has a radius of 0.2477 m (9.75 in.).

A more complete description of +._bemodel lesign is presented in
Reference i. The significant structursd, dynamic characteristics to be -_
represented in a model for various problem areas which are the basis for =
a model design are described in Reference 2.

Q
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ANALYTICAL MODELING PROCEDURE

Basic Philosophy

The entire vehicle has been analyzed by using NASTRA_. In
setting up the model and analysis procedures the following guide
lines were established:

!_ (i) The model should be of sufficient refinement to adequately

predict overall dynamic behavior. No attempt would bemade to try to predict local panel motions.

i (2) The detail of modeling should be of sufficient refinement
to allow us to predict internal load distributions that
would be adequate for a preliminary design of the structure.

i Although we had no intention of computing internal loads we
considered the analysis to be representative of an actual

i prototype design situation and we were interested in howNASTRAN would blend into a design environment.

(3) The total structure would be analyzed by employing sub-
structuring techniques to see how well this aspect of ;_ASTRAN
would blend into a design environment. NASTRAN could, in prin-
cip!e, of course handle the entire structure as a single unit,
but we did not feel that this represented a realistic situation.

(_) Separate analyses of the IDX and SRB were performed to
investigate the hydroelastic and viscoelastic capabilities
of NASTRAN.

(5) The NASTRAN weight analysis capability was used to calculate
the individual component and total weights for the nonfluid
portions of the model. A supplementary weight check w_s
conducted and the NASTRAN results a_Justed where necessary.
Structural grid points were used as dynamic mass points using
Gu_an reduction as require_. This procedare differs from
G_'s usual practice, which is to establish a weights
model independent of the structural model. By this a_proach,
unit loads c_ the weights model mass points are then beamed to
appropriate structural no_e Points. The dynamic model is then
the same as the weights model or is a subset of it. This
procedure inherently results in a small dynamic model and
additional reduction schemes are not ne-.essary. The equivalent

I ,
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reduction takes place in the beu.mlng of the unit loads from
- the weights model to the structural model. This method was

not used because it would have required more extensive alters

to the NASTRAN rigid formats, it would not use NASTRAN weight
analysis capability, and it would have produced basic mode data

at non physical points which might hinder test correlation.

Overall Analysis Flow
t

f A schematic diagrs.m of the analysis flow is shown in figure 20. As

i indicated the Orbiter was divided into five substructures: fuselage,
: cargo doors, fin, wing, and payload. Tne external tank was divided into

! two substructures: the LOX tank and the _ft portion of the external

i tank that consisted of the inter tank skirt, LH2 tank and aft tankskirt. The solid rocket booster was handled as a single unit consisting

i of the forward skirt, propellant cylinder and propellant, and the aft
skirt.

I In the analysis each of the five Orbiter substructt_es was
"_+ analyzed to produce reduced stiffness and m_ss matrices for selected

dynamic points and interface attachment points. Modes for these

components were then obtained with the interfaces held t the exception
to this being the fuselage which was analyzed in a free-free state.
This was done to aid in checking and to help understand the behavior
of the combined vehicle. The five substructure stiffness and mass

_trices were then merged to form total Orbiter mass and stiffness
matrices. These matrices were again reduced by "freeing up" the sub-
structure interface points to yield finai stiffness and mass matrices
that were used in the modal analysis.

As mentioned earlier, seperate anal_mes were run on the IDX tank and the
S_B to study the bydroelastic capability of NASTRAN and to investigate
the effect of the viscoelastic properties of the propellant on the

_ dampi_ characteristics of the SEB. In the o_erall flow the SEB +
matrices % re first reAuced anA then merged with the Orbiter and

+_+ external tar_ matrices to form a total Shuttle system of equations.
The IOX tank was not reduced in this process.

The aft pot%ion of the external tank was reduced, analyzed
+ seperate_7_ aria merKed with the other components in forming the total
' S_ttle system of eq,,Atlons. .

£
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Substructuring _rocedure

|
The baslc substructuring procedure for combining elements as

presented in the NASTRAN User's Manual has been followed with sore_

. minor changes _,_the assumptions used, and with more e_tenslve DMAP
alters. Th_se alters are written for both Rigid Format 3 whL_h permits

the use of more efficient eigenval_e analysis procedures

while assemblii_ the orbiter model and also for Rigid Format 7. The
latter is required because the hydroelastic model of the LO2 tank

' results in nonsyTm_etric mass and stiffness matrices which cannot be

treated in Rigid Format 3. The viscoelastic properties of the propellant
also are accurately rep1_sent_d in Rigid Format 7.

The an_alytical model is assembled in two phases. The flow diagram

: for the analysis is shown in figure 21. In the first phase, each sub-
structure is anal_zed and checked separately. The output from this

i phase is assembled onto a copy tape for the symmetric and anti-
symmetric cas_s and then coupled in Phase 2.

i The followir,g changes to the basic substructurin6 assumptions have

I been made in formulating this procedure:
Any external supports present are included in the Analysis
Set (a-set).

Any zero _tiffness degrees of freedom and symmetric or anti-

symmetric boundary constraints at the model plane of symmetry,
are included in the Single Point Constraint Set. No other

degrees of freedom are included in this set.

Masse_ which are associated with zero stiffness degrees of

freedom will be lost unless these degrees of freedom are

"beamed" to adjacent points using Multipoint Constraints.

The interface degrees of freedom may be sequenced differently
and in different coordinate systems in any two substructures
to be coupled. Multlpoint Constraints are used to relate the __

appropriate degreos of freedom irrespective of local coordinate

systems or initial s_quencing.

although the general theory presented in the NASTRAN User's Manual for
substructuring is correct, it does not provide analy::is checks at various
critical points in the procedure. Structural plots provide analysi,_
checks in this substructuring procedure but a_.e not consldered sufficient
for verifying more than structural topology.

171_
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i The following checks have been incorporated in the analysis by

means of extensive DMAP alters:

A rigld body check is made in Phase i afte: the generation

of the reduced sti'fness and mass matrices. Temporary

rigid body supp_-cs are included in the deck as SUPORT

cards for this purpose.

The stm_ctural transformation matrices Gin,Go and D are

used to generate equilibrium matrices for the various
conztraint .ets e:'cept single point constraints. These

equilibrium matrices represent resultants about a chosen

orlgin due to unit applied loads at the appropriate

degrees of freedom.

Provision i_ made to compute either free-free modes or
free modes with the substructure held at th_ interface.

This is necessary if each substructure is to be checked

independently in Phase 1.

A rigid body mass matrix relative to the basic origin is

computed and compared with the general mass matrix
calculated by the Grid Point Weight Generator. This check

verifies that no mass has been lost in the reduction process.

The DMAP statements to perform these functions for Rigid Format 3

are presented in the Appendix.

Finite Element Model

The number of grid points and elem_qts used in the five 0_" '.ter j
substructures are shown in table 1. The fuselage shell struct_o .... _
modeled u,ir_ CQDME_ elements, a new element in N_TRAN but one that ._
has been used widely at C.umman. It is essenttal_ a quadrilateral t_t

is composed Of four triangles which have a common central node defin,_i _,
. _ by the _tersection of lines that connect the midpoints of the opposite

sides _f the quadrt_tersl. The four corner nodes need not lie in a

plane. The fuselage U frames (see figures 4 and 5) and keel were _,
idealized ustn@ CROD and CSHEAR elements. Here e..'Tective cap _reas
were calculated for the CROD element_ to represent the appropriate 2 _

ben_in$ behavior. CBAR elements with appropriate offset_ were used to
represent thin ri_ type frames such as t_e engine compartment closure _-

frame (see fi_ 2).

] 974006473-] 80



The webs in the wing ribs and spars (see figures 6, 7, and 8)
were idealized with CSHEAR elements. Again the effective rib and
spar bending material was incorporated into CROD elements
in the upper and lower covers. The covers the_elves were represented
by CQDMEM2 elements and some CTRM_4 elements that occur at the leading
edge. Intermediate node lines that lie between the spar and rib node
lines were established to further refine the grid used in the covers.
The geometry of these lines is essentially set by the location of
fuselage frames.

The idealization of the fin follows closely the same scheme used

in the wing (see figures 9 and lO).

The shell portion of the cargo bay door (figure ll) was idealized
t using CQDMEM2 elements with the exception of a few CQUAD2 elements

that were required for local stability to provide an attachment point
of the doors to the fuselage. The door frames were idealized as

CSHEAR and CROD elements. Note that these frames contain two webs
(figure 12), one common lower cap, and two upper caps that connected

i to the forward and aft shell segments. This allows the doors to"breath"in longitudinal direction.
f

ji_'i Although provision was made for testing four payload configurations,
the analysis included only one that represented the full up payload of
289 kN (63 000 lb). The stiffened box section payload was represented
by a series of CBAR elements. The payload is shown mounted in the lh_se-

I i lage in figure 2.

The fluid in the LOX tank was represented by a network of four
concentric fluid rings, 13 levels deep. The shell was idealized as

" CQUAD2 and CTRIA2 plates while the Y-rin_ was represented by CBAR
elements. The shell was divided into 22_° segments in the circumferential -
direction and 17 stations in the merldlonal direction.

' The aft portion of the external tank (figure 13) was modeled using
CQUAD2 elements to represent the shell. Double frames exist at the

_"' fo_.,_rdand aft portions of the inter tank skirt and an additional --
i_//_ longitudinalnode line is picked up in this region to account for the

' :, SRB drag attachment and the stiffening that exists in the shell. Five

>h !"
...._>.- heavy frames exlqt in the eft external tank; the first at STA _9.._8
:-_!_.__ which is _he forward tank/SEB interstage; the second at STA 148.756 which

"'_"_.:_ is the orbiter forward Interstage; the third and fourth at stations

'_'"_ 229.156 and 245.7536 which pick up the orbiter aft interstage fitting;
_':_,L",• and the fifth at station 270.988 whi__ __ the aft tank/SRB interstage.

'__ 176
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These heavy frames have internal struts to provide additional stiffening
to the interstage attachment points (figure 18). The remainder of the

frames are light and are included to prevent shell buckling, in the

prototype design, the real shell was stiffened in the longitudinal

_ . direction. In the model this stiffening plus the skin thicFmess was
lumped to yield an effective thickness which was then scaled to the

dimensions of the 1/8-scale model. This was done for the sake ofeconomy in constructing the 1/8-scale model.

i The solid rocket booster finite element idealization consists of

CQUAD2 plate elements (containing membrane and bending properties) to

" represent the skin, straps, and plates; three-dimensional elements tor

represent the propellant; and offset bar elements to represent the frames
and longerons. A NASTRAN generated plot of th_ outer shell is shown in

figure 22 along with the frame stations. The thickness of the forward
skirt varies from 1 to 6 mm (0.040 to 0.230 in. ), the propellant cylinder
thickness is 5 mn (0.1875 in.) and the aft skirt thickness is 2 mm

(0.062 in.). The propellant is modeled by three layers (in the ra_ial
direction) of three-dimensional elements whose properties are

E1 = 172.37 MN/m2 (25 × 103 psi), v = 0.49, 0 = 1716.15 kg/m3

(0.062 lb/in3) and a structural damping factor B = 0.52 where

= G"/G' = E"/E' (E = E' + Ell, G = G' + G"). The total weight of
_ the structure and propellant is ii kN (2520 ib).

ANALYTICAL RESULTS

Orbiter Component Analysis

The analysis of the separate components conducted as part of
Phas _ 1 is used to establish confidence i_ the finite element models

at that level. The NASTRAN generated weights were compared with those

determined independently and discrepancies were rectified. The vibration

eigenvalues and elgenvectors were calculated for the components restrainedu

_ at their suppoI_s, or free, whichever seemed most applicable. These _ere _-_
. • '. examined and any departure fromanticipated results was investigated.

.% This check helped uncover problems in the way constraints were specified
_. and some other data difficulties. The lowest frequency modes obtained

!__'_' during these component analyses were as follows:

j"

!_,2 i

"j'_e., t

I
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Fuselage:

Free, syn_netric ............. 62.2 Hz 129.9 Hz

Free, antisymmetric .......... 89.1 Hz 128.3 Hz

Payload:

Restrained, symmetric .......... 81.2 Hz 268.5 Hz 627.7 Hz

Restrained, antisymmetric ........ 68.6 Hz 175.4 Hz 462.8 Hz

Cargo doors:

Free, symmetric ............. 4.6 Hz 10.7 Hz 17.6 Hz

i Restrained, antisymmetric ........ 156.4 Hz 622.2 Hz 1054.6 HzWing:

- Restrained ............... 77.6 Hz 158.3 Hz 259.9 Hz

Fin:

Restrained, s_T_netric .......... 264.2 Hz 841.3 Hz 1263.3 Hz

Restrained, antisymme_ric ........ 107.8 Hz 407.2 Hz 1018.7 Hz

&

Total Orbiter Analysis

After the individual components were analyzed, the entire orbiter
vehicle was coupled and a vibration analysis was performed in Rigid Format

3. PLOTEL elements were used to connect the grid points retained for

plotting purposes. In order to examine the deformation more readily,
both a side view and a bottom view were plotted for each mode. Only the

latter includes the payload. The deformed shape was plotted together
with the X, Y, and Z vectors from the underformed location. The first

two elastic modes are shown in figures 23 to 26. The first mode at

53.0 Hz exhibits fuselage vertical bending, fin pitching, and wing
motion. Wing motion appears to be due to flexibility in the root
restraint and the deformed shape is almost a straight llne. The

maxi_nmotion point is at the fin tip and results from pitching of

the back part of the model. The second elastic mode at 62.6 Hz is

principally wing bending with some payload and fuselage vertical bending.

Initial com_risons with test data indicate that there is more
flexibility in the fin and wing attachment in the physical model than _ --
was allowed for in the analy_es. The ozbiter finite element model is

readily adapted to exploring these effects and several runs were made
varying the fin attachment. Results showed that the aft frame in the _

orbiter offers little stiffness to the aft fin spar in the vertical
direction, but the forward frames are very significant. The first

'; , symmetric mode calculated with the forward frame vertica_ f_rces

elimin&ted from the NASTRAN model is shown in figures 27 and 28. The
freouency dropped from53.0 to _8.0 and the relative deformation of the

fin is easily noted. _

¢ /

°
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!_i_ LO2 Tank Analysis

The full LO2 tank model, with no omits, was analyzed for the
zeroth and first harmonics only for the frequency range from 8 Hz to

135 Hz. This frequency range was selected to avoid calculating the

slosh modes which were not considered significant in our analysis.

The modes obtained can be most readily characterized by the variation
in pressure.

SUMMARY OF HYDROELASTIC MODES

[I/8-sc%l_ LO2 tank_

Frequency, Hz Characteristic pressure pattern

Zeroth pressure harmonic (circ_erential pressure = cos 08)

22.9 No nodal surfaces

75.2 i node at about midtank

91.5 2 nodes

115.2 3 nodes _..

First pressure harmonic circ_m_ferential pressure = cos 18)

19.2 No nodal surfaces

60.5 1 node "'.

llO 2 nodes _{

134.3 3 nodes I $}

The corresponding grid point deformation for the original _

structural idealization indicated irregularities associated with the _t

finite element model of the lower dome. Since the pressure gradations _.
in the lower hydroelastlc modes were relatively uniform, it appears '.'"..'._
suitable to investigate the effect_ of dome finite element size and

_ " geometry using static pressure loading to save computer time. The _

_ static loading produced deformations very similar to those in the _
fundamental hydroelastic modes. One modification attempted, the use _'._

,_ of membrane elements in place of plate elements, gave no appreciable _
improvement. The original finite element grid was then refined by ' ;_

adding more elements, and the geometry was corrected. The resulting ._
', deformation pattern wa_ considered acceptable. The culrent version of ,..:

the tank dome finite element represent tlon is shown in figure 29.

Both the undeformed shape and the pattern under a uniform oressure of _ '_

6.9 kN/m2 (i psi) are shown. [_

179 "_':_
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External Tank Analysis

In assembling the external tank model, the LH2 tank including the skirts

at both ends was analyzed as an empty free shell. Vibration modes resulting
from these computations indicated that above the first bending mode at

139.2 Hz, the modes of the central portion of the LH2 tank in the areas of the
light frames exhibited radial deformation typical of shell modes in cylinders.

An interesting comparison of the NASTRAN calculated weights and those

," determined independently by a weights engineer is as follows:

Ta_k weight as calc,_ated from structural drawings,

including fittings, fasteners, etc ........... 603.2 N (135.6 lb)
t
i
' Finite-element model weight (twice the half tank

weight) ....................... 589.4 N (152.5 lb)

i c.g. position aft of forward dome as calculated byweights engineer ................... 1.901 m .14 in.)(75

i c.g. position as calculated by NASTRAN for the finite

_ element model ..................... 1.912 m (75.29 in.)

I The weight of the LH2 is distributed as nonstructural mass in the CQUAD2 and

, CTR!A2 elements.

After the LH2 tank model is checked, it is reduced and coupled with the
LO2 model. Analysis for this coupled structure has not yet been completed.

SRB Analysis

: In order to obtain a guide for the finite element idealization of an empty

.: tank, the SRB was modeled as a cylinder of radius 0.25 m (i0 in. ) and length

_ 5.08 m (200 in.). Fne finite element idealization consisted of 21 bays along

" ' ' ' the length and 12 bays around the circumference. The following table repre-

", sents a comparison of results between NASTRAN using the Givens method,•_'_

'z: _ Grtrman's STARS-2V program, and NASA Langley's 8RA program (refs. 3 and 4,
_ respectively) The STARS-2V and S % progra_ are based on thin-shell ortho-

.'_* tropic theory. The accuracy of the NASTRAN results are relatively good for the

lower modes and depend upon the relative complexity of the eigenvectors.

I]-,,:
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EMPTY CYLINDER VIBRATION ANALYSIS

Frequency, Hzi

STARS-2V 8RA NASTRAN (householder _ Error
method)

52.0 (n--_,ist) 51.56 (n--e,ist) 55.2 6

, 52.4 2nd) 51.66(n--2, nd) 54.9 5
b

[ 66.6 (n=2, 3rd) 66.04 (n=2, 3rd) 73.9 ll
<

' 119.3 (n=l, lst) 120.::-6(n=l, ist) 122.5 3

' 1120.4 (n--0,_th) -- 171.8 _2

i i147.i (n=3, ist) -- 165.1 ]2

The undamped vibrational modes for the full cylinders are tabulated in the
tables that follow. The modes of most interest are the 1st and 2nd bending
modes _nd the lcngitudinal rod and thickness shear mode. Figures 30(a) and
30(b) show cross sectional views of the vibrational motion, and figures 51(a),
31(b), and 31(c) show orthographic views of the motion obtained from the
NASTR;.Nanalysis. The first table also includes the results for sinple beam

• theory for the modes of interest (bending and longitudin_._) based on the com-
posite properties of the tank. Using a structural damping factor of 0.92 for
the propellant elements, the complex eigenvalues for the lowest bending and
longitudinal modes were obtained (Rigid Format 7) and compared with the

undamped modes as tabulated in the second table. Simple beam theory (no shear) --
. predicts a value of 1/Q = 0.028, which agrees with the bending mode. The dif-

_ ference between this value and that for the longitudinal mode is due to thethickness shear effects. (See figure 30(b).) It was found that the damped
_ vibrational analysis was run more efficiently by analy_Ing the undamped system

,_-j • first in order to narrow the search range. However, computer r_ming times

liil were still quite long.

iI ;_ i

7 .
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VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF FULL PROPELLANT CYLINDER

i Frequency, Hz
: Mode .......

NASTRAN Simple beam theory

i
! n:l, m=l 56.4 58.4
f

i n--O, torsion 171.4

:_ , n=l, m_ 173.0 161.0

n=O, longitudinal 196.1 180.2

i VIBRATION ANALTSIS USING DAMPED SOLID FINITE ELEMENTS

Frequency, Hz Damping value,

Mode Undamped Damped 1/Q
(a)

i

i

iBendlng - ist 56.38 56.39 O.097

Longitudinal - 1st l_. 0 197.1 • 056
• .... i

a I/Q = _ where _ is the equivalent damping constant;

c.f., Tong, Kin N. : Theory of Mechanical Vibrations. John _ _
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1960, p. 15.

Tgtal Vehicle Analysis

At the time of this writing, vibration analysis results for the

completely coupled shuttle configuration were not available.
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NASTRAN EXPERIENCES

Hydroelastic Ana]_sis

Some difficulties were encountered in attempting to run the

• hydroelastic analysis. _efore setting up the i/8-scale model LO2

tank, the program was run for a small problem containing 86 degrees
of freedom in the analysis a-set. After this had been run

, successfully, the LO2 tar_ which had 717 a-set degrees oi freedom,

;_ was modeled and submitted for computation. _ summary of thedifficulties encountered _ conducting the larger hydroelastic

analysis are as follows:

t (a) Hydroelastic problems will not run in Level 15-5 of NASTRAN.

_ A system _i error occurs while executing module GKAD This
error has been reported to NSMO and is listed as SPR A_, .

E

i (b) Often only a single Eigenvalue is extracted, using the Inverse
Power Method, although more are present. This we now feel is
a function of incorrect completion codes. This error is n_

listed as SPR 995.(c) Fluid rings must be input in ascending orde_ on RINGFL cards

or program terminates with error No. 2001. Th_s error has been

reported to NSMO and is listed as SPR 1017.

(d) Fluid element identification numbers are limited in size to

approximateJ_ 30 OOO or less. Numbers greater than this

cause a _5 system error in Module TAI. This error is now

listed as SPR 1016. ;_

(e) BAROR card causes fatal error in hydroel_stic analysis. This :"

error has been reported to NSMO. _

_ (f) Data block MAA is not pooled correctly in module SMP2 in
,_' • Level 15.1. This causes fatal error 1105 if _rogram is ._
_J_" "_ checkpointed. (Problem runs without checkpoint). This

_ error has been reported to NSMO. ;_i

.... One continued difficulty was the large amount of computer running time ;_
• required for the eigenvalue solutions i,,Rigid Format 7.
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No information is available eltber in the literature or from NSMO

regarding the reduction of the number of D.O.F. when using fluid elements in

hydroelastlc problem. And yet, if shuttle _ydroelastlc analyses are
to be accomplished in moderate computer t_me then a major reduction
seems advisable. In order to determine _ _ a reduction is

possible, a small hydroelastlc problem wa_ used. It was found that
using the internally generated fluid _ int zLumbers on OMIT cards

did not violate any NASTRAN rules and the _ogram ran successfully to
completion. The_e internal numbers may be calculated following the

, rules inthe NASTRAN Use# s Manual or an unre_luced problem may be run as

fa_ as GP_ with diagnostic 21 turned on.

r A review of the frequencies shown in the following table indicates that

i the results are comparable for the lower frequency modes.

i EI._FECTOF REDUCING FLUID POINTS IN HYDROELASTIC ANALYSIS
#

I
_imple 1/8-segment of hemispherical tank,

total degrees of freedom = 15_

Frequency, hz

Mode No omitted points Omitted fluid points

analysis D.O.F. = 85 analysis D.O.F. = 77

1 283 292

2 421 436

3 536 544

4 6O6 698

:- 5 697 797 _.
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SRB Analysis

: I" For the empty propellant cylinder the inverse power method found errone-
ous roots and left out some roots. These roots were subsenuently found using

I the Givens method and the erroneous roots did not appear. The Givens method
generally did not work for large problems on level 15.5 but did work on level
I_.i. The damped vibrational analysis, using Rigid Format 7, gave a fatal

i error message after finding the eigenvalues. The eigenvalue running times
• tended to be long (i000 CPU seconds on an IBM 370/165 for 176 reduced D.O.F.
. using the DFT method). These errors did not occur for very small p1"ototype

problems. Other difficulties that were encountered included erroneous fatal
messages_ for example, a U602 message was encountered for a singular matrix.
These errors also seemed to be a function of the large size problems under

i consideration.

•i Orbiter Coupling Analysis

i
Once the DMA_ alters were debugged, essentially no major problems

were enco_utered as far as obtaining results for the orbiter. The
_ inco:_orated checks and plots proved to be major aides in "debugging"

the input data to Phase 1. Experience with the various alters is
listed below:

(i) Incorporati,_ the rigid body checks in phase i is essential
in determining if there are any erroneous constraints in the
substructures.

(2) If the rigid body check is not satisfactory and the erroneous

constraint is limAtted to a single constraint_,then printing
the reduced rigid bo_v support stiffness |X] and obtaining
from it the resultants of the rigid body fS-rceshelps in locating
the coordinates of the erroneous constraint.

(3) If the t_uble is caused by MPC's then the resultants of the "_
m-set los_[shelps in locating MPC errors.

(4) If MPC's and SPC's are in error, mode plots are helpful in
locating erroneous SPC's and sometimes MPC's.

f,

|
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i

(_) If free-free modes are obtained, then printing the _ember

forces and/or SPC forces for the rigid body modes E_.y

• help in locating the erroneous constraint since the
structure should be free of stress.

, (6) Mode plots in phase i have helped in determining whether the

appropriat_ nodes have been selected as dynamic degrees of

freedom. In some cases "soft spots" were accidentally
selected for the a-set and these caused local motions to

show up in the mode plots.
.
L
q

In order to obtain plots in the coupling run (phase 2) it is
suggested that grid points rather than scalar points be used in the

coupling phase. PLOTEL elements were then used to connec_ the grid

_. points creating a pseudostructure that is suitable for plotting. The

grid points established in phase 2 were the grid points that are

[ associated with the substructure a-set degrees of freedom. All non-
, stralnable D.O.F. were removed by SPC's. It sho_d be noted that

each substructure had a unique grid point numbering system so t_atthe grid cards in the a-set of each substructure could be duplicated

and incorporated in phase 2. Common interface points were made common

.. by MPC' s.If necessary the a-set of a given substructure was increased so

that a more realistic plot could be obtained. _is also necessitated
having x, y, and z D.O.F. at all points to _e plotted so that all
significant motion is displayed.

To prevent l_ss of mass, it is recommeuded that mass should not
be assigned to grid points having nonstrainable D.O.F., such as,

intermediate grid points in a planar frame. If assigning mass to

such nodes is necessary, then MPC's should be used instead of SPC's

to remove the singularity from the stiffness matrix; this will conserve
the total mass distribution.
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System Experience

One of the fallouts of our analysis uf the I/8-scale _od_.lhas

been a further eval.Jation and demonstration of the program that As

scheduled to eventually replace our own in-house system. Partly as

; a result of this work, we believe that NASTRAN is ready to handle the
analysis of large aerospace vehicles such as the shuttle. We would

like to point out, however, some additional features associated with

, NASTRAN which must be given consideration.

i (i) The learning curve for NASTRAN is rather flat. If you

want to be in a position of making extensive alters to

the rigid formats, and ar_vaerospace company faced with
large complex problems must be in this position, then the

, investment in learning time is large. Future levels of
NASTRAN should concentrate on building a system that is

. more easily altered. We feel that it is far more important

i to devote NASTRAN funds to developing a sound basic system
than to adding capability for solving specialized problems.

(2) Our in-house developed postprocessor for converting s_lected

•. NASTRAN element corner forces, for example, membrane elements

and rod-shear panel assemblies, has been completed (available

from level 15.5). Although not used on the 1/8-scale model
analysis this program is a necessity if we are to obtain internal

member loads in a form required by our designers.

(3) Experience in running large problems in NASTRAN should be
established prior to actual _ submissions. Adequate time

should be provided f:u, difficulties encountered the first few

times a new proble_ i rvn. The availability of experienced

computer systems an1!joT_s capable of assisting in such
difficulties helps =_ .:_ially _. expeaiting NASTR_N analyses.
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NASTRAN SUBSTRUCTURING AN;JXSIS FOR NOI_MJ%LMODES

AI/_RED RIGID FORVi_/3 FOR PHASE 1 OR 2

Incorporated New Bulk Parameters

_ Ii) NOSUB Number of substructuresto be coupled in this run.
Default = i, which indicates a phase 1 run, where
one substructure will be reduced.

, (2) TPCOPY_O Will put reduced stiffness and mass matrix (Kaa &

i Maa) on tape I_. Def_ul_ = -i

(3) FAME ;abel name of Xl_l_. Use only when TPCOI_O

(4) I_40DE_O Causes restrair:edfree .modesto be obt_ine_. The
restraints are defined in an input colum partition

',_ _trix [CPA_C], which will partltion the a-set into
J & C set_. Default = -I. In this case free-free
modes will be obtained if there is a SUPORT card in

the BULK data, defining the rigid body supports.
Although (CPAJC] i, not used when ,_MODE= -!, it
_,st be defined in the BOIK data. It is sufficient
to definl it as a i _ i matrix. Also, don't forget
the EIGR card if modes are to be ,nbtaincd.

(5) TPNA_9 Label name of INPg, which contains the columm
partition vector, reduced stiffness, and mass for

• each reduced substructure. The col_m_ partlt_on
vectors are _sed to merge the reduced stiffness and
mass of each reduced substructure into _ common pseudn-

,- structure lineup. Use this parameter only when NOSUB_). _..

,,_ (6) TPCOI_ Will put the pseudostructure eigenvalues and eigen-
_ vectors in substructure lineups on tape (INPI, INP2,
_" etc.) for further processing, in this case final
._.__ substructuremode shapes. Default = -i.

I(v) _ Common label na_ of niP1, INP2, etc. Use cnly wl ;n
TI_OP_O.

i 189
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Incorporated New Bulk Input Matrices

The following input matrices must be defined in the BULK data i!

on DMI cards whether they are needed or not. If they are not needed, i

defining them as a i x I matrix will suffice, i
I

(1) EQR Matrix
]

This matrix expresses the resultants about an origin, i

due to unit rigid body support loads. The rigid body degrees
. of freedom are defined on the standard NASTRAN SUPORT card.

- The EQR matrix is necessary if the checks_ which are

' incorporated in the ALTERS, are to be performed. The origin
•' chosen, should be the _ame origin defined on the standard

GRDF_T parameter card.

(2) CPAJC Matrix

i' This matrix is used when restrained-free modes are to be
obtained (EMODE=I). This matrix is a column partitioning

i vector which defines the restrained degrees of freedom from

I the analysis set (a-set) degrees of freedom.

I

When doing a coupling run, where all substructures have been

J reduced and on tape, it was necessary to input in the BULK data at

least one element, to prevent a fatal error in module TA1. A thin,
strlng-like rod will suffice. The element must be counted as a

substructure so that the new NOSUB parameter was increased by one.
; z

Alters Incorporated (General Flow) _'- i

r _____J TPCOPY = -i .
|ALTER 2 _--- Define new parameter defaults

_ Define parameter TRUE = -i _RMDDE - i

l _

(next page ) _

W4
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IALTER 23, 23 Delete original error (possible not to have
Page 193 structural elements in BUIK for coupling run).

I \iso defines coupling parameter and other

parameters and performs appropriate purges.

I ALTER 24} Insert LABEL L24 (referenced in ALTER 23, 23)

%

]
I ALTER 25 } Ins._rt COND L27, NOSIMP (Skips generation of

stiffness Kggx if no structural elements)

I _ 271 Insert _m_. mr (referenced :_ _TER 25)

] J cooP=
t _TER29_........... Inse_ /_ '.30 Possiblenotto havemas_

• [ LLABEL Lo9 in BUIK for coupling run. _ .
!

' I ALTER 30 _ ........... Insert LABEL L30 (referenced in ALTER 30)

Page will read in reduced substructure matrices from

°_ | tape and merge them into pseudostructure g-lineup.
The combined stiffness and mass are then added to

I the unreduced substructure stiffness and mass
(if any).

I ALTER 40,_0} ......... Change input Kggx to Kggy in SI._3 module (Kggy

I includes reduced substructure stiffnesses, if any)

IALTER 48, 48 1........ Change Mgg to _ in EQUIV statement. Mggy _
includes reduced substructure masses, if any. .._
Also changes the mass matrix Mgg to a weight _,,_,

matrix and prints it out (Wgg = Mgg × 386.4) _"_

ALTER _9 Insert _ _ L4_ COUPLE Skips GPSP module '?__
[ LABEL I_9 if a coupling run

ALTER 58, 58 ........ Change Mgg to Mggy in MCE2 Module (Mg_y includes i"!__
any reduced substructure _ss if any.) .__:_

_ _,"_

i
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I ALTER 74 J SEE_tT KAA, MAA (pictoral view to see if there _ _

I are zeros on diagonal i7I ALTER 84 This package can be considered a quality control .,
• Page 197 module. It generates checks to ensure that [

there are no errant constraints and no mass !

has been lost. See detailed flow. This alter

also puts the reduced stiffness and mass on tape
provided the parameter TPCOPY is not less than

zero. I',

' I I '_ ALTER 89, 89 ........ Obtains restrained free modes (fixed at interface)

? Page 201 or directs flow to obtain free-free modes. '

_" I 91, 91 ........ Chan_e MI to _ in original statement &

i I_ 937 Insert LABEL L93 (referenced in ALTER 89, 89)

I__- I o_- _ _°°__ (*-°__''_'_t°r_ ,'out eigenvalues and eigenvectors for each reduced I

i I substructure and puts them on separate tapes. !

These tapes can then be used in a PHASE 3 run
to obtain detailed substructure mode shapes. J

.2

.... :%

• 192
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TAL..'_ER2_a_ DE_AILED

IDEFINE COUPLING PARA_TER_ _ If -i, this is not a
(_R 23,23)- Ic--6-_-_-_-_ i _oupl_run(P_el)This run woul_ strlctly

be a Phase 1 run, when

one substructure will be

reduced.

o elements
defined in BULK.

I '- [ i
_No elements _0 /
defined in _I_ _/

& not a couplin6
run.

I coupling run, elements

must be defined in BU!.K. ItNO
No structural elements in BULK.

I
, , _ _ QPST,K#_x IYES

This is a coupling run.

ible Cause of Error

193 ',,_
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i 6,
%

MERGE SUBSTRUCTURE REDUCED STIFFNESS & MASS LABEL L37A

INTO PSEUDOSTRUCTURE G-LINEUP, USING COLU_

PARTITION]]_GVECTOR CPGi _ NO

_00 , Oi_ N0_ ist PASS' [ Kggl] <= T K £ YES 1st PASS

[ [o,o]

t
' ADD ABOVE MATRICES TO PREVIOUS ACCUMULATED
_' SUBSTRUCTUFE MATRICES

!' [Kggs] _ I_UIV. [Kgt3 = [Kggs] + [Kggi3 "

EQUIV o

t
•_ _ J DEFINE SKIP LOOP PARAMETER I_C_ASE LOOP PARAMETER

SKIP2 = NOSUB-PASS '" _- PASS = PASS + I

Elements are present SKIP2 = SKIP2 - i

in BULK [ • ,,- ._ YES ." 6 Although this is a coupling ,.'_;2
'- run, one substructure has not :,2_.

i.N°elements present been reduced and is defined in -_
•n BULK. All substructures BULK. This run Is a combined
have been reduced and on LABEL L37C '_"i.

'-%-,C:_'' i Return to top oi"Loop _;£
" 2" < No more rt_uee_ YES for next substructure. _ 2"

_%_2;' substructures on tape.-/ _?,_

_i" ,e

I

• -t l / •

L_ °"

• ",. _,_q

i
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i

LABELL37D Ii

, I
&

¢

_ i | , ,

L ADDt%_C_ SJ3STRUCT_ETO FenCED SUBSTR_C_

i E_3 " E_3 + C_3

i f

, . go General Elements - ,....,-.---_ YES

I
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I

i

t

START G_I_ERATING EQUILIBRIIRdMATRICES 1

t i
NOTE: Equilibrium matrices express resultants about a chosen origin i

due to unit loads at the USET degrees of freedom. They are l
generated from an input matrAx _EQr_ and the solved structural ',
transformations [Gm] , _o_ and [D] . EQr expresses !

' resultants due to unit rigid body loads (r-set). I

/,

I_E _o/O_T/_F_]
' tt
; _ESU_A_S/mn_ _-S_ LOAgS

merged using ICPar }, L

I NO i

I RESU_ANTS/L%IIT o-SET LOADS - _ ;[_o3=[_3I_o3_ , _siNoo-_o_
j _, _U_A_S/U_r_ f-SE_LOADS

Um_. L84A

KESUI_ANTS/UNIT n-SET IDADS j @

[_,.]<:to_:_;J k -_ '
')!-7" merged using I_f

_''- " Note: Resultants due to SPC unit loads cannot _ Fm_l
% ,' be obtained by this method. Therefore reserve

,'J_- SPC's for zero stiffness D.O.F, and sym. or t

' _"' antieonstraints at the plane of symmetry. If'
!

v-,, there is a plane of symmetry, the resultants
i_ _: '/_ ' next, page J.a_ _',- expressed should be sym. or antiresultants only.

li::-,-, 198 :'
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n .o

b
/

: RESULTANTS/UNIT m-SET LOADS

: [EQm3 = [EQn] [Gm_T LABEL LSb,B ,

RESULTANTS/UNIT 5-SET LOADS

.i merged using Pg ES (No m-set) iI

, ,
!

P

_ t
i i_'_ _' _' _' _, _, _, _1 "

i
In transposed form for ease of readin6.



o J

; c

. !- s

Resultantsof MPC's i
J

; (No MPC's) printed out to check.
C, '

' I_]_| J--- Print Out resultant&of unit n-set
$

I[_ J loads. This _atrix is lookedat asa last resort in case all other checksfail.
T

I RIGID BODYMASSMATRIXRELATIVETOORIGIN _ The origin used for resultants
USED FOR R_ARTS (MA_S FROM B_/LK) _ shouldbe the basic origin so that

i [MOgg]caabe checkedwith the EMO]
matrixwhich is outputfrom the

i [MD_ ]- [_3 [M_6] [BQg]_ 386.4 GF_ module. The above check insures! changes mass that no mass has been lost in reducing

f the structure down to rigid body

to weight suppqrtsj _nce LEQgJis generated
•_ from[_.r_lGm_[GO]and l_,

_ozDBODY_u__rzux(co.sn_D_s too.
mm m_m summA-rams)

[m_]'×386.,
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|
J

89.89_A_u_ FmW

I Matrtces generated in ]

_L _9
RestrainedFree ._des will be _ _ ____Y__ t'---_
obtained, which viii probably
be fixed at interface (c-set). y/_o r-

A col. partition_atrix _CPa_

_st be input. --_J _Free-Free Modes
will be obtalne_

c?_ __ _ us_co,.. ic_. _ To_ _ o_G_-_I
J

_- ._89 J

READ l_J, MJl,,, EED,, CAS_CC/IA_, PHIl, MJ, _108J/C, W,

_, ',_
t

ig_ _:,_.,_. _¢EI_S_,,,,//_, X, C_O
___ c_

os .o, o •

201
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j_

LABEL LII2A

f

; LABEl, LII2

t
INP : IN_ + i

SEDOOP= I_OSUB- B'P

._. NO

R]_)EFINESKIP LOOP PAPJ_2RI
Elements are jpresent in BUIK SKIDOP = SKIOOP - i

I tOne substructare is not reduced
and must be present in _U_ _
and not on tape.

J

_4g

,%._ U,_ : YES Return to top of Loop ,,,_.
"_... ,,_ " for next substructure ¢_

• _ t' -

,. 203
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_ ........ _,_,,,,,_.-_- _,',.'-', _, _,,-, _ _,,,,_,,_'_,_,,_,,_

'."£ REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR.

N A _ 1" '] _ _1 F X I: C U T I V IE. C O I% T R C L D E C K E C H n

JUMP !_r]I')27

I ABF_L t_or}_ 3T • T]P f'JF LPnl _

PAPA_ IIC,%1, S_J_}/V,N,PASSIIVoN,PASSIC,I'I.2

[NI_UTT I /C_G[,K[.'4T, ,/C,N.O/C.N,'_ $
i

CF1Nr) L ]7eoASS! % SKI _ Tq L37 IF F|r_ST PAe_ l
.JUMP L .I.7A l

! i_ A RFL L 3i p
MERGE'_. , ,.K l,C_';lo IKGr3SIC.N,--|IC.N,21C.No_

MEPGE. ,.,'4[,C_";Ie /MG_-c./CeN,-|/C IN,;_/C,N,_

i LAgFL L ]?A

i" C_N{') L _.TR,D_"_S| $ %"-.II ) Ta L37_ IF FIPST PASS

MF_GFI e e ,K I,C)G[, fKGGI/C end-! /C,N.?/C.N,_

MFDGF, . ,_'_I.C_';[, /M(;GI/CIN,-I/C.N,_/CiN¢6

ADD _'-.G 5"_. < G..%[/K G T

FO_J IV K GT. "(..G_S/T"?tJE

AOF) M G.._S, M GG [ /_l G T

FOJIV M GT, "4GG_." rR'JE

!L AL4FL L _7'_

if_Ar)_M //CeNIArY)/V_N_._&SS/VINgPASS/C _N_ll

"PAQAM /tCe N i RU'}/V e N _ _K | P 2/V _ Y ._NEI SLJ["J/V, N e PASS

COND L }7C, NL1 ¶EL ¢1T !

_ %_ I_APAM IIC,%Ie ¢JlJ}IV,N,%KIP?/V,N,SKIP2/C ,N,|
LAP _"L L ]7": |

I'F_T LF) I_ )37,

('HK PNT K GC-%,_GG¢_

AP#f) '_GGX _K _';GSI<Gr_Y _;

AnD W C-S_, WG.._ _I 4G'3Y

C MKPNT K GGY ."4 GGY

-; ' EQUIV '< G_Y e K ._';/4"1:;r NL $ ..

$

ALTEP 4_. Q3

:.' SMA'_ (;F | _ _..GGf/K'.;5;/V _ N. LUS ="T/V ,_,",I, NCJGE NL/V_ N_ N('JS [MP

Air)l) WG_ /_G'_/C_,Y,,_LI_HA=( _l_&.4,0,* n) $

,. ,., :' MATGI)P _QL,UC, EI', SIL.WGG//CINsG ,[

.. _, .': ' FOU iV KG_KN'Mt'4'_C I_ I/MGGY.,.MNN/MPCF l _.

COND |_ I l _Crlt)"_Lr:

._3_:.. [..>.JU_4P L 91- 4:,-_,__. •,..
'._,_;,: . ' L.ABE'L L _lq

.'..,C'_,,- AI.TEP FQt 57

.,.,.-'.. . MCE2 IJ_ICTIGMsKG'.;,MG'_YI,/KNhIMNN9_. $

,,'"U :

',_"_" AI TI:_ _4

',_ ° ' PUr_ GF C.)%._L_C'-_F'IA,Ct)N'3F_rPG_INeF_)_Ft)LeE_A_f:(1P.,EQF,F-CNeEQMIEQGIPEACT

::_'_-L_ ntli_r.E ._'I _=__XT,I='I_IT._QNTIEf.;GT_f _.;TC_MfIGI;_Mr}GGY/I_I: ACT

I_ -_
-,"'_,, 205 *
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N A ej 1" _ _, "_1 F X ['-" ¢ U T I V E C C N T R C L O E C K E C H O

PA_AM //Ct _lt _.'JL3/V,_t ¢_KLn(}_/VtNoSKLL_C]P/C tNtl

LABEL L I I _
COND I_ I_'4[ "_t S'CL "]Cl _

REPT I_nO:) t I _,

FN I') AL T F_
C,FN t3

1

!
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Figure 9.- NASTRAN plot of fin webs.
i
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Figure 13.- NASTRAN plot of external tank.
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(a) First free bending mode. (b) Second free bending (e) Longitudinal mode

56._ Hz. mode. 175.0 Hz. showing some tor-
sion. 196.1 Hz.

_. Figure 51.- Shapes for SRB bending modes.
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SEISMIC ANALYSIS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT STRUCTURES

by

James Chi-Dian Go

Computer Sciences Corporation

ABSTRACT

Primary structures for nuclear power plants are designed to resist expected earthquakes
of the site. Two intensities are referred to as Operating Basis Earthquake and Design

Basis Earthquake. These structures are required to accommodate these seismic load-
ings without loss of their functional integrity. Thus, no plastic yield is allowed.

This paper de_cribes the application of NASTRAN in analyzing some of these seismic
induced structural dynamic problems and shows that NASTRAN, with some modifications,

can be used to analyze most structures that are subjected to seismic loads. A brief review
of the formulation of seismic-induced structural dynamics is also presented.

Two typical structural problems were selected to illustrate the application of the various
m, ,hods of seismic structural analysis by the NASTRAN system.

INTRODU CTION

This paper describes the basic formulation and the method of solution by NASTRAN for
the structural responses due to seismic disturbances. Some illustration problems are
also presented. The discussion is primarily aimed at nuclear power plant structures; "

however, it could be applied to other types of structures since the seismic requirements _

on nuclear power plants are more stringent than most other structures. :"_

ANALYTICAL FORMULATIONThe seismic loading is described by the ground acceleration, A(t) . Disregarding the
soil-structure interaction effect, the structure is subjected to the ground acceleration at . "
its foundation. Thus, the equation of motion for the structure can be expressed as ....

PRI_3_ING PAGE BLANK NOT FH,MF_D _i>,
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: where !

{),_] mass matrix

[C] dampLng matrix

t
, IX} displacement matrix
)

i la} directional cosines that relate _X} to A (t)

I A{t) ground accel_r_tion
i

Expressingecmation(1)by normal mode coordinates,we reduced ittothe following

uncoupledequation:

_. MiY i + 2;_iMi_iY i + KiY i = -riMiA(t ) (2)

where

[$ ] characteristic matrix

ixl I llVl

. M I I_IF[M)_I_I}ffiGeneralizednm.s fox' the ithmode ..

,, p,IT[c)p,I
" ffi Damping ratio for the Ith mode
':., _i ,.,,ip_IT[M]i_I

. _ ri I_,IZIMlI_.I. ParticipationfactorfortheIth mode
:':.. I_,IV[M]I_}

i. _0i Undamped circular frequency of the Ith mode
_,

._. I_i} Mode shape matrix of the i th mode

• ' I¢11T Transpose of dD1 ,

, •" 2g_

w _ _ _.,_... -- .........
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" _oi and ti} are ealcuL'lted from: '/

I[ 1-°11=° '
METHODS OF SOLUTION

The NASTRAN system offers the following methods of solution:

; (i) Rigid Format 3; Mode Shape Am_.sis:

The frequencies of the structure are obtained by Rigid Format 3. From these
frequencies an equivalent static load is estimated to facilitate the preliminary
design and analysis. The Uniform Building Code accepts this approximate
analysis without further analysis by spectrum method or transient ,ethod

(2) Rigid Format 9; Direct Transient

The degrees of freedom of the structure are condensed by Guyan reduction.

The mass of the structure is distributed and input via CONM2 cards. The

,. forcing function, -A(t)M i is input by TLOAD1 cards, where A(t) is the ground
acceleration history and Mi the concentrated mass specified by CONM2 cards.
The time function, A(t) , is specified by TABLE1 cards, and the scale factors

of DAREA cards are set equal to the numerical values of Ml .

(3) Rigid Format 8 or 11; Direct Frequency Responses or Model Frequency and
Random Response

The mass of the structure is distributed at the active DOF and input via CONM2

cards. The loading is input by RLOAD1 cards. The loading is equal to -SA(f) *.Mi
where SA(f) is the seismic spectrum, Mt is the mass at DOF i, and f are the
frequencies. SA(f) is input by TABLED1 and Ml ty DAREA cards as scale fac-
tors. These analyses should be performed by restarting from Rlgl _ Format 3 run. _

ILLUSTRATION PROBLEMS

(1) Heat Exchanger (Test Model)

t_ The heat exchanger structure as shown in Figure 1 is analyzed according to
_. Uniform Building Code, UBC. The frequencies were obtained by Rigid Format 3.

l_i An equivalent static load was computed according to UBC and static analysis was .

made uncle- the comt.ined loaaJngs of this equivalent seismic load, thermal loads

and differential air pressure. ReL,_.ts of this combined leading was compared with
other specified combined loadtngs. Under this seismic analysis, this heat exchsuger
is only q_alifled e.c a separate test unit and not as a part of any nuclear power plant.

24_ " .
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(2) Shielding Structures _

' Figures 2 and 3 show the NASTRAN model of an interim fuel element decaying
shielding system. This system consists of a cover plate, a neutron shield, and

I a thermal shield. The transport equipment which is movable and locked on the
cover when in use is considered as nonstructural mass. The cover plate,
the neutron, and the thermal shield are modeled by plate elements and connect-
Lugbars by bar elements. This model has about 1200 DOF and was condensed
to about 250 DOF by Guyan reduction. The difference between the fundamental
frequency of the original model and of the Guyan model is .... +h_, 1_

t
CONCLUSION

From the experiences oased on these analyses, it is obvious that NASTRAN _,, be used to

analyze structural dylmmics under seismic loads. The NASTRAN system has no limitation
on the structural model size as imposed in most other general purpose structural analysis
programs. Other advantages in using the NASTRAN system in dealing with seismic

i analysis are:
Restart and loading combinations

•_ Flexible I/O format

Model applicable to all computers and analysis

Complete selection of analysis methods

We did not make any cost comparison with any other programs; however, we believe the
overall cost (man-hours plus computer charges) are lower than other major programs.

i
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Figure 1.- Heat exchanger (test unit). :i_ _
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__)_ BLADE DYNAMICS ANALYSIS USING NASTRAN

/ !*

! _,', By Peter S. F'uo

_(" Avco Lycoming Division

i_i, Stratford, Connecticut

SUMMARY

The complexities of turbine engine blade vibration are compounded by blade geometry, temperature gradi-

ents, and rotational speeds. Experience indicates that dynamics analysis using the finite element approach pro-
vides an effective means for predicting vibration characteristics of compressor and turbine blades whose geometry

i may be irregular, have curved boundaries, and be subjected to high temperatures and speeds.

'_ The NASTRAN program was chosen to help analyze the dynamics of normal modes, rotational stiffening

E and thermal effects on the normal modes, and forced responses_ The program has produced reasonable success.

" i This paper presents the analytical procedures and the NASTRAN results, in comparison with a conventional

i _heam element program and laboratory data. INTRODUCTION

i_ Accurate prediction of blade vibration in axial-flow compressors and turbines is one of the most important
! design steps in the development of modern ga_turbine engines. This prediction includes the calculations of blade

i natural frequencies and modes, rotational stiftenzng and thermal effects on the normal modes, and the blade

forced responses. Vibration analyses performed previously with the use of beam element theory and a lumoed

massapproach were found to be inadequate becauseof the structural complexity in advanced blade design• The j
NASTRAN (N_.AASASTRUCTURAL ANALYSIS) finite element method, modeling by plate elements, has pro-
duced reasonable agreement with the measured data, and therefore a computerized blade geometry generator has

been developed to reduce the structural idealization effort. This development is incorporated with other dynamic _"

analyses using NASTRAN. _!-

NASTRAN BLADE DYNAMICS ANALYSIS PROCEDURE _.".

A complete dynamics analytical procedure primarily for determining blade frequencies and modes using ._-_"_
NASTRAN (Level 12.0) has been developed at Avco Lycoming Division. An outline of the theoretical alP _';'"

proaches is described as follows: ., ,,_

".. 1) An automated blade geometry generator using streamline definition is provided as a NASTRAN prepro- ..,_.
'_,_ cessor, which constructs a grid-point patt-,rn following the blade streamline flows and/or curved boundaries. "" :'

"_:;:' This generator produces an accurate NASTRAN model of an irregular blade configuration, and it minimizes ,::
_, _ the input data preparation.

' : "' 2) After the geometry of a blade is generated, NASTRAN normal mode apalysis (Rioid Format _V3) is used to ' •
,+ , ,,, perform the static natural frequency and mode shape calculations (no rotational stiffening effect). The +,+_

• eigenvalue extraction method (Inverse Power) is selected to determine the roots within a frequency range _ _
of interest. The results of the calculation for natural frequencies and modes are examined for design use. -_,

. _

_ 3) The effect of rotational (inertia) stiffeniP? on the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a rotating blade ' *'_:_

"_ must be considered in the analysis. This is achieved, within the NASTRAN program, by introducing the ' :__
"¢, preload stiffening effects ("differential stiffness" terms) into the fre(vmode calculations (Reference 1). " :::;_

#

.. 2_i :y__
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4) Temperature variations in a blade will affect the structural stiffness and therefore the eigenvalue solutic

Temperature distribution is reflected by material property changes, so the effect of temperature gradier

can then be accounted for in the normal mode analysis with or without rotational stiffening effect.

" 5) The calculated eigenvectors from the previous analyses may be utilized as input data to the related mo

of the NASTRAN program for a forced response analysis. An example of such an application is the

NASTRAN transient analysis using the modal formulation method.

DESCRIPTION OF NASTRAN BLADE MODEL GENERATOR

;" A computer program to automate a blade structural model has been provided as the NASTRAN preproce.,
t

The model generator provides a punchout or a printout or both for all necessarydefinitions in a form suitable t

NASTRAN bulk data input (Reference 2). This input includes the GRID space coordinates, CTRIA2 definition

_" PTR IA2 properties, MPC constraint conditions, etc.

f The program takes a blade geometry defined by a set of aerodynamic flow streamlines and the associated

blade profiles (airfoils) to form a NASTRAN finite element model. The model grid-point pattern follows the

i streamline flows or the curved boundaries, or both, of the structure. The object of the model design is to ob,_
f an accurate blade model definition and to minimize the bandwidth of the gridwork for best computing efficient

Finite elements with nearly equilateral triangles are formed by interconnecting the grid points. This interconne,

i , tion represents the middle surface of the curved blade, which has a rectangular XYZ-coordinate system referred
' _" the axial, tangential, and radial d=rec...... nf the rotating machine. The calculation procedure for finite elemenl

presentation involves the following:

i ' ; The program,

1) Determines the camber-line of a blade section given on a nonplanar surface.

2) Divides the camber-line and the blade length into segmentsaccording to an input percent value.

3) Calculates the cross-sectionalthickness at each grid point location, starting at the leading edge and termin

ing at the trailing edge.

4) Interconnects the grid points between the two adjace; t blade sections to form finite elements with nearly ._
equilateral triangles, starting from the tip and ending at the hub.

5) Transfers the initial vertical axis of a section to be coincident with the blade stacking line forming a rec-

tangular XYZ-coordinate system referred to the axial, tangential, and radial direction of a rotor.

6) Deletes the rotational degree of freedom normal to the blade surface by defining multiple-point-constraint

• ,_. (MPC) conditions at each grid point. This constraint will eliminate the grid-point singularities,

As a demonstration related to the above calculation procedure, Figure 1 shows: a) a typical airfoil turbi

, blade section, b) the composite view of the airfoil profiles, and c) the two-dimensional blade model plotted

_._• by the generator.

, 2_2

l
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Another example shown in Figure 2 is an undeformed compressor blade model with a streamline grid-point

_attern. figure was generated by program orthographic projection use
This the NASTRAN in with the of the

" _ JASTRAN prepr_ce,,_sor, f

. RESULTS :

' _ ) Normal Mode Analysis

_ analysis (Rigid was performed to determine the natural frequencies
NASTRAN normal mode Format #3)

i1_ and modes of both compressor and turbine blades of representative confiL '_ation_ The blades analyzed

are variable in geometry and are assumed cantilevered at their root fixity with complete boundary single-
point constraints,

A) Compressor Blade Example

A compressor blade whose characteristics are a wide chord and thin section geometry (Figure 3)

was chosen to demonstrate the NASTRAN calculatioh_ This full-size blade has an approximate

geometry as follows: aspect ratio = 1.75 (blade length/chord length at tip), twisting angle --

31 degrees (at the tip), and the maximum thickness taper ratio = 0.35 (tip/hub). Table 1 pre-

sentsa summary of vibration data obtained from: 1) NASTRAN (using finite plate elements),

2) lumped massvibration program analysis (using beam theory, Reference 3), and 3) shaker
test of the actual blade.

Figures 3 and 4 show the resonant frequencies and nodal patterns (zero deflection lines) deter-

I mined by the shaker test while using a stroboscope, hand-held vibration pickup, and oscilloscope.
The corresponding NASTRAN orthographic projections of the undeformed and deformed models

are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

B) Turbine Blade Example

A shaker test was conducted with a power turbine blade, in a manner similar to the -(estwith the

compressor blade, to determine the resonant frequencies and vibration modes of a 10X size cast-

aluminum model. The measured data were then used to confirm those from the NASTRAN analysis

for the actual engine blade size by applying an equivalent scale factor.

The test model on its shaker mounting and the NASTRAN model generated by the preprocessor

are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. ..

Table 2 representsthe results (natural frequencies and mode shapes) obtained from NASTRAN as

well as by meesurementL

Blade Rotational Sti! _ning Calculations

The present NASTRAN normal mode analysis is limited to nonrotating structure_ However, the effect of

rotational stiffening on the natural frequencies of a rotating blade can be included by using the program's

DMAP (Direct Matrix Abstraction Program) feature. This objective is achieved by altering the origir,al com-

putational sequencesso that the terms of the "diffm_ntisI stiffness" can be combined with the structural _
stiffn_ matrices (References 1 and 4). _

t

_i_.
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The effect of rotational stiffening in the rotational field of a compressor b!ade (Figure 3) has been demonstra_

ed. The frequency increase with respect to rotational speed are plotted on an excitation diagram (Figure 9).

This data i_ compared with the corre_ponrting d3ta computed by an in-house vibration program, which emplo_

the "transfer matrix" technique applied to a lumped parameter model of the beam.

3) Blade Modal Transient Response

The performance of the NASTRAN modal transient response(Rigid Format _12) was investigated with the

use of the existing compressor blaOemodel (Figure 5). The program's general functions were demonstrated

by several computer runs with simplified dynamic Ioadings, so that the tim,-dependent forced responsesof

a blade may be studied in plots of displacement, velocity, and stressversus time. One of such plots, illustrat-

ing transient motion resulting from an arbitrary loading and damping, is shown in Figure 10 as an example•

i 4) Blade Thermal Variation Effect

•, The combined effect of high-temperature gradients associatedwith rotational speed fields on the dynamic

characteristicsof a turbine blade must be analyzed, The steady-state thermal variations within the structure

will be reflected by material property changesfrom element to element. By superposingthe thermal and

i centrifugal influences, the simulation of engine operating environments for a turbine blade can be accomp!ishecNo numerical example is presented here.

_ DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
|

1) From the results summarized in T,_ble 1, the NASTRAN finite element method has proved to be superior in
accuracy to the vibration program employing beam theory. The use of a conventional beam element to

idealize a blade structure will result in two inherent restrictions related to the beam theory: 1) neglecting

warping displacements (i.e., plane sections remain plane), and 2) assumingno chordwise flexibility (i.e,, each

section retains its cross-sectionalshape). The exclusion of warping constraints has significantly decreasedthe

torsional rigidity, and therefore the torsional frequencies, of the beams. For the compressor blade analyzed,

deviations of 29 and 30 percent compared with NASTRAN were found for the first and second torsional

frequency respectively. However, a torsional frequency increaseof more than 100 percent has Dean reported

in thin-walled beamswith open crosssections due to the inclusion of the warping effect (Reference 5).

The second restriction (above), assuming no cross-sectionaldeformation of the be=m elements, introduces

considerable errors in bending modes of higher order. The errors are particularly high for the bladeswith

i)il I°w aspect rati° and thin cr°ss secti°n' where the blade ¢h°rdwise def°rmati°ns must n°t be neglected" i

2) The overall correlation between the laboratory measurementsand NASTRAN normal mode analysis has been ,_

reasonably good, especially in the case of compressor blades, and for the frequenciesof lower mode_ De-
viation of results attributed to mechanical tolerances, methods of measurement, and thickness approximation

in model idealization may be expected. One of the significant differences is the turbine blade mode No. 4

(Table 2), which has not been identified by the NASTRAN in the search of eige_waluesolutions (Inverse _;
. Power Method). However, since test modes 4 and 5 show small distinction between their nodal patterns,

it suggeststhat the additional laboratory confirmations are rleairable before any conclusions may be made re-

garding the missing mode.

........ - ..... -.--,, ,= , -.-;-.
..L_.:j.
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_ 3) In the excitation diagram (Figure 9), the rotational stiffening effects obtained from the beam element model i

. and the plate element model (NASTRAN) are compared. To simplify the comparisons, however, the bend°

_ ing frequency curves (dashed) generated by the beam program are assumed to be coincident with NASTRAN
!_ data at the zero speed so that the trend of frequency inc_easaspredicted by both programs can be compared

; directly. The NASTRAN-computed points at 12,000 and 20,000 rpm show a reasonable relation with the

results from the beam program. Variation exists in the second blade bending mode; in this case NASTRANindicates a smaller frequency gain. The difference could be attributed to the coupling effect between the

NASTRAN second bending and first torsion modes becauseof their closenessin frequency. In addition, the

centrifugal stiffening effect on torsional modes has also been predicted by NASTRAN (neglected in the beam

program becauseof lack of elastic axis information), although the percentages of increaseare relatively smaller.

The natural frequencies are observed to increase as the product (rotational speed)2 (disk radius) increase._

since centrifugal force is a stiffening influence. However, the amplitude of frequency increase is also a

, function of blade aspect ratio and blade setting angle (Reference 6). The present study does not have

sufficient data to evaluate these individual parameters, but it is felt that the plate finite element method
will reflect the similar trend as experienced by the beam theory for these parameters.

i 4) In the forced responseplot (Figure 10), the blade is acted on by an external harmonic force (arbitrary ampli-tude) having a frequency of 60 Hz which is 8.8 times as slow as the first mode of the blade (529 Hz). The

i cosine function periodic force is applied at a grid point on the leading edge in X-direction. The predicted

',. transient response is constructed for a selected point on the tip. As shown in the plot, the total response
at any instant between 0 and 0.022 secondsconsists of the damped free vibration superpor_d on the forced

i motion. The displacement of the free vibration will, after a short time, disappear due to damping ,_,ffect.

Only the forced motion may continue. The higher frequency (529 Hz) appearing in the response corresponds
to the first mode of the blade. Two lowest natural modes were introduced into the modal formulation

transient responseanalysis.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The automated blade geometry generator has significantly simplified the data preparation effort for the NASTRAN :,_
program. However, due to the generalized nature of this program (Level 12.0), the computing efficiency associated ;1

with eigenvalue extraction is low so that its use is costly. _

NASTRAN finite element modeling using a plate element has provided an effective mean: f,_, predicting hlade vib- ,_
: rations, This conclusion is based on a comparison of results obtained from the NASTRAN program with experi-

mental results and classicaltheory. ,_a
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Table 2.TURBINE BLADEVIBRATIONDATACOMPARISONS
- NATURALFREQUENCYAND MODES

SHAKERTEST-TURBINE NASTRANRESULTS
. BLADEMODEL (10x SIZE) ENGINE BLADE(1 x SIZE)

' MODE SHAPE MODE SHAPE
' MODE NATURALFREQUENCY,Hz° REMARKS

NO. I-'"_'_. "1 _ TestFrequencyWas
1 3,800 3,850 I /i I Adjustedto

I /; J CompensateModel
{ L J" -Root RadiusVariationt

i, 2 _ 7.940 7 700i
3 _/;'LJ 9910 9.420

Yield this Mode

'_ 6 _ 16320 16.760 __ _'"
L..J'-"--

7 23.990 21.890

8 24 500 23.510

•The Listed ModelBlade (10x Size) FreQuencies&re inTermsof theEquivalent
ActualEngineBladest RoomTen_-nerature

" mqmmm,lm
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Figure 9.- Excitation diagrani of the wide-chord compressor blade

}_, showing the rotational stiffening effects.
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: ,.6=... TIME-DEPENDENT DYNAMIC LOAD

_ 10 x 10-2 ~ -I - {PJk(t)} = {Ajk} _)Bect c°s(2_'fkt + _k), o <_t < t2k -tlk

FOR B=C=_k =°

6 _ AJk = 10

i INPUT / t" = 0_022 sec
fk = 60 Hz

! 4
_= Damped Free ,.

Vibration Blade

_ 4 1st Mode
2 (529 Hz) --

n I-'^
_Oz

gg
_ ×

-4

-6 Input Forced Motion_

(60 Hz) i

0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0 24 x 10.2 .,/

TIME, SECOND

Figure 10.- Example _f starting transient of the wide-chord ,_

compressor blade. ,_ .
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_ A NASTR_N DMAP ALTER FOR DETERMINING A LOCAL

STIFFNESS MODIFICATION TO OBTAIN A SPECIFIED EIGENVALUE

By William R. Case, Jr.

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

?

SUMMARY

This paper describes a technique, which has been programmed

Ls a DMAP Alter to Rigid Format 3, for determining a stiffness

hatrix modification to obtain a specified eigenvalue for a

_tructure. The stiffness matrix modifications allowable are

:hose that can be described as the product of a single scalar

lariable and a matrix of constant coefficients input by the user.

_ _he program solves for the scalar variable multiplier which will

{ield a specified eigenvalue for the complete structure (pro-

;ided it exists), makes the modification to the stiffness matrix,

ind proceeds in Rigid Format 3 to obtain the eigenvalues and

_igenvectors of the modified structure.

INTRODUCTION

" The motivation for devising a technique for determining a

local stiffness modification to obtain a specified eigenvalue

-. mtemmed from several launch loads analyses performed at the

_oddard Space Flight Center in which these analyses were updated

ising data from hardmount spacecraft vibration tests. Quite

:_ )ften, spacecraft are attached to their launch vehicle via a

> 4armon type clamp band. Generally, the clamp bai,d attaches

_ :he spacecraft to an adapter section which in turn is bolted to

_- the launch vehicle. However, the stiffness of the clamp band is

,' _ften not known well enough to make an accurate analytical pre-

__ _iction of the fundamental mode of the spacecraft adapter struc-

ture when cantilevered from the base of the adapter, as it is in

the spacecraft vibration tests o Thus, the original launch loads

analyses are updated to reflect these discrepancies once the

- _ modes of the spacecraft-adapter structure have been measured in

i[_' tests.

269
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Updating any finite element model to agree with modal data
obtained from tests usually requires a trial and error process

in which some local stiffness is adjusted until the fundamental

mode of the model agrees wlth the test data. However, if a value

for the local stiffness exists which will give the finite element

model the measured eigen_alue, then this stiffness can be found

analytically.

The DMAP Alter presented computes the value of the stiffness

(or stiffness change) and adds this to the original stiffness

matrix for the finite element model. The program then proceeds

in Rigid Format 3 to compute the remai,_ing eigenvalues and

eigenvectors for the finite element model.

THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

In real eigenvalue analysis, NASTRAN solves for the eigen-

values and eigenvectors for the analysisL(or Ua) degrees of
freedom from

[Kaa - kMaa] {U } - 0 (i)d

The stiffness matrix for the U a degrees of freedom is obtained

from the original Ug degrees of freedom through the application

of constraints and Guyan reduction. The stiffness matrix Kgg

for the Ug degrees of freedom can be considered to be the sum
of two ma%rices

Kgg = Kgg ° + _Kgg (2)

where Kgg ° contains the stiffnesses for the finite element model

which will not be modified and _K_g contains all of those stiff-
nesses that will be modified. Th_ modification technique des-

cribed in this paper is one in which the stiffnesses to be

modified are al__!lproportlonal to some scalar variable, which will

be denoted as 8. Thus, _Kgg can be written as

'270
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_Kgg = _K gg (3)

!

where K gg are the values of the._Kgg coefficients per unit value

_ _:i:of the scalar vari-ble 8. The K matrix could represent, for
_i example, the portion of the finit_gele_,ent model represented by

several beam elements of the same cross section whose moment of

inertia we wanted to vary. In this case, _ would be the moment

of inertia of those beams and K'g_ would be the stiffness
coefficients for these beams per _nit moment of inertia.

In general, AKgg can be any portion of the finite element
model whose stiffness coefficients vary proportion6lly to some

known variable. This variable could not, therefore, be the

thickness of plate elements since the bending stiffness varies

as the cube of the thickness while the transverse shear and

membrane stiffnesses vary with the first power of the thickness.

If, however, the plates were pure bending plates (no membrane or

transverse shear), then all of the stiffness coefficients would

_ vary with the cube of the thickness and we would be able to

express the stiffness of those plate elements by an equation of

the type in equation (3) where 8 could be taken as the cube of

the thickness or the bending rigidity D.

Thus, considering only those applications in which the

stiffness matrix for a portion of the structure can be represented

as in equation (3) where 8 is a single scalar variable, the

stiffness matrix for the complete structure leq. (2)) becomes _

Kgg Kggo+ 8K gg (4) _'

The stiffness matrix in equation (4) can be reduced to t_e ._

Ii"' analysis set of degrees of freedom U a through the application _'

of multi and single point constraints and through the Guyan _\

reduction of the omitted point_ as mentioned above. The only ._._

restriction in the DMAP Alter presented herein is that the _

degrees of freedom that have stiffnesses thut will be modified ._

are not allowed to belong to the "0" set (omitted coordinates). . :.."

?

i
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Following the normal procedures for reducing from the U_ to

the U degrees of freedom (with the restrictions mentioned a_ove),
a

the elgenvalue problem as stated in equation (i) can be written
as

' - IMaa] {U } = 0 (5)[Kaa ° + _K aa a

J,

The problem is to find a value of _ that will result in one

'_ of the eigenvalues (usually the first nonzero eigenvalue) attain-
2

ing a specified value, say XI. Setting k equal to the specified

value kI in equation (5) results in the equation

! [ (Kaa -klMaa) + 8K'aa] {U a} = 0 (6)
{ o

i ' In order for there to be a nontrivial solution to equation(6), the determinant of the coefficient matrix must vanish, This

will result in a polynomial in _ equ_l to zero, that is,

p(_) --0

Thus, the solution for the value of 8 that will provide a

specified eigenvalue (provided such value of _ exists) may be

obtained by solving an eigenvalue problem, using equation (6),

for _. This can be readily accomplished in NASTRAN using the

module READ by inputting to READ the matrix (Kaa - klMaa) as

the "stiffness" matrix and the matrix K' as th_ "mass" matrix.
aa

The resulting "eigenvalue" found by RE_D will be the value of

that will provide the stiffness modification necessary for the
.4

: structure to have the real eigenvalue kI.

-,_C It should be pointed out that there is no guarantee that the

._ process will always work. There may be no modification of the

portion of the structure we are attempting to modify that will

_', result in the specified eigenvalue _I" However, the analyst

can often tell, by comparison of his-original finite element

modes with those obtained from tests, what portion of the model

appears to be too stiff or too flexible. In these instances,

the procedure outlined in this paper for determining the stiffness

f" _72

--- _ _ _.-_._._ - ,_--_._mmlp
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i_odification should relieve the analyst of the burden of making
!irbitrary changes in the stiffnesses and solving repeated eigen-
!,alJe problems until the mode] agrees with the test. Since the

_:echnique outlined is one in which a stiffness change is deter-

i_ined which will provide one eigenvalue equal to a specified
_alue, it appears that it will be most useful when there is

!]isagreement between the original model and test results in a
_undamental mode• It should also be mentioned that the stiff-

!zess change, while providing a specified fundamental mode, will

, i_bviously yield higher modes different from those obtained from
_he original or unmodified finite element model• There is no

_arantee that these new higher modes will agree any bettdr with
_:hetest modes than those from the original model.

!
! INPUT TO THE PROGRAM

i

i J The data deck required to make a run to modify part of the

i

I itructure and obtain the resulting eigenvalues will be discussed
_ kn terms of changes to a normal deck for Rigid Format 3, real

_igenvalue analysis.

l
Case Control Deck

. Two subc_ses are required. In the first subcase, a METHOD.ard selects an EIGB bulk datd card which will be used for the

_igenvalue extraction for _.

The second subcase contains the normal case control cards

:hat the user would have in any Rigid Format 3 run including a

|ETHgD card which selects the EIGR bulk data card for the real

i _igenvalues _. The result of this subcase will be the normal

_eal eigenva.ue analysis output with one of the modes equal to
:he specified eigenva]ue (to be specified in the Bulk Data Deck).

Bulk Data Deck

• Input of the normal finite element model of the structure
which would be used in a real eigenvalue analysis. From
this finite element model the stiffness matrix K will be

ggo
built by NASTRAN. This could be the identical cards used to
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describe the structure if an original modal analysis had I
{ been performed and the user were now rerunning it to modify

i part of the structure. In this case, the value of _ deter- I
mined in the current run would be the change in stiffness

| of the modified part of the structure. Included in these
cards, of courEe, is the EIGR card requested by subcase 2
which will find all desired modes subsequent to the modi-
fication.

!

' 2. DMIG input of K
gg

3. EIGB card requested by subcase 1 for finding the "eigenvalue"

8. The normalization for the eiqenvector must be MASS.

If the scalar variable multiplier of _K gg is, for example,
the moment of inertia of some of the meam elements, then

the search range should be the range over which the user

. expects the change in this variable to lie (change _ith
respect to the value that is in the finite element model
in item 1).

}_ 4. A PARAM bulk data card with parameter name = FR2Q and valueequal to the frequency (in Hz) of the mode the user wishes

to specify•

DMAP ALTER DESCRIPTION

Appendix A lists the DMAP Alters to Rigid Form,_t 3, Level
15.1.0, required to solve for the stiffness modification, to as-
semble the new stiffness matrix, and to proceed in Rigid Format 3

to obtain all of the desired eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the

modified system. Several of the Alter statements are discussed _
. in the appendix to clarify their £unction. In general, all
_: the DMAP modules used but on_ are standard DMAP modules de-

_ _ scribed in the NASTRAN User's or Programmer's Manuals. The module
_ SCALAR, however, is s new module written and added to NASTRAN at :

I:_ _ : the Goddard Space Flight Center and will be an available DMAP
;_ module in level 16 when it is released _sically, this is a

module that accepts matrices as input and will output one
coefficient of the matrix as a NASTRAN complex, single or double

_ precision parameter th_% can be used, for example, in the DM,_P
:_' module ADD to multiply other matrices by. This was needed since
_ the only way the scalar value of _ could be obtained as data that

_i__- could be used in s_1_sequent DMAP statements was in the matrix

- -, m,_ _
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+°iA KHHK output from module GKAM following the eigenvalue extraction
for 8. The module SCALAR was used to extract p from KHHK. The

matrix KHHK is the "modal stiffness" matrix found from the

eigenvalue run to obtain 8. If the normalization on the EIGB
bulk data card requests normalizution to unit modal mass, then
the coefficient in KHHK will be 8.

SAMPLE PRnBLEMS

Using the DMAP Alter program, two sample problems have been
run. Figure 1 shows a beam finite element model of the UK-5
spacecraft and adapter to be flown on the Scout vehicl_. The

spacecraft and ar]apter are attached via a Marmon clamp, which

in this finite element model is modeled as a scalar spring. In
the original analysis, the model contained no scalar spring
element for the clamp band and the adapter and spacecraft were

assumed rigidly connected. The fundamental bending mode
obtained from this finite element model was 43 Hz. Subsequent
tests of the system indicated that the first mode was at 33 Hz

and that the Marmon clamp did not appear "infinitely" stiff.

Thus, the Todel was modified by including a spring between the
adapter and spacecraft. The second run, made to determine the
value that the =pring should have to obtain a 33 H_ _±rst

bending mode contained the following changes:

1. removal of the MPZ rigid constraint at the adapter/spacecraft
interface that was used in the original analysis to simula:.c

zero bending flexibility at that joint

2. addition of DMIG matrix inp%_t of a scalar spring stiffness +_
matrix per unit value of stiffnessx ++

-0 0... 0 0...0" _!I:_

• • • • ,+

, 0 0... l -l...O
K ,=

99 0 0... -1 1...0
,,,,

• • I • • ,+++

• • • 41 •

0 0 0 0 0

where the nonzero values correspond to the x+.._8 and columns

275 +

• _ .... .- _+_-+.+,.-,Imlb_+., •

It" ' ...p,,y+ . .-- _ ....
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represented by the grid points and rotational degrees of I
freedom to which the scalar spring connects

3. EIGB bulk data card to find k (8 is k in this problem)

: with eiqenvector normalizatio_ to MASS s

4. PARAM FREQ bulk data card with value 33 Hz (complex single

precision)

The data deck for this run is listed in Appendix B. The

t output from subcase 1 gave the value of ks needed to obtain a

33 Hz first bending mode, namely, 4.3 x 109 N/m (24.5 X 106 ib/in).

Subcase 2 then was executed to obtain the eigenvalues and eigen-

vectors for the system with this spring in the model. The

_ resulting eigenvalues were a 33 Hz first mode with the second

i mode changing, in this case, by only a few percent from that

• obtained from the original model.

I Figure 2 shows another problem run using the DMAP Alter.

i In this case, the structure is a stiffened plate simply supported

on all four sides. The plate is stiffened with an I.beam whose

,_ area and offset distance are specified but whose moment of inertia

i (about the beam centroidal axis) may be varied. The problem isto determine the moment of inertia of the beam that will give a

40 Hz first symmetric bending mode of the structure The struc-l
ture was modeled with a 5x5 mesh of grid points equally spaced in

!

one quadrant of the plate. The DMIG matrix K gg in this problcn
consisted of the stiffness of the beams (due to the bending moment

of inertia only) for all of the grid points to which the beams

were attached. The Bulk Data input for the finite element model

consisted of the normal input for such a structure but with zero

bending inertia for the beams (the area and offset distance were

_ input on the CBAR cards). The first subcase solved for the

moment of inertia of the beams that would result in a 40 Hz first

_ symmetric bending mode of the structure. This was determined as

?_ 855.8 cm 4 (20.56 in_. Subcase 2 then proceeded to obtain the

/_;.... _ eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the modified system and it was
determined that the first mode was at 40 Hz.
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APPENDIX A

DMAP ALTER FOR DETERMINING LOCAL STIFFNESS CHANGE
TO OBTAINA SPECIFIED EIGENVALUE

(RIGID FORMAT 3)

! ALTER 45

2 MTRXIN tMATPOOLtEQEXINtSILt/DKGGPtt/VtNtLUSET/VtNtNODKP/
CtNtO/CtNtO $

3 SAVE NODKP $
I

_ MATGPR GPL_USETtSILtDKGGP//CtNtG/r,NtG $

5 ALTER 48

i 6 EQUIV DKGGPtDKNNP/HPCFI $

i ' 7 ALTER 58

8 MCE2 USETtGMtDKGGPtt_/DKNNPttt $

9 ALTER 61

lO EQUIV DKNNPtDKFFP/SINGLE $

II ALTER 64

IZ UPARTN USETtDKNNP/OKFFPttt/CtNtN/CtNtF/CtNtS $

13 ALTER 67

14 _QUIV DKFFPtDKAAP/OHIT $

15 ALTER 70

, 16 UPARTN USETtOKFFPlOKAAPttt/CtNtF/CtNtA/CtNtO $
• r_

17 ALTER 75t76

'_ "* 18 ADD MAAt/MAAI/CoY,FREQ $

_:'." 19 ADD MAAIt/HAAZ/CtYtFREQ $

,_ 20 ADD MAA2tKAAIOAA/CtNt(39e¢78_tOeO)fCtNt(-IeOtU.O) $

i_i_ ZI DPD DYNANICStGPLtSILtUSE1/GPLDISILOtUSETOttItttt[EOt

_ , EQDYN/VtNtLUSET/VtNtLUSETDtVtNtNOrFL/VtNtNOOLT/VtNINOPSUL/VINtHOFRL/VtNtNONLFT/VtNtNOTRL/
i_;__' VtNtNOEED/CtNtlZ3/VtNtNOUE $

i _ i
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22 SAVE NOEED $

23 COND ERkOR2tNOEED $

24 CHKPNT EED $

E5 READ DAAtDKAAP_gtEEDtUSETtCASECC/LAMAKtPr_IAKtMIK,OEIGSK/
CtNtE_UCKLIrl@IVtN;NEIGVK/CtNol

26 SAVE NEIGV $

27 OFP LAMf,KtOEIGSKtttt//V_NtCARDNOK S

28 SAVE CARDNOK $

29 GKAN tPHIAKtMIKtLAMAKtttttCASECC/MHHKotKHHRtPHIOHK/
CoNt-|/C_Nt|/CtYgLFRE_=O_O/C_YtHFREQ=O,O/C_No-I/
CgNt'I/CtNt-|/V_NtNOCUP/VtNtFMOOE $

30 SCALAR KHHK//CtN_I/CtN_I/V_NtBETA $

31 SAVE BETA $

32 ADD DKAAPtKAA/KAAT/VtNgBETA $

33 COND LBLO_REACT $

34 RBMG| USETtKAATtMAA/KLLtKLRtKRRtMLLtMLRtMRR $

35 ALTER 85t90

36 READ KAATtMAAtMRtDMtEEDtUSETtCASECC/LAMAtPHIAtMItOEIGS/
C_NtMODESIVgN_NEIGVIC,N_2 $-

37 SAVE NEIOV $

38 CASE CASECCt/CASEX2/C_NtTRAN/VtNtREPEATT=2/VtNtNOLOOP $ ""

_0 SOR_ CASEX_tCSTMtMPTtDITtEQEAINtSILt_tBGPDPtLAMA_QG_
PHIGtESTt_eOQGItOPHiG_OES|tOEF|tPPH|G/CtN_RgIG $

6| ALTER |09t|09

• _ PLOT PLTPARtGPSETStELSETStCASEX2tBGPDTtEQEXINt_IPttPPHIG/

PLOTX2/VtNtNSIL/VtNtI,USET/VtNtJUMPPLOT/VtNtPLTFLG/
VtN;PFILE S

_3 ENDALTER

i

_T8
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DESCRIPTION OF DMAP ALTER STATEMENTS

I

_ 2. MTRXIN reads DMIG cards which contain the coefficientsof the K matrix input by the user• These are the

stiffnessg_oefficients (for the portion of the structure

which will be modified) per unit value of the parameter

that they vary with• These can easily be determined by

running Rigid Format I, up through GP4, with the bulk

data containing all grid points, coordinate systems, and

elements for the portion of the model to be _odified.
i

5-16. These Alters perform the reduction on the K __ matrix

at the same location in Rigid Format 3 that _e reduc-

• tions are performed on the stiffness matrix for the

remainder of the structure (Kggo).i

i 18-20. Formulate the matrix K - k M uslng the input parameterlaao 1 aa

• Z 1

i FREQ which is FREQ = _ _.. That is, FREQ is the fre-,_ quency zn Hz of the mo_e we are sPecifying the eigenvalue

I for.

25. Solve an eigenvalue problem for _ using the buckling

option in READ. The resulting "modal stiffness" matrix, _
KHHK, which will be output from module GKAM, will contain

on the diagonal since the eigenvector normalization on

the EIGB bulk data card is a normalization on unit modal _i_
ma ss . -_;,:

29 GK_M outputs the matrix KHHK _

30. SCALAR (discussed above) extracts a value from KHHK and :_•

outputs i% as a parameter (BETA). -'_/

" Kaa °I _.- 32. ADD formulates the total stiffness + _K aa"

[,_ 36. READ extracts the eigenvalues and eigenvector of the

; _., modified system, one of which will be the specified "'

_ _ eigenvalue _.

"/,':5i
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APPENDIX 8

CASE CONTROL AND BULK DATA DECKS FOR UK-5 S/C - ADAPTER STIFFNESS MODIFICAT

TITLE = UK5 SPACECRAFT AND EH SECTION
SUBTITLE = CAflTILEAERED HJDL SHAPES (LATERAL)
LABEL = STIF'FNESS CALCULATION FOR CLAMP dAND FOR 33 HZ FIRST BENDING
ECHO = UNSORT
MPC = 52
SUBCASE !

METHOD = 1
r SUBCASE 2
i

METHO0 = 2
OUTPUT

t VECTOR = ALL
ELFORCE = ALL

; SPCF = ALL
t BEGIN BULK

$
'; $ LATERAL MODES

i $, GRDSET 13_5

i , BAROR O, I, O, 1EIGB 1 INV 5.*6 5,*7 1 1 1,-_ Ø+ *EIGI MASS

i EIGR 2 INV 25. _00. 3 3 1,-4 *EIG,_,, *EIG2 MAX
PARAM GRDPNT 0
PARAM WTMASS ,00_591
$
$ EM SECTION
S
GRID 501 _7,7? O, O, 123456
GRIO 502 44, Oo O°
GRID 503 40, O, O,
GRID 50_ 37°27 O, O,
CBAR 5001 5001 50Z 501
CBAR 5002 5002 503 502
CBAR 5003 5003 50_ 503
PBAR 5001 5001 2,634 9_,4 9_,4 72,6 ,989 *B50
PBAR 5002 5001 2,138 59.5 59.5 45.8 .989 *B50

- '- P8AR 5003 5001 1+710 29o2 29oZ 22,_ o989 *BSO
*B5011 " *BSOr
*B5021 *850

' :+ -'+, *85031 *850
*85012 ,185 °185

_t
,_,+ - *B5022 ,185 ,185
• +._ +:+ *85032 ,lB5 ,lg5
?. _i+" MATI 5001 1,'7 1,*7 ,3
L';_"+.. $
;,. .. S CONSTRAIN SiC - ADAPTER INTERFACE _RID POINTS TO BE THE
...... .- o $ SAME EXCEPT IN ROTATIONAL DEGREE.OF FREEDOM
_; $

li MPC 51 504 l l,O 601 l -1,0

MPC 5Z 50_ Z I,O 601 2 -1,0

+
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+*_00QOQOtOOO_Ot*Ot_O_OOtOOOQ_etOOO_O_OQOm_t_

S UK5 SPACECRAFT

:GRID _OI 37,27 0.0 0.0
!GRID 602 33.77 0.0
IGRID b03 30.27 0.0
GRID 60_ 26,77 0.0
GRID 605 23.27 0.0
GRID 606 19.77 0.0
iGRID 607 16.27 0.0
GR_D 608 12.77 0,0
GRID 609 10.27 0.0

iCBAR 6001 6001 602 601

!CBAR 6002 6002 603 602
_CBAR 6003 6003 bO_ 603
CEAR 600_ 600_ 605 60_
,CBAR 6005 6005 606 605
CBAR 6006 6006 607 606
,CBAR 6007 6007 605 60?
ICBAR 6008 600_ 609 608

_! PEAR 6001 6001 3.062 37,05 7.297 _86011
PBAR 6002 6001 3.;_1 _.87 _,072 *86021

i _PBAR 6003 6001 3.525 6_. 8.861 *86031• PBAR 600_ 600i 3.225 89.1 10.809 *860_1

i ,PBAR 6005 6001 3.075 118.5 |3._92 *86051

PEAR 6006 6001 3.165 156.5 10,618 *86061
"_" PBAR 6007 " 6001 3,505 199,5 ?;3Z8 *B6071

PBAR 6008 6001 3.965 238.6 25.31 +86081

l +B6011 *86012

*86021 *86022
*86031 _8603Z
*860_1 *860a2
*86051 *B6052
*86061 *86062
*86071 +86072
*B6081 +B6082
*86012 .2907 _
*86022 ,1697
*8603_ ,1589 '.

*860_2 .1591
,, *86052 .1515

*8606_ ,13_9
"'" " *86072 .1207 _

_" _ *86082 .1067 ""

*_"*_ _' MATX 6001 1.'7 1.'7 .3 '-__
", DNIO DKGGP 0 6 | 2

" _ ' DNIG DKGGP 50_ 6 SO_ 6 1,0 +DKi

_ OMIG DKGGP 60t 6 SO_ 6 "1,0 *OK2
'* , " _DKI 601 6 "1,0
_'" " _DK2 601 6 _eO _

_' PARAN FREQ 33. O, ,'i

ENDDATA

_;, _ _

"_,. 281 _.,,_,
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ADAPTER UK-5 SPACECRAFT

i

i
i
I"_- --.-.-- THEORETICALMODESHA
i FORkl: 4.3 X 109N/M124.5 XIO6LB/IN

UK-S/ADAPTER FIRST _ f = 33HZ

MODEt'ANTILEVEREDsHAPEBENDINGjj_ _-- FoRfTHEORETICAL:43HZkl -'_ (x)MOD['SHAMODESHAPEFROM

:.,"',. : jfs "* UK-5/ADAPTERTEsTSVIBRATI,
,_..+ f = 33HZ

4 "

"_'..,>71 Figure I.- Clam_-band stiffness modification to obtain 33 Hz first

_;_:_'_ bending mode for the T.___ spacecraft and adapter.
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NASTRAN MULTIPARTITIONING AND "ONE-SHOT" SUBSTRUCTURING

By Alvin Levy

Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Bethpa&e, New York

SUMMARY

For intermediate size problems where all the data is acces-
,le, the present method of substructurlng in three separate phases
_r static analysis) is unneccessa=ily cumbersome• The versa-
ity of NASTRAN's DMAP and internal logic lends itself to find-
; a practical alternative to these procedures whereby self-
Itained speclal-purpose ALTER packages can be written to be run
lone pass• Two examples are presented here under the titles of

Itipartltlonlng and "one-shot" substructurlng. The flow of
_tipartitlonlng resembles that of the present three-phase sub-
_ucturlng. The basic effect is to partition _he structure

,. _o substructures and operate on each substructure separately.
:s can be used to reduce the bandwidth of a given problem as
i as to store information which will allow a change to be made
one of the substructures in a later run. This latter pro-

is carried out in a second program titled "one-shot" sub-

INTRODUCTION

At present, in order to use NASTRAN substructuring for a
_tic analysis, the user must perform a three-phase analysis on
structure as discussed in reference 1. In Phase I, the stiff-

_, s and load matrices are computed and saved for each substruc-
" . This requires a separate computer run for each substruc-

"::_ . Phase II merges the reduced matrices from Phase I and
",__ the substructure boundary (a-set) displacements. This
,,, res the input of one tape for each substructuze, an ALTER
,..._'. to suit the given problem, and user-generated partition
,, or multlpoint constraints. In Phase III, each substruc-

_i- is restarted by using as input the a-set displacements computed

Phase II and Phase III gives as output the final solution• Once
this procedure requires a separate run for each substructure•

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILlVlED 2g_
4
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One of the useful applications of substructuring is to
allow the user to make changes to one or more of the substruc-
tures and regenerate selutions with a minimum of man and machine
effort. This application requires the user to execute one Phase I
run for each substructure change, one Phase II run, and as many
Phase III runs as there are total substructui°es.

, Some of the practical difficulties encountered at present
are sunmmrized as follows:

I) Each phase must be run consecutively and this increases
i the real-tlme requirements.I

i 2) For Phases I and III each substructure must be run
independently. This increases the cost.

3) The user must take care in handling the tapes and
restart dictionaries used in the various phases.

4) For Phase II, the user must write a DMAP ALTER to

suit the given problem. This requires taking into
account the number of substructures involved. The

user must also input a partition vector for each
substruc ture.

5) If a substructure is changed and the problem rerun,
the three phases must be run consecutively once
agaln.

For many large-scale problems encountered, especially where
information Is gathered at different locations, this procedure
will be practical, but for many cases of intermediate ar.dlarge
size problems where all the data is accessible and fits wLthin

the storage capacity of the computer, this procedure seems un-
necessarily cumbersome.

,_ A practical alternative to these procedures is to write
special purpose programs through the use of DFAP ALTER packages,
each suitable for a given t,eedand each self contained in one

_" _ program to be run in one pass. Examples of this are presented in
the present paper and are titled multlpartitlonlng and "one-s_,ot"
substructuring. Ti,ese procedures contain the following features:

i

i_" i
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i) Only DMAP ALTER statements are involved so that no I
_- _._ additional capabilities need be included in NASTRAN, _t
• _ although some are suggested in order to make the methods
, "_ more effi _ent and flexible°

2) The complete substructuring (multipartitionlng) analy-
sis can be carried out in one run.

3) If a change is made in one of the substructures the
program only requires as input the changed substructure
and again gives a complete analysis of the entire struc-

i ture in one run.

4) The rules for setting up the program for a given problem
do not require the user to make any changes in the DMAP
ALTER package.

5) The need for partition vectors has been eliminated.

6) The instructions to be followed for generating the re-
quired Case Control and Bulk Data Decks are simple.

7) There is a minimum of tape handling and no restart
dlctloz_rles required.

J
/

At present the ALTER packages presented here for static analy-
sis carry the limitation that when making changes to a given sub

Ltructure for a follow-up substructure analysis _ the elements ad- _:
iacent to ~_heboundary points (a-set) must be unchanged in stiff- :_

less because the contribution due to these elements cannot be ,

, , The program flows for multlpartitionlng and one-shot sub- 7__

llstinguished in forming [Kaa]. (See fig. I.) ._

MULTIPARTITIONING AND ONE-SHOT SUBSTRUCTURING " :'

_tructurlng are glven in figure 1 and the specific DMAP ALTER :'.
es are given in figures 2 and 3. In the multlpartltlonlng _

*- • the entire data for a complete structure is given as in- -_
along with the a-set points used to partit_.on the structure -_

/
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"_ and thegridpointswhicharecontainedineachsubstructure.The pro-

gram then partitions the stiffness matrix by isolating each partitioned
: substructure.The individualsubstructuresar_ thenoperatedon sepa-

ratelyas iftheboundarydegreesoffreedom(a-setdegreesoffreedom)

are completelyfixed.The interactioneffectsare thensummed andthe

a-setpointsare solvedfor. Thisinformationisthenpassedbackto

each substructureandthesolutionforeachsubstructureiscarriedout.

, It can be seen that this method follows the normal procedure of sub-

structuring without having to form partition vectors for each substruc-
ture. The overall effect is to partition the stiffness matr_ _<as would

, normallybe doneby usingthepartitioning(ASET or OMIT) feature,
butthename rnultipartitioningcomes from thesimilaritybetweenthe

presentmethodand themethodofpartitioningcoupledwithres_,quencing
ofnodeswhichresultsina reductionofthebandw,dth.A demtJstration

ofthismethodisshowninfigure4. Figure4(a)represe.tsa finite-

elementidealizationwherethenodesare numbered toproducethemini-

mum bandwidth.The idealizationispartitionedintotwo sectionsas

shown. Figure4(b)representstheinitialstructurebeforepartitioning

and figure4(c)afterpartitioniug.The bandwidthhas been reducedfrom

7 (assumingone degreeoffreedomper node)to6. Ifwe use themethods

ofmultipartitioningthetwo subdivisionsare treatedseparately;thus,the

bandwidthisreducedto4 as showninfigure4(d).Thisreductioncould

alsobe accomplishedby usil,gthemethodofpartition,ng (fig.4(c))along

withreorderingthenoa,._as sh¢,'_:4infigure4(d).

We can now make a ";,_n_,eiaone ofthesubstructuresand repeat _,

i 1 theanalysis.Onlythed_,.t_for_hechangedsubstructureisrequired,

-, ' ' along with the stored in/)rn,ation (on tape) of the old complete structure.

I Required calculations for the new structure are carried out (see fig. I)
,_', ,_._. and the complete analysis of all the substructures proceeds as before.

_/_ " U,qER PROCEDURES

_ The user procedures will be given by tonstration. Figure 5(a)
,_,,_. represents a structure to be analyzed by the present methods. The

Y
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structureissubdividedintothree substructuresand we are interested::. !

" two differentloadingco_ditions.The three substructuresare shown in

figure5(b). (An intermediatesolutionforthe three substructuresfixedat

thea-set pointsisincludedinthe ALTER package.). I

The ExecutiveControlDeck containsthe multipartitioningALTER

package (fig. 2). The Case Control Deck _nd Bulk Data Deck are shown in
figure 6. The Bulk Data Deck w_.l be discussed first. The elements, grid

points, loads, and property cards are as usual. The ASET card defines the

bound'try points of the substructures. The boundary conditions (simply

supported in this case) are placed on the grid point identifications (for

simplicity). All the grid points not included in the a-set are placed on

SPC cards as follows: those contained in substructure i are placed in

SPC set number 100 + i (see SPC and SPC1 cards) and the_ added together

so that SPC set j contains all points not in substructure j tsee SPCADD

cards). This method is used in the program to partition out each substruc-

ture. One auxiliary device must be mounted (INPT) for the multipamitioning

program. If information is to be retained for subsequent use (e.g., to change

one of the substructures) then three additional tapes must be mounted (TNP3,

INP4, and INPS), and a parameter TAPE=I must be defined. (See PARAM

card.) With a slight modification to the DMAP ALTER packages, this can

be reduced to one additional tape. The Case Control Deck first defines sets

corresponding to the nodes and elements contained within each substructure.

If these sets are omitted, the output for a given substructure will contain null

values for quantities cor _.sponding to nodes and elements not contained in

the given substructure but contained in the total substructure. The subcase

definitions are as follows: the first digit refers to the substructure and the

second digit corresponds to the load case (e.g., SUBCASE 31 corresponds to

• substructure 3 load case 1). The subcase sequence is as shown, i.e., each

subcase is defined as many times as ther_ are loading conditions, where the

:", number ofsubc_ses must be the same for each substructure. The subcase

numbering system isonlysuggestedas a mnemonic tobe used forordering

the f,ubcase_ correctl

_r'" Figure 5(c) represents a ch" :_ge in geometry of substructure 2.

_ny cha_e can be made (geometry, material properties) so long as
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the elements adjacent to the a-set points remain unchanged in stiffness. I

The Executive Control Deck now contains the one-shot substructuring ALTER

package (fig. 3). The Bulk Data Deck contains only the new substructurv and

load conditions along with the a-set points for the complete structure (fig. 7).

The ASET card must containthe same number ofdegrees offreedom as in

theoriginalmultipartitioningrun and thea-setpointscontainedm the

changed substructuremust occupy the same relativepositiona,,_before. For

thispurpose fictitiousgridpoints(or scalarpoints)must be definedand con-tt

i | strainedon SPC cards. Two parameters are definedintho Bulk Data Deck.

i ! NUMSUB isset equaltothetotalnumber of substructuresand SUB_UM is
', setequ_'.ltothenumber ofthe substructuretobc changed. The Case Control

| Deck containsone subca_..efor each :,_adconditionand thenumber of load

con_tions must be the same as inthe originalmultipartition_ugrun.i

CONCLUDING REMARKS
\.

Itt_asbeen shown thatusing NASTRAN's DMAP capabilitiesone can

writeALVER packages tohandlespecialcases of rubstructt,.ringtobe run in

a single pass, without the use of new modules. These programs result in a

saving of computer cost and real time as well as lessening the chance of

error due to data handling. However, greater versatility could be obtaineJ

if some additional capabilities were included in the NASTRAN program.

These capabilities include set definitions for elements, _rid points, and
a-set (and o-set) degrees of freedom.

Inconnec'ionwith"partitioning"methods a recentpublication(ref.2)
shouldbe of interest.
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ALTER lol
_EGIN NOel STATIC ANALYSIS-SERIES M1-MULTIPART|TIONING $
ALTER 50
PARAM //CeNeNOP/VoNtDII-1
PARAM //CtNoNOO/VtNoTRUEn-I •
PARAM //CoNtNOP/VeYeTAPEz'I •
• INITIALIZE TAPE - wRITE LABEL AND REWIND
OuTPUTIo tI,,IICtNo-IlCoNtOICoNoTPO i
COND TRNOItTAPE
• INFORMATION TO BE SAVED FOR SUBSEOUE_T qUNS- IF NOT DESIRED SET
• TAPE--1 ON PARAM BUL_ D_TA CARD
OUTPUTlJ eIeII/CiNI-I/CoNe3/CoNtTP3 •

• OUTPUTI$ e_tt//CtNt-1/CoNo4/C+NtTP_ •
J

OUTPUTlt _tot/tCtN_-I/CtNoS/CtN,TP5 •
LA_EL TPNOI
ALTER 54
$ FORM PARTIT|ON vECTOR G(LtCOMP)
VEC USET/V/CtNoG/CoNtL/CtNtCOMP •
CHKPNT V •

- • FORM PARTITION VECTOR F(LtCOMP)
VEC USFT/VFLC/CtN'F/CtNtL/CeNoCOM _ •
CHKPNT VFLC •
PRTDARM //CtNtO $
ALTER T5

' S PARTITION OuT L-SET
$ L'SET IS SAME FOR ALL SuBSTruCTuRES
UaARTN uSETtKFFIKLLBtt_AOt/CtNtF/CtNtA/CINoO $
CHKPNT KLLBtKAO •
ALTER _4
JUMP LBL? S

I-_ ' ALTER94 IPARAM /ICtNtSUBIVeNtNULL/CtNt-I/VtNoPl $ l

i coNoL_LN_,NULL i

i S INITIALIZE KLLT TO NULL , FIRST PASS ONLY '

ADD KLLtlKL_TICtNtIOe0tOIOt S i
.; . .. CHKPNT KLLT •
,. CON_ TPNO2tTAPE

OUTPUTI KLLBtttt/ICtNtO/CtNt3 $
LABEL TPN02
L.AREL LRLNI
COND TPNOStTAPE

• "" OuTPUTI KAOtGOt:t/I C_No0/CtNt_ $
-: i LABEL TPNO$

ADD KLLeKLLT/KLLX/ $
CHKPNT KLLX $

._ EQUIV KLLXtKLLTIT_UE S
._ CHKPNT KLLT t

"_ - COND LBLSAtPl •
, S SUBTRACT KLLB :ROM KLLT EACH PASS AFTER THE FIRS(

•,", S FIRST PASS GIVES TOTAL CONTRIBuT|ON OF _LL"

_ _: _i\_:*''ll t SI.CE L-SET IS SA_EFORALL SUBSTRUCTURES_i!i!:'" _" _:_ CHKPNTADDRLLTtK_LBIKLLXXICtNoI_oOt0*0IICtNtI'I_O_OOOIKLLXX$ $ ""

r_._P_:''_. [QUIV KLLXX_KLLTITRUE •_.: . '_ , CHKRNT KLLT $
LABEL LBLSA
ALTER 96

'_ __'_ '_vr _- _ __ r_ _ ,S L-SETPARTITIONIsSAMEOUTL-SETFoRALL SUBSTRUCTURES: '_ RARTN PGttV/PLBttt/CtN,IIC,_*2/C,N,2 S

. , ALTER lOOtlO_
,_ SSG_ USETt_MtYStKFSeGOttPGItRO_PStPL S

-, CHKPNT POePSePL S

"_;" 1 Figure 2 .- DHAP ALTER package £or multipartitioning.
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ALT£R 102
COND LBLN2oNULL
S INITIALIZE PLT TO NULLt FIRST PASS ONLY
ADO PLo/PLT/CoNt(OoOoO,O) $
CHKPNT PLT $
CONO TPNOktTAPE

: OUTPUTt PLStIII/ICINIO/CINIk $
,' LABEL TPNO4 [

LABEL LBLN2
; TRNSP GO/GOT $

CONO TPNOStTAPE
OUTPUT1GOTtPOttt//CtNtO/CtN*4 $
LABEL TPNOS
AOD PLtPLT/PLX/ • |_
CHKPNT PLX •
EQUXV PLXoPLT/TRuE S r

t CHKPNT PLT $
COND LBLIOAtPI •
$ SUBTRACT PLB FROM PLT EACH PASS AFTER THE FIRST
• FIRST PASS G|VES TOTAL CONTR|BuT|ON OF PLB
• S|NCE L-SET |S SAME FOR ALL SuBSTRuCTuRES
ADO PLT_PLB/PLXX/C,Nt(IeOtOeO)/CtNt(-leOtOeO) •

" CHKPNT PLXX $
EOU|V PLXXePLT/TRUE $
CHKPNT PLT $
LAPEL LSLIOA

• FBS LOOeUOOtPO/UOOv $
CHKPNT UOOV •
qATPRN UOOVtPQtlt//$
_ATGPR GPLtUSETIS|LtUOOV//CtNtO $
MATGPR GPLIUSETIS|LIPOIICIMtO $
ALTER 103,211
PARAM /ICtNtAOD/VtNtP_/VtNtPI/CtNtl $
OUTPUT1USETtUOOVIGOtPGt//CtNtOICtNtO $
ALTER 118

SOLVE KLLTtPLT/ULLB/C,Nol $ !CHKPNT ULL8 $

I " _ATPRN ULLBtPLTtKLLTtt // $PARAM //CtNtNOP/VtNtNSKXPII; $
|NPUTT1 /tttt/CtN*']/CtNtO/CINtSUB
LAPEL LBLllO
INPUTTI /USETltUOOVItGO4tPCIo/CofleO/CtN_O $
SORI USETttPGltULLBtUOOVltoGO4_ttlt/UGVtPGGt/VoNtNSKIPI/CtNoSTAT|CS $
CMKPNT UGVtPGG $
MATPRN UGVoPGGtlt// S
PARAM IICINtADOIVtNtNSK[Pl/VeN_NSK|Pl/CtN,I $
PARA_ //CtPIoSUB/VtN,P1/VtPI,Pl/CtNtl S
COND LBLBOtPI $

"_ REPT LBL110oIO0 S
",'_ JUMP ERROR1 $

LABEL _L$O $
• :'_ " PARAM I/¢tNINOTIVtNtTESTI/VtNtPl $,L'"

_. COND ERRORStTESTI $ ....

OESltOEFlt/C*NtSTAT|CS $

""!5"_/'_.i "_ ' OFPsAvEOPG_eOUGVZeOESZtOEF;t,/IVtNeCARDNOcARONO$ $
_i'+_'_;'{' PRTPARM //_tNtO $

'-', _,o" OUTPUT1CASECCtCSTM_MPTtEQEX_NtS|LIIC_NoOI¢oNtS $

,_ OUTPUT1EOTtBGPOTIPGGtESTt//Ct_tO/CtHt_ S
.,*_',-i- [NPUTT_ /*tII/CINt'_/CtNt)/CIN;TP_ $
'_:'-_' _NPUTT_ /t_tt/CiNt')/CtNtk/ClN_TP¢ $

- |NPUTTI /t_ttlCINo')I¢tN*_/CoNtTP5 $

_2_ UA.SLTp.O_

!c_ A6TER 1_9o126 -'-ENDALTER

_[r!_2_ Figure 2.- Concluded.
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ALTER le|
BEGZN NO*I STATIC ANALYSIS-SERIES M1-ONE SHOT SUBSTRuCTURING •
ALTER _0
PARAM IICoNoNOPIVeNePI='_ "

• PARAM /ICoN*NOP/VtN*TRUE=-_ $
• SUBNU_ = NOeOF SuBSTRUCTuRE TO BE CHANGEDtD;FAULT--1 CORR. TO NO CHANGE
$ NUMSUB • NO= OF SUBSTRUCTURES - ONLY USED IF SUBNU_ _OSIT]vE
PARAM IICtNeNOPIVtYtSUBNUM•'Z •
PARAM IICoNtNOOlV_YtNU_SUB=_ •
PARA_ IICtNtSUBIVtN,NU_S_IvtYeNUMSUBICtNel •
PARA_ IIC_NtSUBIV_N_SUBIICeNolIVtYoSUBNUM • ;
RARAM IICodtNoTIVeNoOuTPIvtYoSUBNUM • i
ALTER 5_
$ FORM PARTITION vECTOR GILoCOMPI
VEC USETIVICtNPGICgN*LICpNJCOMP •
CHKPNT v
• FORM PARTITION VECTOR FIL_COMP)
vEC USETIVFLCICtNtF/CtNtLICtNtCOMP •

i CHKPNT VFLC •, PRTPAR_¢ //CeNt0 •

ALTER 7S
• PARTITION OUT L-SET
• L-SET IS SAME FOR ALL SUBSTRUCTURES

_ USETtKFF/KLLBttKAOtlC*NoF/CtNtA/CtNtO •uPARTN
CHKPNT KLLBtKA0 •
ALTER 84
JUmP LBL7 $
ALTER 96
t PARTITION OUT L-SET
S L-SET |S SAME FOR ALL SUBSTRUCTURES

PARTN PGttVIPLBtto/CtN*I/CtNt2/C*Nt2 $ I
CHKPNT DL5 $ j
ALTER 10OtlOZ
SSG2 USETtGMtYStKFSoGOotPG/oPOoPSePL •
CHKPNT PO_PStDL S

:_ _. ALTER 102
_ FB$ L_O,UOOtPOtUOOV $

CHKPNT UOOV •
MATPRN UOOVtPOttt//•
MATGPR GPLtUSETtSILtUOOV/ICtNtO S

_' MATGPR GPLtUSET_SILtPO//CtNtO $
ALTER 103,111 _
_ARA_ tlCtNtADD/V_NoPIlV_N_PI/CtNtl $ _
ALTER 11eh _

' COND L_OUTtSUBNUM •

t DARA_ ItC_N*SUBIVtN*PllVtY_NU_SUB /C_Ntl $ :_

' INPUTT_ /ttti/CoNt-_/CtNt_ •
INPUTT1 /itto/CINt'_ICoNt4 • ,_

_ INPUTTI IKLLBI*tt*ICtNtOICtN_ •
• _NPUTT1 /PLB_t_et/CtNtO/CtNt& •

_ - ADD KLLBItlKLLT/ •
_? ADD _LBltlPLTI S

;,_'_"_:Y_'_'"%", LABEL FMRPL $':" '; COND LBLSUBoSUB1 •
_-_ - MPYAD KAO,GOtKLLTIKLLTX_/CoN*0 $

,_,_ . MPYA0 GOoPOt_LTtPLTX=/CtN_ S
_'_,_._ . EQU|V _LTX2tPLT/TRUE S
_'_ _.,'" PARAM //CIN_SU_tVtNISUB_/VINtSUBI/CINt_O0 •

_'_ _ : _" • SKiP UNWANTED INFORMATION OF NON CHANGED SUBSTRUCTURES
-_,_c.'._ %N_UTT1 /DUMltDUM_i_t/CtNt0/CtNt3 $

_,,. , |NPUTTI IDUM_IDUM_ItI/CtNt01CrNt4 • ._o JUMP LBt11 S
_-".'-", LAREL LBLSUB $
':1'_ INPUTT_ IKAO_IGO_III/CINIO/CINtl S "_'

|NPUTT2 /GOT_tPO[ItIICINtOICINth $

,_, Figure 3.- DMAP ALTER package for one-shot substructuring.

LII
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MPYAO _AOZeG_ltKLLT/KLLTx3/CtNtO •
EOUZV KLLTX3oKLLT/TRUE •
MPYAD GOTItPOZtPL,IPLTX]ICoNtO •

, E_UIV PLTX3tPLT/TRUE •
PARAM //CtNoADD/VoNtSUBZ/VoNeSUB1/CoNtl S
LABEL LBlll $
PARAM IICtNtSUBIVoNtNUMSIlVtNtNUMSllCtNtl •
COND LBOUTeNUMSI $
REPT FMKPLolO0 •
LABEL LBOUT $
SOLVE KLLTtPLTIULLBICtNtl •
CHKPNT ULLB $
MATPRN ULLBtPLTtKLLTo_ II S
PARAM IICoNoNOPIVtNoNSKIPl=I •
INPUTT1 ItottlCINt'31CoNtOICtNoSUB $

PARAM IICoNtSUBtVtNoSUBZICtNollVoYtSUBNUM •

LABEL LBLIlO
¢ INPUTT11USETIoUOOVloGO4tPGIIICoNtOICoNtO •

COND LBLNMtSUBI S

JUMP LBLOC SLAREL LBLNM •
EQU|V ULLBoULX21TRuEIUOOVItUOXZITRUEIPGloPGX2/TRuE S
JUMP LflLNO S
LABEL LBLOO •

, S CREATE NULL MATRICES FOR NON CHANGED SUBSTRUCTURESADD ULLBt/ULX_/CtNI|-_eOIOtO) •

ADD ULLBtULXI/ULX2 •

i ADO UOOVlt/UOXl/CtNo('le0tOeO| S
ADD UOOVltUOX1/UOX2 / S
ADD PG_t/PGX_/CeNI(_IeOt0eO) S

i ADD PGloPGX_/PGX2/ S

PARAM IICtN_ADDIVoNtNSKIPllVoNeNSK|PI/CtNtl S
-% ' PARA_ //CINeSUB/VeNtSUB[IVtNISUE_/CtNI[OD S

LA_EL LBLNO S
S_R_ USET_PGXZ_ULX2tUOX2ttGOCet_tt/UGVIPGGt/VtNtNSKIPllCtNoSTAT[CS S
CHKPNT UGVtPGG •
MATPRN UGV_PGG_ttll •
PARAM IICtNtADDIVtNoNSKIPIIVtNeNSK[PI/C_NtZ $
PARAM IICtNtSUBIVtNtPIIV_N_PIIC_Ntl $
PARAM /tCtNoADDIV_NtSUB1/VoNtSUBIIC_Ntl $
COND L_LSOtP_ S
REPT LBLllOt_OO S
JUMP ERROR1 $
LABEL LBLeO S
PARAM IICtNtNOT/VINITEST_/VtNIP_ S
COND ERROR_tTESTZ $
INPUTT1 lettt/CtNI'_/CtNt_ $

INPUTT1 ICASECC_tMPT[IEQEX|N_tS_L_tBGPDT_/_tNtO/CtNt_ $ _i;_|NPUTT1 /PGGIIESTIIto/CINtO/CtNt5 $
SDR2 CAS_CC_IIMPT_ItEQEX|N_tS|L_IItBGPOTIIPGGIIUGVIEST_I/OPGlllt "_"

OUGVlltOESIItOEFIIt/CtNtSTAT|CS S
OFP OPGIltOUGVlloOESIItOEFIItt//VtNtCARDNO •
SAVE CARDNO $
PARAM IICININOP/VININSK|Pk_ S
SDRI USETtPGtULLBoUOOVotGOtiotolUGVNtPGNolVtNtNSK|P_IC_N_STAT|CS S
SDR_ CASECCICSTMiMPTttEQEX|Nt$|L_DT_BGPDTePGNttUGVNIESTt/OPG_ot

OUGV_tOES[tOE_tlCtNISTAT|CS •
OFP OPGltOUGVItOESItOEFItt/IVtNtCARDNO $
SAVE CARONO S

, PRTPARM //CiNIG S
_NPUTTI /tttt/CtNte]/ClNtS/CtNtTP_ S
INPUTT[ /IIit/CINI-S/CINll/CINITPI 1
_NPUTTI /tIIIICtNt']ICtNI_ICINtTP_ $

ALTER 119t126
ENDALTER

Figure 3 .- Concluded. *'_
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i 2 3 _ 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ...,m
4,

; 6 7 _ 9 i0 2_X_< )_XX

• 3 K XX× i
II 12 1:13 14 15 4 _< X X XX N

• , 5 K'K _<× i
' ' f, 16 17 _18 19 20 6i_ X X >(

' ," 8 X'KX XXX
i. 9 x',<X ×>(x.

! to XX ,XX
i : !

Q

i "q

a) Idealization. b) Original matrix, bandwidth ffi7.

1 2 4 5 6 7 9 I0 ... 1 2 6 7 ... 4 5 9 i0 ...
, im

_ ]xx xX ].k×Xx
2X_ XX 2x._'_×
4 XX XX' 6XXXK

5 XX KX 7 X,X,X,K

6X)< " X'K
,. { 7 )('X XX 4 X, XX X

, i: 9 XX X'K 5 X X, '_ "_

:_ . " 1o K X X X
,_;,,, .... lO Y.X X "K 9 X × × x

[

c) Partitioned matrix, d) MultIpartlt:Loned matrix,

't:- bandwidth m 6. bandwidth = 4.
L'>

_ii Figure 4.- Example of multipartitioning to reduce bandwidth.
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TITLE=MULTIPARTITIONING
SUBTITLE=BEAN DIVIDED INTO THREE SUBSTRUCTURES i
SET 1=1THRU 5 l'
SET 2=_ THRU 9 t'

: SET 3=9 THRU 13 :
SET 6=1 THRU _ I
SET 5=5 THRU 8 i

: SET 6=9 THRU 12 t_ir; DISP • ALL
STRESS • ALL !,FORCE • ALL

OLOAD-ALL il; SUBCASE 11
LABEL • SUBSTRUCTURE ONEtLOAD ONE

SPC " 1
DISP=I

7 OLOAD•I

STRESS•4FORCE=6
SUBCASE 12

LABEL • SUBSTRUCTUF_EONEtLOAD TWO

i SPC • 1
, DISP'I

i OLOAD•I
STRESS=_
FORCE•4

i SUBCASE 21 ;

,_ LABEL • SUBSTRUCTURE TWOILOAD ONE i
S#C " 2

LOAD " 1

i DISP'2, OLOAO'2 -
STRESS=5 ,,
FORCE=S
SUBCASE 22

LABEL • SUBSTRUCTURE TWOtLOAD TWO
'' SPC • 2

LOAD " 2
T

8

DISP•2
OLOAD•2
STRESS=S <
FORCEaS

"" SUBCASE 31 _,
' LABEL • SUBSTRUCTURE THREEtLOAD ONE '_

"" SPC • $
-',?:'_",'*" DISP'$

OLOAD'3
"r, .. STRESS•S

"""_'_" _'" FORCE'S
-_'-' , SUBCASE 32 '_
,_; _ LABEL • SUBSTRUCTURE THREEoLOAD TWO

SPC " 3
'_ "* : DISP_) ';
_ OLOAD=3 ;__

STRESS•S
FOPCE=6

_,, Figure 6.- Example problem Case Control and Bulk Data Decks
_s.... for mmltlpartitionin 8.

i
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BEGIN BULK
ASET 5 126 9 126
CBAR 1 100 1 2 Z*O Z
CBAR 2 100 2 3 1,0
¢BAR 3 100 3 4 Z,0 Z
CBAR 4 ZOO 4 5 Z,O Z
CBAR 5 ZOO 5 6 1,0 1
CBAR 6 _00 6 7 lo0 1
CBAR ? 100 7 8 Io3 I

,; CBAR 8 100 8 9 1,0 1
CBAR 9 100 9 10 lo0 1
CBAR 10 100 10 11 Z,O 1
CBAR 11 100 11 12 1,0 1
CSAR 12 100 12 13 1,0 1
FORCE 1 ? 0 1,0 "1,0
GRDSET 0 0 345

i GRID 1 0o0 J12345
GRID 2 100,0

i GRID 3 200,0GRID 4 300.0
GRID 5 400eO
GRID 6 SO0oO
GRID T 600.0
GRID 8 TO0,O
GRID 9 800,0
GRID 10 900,0
GRID 11 1000,0
GRID 12 1100,0
GRID 13 1200,0 2345
MAT1 100 1.O •�0,0
MOMENT 2 & 0 1*0 "Io0
MOMENT 2 8 O 1.0 "1*0
PARAM TAPE 1
PBAR 100 100 60*0 500*0 "
SPC 102 1 6 _
SPC 205 13 16 _

SPC1 102 223456 2 THRU 4 __.
SPC1 102 115456 6 THRU 8 ,_
SPCI 103 123456 10 THRU 12
SPCADD 1 202 103
SPCADD 2 103 102
SPCkOO $ 101 lOa / •
ENDDATA ".

gisure 6 .- Concluded. '"

299 ._
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: TITLE=ONE SHOT SUBSTRUCTURING
SUBTITLE=CHANGE IN SUBSTRUCTURE TWO
DISP=ALL
OLOAD'ALL

FORCE=ALL
SUBCASE 21

LABEL=SUBSTRUCTURE TWOtLOAD ONE
| LOAD=I

SUBCASE 22
LABEL=SUBSTRUCTURE TWOtLOAD 2

t LOADm2
' BEGIN BULK
1 ASET 101 126 103 126

i CBAR 101 200 101 102 1,0CBAR 102 200 102 103 1,0

j FORCE 1 102 0 1,0 "1,0GRDSET 0 0 345

i GRID 101 0.0
._ GRID 102 lOOeO

GRID 103 200.0
MAT1 200 1,0+8 0,0
MOMENT 2 102 0 loO OeO OeO "leO
PARAM NUMSUB 3
PARAM SUBNUH 2
PBAR 200 200 60eO 500,0

ENDDATA

1
Figure 7.- Example problem Case Control and Bulk Data Decks

_ for one-shot substructurln8.

L
t
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NORMAL MODE ANALYSIS OF A ROTATING GROUP UF I

LASHED TURBINE BLADES Y SUBSTRUCTURES

By A. W. Filstrup

Westinghouse Research and Development Center

t
SUMMARY

; A group of 5 lashed identical steam turbine blades is studied through the

I use of single level substructuring t_singNASTRAN Level 15.1. An altered

i_ version, similar to D_L%P Program Number 3 of the NASTRAN Newsletter, of Rigid
Format 13.0 was used. Steady-state displacements and stresses due to

i centrifugal loads are obtained both without and with consideration ofdifferential stiffness. The normal mode calculations were performed for

blades at rest and at operating speed. Substructurlng lowered the computation

costs of the analysis by a factor of four.

INTRODUCTION

Triangular plate elements have been used by Westinghouse and others (see
Ref. l) in NASTRAN to analyze rotating turbine blades.

There was a need to analyze a group of five lashed 0.79-m (31-1nch) steam
turbine blades for operation at 60 revolutlons per second. Steady-state
displacements and stresses were needed as well as the natural frequencies, mode
shapes, and stress patterns.

Based on NASTRAN calculatlons on a single 0.79-m blade with associated

lashing wires, it was decided that a finite element mesh of 700 CTRIA2 elements

and 407 g_Id points would be used to represent each turbine blade, The root
flexlbillty was approximated by 11 CELAS2 elements.

It was discovered that approximately two hundred degrees of freedom would
be required in the a-set fo_ each blade uslvg Guyan reduction, if accurate "_
stress results were to be 1ound for the modes to be evaluated. Whether or not

Guyan reduction was to be _ed and whether the inverse power or Givens method
were used for the elgenvalue _tractlon, it wu apparent that calculation costs
would have been prohibitive if substructurln8 were not used.

This pap_ describes the successful substructuring analysis of the group
of blades. Th, steady-state stresses were obtained for operation at 60
revolutions pe_ second and the natural frequencies were obtained for the first

6

301 _.

i
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_, nine modes at both 0 revolutions per second and at 60 revolutions per second.

: METHODOF ANALYSIS

The finite eleme_lt mesh used to represent a turbine blade or substructure

; is shown in Fi_. i. The middle sections of the lashing wires and airfoil are sl
Each lashing wire actually resembles., variable thickness plate more than a wir_

, The auxiliary program which produces these plots views normal to the middle

i surface of the lashing wire. The airfoil is highly twisted, and near the base
' it is highly curved. No one viewing angle could provide a clear representation

i of element l_.yout. Thus the auxiliary program which produces the element
geo,_try and isostress plots opens up each cross section. Different scales are

I used for the lashing wires than for the airfoil in figure i.

i Each blade or substructure has 407 grld points. The 2442 degrees offreedom associated with these points are reduced through single point constraint"

i and omits to an a-set of 301 degrees of freedom. One hundred twenty of _hese
' degrees of freedom are at the tips of the lashing wires and are required for

i connecting adjacent blades or substructures. Sixty degrees of freedom arecommon between adjacent blade_.

I, The combined matrices for the group of five blades then has 1505 less four
times sixty or 1265 degrees of freedom. Single point constrslnts to remove
rotations about the normals to the surface of the exterior lashing wire_ reduce

the system of equations to be solved to 1245. The half-bandwldth is 301 with

no active columns. No secondary Guyan reduction was performed to reduce the
number of degrees of freedom as the resulting bandwidth would have to be
significantly JerKer than 301 for accurate results. The inverse power method
with shifts was used to solve the elgenvalue problems,

The identical substructure concept as described in Sec. 1.10.5 of refeT-
ence 2 was used. Five phases were required as shown in figure 2. In some coses
it was deemed advis3ble to use more than the one user tape shown b_tween phases.
Even though the differential stiffness would be so,_ewhat different for each of
the five substructures, only one (the center blade) was generated in Phase III

and used in Phase IV. This approach reduced the total calculation costs by
, _;_ about 20%. The _,Accuracles of this approximation were f_.It co be about ther,

° 8sac as those due to s_e of the other approximations made. Runs IV and V were

,_.. split into several parts to enable shorter individual runs.

The mesh for the airfoil was generated by a preprocessor computer program. ,
" The u_shas for the platform end the two lashing wires were generated by hand.

_::_. The Isostreae lines for the centrlfugal loading and for the scaled elgenvectors
for the alrfolk and lashing wires were plotted with a postprocessor computer
program whlch reads images of punched element stress cards. A

STRESS (PRINT,PUNCH) = ALL

•, card was placed ia the Case Control Deck. Rowever, Job control cards were used

to store the card images on two disks and to prevent the punching of cards.
._ Over t_o hundred thousand card images were produced in the Phase V runs. An

0

3o_
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intermediate program was writte_ to enable the isostress plotting program to

handle the stress information on the disk more efficiently.

Table 1 shows the calculation times for the s_bstructuri_g analysis for
each phase. The mesh was generated on a CDC 6600 computer and the other runs
were made on an IBM 370-165 computer.

Table 2 shows the projected calculation times for the analysis of five
blades without substructuring provided enough disk space were available which

is extremely doubtful. Tn addition, checkpointing and restarting would be
essential due to the extremely long total running times. However, l.evel 15.1

NASTRAN requires that this be done on a single physical tape which obviously
would not hold enough information. The user would be required to use DMAP

statements to transfer data from one run to _nother on user tapes rather than

checkpoint tapes. Even then, some matrices might be too large to fit on a
single tape.

i When costs of the CALCOMPplotter are added to the computer costs shown, ,
the total cost for a nonsubstructuring analysis, if possible, would have oeen
about four times the total cost of the substructuring analysis performed in
this study.

The arrangement of the NASTRAN decks inc]uding the Executive Control Decks
are shown in the appendix.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The natural _:requencies, mode shapes, and stresses for the first nine modes
of a group of five lasheg rotating steam turbine blades were f 'rod. The

natural frequencies, in general, agreed well with experimental values.

A Campbell Dlasram was p_epared to determine possible resonances during
various operatin 8 conditions.

The pseudo steady-state deformations and stresses due to the centrifugal
forces at operatin s speed were found. This enables the cal_.ulations ,.f the
fluid flow throush the ro_1 of blades through the passages that actually occur
in operation and no_ throush the psssasn in the undeformed condition. Thus,
NASTRAN provi6es the deslgner of flexlb!e turbine blades with a tool to belp
obtain near optimal fluid flow characteristics between the aiL-fcils. _

A sample isostress p/ot for ,_e o_ ';he surfaces for one of the b_.ades for
one of the modes is shown In flsure ..

I
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RECOMMENDATIONS

i. NASTRAN Level 15 with its substructuring capability can and should be

used for many structural problems.

" 2. When preparing data for large problems, a mesh generator computer

' program should be used as much as p__sible.

3. For very rigid rotating turbine blades or blade g_o'aps, .P_igidFormatsl

and 3 will give accurate results and should be used. For more flexible blades,

Rigid Formats 4 and 13, which include the differential stiffness matrix should
• be used. For even more flexible blades, it may b(: necessary to ALTER the

centripetal acceleration matrix (see Ref. 3) into Rigid Formats 4 and 13.

, 4. In order to encourage more users to use the substructure capability of
NASTRAN and in order to reduce the effort of the user in creating and checking

; DMAP packages and substructuring data, it is urged that substructuring be made

I more automatic (see Ref. 4),
|

5. Rigid Format 13 should be documented in the NASTRAN documentation.
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CONCLUSIONS

i. The determination of the natural frequencies, mode shapes and states of

stress for lashed rotating and non-rotating steam turbine blades is feasible

using the general purpose computer prcgram NASTRAN.

:_ 2. Substructuring can greatly reduce the computer costs of ]arge problems. _-

i_.' For the analysis performed here, the total computer expenses including mesh

.... generation and stress plotting were one-fourth what they would have been

_ without substructuring. Ehe NASTRAN runs cost one-sixth as much using

_ substructuring than they would have cost without substructuring.

_:>_f:.' 3. Choice of the proper root flexibility is important to produce accurate

I_"_ frequencies and stresses for all modes.

_'o 4. Mode shapes and isostress lines for the fifth through ninth modes

_ varied significantly between those found at 0 revolutions per second and those

_ found at 60 revolutions per second. This variation is due both to the flexi-

_i_ bility of the blade group and to the coupliog between modes as the frequenciesare close together. The mode shape of the fifth mode at zero revolutions per

197400647:3-305



second is similar to the mode =_bapeof the sixth mode at 60 revolutions per

second.
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i SOL 13,O
C.HKPNT y_r_
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Phase I [ ]

Matrix Generation _ ' Run I v

4

" Phase II __

/Checkpoint_
Matrix -i .A

Assembly and ]

_ RunIl

Solution ,, _,_

i

Phase III !
Displacement, Force!

and Stress Recovery._'-" Run III !
_,_. Differential " _ I

Stiffness Matrix _ i

Generation

Matrix / Chee_knolnt_ _ --

/,,.._ Solution _ ! w

and Stress Recovery[ _ Run V

_;,- Figure 2 - Substructure Runs for Static or Dynamic
:;%-'." (Natural Frequency) Analysis, with Differential Stiffness,

,_ of Identical Substructures.
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i SUBSTRUCTUREANALYSISTECHNIQUESAND AUTOMATION

_. By CarlW. Hennrichand EdwinJ. Konrath,Jr.

SoftwareSciences,Inc.
Hampton,Virginia

k

"i
I

SUMMARY

b

L A basicautomatedsubstructureanalysiscapabilityfor NASTRANis
presentedwhich eliminatesmostof the logisticaldatahandlingand generation
choresthat are currentlyassociatedwith the method. Rigid formatsare pro-
posedwhichwill accomplishthis usingthreenew modules,all of which can be
addedto Level16 with a relativelysmall effort.

' INTRODUCTION

Prior to Level 15, no realsubstructureanalysiscapabilityexistedin any
' NASA releasedversionof the NASTRANprogram. With the pre-releaseof Levels8 J

and II, usersbeganexpressingthe desirabilityand necessityfor a substructure f_
analysiscapability. Severaluserorganizationsattempted,with limitedsuccess, _.

.. to accomplishsubstructureanalysisby usingthe checkpoint/restartcapability ,_
of NASTRANcoupledwith the directmatrixabstraction(DMAP)approach. Other _.
organizationsutilizeduser-developedutilitymodulesand Rigid FormatDMAPalter
packages,thus Lakingadvantageof the RigidFormatswheneverpossible. ,,

• . The lattermethodwith an expansionof user optionswas adaptedby NASA ,_
,.. for inclusionin Level 15 and is fullydescribedin Section4.3 of the Theoreti- :_'
I_L cal Manual(referencel) and Sectionl.lOof the User'sManual(reference2). _
.i_'_. The casualusermay well be quite frustratedwith thismethodsince its generality _,"

/; " requiresthe user to designa specificapproachfor the problemat hand. This _
_<., involvesexternallygeneratedpartitioningvectorsas well as DMAPalter packets

;_;'_d_ which are often unfamiliarto the engineeruser. In addition,littleassistance ,:;
:_'_,_, Is providedin the formof qualitativeverificationof the hand-generatedcou- :

._:_,._ plingdata or of the resultingcoupledmatrices. The probabilityof undetected _
_;__, user-generatederrorsin this processis thereforeratherhigh Furthermore :;_
_,:,q;" the usermust developcustomizedDMAP packagesfor any p_oblemthatdoes not "
., , match the currentlypublishedsubstructurealter packages. ,:

i
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The currently available Level 15 technique was intended as a general but
preliminary capability. The upgrading of this capability with user conveniences
and qualitative data checks has been requested by many. As NASTRAN'ssub-
structure analysis capabilities arc improved, serious users will explore many
different approaches. Several techniques and utility module designs developed
by necessity will be discussed for use with Levels 15 and 16. Along these

: lines, several aids are suggested herein. Sometake advantage of existing
, code and capability while others indicate the need for additional user-developed
' utilitymodulesas well as modificationsto severalexistingmodules The!

techniques discussed are intended for the casual engineer user and are there-
fore usedsomewhatmore rigidlythanmight normallybe expectedwith utility
modules. It is hoped,however,that the conceptsdescribedwill stimulateother
serioususer teamsto developstructurally-orientedand utilitymodulesto ease
the difficultiesencounteredin carryingout an effectivesubstructureanalysis.

! All new and modifiedroutinesand modulesare based on the Level 16
versionof NASTRANcurrentlyundergoingvalidation.Many of the techniques
describedare valid for Level15, however,a_d can be installedin that level
with slightlymore difficultysincemany Level 16 featureswill also have to
be installed. It shouldbe possiblefor a reasonablycompetentexperienced
teamto installthe capabilitydescribedwith a nominaleffnrt.

SYMBOLS

K Stiffnessmatrix

P Load vectormatrix

u Displacementvectormatrix

G Transformationmatrix

M Massmatrix

Subscripts:

f Free (unconstrained)set

a Analysis(boundary)set

o Omitted(interior)set

g All degreesof freedomset " "

-- - ml
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Superscripts: !

- T Transposeoperator

• -l Inverseoperator

i Substructureindex

o Relatedonly to the omitted(interior)set

OtherSymbols:

- Pre-red'ictionportionof a matrix
I
: [ ] Matrix

{ } Matrixof vectors

^ Relatedto pseudomodel.

, Symbols_#earing in the appendicesare definedin the appropriate
""" appendixas necessary.

OBJECTIVEAND SCOPE

A samplesubstructureanalysismodel is shown in figureI. The grid _i
pointson the top surfaceof thismodel which are to be coupledare identified i -
by letters. Substructureanalysisimplicitlyassumesthat eachsubstructureis

. analyzedseparatelyand subsequentlycombinedwith other previouslyanalyzed '_
." substructuresto form a pseudostructureas shown in figure2. Once the pseudo-

_ structureis solved,the detailedsolutionsfor each of the substructuresmay -_
_ - be obtainedby a set of data recoveryruns. The objectiveof the techniquesand
/.:' new capabilityto be presentedhereinis to defin_a basic substructureanalysis
._._, capabilitywhichwill requirea minimumamounto_ user-generateddata and
_ logistics >

.'•_'/_:°:,;'. With thisobjectivein mind, the scopewill be limitedto providinqa _.)
:._ _ basiccapability;therefore,many desiredfeatureswill be omittedin order to
i_:t)':' focusattentionon the fundamentallyimportantcapabilities. In the discussion
L::_j' thatfollows,the ll,,'tationsthat resultfromthis restrictedscopewill be
•_q identified. It shouldbe kept in mind thatmost, if not all, of these limita-
"_:; tlonscan be removedby additionsto the basic capabilityonce it is implemented.

.,. . 25 )
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DISCUSSION

The theory,utilizationand programmingaspectsof NASTRAN'ssubstructure
analysiscapabilitiesare discussedin referencesI-3. Necessaryand desirable
featuresof any substructureanalysiscapabilityhave been givenby man), in-
cludingpaperspresentedat the firstUsers'Colloquium(references4 and 5).
For easeof reference,the basic theoryis given in the followingsectionas an

< aid to the interestedreader.

C The difficultyin carryingout a substructureanalysiswith NASTRA_lies
i in the logisticalproceduresratherthanwith any inherentdeficiencywith

NASTRANitself. This logisticproblemis illustratedin fiqures2 and 3 where
the numberof runs and retainabledata files is seen to be large. The data
requirementsfor substructureanalysisin Levels15 and 16 and for the capa-

t bilitydescribedin thispaper,which we shall designateLevel16.X,are(

F tabulatedin tableI.

i '"
• The major disadvantagesto the current(Level15) substructureanalysis

i capabilityof NASTRANare:

i I. The usermust generatepartitioningvectors

+

2. A DMAPalter packetappropriateto the problembeing run

i must be created.
These disadvantagescan be overcomerelativelyeasilyif a few modestrestric-
tionsare imposed. This will be illustratedfor the two most commonlyused
rigidformats,StaticAnalysisand NormalModesAnalysiswhich,when upgraded

.., as describedherein,will not requirethe generationof an alterpacketto run.

The restrictionsthatwill be imposedare listedin table2 and are
summarizedhere.

• I. Only one {l) levelof substructureanalysisis supported, i
consistingof a maximumof twenty(20)substructures.

:o 2• The degreesof freedomat coupledboundarypointsmust '_
;_ • agree in number,meaningand dlrectlon•

-. " 3. The internalsequenceof all pointson the boundarybetween '
•:" any two substructuresmust be the same

4. All subcasesmust be definedin all runs•

li, 5. Outputmay be obtainedduringPhase II for any degreesoffreedompresentas identifiedby the pseudostructuremap
printout(seeflg. 4).

.l! _ e
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Advantagefeaturesprovidedare:

I. If the grid pointsof the substructuresare numbereduniquely,
the user may requestautomaticcouplingto occur. If excep-
tionsoccur,theymay be handledby means of bulk data.

2. The minimumrequireddataare the DTI data cards definingthe
numberof substructurespresentand other logisticalcontrol
information.

3. If topologicallyequivalentsubstructuresare present,only
one needs to be input;couplingdatacardswill be required
in this casesince t;,egrid pointsare no longerunique.

Level 16.Xovercomesthe most seriousobjectionsby providingan auto-
mated capability. This capabilityis Implementedby the additionof new
modules,rigid formats,and a user-orienteddatatable specification.These
facetsare discussedin the sectionswhich followthe theoreticaldiscussion.
As far as the rigidformatis concerned,the new modulesappearas structural
matrixassemblerssimilarto SMA3with the substructuresappearinginternally
as arbitrarilydefinedsuperelements.

THEORY

The basic theoryusedas a basisfor the implementationof substructure
analysisis presentedhere for the convenienceof the reader. Fulltreatment
is givenin Section4.3 of the TheoreticalManual(referencel). The NASTRAN
set notationwill be employed.

For staticanalysis,the free (f) degreesof freedomof the substructure
are allocated to the a-set, which contain_ all boundary degrees of freedom,
(i.e.,degreesof freedomwhich are to be coupledto similardegreesof freedom

at some gridpoint in anothersubstructure),and the o-set,which containsthe i "non-boundarydegreesof freedom. The equilibriumequatiensare writtenas

' Ka Ua Pa

aa ! (I) >t
....... 11 ,_.

LKoa i Kod ":

fromwhIch

[Kal]{ua} - {Pa} (2) .

327 "w'_ .
"_
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. where

" [kaa] : [Kaa] + [Go]T[Koa] (3)

; {Pa} : {Pa} + [Go]T{Po} (4)

•, _[Koo]-l[Koa]and [Go] : . (5)
?

Also the displacementsof the interiorpointsare givenby

t

{uO} = {u_}+ [Go]{Ua} (6)

)

i where {u_} = [Koo]'l{Po} . (7)
i

-'." Equations3, 4, 5 and 7 can be carriedout in Phase I. Equation2 mustbedeferred to Phase II where the missing contributions to [Kaa] from the other
substructuresare available. Equation6 consistsof two parts,one of which
(equation 7) is evaluated in Phase I. The other part depends on the solution
generatedin Phase II. Equation6 is thereforedone in Phase Ill.

In Phase II, the substructureboundarymatrices[K_a]and {P_},which
I are broughtin from User Filesgeneratedby the Phase I runs,are expandedto

1 pseudomodelq-size.
)

"'I;> {P }-" { } (9)
"',_" and added to form

,,,,._ gg] = ] (lO), g
" l

_i from whlch a normal solution proceeds.

i" 328
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Afterthe solution{Ug}is obtained,the boundarydisplacementsare simply
extractedby

: {u }4-- (12)

The merge and partitioning operations defined by equations 8, 9 and 12 require
informationidentifyingdegreesof freedomin each substructurewith corre-

•_ spondingdegreesof freedomof the pseudomodel.

For normalmodes analysis,the mass matrixis arbitrarilyreducedvia
the Guyan reduction

I

! [Maa] = [Maa]+ [Moa]T[Go] + [Go]T[Moa]+ [Gn]T[Moo][Go] (13)

i describedin reference6 and carriedintoPhase II in the sameway as [K_a].

! In dynamicsrigidformats,the viscousand structuraldampingmatrices
are similarly treated.

NEW MODULEDESCRIPTIONS

Three new modulesare presentedin thissectionwhich form the basis for
the automationof the basic automaticsubstructureanalysistechnique. These
modulescan be eitheradded to DMAP alter packetscurrentlybeing utilizedor
to new rigidformatsas will be shown in the followingsection.

The threenew modulesare:

SSMA SubstructureMatrixAssembler

SSVE SubstructureVectorExtractor i -

UDBR User FlleDat_ Block Recovery

Descriptionsof thesemodulesare presentedon the followingpagesusing the _
format prescribed for Section 5 of the NASTRANUser's Manual.

mmmmm
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_- ( I. NAME: SSMA (SubstructureMatrixAssembler)
c

_ II. PURPOSE: Generatesmatricesfrom substructures
i

: j_ I. Obtai;_ssubstructurematricesand other data from designated

i User Files.2. Assemblesg-sizedstiffness,mass, viscousdamping,structural
dampingand/orload vectormatricesfor all substructures

' designated.

3. Outputsappropriatediagnostican_ informationmessagesand
summaryinformation.

T

i
l Ill. DMAP CALLINGSEQUENCE:

i SSMA GE_M4,UFTABLE/ K,M,B,K4,P,PSD/ C,Y,P_)PT/ C,Y,GENSAME/

i V,N,LUSET$
IV. INPUTDATABLOCKS:

GEIBM4 - ContainsSAMEdata

UFTABLE_ User File information

V. OUTPUTDATA BLOCKS:

K,M,B,K4,P- Stiffness,mass, viscousdamping,structuraldamping
• and loadvectormatrices

PSD - Pseudostructuredata table

V' PARAMETERS: i

PIaPT - Integer-lnput,default=l, i
-+l, printpseudostructuremap !=-I, do not printmap

" GENSAME- Integer-lnput,default--I.

_ _, --I couplingdata is taken from GERM4_..°:,_ -+l, automaticcouplingbasedon gridpoint identification
'_+,- numberswill be employed (GERM4data is also used if ,

present).
,>

_:i:. LUSET - Integer-output, default-O. Numberof degreesof freedom_- , in pseudostructure g-set.
l

33o
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VII. REMARKS:

: I. SSMAwill readUser Files INPT,INPI, INP2,---, INP9as specified
by the dataon UFTABLE.

2. Any or all outputsmay be purged.

3. GEBM4may be purgedif GENSAME=+I.

4. UFTABLEmay not be purged.

i

I

I

i I. NAM___EE:SSVE (SubstructureVectorExtractor)

i II. PURPOSE: Generatesa User Filecontainingsubstructureboundarydisplacementvectors.
I

I_ Ill. DMAPCALLINGSEQUENCE:
SSVE PSD,LA,UGV// $

IV. INPUTDATABLOCKS:

PSD - Pseudostructuredata table (generatedby SSMA)

LA - Eigenvaluetable

UGV - Displacementvector

V. OUTPUTDATABLOCKS: None

Vl. PARAMETERS:None _ -

VII. REMARKS:

I. Companionmoduleto SSMA, requirespseudostructuredata table (PSD)
Output from SSMAas input.

_. SSVEwill write a User Ftle on INFT, INPI, INP2, ---, or 7NP9as _
specified by the data block UFTABLEand passed to the module via ".._
PSD.

331
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I. NAME: UDBR (User File Data Block Recovery)

II. PURPOSE: Recovers data blocks from a given User F_- according to
information contained on a directory data block (the first data block
on the file).

Ill. DMAP CALLING SEQUENCE.:

LIDBR / DBI,DB2,0B3,DB4,DB_/ C,Y,SUBID / C,Y,UNIT / C,Y,USRTPID2 S

+ IV. INPUT DATA BLOCKS: None

i

! V. OUTPUT DATA BLOCKS:

! DBi - Data Blocks recovered by module.

i '
[ VI. PARAMETERS:

SUBID - Integer-input,defauIt=O. Substructure identification
number.

UNIT - Integer-input,default=O. Permanent file code as follows:

0 INPT
1 INP1
2 INP2

USRTPID2 - BeD-input, default-XXXXXXXX. User File id_:ntification
,:ode.

+

'. VII. REMARKS:

:::+_+. • 1. The ,Jser File is assumed to have been generated by module SLVE.
2. The number and kind of data blocks recovered depends on the

directory data block contents•

. n Illll Ill I¢
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REPRODUCIBII.ITYOF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR.'

ETj

NEWRIGID FORMATS _

I

• In order to simultaneously use the new ut_iity modules previously defined
, I!nd to relieve the user of the burdensome chore of preparing DMAPalter packets

' _ewrigid formats have been developed, one for each major analysis capability, i
,tatic Substructure Analysis, Rigid Format 16, is given in Appendices B, C and I
) where the solution subset numbers I, 2 and 3 are indicative of Phase I, II I

III, respectively. If subset 0 (s_e Appendix A) is used, an ordinary Static
imalysis will result. Normal Modes Substructure Analysis, Rigid Format 17, is i

llustrated for Phase II by Appendix E. These new rigid formats are fully i
._ :ompatible with all existing displacement rigid formats, including restart cap- !

ibility, as defined by Rigid Format Series N which is scheduled for Level 16 of

b

. Many of the DMAPinstruction sequences contained in these rigid formats
:an be used by current Level 15 users with appropriate caution.

i

i USERDATAREQUIREMENTS

l_" The Phase II coupling process requires that matrices and data tables
l_lenerated in several Phac.e I runs be recovered from User Files. M_ny possible

I _ata input configurations are possible, depending on the sequence of Phase I
| _runs and reruns which led up to the Phase II analysis. In order to allow the
I _reatest amount of flexibility in the automated process, a table data block

_:ontaininguser file information will be used to control the Phase II assembly
| _rocess. This can ultimately be generated from a Case Control packet. For
| _.he purposes of the current design, however, this table will be assumed to be
| _input via DTI bulk data cards as illustrated in fiqure 8 and described in some
| _ _detailin Appendix F. The UFTABLE data block that results will be required

iinputto module SSMA previously discussed. Future expansion to include control
|_ _of the load assembly process, as well as features not currently envisioned, is ,

, I_asilyaccomplished since the records of table data blocks are open-ended.|

_'j. " "_'• USAGE

_!:_,::.,.:;' The usage of the capability just presented is shown by the _ample data

_E]_,_/ Jdecks in figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. It is to be emphasized that, within the
_;":"_:" llimitationspreviously described, the burden on the user is minimal. The
_ : _ IPrimaryrequirement is that the small UFTABLE data block be prepared on DTI
LI:, Icards for input to Phase II, Job control language is still necessary, of
_:, Icourse,and will not be discussed here since the subject is not only machine-

_, jdependentbut usually highly installation-dependentas well.

i
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_, The user accomplishes substructure matrix generation (Phase I) as
presently described in the Level 15 User's Manual without the alter packet.

_',_ri The new modules SSMAand SSVE are used to automate the matrix coupling (Phase !:i

i II) and thereby eliminate the chore of generating complicated DMAP alter I',
packets. No longer must the user supply the input, merge, add, and equivalence '
statements for the coupling of each matrix of every substructure. Now one I
module (SSMA) replaces all of the above-mentioned DMAP statements. The user
supplies only substructure names and identification values via bulk data cards ,:

to inform SSMA how many substructures are being coupled and to r.elatethe sub- ].
_. structures to user-supplied coupling data. The substructure's parameter value

_ is used to indicate the presence of identical substructures. The user may also
include user file labels from Phase I, names of matrices to be read from each

user file, and, when tapes are used, the installation's tape code when re-
questing multiple-reel tapes. All tape changes and mount requests are handled

*!
_ similarly to the current NASTRAN user tape modules with the exception that the
_' user is uninvolved once the installation'sjob control language requirements
i are met. NASTRAN with one module (SSMA) now requests user tapes, verifies the
• correct mounting and builds all the coupled matrices, taking full advantage
' * of any identical substructures that exist. Module SSVE is similal_y used to

request an output tape and uncouple the substructure solution vectors.

i As a final indication of the usefulness of the techniques developed, the :_

sample problem used in reference 2 is presented in Appendix G. It is seen that
truly little effort is required on the part of the user to prepare data for a [

!v substructure analysis using Level 16.X features. ]
i

" I

I

FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
I

Once the basic capability becomes implemented, an environment will exist
with respect to which improvements can be made. Several of these potentially
useful improvements are described in the paragraphs which follow.

One early addition should be to provide data checking capability for

_ points being coupled between substructures. These checks will require that
". additional geometric information about boundary grid points be carried forward
-.*" from Phase I. This information can then be automatically recovered in Phase
:L*'_ II via SSMA and either used inside that module or passed out of the module in

the form of data blocks to be used by other new modules.

Another improvement which can be added relatively easily to the basic

i_i .i. capability is the ability to introduce and symbolically manipulate and generate

geometrically related loading conditions in Phase II. This also requires theavailability of additional geometric information in Phase II. At this point,

"_ l_c_--___L- "_"..... ....... --,_ -- Ilk, .... _ "---
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it will be possible to introduce direct matrix input as a representation of _
_' loading conditions. This capability will complement the existing capability
_ or users who s_y desire to input loading matrices generated by programs

external to NASTRAN.

The ability to relate degrees of freedom of the pseudostructure to
externally designated degree of freedom descriptions in Phase II requires only
that the correspondencebe known. Since this information is contained in the
ASET data blocks input from the Phase I runs, it is easy to conceive of a
translator module which will accept data referencing external degrees of
freedom (e.g., SPC, _MIT, F_RCE cards) and generate equivalent data blocks con-
taining internal pseudostructure degree of freedom descriptions. With this
capability, analyses of pseudostructuremodels can be carried out as if they
were simple structures.

t

Non-conforming boundaries can be handled with an extra transformation

step. If [Q] is chosen so that the transformed displacement vector

{u}* = [Q]T{u} (14) "l
i I has the desired sequence but the same values, then

!I._. [Q]-I : [Q]T (15)

and the conformable matrices and vectors are easily computed _s

IN]* = [Q]T[K][Q] (16)

and
{p}, : [Q]T{p} . (17)

After solution, the reverse transformation is merely

{u}= [Q]{u}* (18)

Since [Q] has an extremely low density, NASTRAN's sparce matrix multiply .._.
routines will carry out the indicated computations most efficiently. The _'
essential task is the generation of the [Q] data. With suitable arbitrary _!_
conventions, this can be accomplished within the module SSMA and included in ..
the PSD data block for transfer to other modules such as SSVE where the re- :_
verse transformationcan be made.

Multi-level substructure analysis, while not covered explicitly by the ° ,
, scope of this effort, can be obtained with a small modification to the existing

capability herein defined. In this case, the ASET data block output from
_: Phase II will contain both the pseudostructuredegrees of freedom and the

m uuum- ._- - .....
I
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equivalent Phase I external degree of freedom desi]nations. Since several
Phase I external degree of freedom designations may exist for each Phase II
degree of freedom, the data block becomes somewhatmore complex but no essential
new difficulty is encountered. Once the correspondence recognition feature is
accomplished, multi-level substructure analysis capability essentially becomes
open-ended with no real limit to the possible number of levels. Since the
degree of freedom correspondence is automatically carried forward at each level,
it will be possible to return directly to the original substructures in any data
recovery phase. In addition, the substructure formed at any level can be
analyzed by itself. Figure 9 illustrates this process.

A user convenience improvement would be to replace the DTI form of the
input of the table UFTABLEdescribed earlier with a Case Control Deck packet
similar to the structure plotter request packet. This will require new code in
the Input File Processor (IFP) portion of the preface which will read the data
cards, analy, e them for correctness and form the UFTABLEdata block. When
implemented, the present requirement for a _ummyUFTABLEinput for subset 0
will be eliminated. The language specifications can be made as user-oriented
as desired since IFP will interpret the statements and form the UFTABLEdata
block. At such time as the data block UFTABLEis added to the FIAT as a
recognized output from the preface, an EQUIVDMAPinstruction will be needed
in the Hgid formats if DTI input is also to be available.

I._' Anotherenhancementwill be to allow the couplingof individualdegrees
of freedomat a gridpoint ratherthanall unconstraineddegreesof freedomas
will be done in Level 16. This task is not dependenton anythingpresentedin
this paper but can be done at any time since it merely involves the definition
of a new data card similar to the present SAMEcard (see figure I0) and the
addition of minor processing logic in the Level 16 module PVEC.

Severalother improvementswhichwill eitherremoverestrictionsor ex-
tend the capabilitycan be envisioned. The importantpoint is that any or all
of theseimprovementscan be relativelyeasilymade once the basic capability
is operational.

" ' CONCLUSIONANDRECOMMENDATIONS
I

i

_' " ' 4

• An approachhas been presentedby which basicautomaticsubstructure
,'_• analysiscan be added to NASTRAN. It is suggestedthat this techniquecan be
;"_';; implementedin Level 16 with a relativelysmall level of effort. While the
_i_'. resultingcapabilitywill not completelysatisfyall potentialusers,it is
.... feltthat most substructureanalyseswill be encompassed. Furthermore,reason-
, able extensionsof the techniquespresentedcan be made whichwill resultin

_i any degreeof furthersophistication,convenienceand automationthatcan be

supportedby resourcesthat are made availablefor thispurpose.

ii 336
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_._ APPENDIX A

i:_, RIGID FORMAT DMAP LISTING FOR S_L ]6, (0)

i_ STATIC SUBSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS (ALL PHASES)

i Subset 0 of Rigid Format 16 contains all DMAP instructions for Static

Substructure Analysis. If run without subsets l, 2, or 3, a complete static
analysis will result which is equivalent to Rigid Format I. Selection of one

!! of the subsets l, 2 or 3, however, reduces Rigid Format 16 to a DMAPsequencewhich wil! automatically solve Phase I, II or Ill of Static Substructure
_, Analysis. These subsets are displayed in Appendices B, C and D. The DMAP

compilation listing of S_L 16,0 constitutes the remainder of this Appendix,
including an explanatory description of the DMAPsimilar to that found in
Section 3 of the NASTRAN User's Manual.

i.

t
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APPENDIXA ..

RIG|D FORMAT UMAP LISTING
SEkIES N _'** HA$1t, -T_TIC SUBSTRUCTURE ANALYSA_ _4,

D
RIGIL) FL)R;AAT I6 - SU_SET ZERQ

N A S T R A N S 0 U P C E P R C G R A M L. u /'; P I L A T I 0 N

UMAP-DMAP INSThuCTION 1'

'°" i;
4,8 SAVE NOF,G_X, NONGG $ i

_t9 CH_,PNT _.ELMtKOI CT tMELMt MDICT $ i'

t 50 COND JMP_GG tNI]KGGx $

i
51 _ 6PECT,K_ICTtK[LHIKGGXtGPST $

i 52 CH_PNT KbGX, GPST $

t 53 LA_EL dMP_.,G $
(.

54 CONO JMPMGG wNOMGG $

55 Q GPECT,MDICT,'4ELMIMGGtlC,Nt-I/_.tYtNTM,*SS,'I.O $

56 GHKPNI MGG $

i 57 LABEL JMPM,.,G $

"_ 5B COND LeL1, GRDPNT $

_0 _ I_(JP_T_CSTM__QFXINeMGG/CGPWG/VtYtL, kOPNIIGtYt_IMASS $

61 D_P OGPWC, tttt _I/V_Nt CCRDNO $

62 LABEL LBL1 $

6) EQUIV I_UGA _ KGG/NOGENL $

• 6_' GH_PNT _G

b5 COND L_LI 1At NOGENL $

b6 _.._ GEI_,GGX/KGG/VBN_LUSET/VtNtNO_NL/V_,NtN_SIMP $

6B LABEL L_LI IA $

_', b9 JUMP PH2B._2 $

•S>*_:.;"-1 70 ADO KGG_KGGPSIKGGT $

71 E_)UI V _,Gul t KGGI_W_SEZ $

ri - _a C_,P_,T_GG s

340
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, APPENDIX A

T

Descriptionof DMAP Operations for Basic Static S.bstructureAnalysis

i 6. SSMA analyzesand/or gener-_tescouplingdata and forms coupl_.dsubstructurematrices

lO. GPI generatescoordi_,atesystem transformationmatrices, tablesof grid point locdtiOr,s,

i and tables for relatir_ginternaland external grid point ;:umbers.
13. GP2 generatesElement ConnectionTable with internal indices.

17. Go to DMAP r(o.27 if no plot package is present.
T

i 18. PLTSIrTtransformsuser input into a form used to drive structure plotter.
t

;. 20. PRTMSG prints error ,,_.es_agesassociatedwith structureplot_.r.

23. Go to DMAP No. 27 if no undeformedstr,cture plot request.
24. PL_T generatesall requestedundeformedstructureplots.

I
| 26. PRTMSG prints plotterdata and engineeringdata for each ur,deformed plot generated.

i J 29. GP3 generatesStatic Loads Table and Grid Point Tem,_eraturoTable.

I !" 34. TAI generateselement tablesfor use in matrix assenl}lyan_istres_ recovery.

,, 37. Go to DMAP No. Ig2 )ridprint error message if no elen..,,tshave been defineJ.

40. _PTPR1property optimization module for Level 16.

45. GO to DMAPNo. 62 if there are no structural elements.

47. [1_ generates structural element n.Jtrtx ta_,es and dictionaries for later assembly.

S0, Go to DI4APNo. $3 if no stiffness matrix is to be _ssembled.

51. [MA assembles s_lffness matrix [K_g] and Grid Point Singularity Table.

54. Go to OMAPNo. $7 if no mass matrix ts to be as;embled.

55. [MA asst,,bles mass matrix [Mgo]. '

58. GO to _P No. 62 if no weight _no balance request.

5g. Go to _ No. 188 and nrint error message if nc mass matrix exists.

60. GPW(;generates weight and balance inform6tion.

, 61. @FP formts weight and balance informationand pl_ces it on the system output file fo,
printing.

'" 63. Equivalence [K_g] to [K_j] if no general elements.

65. GO to IIl_;_l_No. #;8if no generale1_nts.

66. SK_3 adds general e(w.., .,ts to [K;g] to obtain stiffness matrix [Kgg].

, ,,,...r%1 to ..

)4&
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71. Equivalence[_gg't°tal'jto [Kgg] if coupling phase. _

15. Go to next D_P instructionif cold start or modified restart. LBLII will be alteredby ithe Executive System to the proper location inside the loop for un_dlflea resLart; _ithi_

the loop. {_

, 76. Beginningof Loop for additionalconstraintsets.

77. GP4 generates flags defining meters of various displace_nt sets (USET), fn_s multipoint

constraintequations[Rg](ug}= 0 and for_ enforceodisplacementvector {Ys}.Z

' 79. Go to D_P No. 190 and print error messageif no independontdegreesof freedomare defined.

- 83. Go to D_P No. 8B if generalel_mentspresent.

_. GPSP determinesif possiblegrid point singularitiesremain.

i _. Go to D_P No. 88 if no Grid Point SingularityTable.

87. _FP formts the table of possiblegrid point singularitiesand places it on the system output

file for printing.

89.' Equivalence[Kgg] to [Knn] if no multipointconstraints.
t_,. I

I gl. Go to D_P No. 96 if MCEI and MCE2 have alreadybeen executed for current set of multipoint 1

I constraints, i
92. MCEI partitiensmultipointconstraintequations[R,] = [Rm _Rn] and solves for multipoint ]

constrainttransformationmatrix [Gm] : -[Rm]-l[Rn_.

94. _E2 partitionsstiffness_trix

Knn :

and performs_trix reduction

[Knn] - [Knn] + [G_][_n]+ [K_n][Gm]+ [G_][Kmm][Gm] __.

; g7. Equivalence[Knn] to [Kff] if no single-pointconstraints.

2_ 99 Go to D_P No. 102 if no single-polntconstraint:.

100. S_E1 partitionsout single-pointconstraints ,::

2

[Knn].... I- ' "
•

103. Equivalence [Kff] to [Kaa] if no omitted coordinates.

w

ml
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105. Go to DMAP No. 108 if no opdttedcoordinates.

106. SMPI partitionsconstrainedstiffnessmatrix

Kaa Ka

...... t

[Kff] = ' Koo]

solves for transformation matrix [Go] : -[Koo]-l[Koa ]
T

performs [Kaa]and matrix reduction : [Kaa ] + [K'oa][Go] i

109. Equivalence [Kaa ] to [K_] if no free-body supports.

112. Go to DMAPNo. ]22 if i_,itial substructure data reduction (Phase I).

i I13. Go to DMAP No, 116 if no free-bodysupports.

i 114. RBMGI partitionsout-freebody
supports

I'llrKaa] = _ .....
I

IKr Krr]

llg. Go to DMAP No. 122 if no free-bodysupports.

120. RBMG3 forms rigid body transformationmatrix

[I)]= -[K_]"l[K_r] ,

calculatesriaid body check matrix

ii _: IX] : [Krr] + [ r][D] ,

!
and calculatesrigidbodyerrorratio _

(

c - T_

• 123. SSG1generates static load vectors {Pg) .

i
"', 125. Add {Pg} and {p_S} to form {ptgOtal} .

,,_ _ 126. Equivalence {p_Otal} to {Pg} if coupling phase.

,, 12g, Equivalence {Pg} to {P_} If no constraints applied.

• •
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132. SSG2appliesconstraintsto staticloadvectors

_ {pg} = Pn , {Pn} = {Pn} + [G ](Pm} ,

,i

; {pn} - --p ' {Pf] : {Pf}- [Kfs]{Ys} ,

_. ,_,_ {Pf} - , {Pa} - {Pa}+ [GT]{Po} ,



APPENDIXA

(uTo}{_Po}
£0 =

{P u
F

139. GO to DMAP No. 142 if residual vectorsare not to be printed.

! 140. MATGPR prints the residual vector for independentcoordinates(RULV).

141. MATGPR prints the residual vector for omittedcoordinates(RU(_V).

145. Go to DMAP No. 149 if no omits.

146. FB5 solve for displacementsof the omitted coordinates

| (u°x} : [Koo]-l{Po}

!47. Equivalence{Uo°x} to {uo°} if initialsubstructuredata reduction(Phase I).

150. _UTPUTIwrite a user file on INPT containinganalysis set information,[KILjL] and {PjL}

152. UDBR recover{u_} from coupling phase user file for substructureSUBID(Phase Ill)

153. Equivalence{u_} to {u_L}for substructuredata recovery.

156. 5DRI recovers dependentdisplacements

" {ua} , {uo} " [Go]{Ua}+ {u} ,

= {uf} = {un} ,

rUmS LGmltUnX , , _.,:

:: " and recovers single-point forces of contratnt

,:.- {qs} - -{PsI + [KTfs]{Uf}+ [Kss]{Ys} •

158. Go to DMAP No. 163 tf all constraintsets have been processed.

_ | 159. Go to DMAPNo. #5 If dddltlonal sets of constraint ee_ to be processed.

::o 160. Go to DMARNo. 186 and print error message if number of loops exceeds lO0.

i_.,.::, 350 :_
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_._ 162. Go to DMAP No. 194 and print error message if multipleboundary conditionsare attemptedwith
_._ improper subset.

_ 166. SSVE partitions{Ug) into substructuresolution vectorsand forms user file,

_m_, 168. SDR2 calculateselement forces and stresses (_ESI _ESI) and prepares load vectors dis-

placementvectorsand single-pointforces of constraintfor output (_PGI, _UGVI, PUGVI,
_, _QGI).

_" 170. _PTPR2 prepertyoptimizationmodule for Level 16.

_' I/2. Go to DMAP No, 182 if no propertyoptimizationprint control.

i, "
175. _FP formatstables prepared by SDR2 and places them on the system output file for printing.

177. Go to DMAP No. 181 if no deformedstructureplots are requested. $

178. PL_T generates all requesteddefomed structureplots,

180. PRTMSG prints plotterdata and engineeringdata for each deformed plot generated.

183. Go to D_P No. 197 if propertyoptimizationlooping is finished.

?
184. Go to DMAP No. 44 if property optimizationloopingis not finished.

IBS. Go to DMAP No. 197 and make normal exit.

187. STATICANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGENB. 1 - ATTEMPTT_ EXECUTEM_RE THAN lO0 L_BPS.

IB9, STATICANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGEN_. 2 - MASS MATRIX REQUIRED F_R WEIGHT AND BALANCE CALCULA-
TIONS.

Ig1. STATIC ANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGEN_. 3 - N_ INDEPENDENTDEGREES_F FREEDOMHAVE BEEN DEFIfIED.

193. STATIC ANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGE N_. 4 - N_ ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN DEFINED.

195. STATIC ANALYSIS ERROR MESSAGE N_. 5 - A L@_PINGPROBLEM RUN _N N_N-L_PING SUBSET.

2" ,

"_

3_1 ":
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RIGID FORMATDMAPLISTING FOR S_L 16, (1,7,8,9)

STATIC SUBSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS PHASE I

Subset 1 of Rigid Format 16 reduces the rigid format to a DMAP sequence
which solves Phase I of static substructure analysis. No new modules of
interest are included. BUTPUTI, DMAP No. 150, is used to transfer the reduced
boundary matrices onto User Files from which they are recovered in Phase II.
The compilation listing of this DMAP sequence constltutes the remainder of
this Appendix. Subsets 7, 8 and 9 remove non-essential capabilities for the

• purposes of this presentation. These capabilities, which may be utilized if
desired, are:

Subset CapabiIitx

7 Structure plotter

,,_ 8 Grid Point Weight Generator

9 Property optimization

f

Appendix A contains a full listing of Rigid Format 16.

!
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: APPENDIX B _
!
i

RIGID FORMAT U,'IAPLISTING i'
SERIES N **, EASIC ST'_TIr, SUBSTRUCTURE AkALY$_$ *=,

k|(aIO rOAr4AT Ib - SUBSET _,cC},.o SEVE:q EIGHTs NINE
!

' N A S T R A N S O U R C E P R O G R A M &, U M F I L A T I U N t!
! L)MAP-L)MAP INSTJ;,UCTlON |_

Nil.

50 COND JMP_GGt NOKGGX $ I

(aPECT tKDI CT tKELMIKGG It GPS T $51

_ _2 CH_PNT KGGAoCPST $

ii $3 LA_EL JMPK_G $

: i_, 5# CONO JMPMGGt NOMGS $

i 55 _ GP"CToMDICTtMELMIMGGolCtNt-IIupYpnIMAS$=I,0 $

' 5b CHI_PN T MGG $

57 LA_EL JMPMGG $

62 LAUEL Ld,LI $

63 I_(_UIV KGGX, KGG/NOGENL $ i

66 CHKPNT R_G S I
i

bb _ GEItKGGXIKGGIVtNtLUSET/VoNoNO_,bNL/VoI_oNUSIMp $

6"/ CHKPNT R_G $

68 LABEL Lt_LI" & $

7_ P A,_AM //GoNt MPY/V_NtNSKIPtC _NoO/C tN_O $

I 7T _ (-AS_;GCtC'EOM6oEQc-XINoSILtGPDTIRGoY$oU;)i'ToA$_T/V_NoLUSeT/ VtNt
MPCF 1IV!No _PCF2/V_. No SINGLE/Vo_tmU_I Tl V _N_ _cwbTl v o!'_t i,_$_,| P/V o No

. RI:PEAT/VtN oNOSET/VoNo NOLIVt Noh_/(_ _¥ _ Sub IU $

':., 7d SAVE MPCPItMPCF2oSINGLE_OMITtREACToNS_.IPtkl;P_,,T_NC_ET_NUL_NOA $

", 79 C0ND ERRU_3 _ NOL $ i;

i_". ' .._ 80 PA_AM IIGoNo_NDIVoNtNOSR/VoktS|_WGLEIVtNtk_.w_,"[ _ ,_

.,._- -,., 81. PURGE tkKRoKLRtORoDM/RE^C, TIGMIMPCFI/_Uo_UUoLbUoPUoUUUV_KUUV/OMII/P$o
KFS _KSSISI NGLF/QG/NOSR $ "

"_'_::-" " 82 CHKPNI RRRtKLRoQ_tDMIGM_GOoKGC_LOO_pu_uUfjV_RUUV_p_I_F>_K$$_C_USET_FG_
'_ Y$oASET $ "

_ 83 CONO LriL4tGENEL $

8_, _ GP_.oGPSTtUSET_SIL/OGPST/VtNtN_PS| $

r
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APPENDIXB
RXGIO FORHAT UMAP LISTING
$_RI_$ N _ _A_C STATIC SUBSTRUCTURE At_ALY_|_ _v_

RI@ID FOkMAT l_ - SUBSET O_E, SEVENt EIGHTt NANL

NA $ T k AN S OU R C E P ROGR AM _ UMP | L A 1 1U N
DMAP-OMAP INSTEUCTION

NU,

185 JUMP F|.41$ $

l_B LABEL E_ROR2 $

189 PRTPARM IIGoNo_21CwNoSTATICS $

190 LABEL ERROR3 $

L91 PRTPARM I/CtNt-_/CoNtSTATICS S

192 LABEL ERROR_ $

19) PRTPA_M /IGwNt-6iCtNtSTATIC$ $

196 LABEL F|N|> $

197 ENO

t_NO ERRUK$ FOUNO - EXECUTE NASIRAN PhuuKkMo*

357

i
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_PPENDIXC !
i

RIGID FORMATDMAPLISTINGFOR S_L 16, (2,6,7,8,9) )

STATICSUBSTRUCTUREANALYSISPHASE II

s

: Subset2 of RigidFormat16 reducesthe rigidformatto a DMAPsequence
_ which solvesPhase II of staticsubstructureanalysis. The new modulesof

interestare SSMA, the SubstructureMatrixAssembler,DMAP _¢o.6, and SSVE,
, the SubstructureVectorExtractor,DMAP No. 166. The compilationlistingof

thisDMAPsequenceconstitutesthe remainderof thisAppendix. Subsets6, 7,
8 _nd 9 removenm_-essentialcapabilitiesfor the purposesof this presentao

: tion. These capabilities,whi.h may be utilizedif desired,are:

Subset Cqpabilit_

i 6 Checkpoint7 Struct.rpPlotter

_ 8 Grid PointWeightGenerator9 Propertyopti,nizatlGn

AppendixA,containsa fulllistingof Rigid Format16.

$
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APPENDIX C

R|G|J FURMAT UMAP LISTING
SERIES N e_ cASIC ST&TIC SUBSTRUCTURE ANALYSAS o_e

Ri_|d FU_M_T lo - SU_SET TWOt SIXe SEVENt Lj_ttTt ,_Art_

NA S T _ AN S OU R C E P k [ G R AN L UM P I L A I | O N
DMAP-uMAP |NSTF_UCT i 0N

NO.

I Bt-b]N NU.[6 BASIC STJTIC SUa$IkUCTUnL whALW:)|S - _K|c$ N $

2 FILE LLLm IAPE S

3 FILE _G-_P_ENO/PGG-APPENU/UIoV-APP E_u/_,M8 S,_VE/_NN-_ AVE $

S PAkAM JIG pNt AOOIVt NtPW_SE21C oht O/CwNt-I

_ebM_tUFTAULE/KGGPSt owtPC.PStP_laAIA/L-t Ipi,'_TUVI/CIYI_,ENSAM_:/ VtNt
LuSE I $

7 SAVE LUSEI t,

].0 Q GEOMI_GcOM291GPLtEUEXII_tbPDTtCbT/%cb_FL)lt ' .* /V_N_LUSET/ V_N_
NUGPUT $

11 SAVE LUSkl $

_2 C.HKPNI GPL t EOEXIhltGPDTt CSTMt BGPOT t SIL

]L:l _ br.UM2_ EQEX INIECT $

Q Gt.U;q3eEOEXINoGEOM2/SLT,C.PTTIV_N,I_,..c.._,V •29

30 SAVE NUGI_AV $

3[ PA_AM l/GI Nt AND/Vt Nt NCW;G/V t Ne NOGRAV/V _ Y t _,kUPNI:-I

32 PUKGE P.Gbt HEL Me_ O| CI'INOMGG S

31 Q EGTtEDTI_GPOTtSILtGPTTeCSTMIE$It_I:I_,PI_GI_IV_NtLUSk;It V_N_
NUS| HP I_ t Nt _ IVe N INOGENL/VI NI Gt.h_:l.

3S SAVE NUSI _ t kOGENLt GENEL $ °_

:36 PAR,AM /Iq. tNtANOIVtNtNOELMI/V_Iq,NOGE_LtV_I_r_J$|t4V S '._

,_l PU&Gt_ I_bGXt_PSTINOSIMPIUC, PSTIGENEL S

¢5 CUNO LdL_NPS_P $ _
c_

I_6 PAKAM /IGo,io AOOIVe No NOKGGXIC one _lCth_ 0 $

• 7 (_ rST_GSTU_MPT_CITtGE(_q2_IKELI*t_U|I.T_M_.MtH_;t.Tt_IVtIItN_GGXI Ve
I_tN_I,_#,GICtNo/CoNtlCtNolCoYoCOUP,4AbbIUoYtL_'o_.tUtY_uP_t_U/CuY_
CP_IUA_JI. ICtYICPOU_)Z/CoYoCPTRIA),/_,tYtvF|k_A21 f.i V e r.i)| ui_-/c t v i .,
CP_J_LT/C_VtCPTRPLTICeY_CPTRnbb & -_ _

_t_ SAVE NUKG_XtNL_GG t

}99 __:.
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APPENDIXC "" i
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i

RIGID FORMAl uMAP LISTING
SCKIES N **_ BAS|C STATIC SUBSIKUCTURE ANALVbI$ *_*

RIGIQ FUkMAT Ib - SUBSET TWO, SIX_ SEVEN_ c_bNT_ ,_INL

_ASIkAN SOURCE PROGRAM _O_PIL_TION
DM_P-UMAP INSTk_CTInN
NUo

137 SAVe EPSX $

[_9 CUND LUL9tIRES $

1.0 HAIGP_ GPL, USET_SIL IRUL VlIC tNiL $

@
161 MAIGPk GPLt USETt SILt QUOVIIC iNtO $

1_2 LABEL LBL9 $

, 156 _ USETtPGtULVtUOOVtYSIGOtGN_PSI_FSt_SSIwRI_VIPGGI_GIV_NINSKIPI
CINt_TATICS $

158 CUr40 LBLBtREPEAT $

I 159 KEPT L_LlltlO0 $

#
lbO JUMP _RRUR1 $

161 PA_AM IZCtNtNOT/VtNwTEST/VtN_REPEAT

I' _62 _¢_ EKRd_¢tTEST $

Ii 163 LABEL L_L8 $

Q PSQAI_t_UGVII $

16_ _ _ASEC_CSTM_PTtDIT_EQEXIN_SILt_PIT_UT_PUTttQG_U_VtEST_tPGG/
UPGItOOGIlOUGV[tOES_tOEF_IPUGVI/&tNtaIAI_CS $

17_ PARAM IIC_NtMPYIV_NtCAR_NU/CtNtOICtN_U $

175 OFP UUGVL_OPG_tOQGItOEFI_O_SIt/IV_,Wm_Aku,_U $ ."

176 SAVE C_RONO $

185 JUMP FINIS S

_B6 LA,'EL EkRUR_ $

_87 PRTPAR_ ItGtNt-ZICtNtSTAT|CS $

_88 LA_EL EhRU_2 $

189 PkTPARM I/CtNt-21CtN_STAT|CS $

190 LA_EL ERROR3 $

_gL PRIPAKM t/G_Nt-31C_N_STATICS $ --

196 LA_EL ERRU_ $

I
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RlulO FC)_MAT GMAP LISTING

SLKIE_ N _'*q'd/_$1C STATIC SUBSTRUCTURE ANALYSIS 4,_,*

• _lblO FUKMwT Ib - SUBSET TWOt SlJ_t SEVEN, t.lufil, ,wINE

NA$ I R aN S OURC E PR CGR AN LUMP | LA I I ON
DMAP-DMAP lr.$TF(UCTIC)N
NJ.

l_i PRTPARM I/CtN,-51CtN,STATICS $

•' 1_6 LABEL FINIS $

_' 197 END $

7
• _*NO ERNUK$ FOUND - EXECUTE h_SI"EAN P_,_ukAM*+'+.

I

t
f

}

!

+

"+,_ "i,;+

c:;;+

,+

1+

,++*
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APPENDIX D 1
t

RIGID FORMATDMAPLISTING FORS_L 16,(3,6,7,8,9) i

STATIC SUBSTRUCTUREANALYSIS PHASE III

Subset 3 of Rigid Format 16 reduces the rigid format to a DMAP sequence
which solves Phase Ill of static substructure analysis. _ , new module of
interest is UDBR, the User File Data Block Recovery, DMAP No. !52. The com-
pilation listing of this DMAP sequence constitutes the remainder of this

'_ Appendix. Subsets 6,7,8 and 9 remove non-essential capabilities for the
purposes of this presentation. These capabilities, which may be utilized if

, desired, are:

¢,

Subset Capability

i , 6 Checkpoint
7 Structure Plotter

i 8 Grid Point Weight Generator_ 9 Property optimization

Appendix A contains a full listirg of Rigid Format 16. s

I

L <

V_i*_ 364 m
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I R|GIO FORMAT _;4AP L_STING
SE_|kS N ,era bASIC STAT|C SUBSTRUCTURE ANA_¥_ _e

kJb|O FORMAT 1o - SU_SET THREEt Slxv SEVENt clGHT_ NINE

NA$ T _ AN S _U P C E P _ OGR AH C UMP | LA I | UN
UHAP-DM_P 1_STkUCTION

NU.

(_ GPEC[tMOICTtMELM/HBGt/CtNt-IlCmYI_IHASb=I.0 $55

5T LABEL JMPMGG $
"!

'- 62 LABEL LBL1

63 E_UIV _UGXtKGG/NOGENL $
T

i ,_5 COND LBLlIAt NOGENL $

66 _ GbltKGGX/KGG/VtN.LUSET/VtN.NO_NL/Ve_.NO$1MP $

| 68 LABEL LbLlIA $
t

T_ PARAM //C,NtMPY/VtNtNSKZP/CohtO/CtN,O

i TT _ CASECCtGEOM_tEQEXIN, SILtGPDT/_Bt_$_USC|e_E|/VtNtLUSET/ V_N_( MPCFII Vt Nt MPCFZIVt N_ S INGLE/V _o _,H_TI Vo Nt _E_CTI V_h_NSk_P/V_ No
K_PEATIVo*4tNOSE'_/VtNINOL/VINtI_UA/LI Yt 3U_;U $

'_ ?_ SAVE MPGFI_MPCFZoSINGLEtOMIT_REACT,NS_|P.kEP_A_tNUSET.NUL_NUA $

BO PARAR /ICtNtANDIVtN_NQSRIVtN_SINGLEIVtk_RE_CT $

81 PURGE RK_t_LRtO_oDMI_E_CTIGMIMPCFIIbU_UUt_Uu, PUtUU_V_kUOVIUM|TIPSt
_PStKSSIS_NGLEIQG/NOSR $

-, 83 GONU LbL4tGENEL $

bPL_GPSTtUSEToS|LIOGPST/V_N_NUGP_T $

85 _AVE hUGPST $

B6 GUNO LBLBtNOGPST $

6? OFP OGPSTtttt_IIVtNtCARDNC $

BB LABEL L_L¢ S

B9 EUU|V RGGo_NN/MPCF1 $

_" 9[ _OND LBLZ.MPCF? S

92 _ U&ETo_GIGM $

J'L'_ 9_ _ USETtGM_KGG'tolKk_oe_ S

96 LAGEL LdLZ $

97 EQU|V KNNoRFFIS_NGLE $

_66 '
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_ APPENDIXE

RIGID FORMATDMAPLISTINGFOR S_L 17,(2,6,7,8)

NORMALMODESSUBSTRUCTURE_,_-_T_ PHASEII

I hl_L I JLJ
Subset2 of RigidFormat17 reducesthe rigid formatto a DMAPsequence

which solvesPhase II of normalmodessubstructureanalysis. The new modules
_ of interestare ssr_,the SubstructureMatrixAssembler,DMAP No. 5, and SSVE,

_ the SubstructureVectorExtractor,DMAP No. 127. The compilationlistingof

I this DMAPsequenceconstitutesthe remainderof thisAppendix. Subsets6, 7

and 8 removenon-essentialcapabilitiesfor the purposesof thispresentation

These capabilities,which may be utilizedif desired,are:

_ Subset Capability

, 6 Checkpoint

i 7 StructurePlotter

i 8 Grid PointWeightCenerator

f

_C

]
/
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4

I
RI_IO FORMAT _MAP I.ISTtNG
SERIES N _ bASIC NOOmAL MODES SUBSTRUCTU_L _rd_LVSLa _

R4G|U FOrMAl 17 - SUgSEI TWOt SIXt SEV_N_ L_.I

NAS " k AN SOURCE P R OG RAM _ UM P i L A T | uN
" DMAP-OMAP |hSTKUCTIDN

1 flEGI_ r.U°17 B_SIC NORM&L MODE_ SUBSIRu_IU_E ANALYSIS - SERIES N $
L

2 FILE LLL-T_PF s
!

? _ PARA_ IIC,N,ADDIVtNtPHASE2/CwNtOIC,NI-I $

; _cUM_tUFTABLEIKGGPSIMGGPStlttVSuATAI_tYtPKTbPTICIYtGLNSA_EIVwNt
LU_T $

i
! 6 SAVE LUSET $

i T CH_PNI KGGVStMGGPS_PSOATA $
&

9 _ _EUMXtGEOM2t/GPLtEQEXINtGPUT_STMt_GeUTtSIL/VtNtLU_ET/ VtN|

i NUGPOT $10 SAVE LUG_T S

( 12 Q beUMZ,EQEXIN/ECT $

I"
Q LCTtEPTtBGPOTtSILtGPTTtCSTM/E_T_b_I_PECIt/VtN_LUSEI/ VENt30

NUSXMP/CwNtl/VwN_NOGEhL/VtNtG_h_L $

31 SAVE NOGENttNOSIMPtGENEL $

.Z PARAM I/Ct_t^ODIVtNtNOELTS/VtN_PHAScZ/VtNtNUSIMP $

33 GOND ERRURI_NOELTS $

3_ PUR_E _GGX_G_T_NG_IN_IMPIC_PST/GENLL $

36 G_NU LBLItNCSIMP S

31 PARAM IIG_NtADDIVtNtNOKGGXICtN_I/CtNtO

_8 PARAM I/CtNti_OlVtNtNOVGGICthtl/ClNtU $

_g (_ ESTtGSTM_MPTtO|TtGEOM2tIKELMt_u|_TtM¢_MtMOI_Tt_/VtNtl OKGGXI Vt
klNURGGI_tNIICINflCtNI/CIYICOuPH_>_/;IVI_A_ICIYICPKUU/CIYI

C_ GPQUAD|/CtYtCPQU_D21C_YtCPTRI_I_tY_bPTK|A_/ ¢_YtCPIUSEICtY_

_" ' GPUUPLTICtV_CPTRPLTIC_VtCPT_US_

'" " _ 40 SAVE NU&GGXtNOMGG $

/' _2 GUND JRPNuG_N_KGGX S

bP_CT _ KOICT _ XEL_/KGG Xt GPSI $63

I

i
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j

I_ kI_lO rOkMAT _MAP LISTING

_ ScR|_S N _ cA$IC NOrmAL MOUES sUeSTRUCTUK_ A_AL_Ib o_

_ KIGI_ FU_MA] 17 - SU_SET TWOt SlXt SEVENt _J_.T
t

NA$ T R AN S hUE C E P R OG R AM _ UMP E L'A T i ON
UHAP-_MAP |KST_UCT/_'_

; NO.

_b LA_EL JMP_uG $

46 CON_ ERROgl,'iO_GG $

)_ 4T Q _PEGf,MCIr;t_ELM)_GGw/CpN_-I/_,Yt_TM_$$.I.O $

i 52 LASEL L_LI $

i 53 EQUIV KuGAtKGG/hOGENL $

_6 ChKPNT K_G l

55 GUNU L_LII,NOG_NL S

56 _ _EI_&GGXIKGG/V_N_LUSETiVtNtNO_cN_JV_N_NU$1MP

58 LAbeL L_L_ $

bO ADO kGGtKGGP$1KGGT S

61 EQU|V KGGTtKGG/_HASE2 S

64 EQUIV M_GT,MGGIPHASE2 $

65 GHKPNT _@G S

6T PARAH IICeNtMPY/VtN,NSKlPIC_K_O/CtN_U $

Q CASEGC,GEOM_tEQEXINtSILeGPDTla_,_bET,ASEIIVt._LUSET/ VtNt68
MPCF_IV_MPCF21VtNt$|NOLEIVt_U_ITt¥_N_kE_TIVeNtN_&|P/V_Nt
_EP_ATIV_NtNOSET/VeN_N_L/VtN,_uAIv_¥t_Ub_U

og SAVE MPGF_,MPCF2tSINGLEtOM|TtREAGT,_4_PtKEPb_Tt_OSLT,I_W)LtNOA $

?O GUND ERkUE3tNOL S

71 PURGE _RRtKL¢,OMt_LPt_RIREAGTIGHIMPGF_t_UIU_III_F$1_IN_LEI_GINuSE: $ _"

,_ T9 EQOIV RGG,KNNIMPCFII_GGtNNNINPGF; $

,._ 81 CONU LSL2_NPCF2 S

,- , _2 US_ItRGtGq $

"_ 6_ _ _SEToGMoK_GtNGGoolKNN,MNNt, $
r •

:" " 86 LABEL LSL2 S

ii 87 EQUIV KNNt_FFISIN_L_tNkNtMFFISINGLE S
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APPENDIX F

UFTABLE USAGE W'_THRIGID FORMATS 16 AND 17

Subset 0 requires a dummy form of the direct input table UFTABLE as
shown:

DTI UFTABLE 1 DI
;!
t

Subsets I and 3 do not need or use UFTABLE.

i Subset 2 requires UFTABLE for information about the Phase I user Files,

identificationof identical substructures, and, if desired, a user definedlabel for the coupling phase output user file. The content of the table will
vary depending on where the Phase I materials were generated (e.g., Rigid
Forn_t 16 subset I or Rigid Format 1 with alters). The minimum data require-
meritsare i11ustrated in exanq)lea. below with exawle b. showing the form
for identifying items generated by rigid fo1_ats other than the coupling

I phase ,'igidfor_t.

EXAMPLE a. (four substructures, N=4)

Card 1 Z 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10

EXAMPLEb, (five substructures, N-S)

Card 1 2 3 4 S G 7 8 9 10

DT_ lUFTAeLEI 0 I S I _7- [ | l _ |+_0

OT_U t _ t ,, ..t ,,
3a _UFTABLE-F---2 I 13 ] _INP4 |PLT4 jlO4823 _ES +AO;S.

31) +A02 A A5_,38 L K KLLI3 H MI."_ ENDREC*A03
4 DTI UFTABLE 3 _ 2__33____1_.... ENDREC+At)4

S DTI UFTABLE 4 _]6 19 .... ENOREC'L;05 __

6a Oil UFTABLE 5 . 237 _ INP3 ._ +AO6 _.
6b +_6 A 3 K 1 H 2 .. ENDREC+A07

. . - -_ c) " _ m_ll _-- r:"£ , --__ -,._'._• ._ _._- _-
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Remarks:

I. Card l definesthe trailerfor UFTABLE. Field4 specifiesthat the

tablehas N substructures.SSMAwill use the informationin field 5 Ito recognize that the tables were prepared for use with Rigid Format
16 and 17 for examplesa and b respectively.

' 2. Cardsstartingwith card2 definerecordsl thru N of UFTABLE,where }
. _ N is the numberof substructures.Field4 gives the substructure

i identificationnumberfor use with the Phase II SAMEbulk data cards

i and the Phase Ill data recoverymoduleUDBR. Field6 give_ the GIN_)
file name for the User File containing the data for each substructure.

; Field7 containsthe UserFileLabel for SSMAverification.Field8
contains an optional tape reel identification number.

3. Optionaldata (shownin exampleb on card 3) is inputwheneverthe
data blocks required are not in the expected order on the User File
as defined by the convention established for the Rigid Format being
utilized. In the example,the ASET datablock has the nameASI3B,
the stiffnessmatrixhas the nameKLLI3 and the mass ,_atrixhas the _.

_, nameM134F. !
I

4. In examplea, card6 definesthe User FileLabeland GIN_ file name I
to be usedby SSVEwhenwritingthe Phase II outputonto a User File. j
In example b, since five substructures are present and no card 7 is "
input, default values will be automatically implied.

i

I

le,

i

ii "
I
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APPENDIXG

SAMPLEPROBLEMDATA DECK LISTING

As an illustrationof the automationthatis introducedas a resultof
i thisnew capability,the exampleused in the NASTRANUser'sManual(reference
i 2, p. l.lO-2(6/I/72))will be presentedhere. The sketchbelow shows the

model for the problembeing solved.
I
i
C

t

! y

t e el' ol' ® o_b] : Ld " b]" Ld : N_)z_=X
i
I

I
SubstructureI Substructure 2

|. i I I I' ! J I I I r'_

t L _!_ _I k _l_ _I_ _, ,

• ,- ® -,- ® -, -®-,- ® -,- ® -'

P
(_ Grid point numbers _,

[] Elementnumbers

_,, (E) = 6.096m 1240in)
E =207GPa ()Ox 106psi)

i = 2.08 x 1_ 4 m4 (500 in4)

._ P = 4.44SkN (1000Ib)

t

376
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_ The data deck is used for Phase I of I:

following substructure

i ID PHASE_NE $

TIME 2CHKPNT YES

, _ APP DISP

S_L 16,1
CEND

TITLE = PHASE_NE - SUBSTRUCTURE1 - RIGID F_RMAT16

SPC : I01

BEGIN BULK

_ ASET 3 126

CBAR 1 I0 1 2 1.0 1

CBAR 2 I0 2 3 1,0 1

GRID 1 345

GRID 2 240. 345

GRID 3 480. 345

MAT1 II 30.+6

PARAM SUBID I0

PARAM USRTPIDI BEAMS1
PBAR I0 II 60. 500.

SPC I01 1 12 "

377

\
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APPENDIX G

Ine tOliowing data aecK is used for Pild_Ui uF _u_,-_.......u_r._"̂ 2:

I
F,

!
ID PHASE_NE $

i TIME 2CHKPNT YES

t APP DISP

_ S_}L 16,1_F

i _ CEND
; r TITLE = PHASE_NE - SUBSTRUCTURE2 - RIGID F_RMAT16

! _ SPC : 201

L_)AD= 202

BEGIN BULK

ASET 3 126

" CBAR 3 I0 3 4 1.0 1

CBAR 4 I0 4 5 1.0 1

CBAR 5 I0 5 6 1.0 1

F_)RCE 202 3 I000. -I .0

F_)RCE 202 4 I000. -I .0

GRID 3 480. 345

GRID 4 720. 345

GRID 5 960. 345

GRID 6 1200. 345

MATI Il 30.+6

PARAM SUBID 20

_' PARAM USRTPIDI BEAMS2

- PBAR I0 11 60. 500.

L SPC 201 6 2

ENDDATA
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APPENDIXG

"_: The following data deck is used for Phase II.

i ID PHASETW_TIME 2

APP DISP

' S_L 16,2

CEND

i TITLE = PHASETW_- RIGID F_RMAT16

- BEGINBULK

DTI UFTABLE0 2 16

DTI UFTABLE1 I0 INP3 BEAMS1 ENDREC

DTI UFTABLE2 20 INP7 BEAMS2 ENDREC

DTI UFTABLE3 0 INPT BEAMPH2 ENDREC

PARAM GENSAME1

ENDDATA

The NASTRANDataDeck for the Phase IIIanalysisof substructure1 is given as

follows:

ID PHASETHREE $

TIME 2 _

APP DISP _L ..

S_L 16,3

READCARDS FROM3 $ RESTARTDICTIONARYFROMUNiT 3 ._,i_

CEND .,_i_
I I%,

TIILE = PHASETHREE - SUBSTRUCTURE1 - RIGID F_RMAT16 _'

DISP: ALL _,_

ELF_RCE= ALL -.

_L_AD : ALL

SPCF_RCE= ALL ,.,

BEGIN BULK .O,_o
PARAM USRTPID2BEAMPH2 ._

ENDDATA )T9 '>:''_

I
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APPENDIXG

The NASTRANData Deck for the Phase III analysis of substructure 2 is given
below:

ID PHASETHREE$

TIME 2

APP DISP

SOL 16,3

READCARDSFROM92 $ RESTARTDICTIBNARYFROMUNIT 92

CEND

TITLE : PHASETHREE- SUBSTRUCTURE2 - RIGID F_RMAT16

DISP = ALL

ELF_RCE: ALL

i _L_AD : ALL
-_-" SPCF_RCE= ALL

, BEGIN BULK

,_ PARAM USRTPID2BEAMPH2

ENDDATA

_o

'I

t
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:" TABLE 2

ASSUMPTIONSANDRESTRICTIONS

i_ _ Only one (I) levelof substructuresis allowed.

e The Numberof substructuresmay not exceedtwenty,i20).

e Coordinatesystemsof pointsto be coupledare parallel.
This is not verifiedby program.

t

• Degreesof freedomat two pointsto be coupledare the
sanm. Exceptionscan be handledvia multipointcon-

straintsin Phase II.

• The sequence(interr_al)of pointsalongthe boundary
betweenany two substructuresis the same.

e All subcasesmustbe definedin the CaseControlDecks
for all runs.

• Staticloadsappliedgeometricallymust be definedin
Phase I. Loadsmay be appliedto the pseudo3tructure
degreesof freedomin Phase II in the usualway.

e Outputobtainedin Phase II must be requestedusing
pseudostructuredegreeof freedomidentifiers.

e Only a singleboundaryconditionis considered;
geometrically specified boundaryconditionsmust be
definedin PhaseI. _i:

d '

V ,

m
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SUBSTRUCTURE

t

®

®/®/® ,,x/K..

"_-_ SUBSTRUCTURE

I 1.-"

SUBSTRUCTUREE_

. (For clarity,onlyconnectedpointson thetopsurfaceareshown.) -"

_" FIGUREI. SAMPLESTATICSUBSTRUCTUREANALYSISPROBLEMMODEL

_

g
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The pseudomodelmap shownbeloww_-_generatedby modulePVECfor the structure !
shown in figure l. i

Internal SubstructureIdentificationNumber
_ D_F 2 4 6 9

3 6013-3 9001-3
6 6016-3 9004-3
9 6019-3 9007-3
12 4001-3 6021-3
15 4002-3 6022-3
18 4004-3 6024-3
21 4005-3 6025-3
24 4006-3 6026-3 9014-3
27 4007-3 6027-3
30 4008-3 6028-3
33 4009-3 6029-3 9017-3
36 4013-3 9021-3
39 4016-3 g024-3
42 4019-3 9027-3
45 2002-3 4022-3
48 2003-3 4023-3
51 2004-3 4024-3
54 2005-3 4025-3
57 2006-3 4026-3
60 2007-3 4027-3
63 2008-3 4028-3
66 2009-3 4029-3

Note_...__s: ._
1. For clarity, only the "3" degree of freedom is shown.

2. Single-polntconstraintshave been appliedto point l in _!
substrur.ture2 and point 3 in substructure4.

FIGURE4. PSEUDOMOOELMAP

41.
387 ;,

I
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i

r
(

I"
!D PHASE _NE
TIME lO 1

CHKPNT YES,DISK i
APP DISP _,

(1) SI_L 16,1 $ BASIC STATIC SUBSTRUCTUREANALYSIS
-, CEND
%

_iCaseControl Deck
t

i BEGIN BULK

i, I' Structural Data for Substructule)
t I

(2) PARAM SUBID lO
(3) PARAM USRTPIDIABC

ENDDATA

Notes:

I. Solution subset l is used for Phase I ru,'J.

2. User-specifiedsubstructure identification number.

J. User-specifiedUser File identification code.

FIGURE 5 --

LEVEL 16.X PHASE I DATA DECK

}88

I
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ID PHASETW_
TIME I0
APP DISP

(I) SBL 16,2 $ BASICSTATICSUBSTRUCTUREANALYSIS
CEND

Case Control DeckI

BEGIN BULK

(2) IDTIdefinitionof User FileDataI

(3a) PARAM GENSAME -l
(4) PARAM PRT_PT 1

(3b) ICouplingData (canbe optional)} _

ENDDATA

!
I

i

i Notes: !
I. Solutionsubset2 is usedfor Phase II runs.

2. User-specifieddata providing
a. Numberof substructures

b. Identificationnumbersfor both real and
identicalsubstructures i

c. User File DataLocationInformation_nd
Identification Codes

3a and b. CouplingInformation

(a) GENSAME=+Imeans couplingdata automatically
generated
GENSAME=-Imeans couplingdata suppliedby user
via SAME cards (fig.lO).

(b) See figure8.

4. Pseudostructuremap printoption.

FIGURE6

LEVEL 16.XPHASE II DATADECK /

/
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!

: i

I,

_D PHASETHREE
lIME lO

• APP DISP I:
, (_) S_L 16,3 $ BASICSTATICSUBSTRUCTUREANALYSIS !

(2) READCARDSFROM3 $ RESTARTDICTIONARYFROM UNIT3
CEND

: Case ControlDeckI

BEGINBULK
( (3) PARAM USRTPID2 XYZ

i ENDDATA

J
Notes:

i
J I. Solutionsubset3 is used for Phase Ill runs.

2. The Problem Tape Dictionary is recovered from Unit 3.

3. User-specifiedUser File IdentificationCode from
Phase I I.

FIGURE7 _

::/ LEVEL16.X PHASEIII DATADECK

i:._ol. I
L.,

i
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Input Data Card SAME Joining Data

Description: Defines grid or scalar points which are to be coupled in a _,
substructure analysis.

!

; Format and Examp!e: I

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO i

_"L..I.LS.I'; I-s 1"o'1 '__ _ __J,._-_.__]:_ __ :3__179 I-T-/ 2_61 6- t _ I

, o lslo I I 1" 1+8c1-7-1 42 ......... i i. I i

', A1ternate Form etc.

ISAMEL lO i l THRU. '60 " 20' lOl , THRU 160' IABc I

i ....... I:i ]l+_cI _ I_ I",._o"o_ e".I I

i l 30 I 526 THRU --_85 r r i ..

' i ,_. I .. ." .
_ ' etc. I

!
Field Contents

S Substructure identification number (Integer > O)

G, Gl, G2 Grid or Scalar point identification number (Integer > O;
Gl < G2)

Remarks:

l. Up to four grid or scalar points (in four different substructures)
may be coupled by a single card. As many continuation cards as

required may be used.

2. No degrees of freedom of coupled points may be members of the o-set.

_,.'_ 3, The substructure identification numbers should be written in _-_
•, ascending order.

v,'" 4. If two SAME cards are to be joined, the highest numbered sub-
• _"_ ' structure entry on the first one should be repeated on the second _
,',,,, • one.

_,_,- - | 5. If the alternate form is used, all of the grid and scalar points Gl
_:_:i," l thru G2 are assumed. Each Gl TH-]TUG2 sequence must define the same

....._. : _ number of points.

'" FIGURE I0. SAME CARD DESCRIPTION "'

393
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NASTRAN CYCLIC SYMMETRY CAPABILITY

: By R. H. Maci_ealand R. L. Harder

The MacNeal-SchwendlerCorp., Los Angeles

• and J. B. Mason

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

SUmmARY

i
!

The paper describes a recent development for NASTRAN which facilitates the
analysis of structures made up of identical segments symmetrically arranged
with respect to an axis. The key operation in the method is the transformation

i of the degrees of freedom for the structure into uncoupled symmetrical compo-
nents, thereby greatly reducing the number of equations which are solved simul-
taneously. A further reduction occurs if each segment has a plane of reflective
symmetry. The only required assumption is that the problem be linear. The

_. capability, as developed, will be available in Level 16 of NASTRAN for static
stress analysis, steady state heat transfer analysis, and vibration analysis.

. The paper includes a discussion of the theory, a brief description of the

data supplied by the user, and the results obtained for two example problems. /
The first problem concerns the acoustic modes of a long prismatic cavity im- _"
bedded in the propellant grain of a solid rocket motor. The second problem
izLvolvesthe deformations of a large space antenna. The latter example is the
first application of the NASTRAN Cyclic Symmetry capability to a really large ,_

.. problem. _L

' INTRODUCTION '"_'_

J ,

_ :' Many structures, including pressure vessels, rotating machines, and ._!_
-/. antennas for space communications, are made up of virtually identical segments ._LI:
_+, that are symmetrically arranged with respect to an axis. There are two types '":_
::'"? of cyclic symmetry as shown in Figures 1 and 2: s_ple Potational s_e_Py_ ,.i

"_'_"' . in which the segments do not have planes of reflective symmetry and the bound- ..

,.:. aries between segments may be general doubly-curved surfaces, and d£hedr,a_ (
_ _, sy_etry, in which each segment has a plane of reflective symmetry and the _

boundaries between segments are planar, In both cases, it is most important _
for reasons of economy to be able to calculate the thermal and structural :_,

:: response by analyzing a subregion containing as few segments as possible. ::

_.._.,,_ Principles of reflective symmetry (which are not, in general, satisfied %
_;"_. by cycllcally symmetric bodies) can reduce the analysis region to one-fourth of ._i'
i":: the whole. Prlnciples of cyclic symmetry, on the other hand, can reduce the :.,,
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analysis region to a single segment in the case of dihedral symmetry and to a
pair of segments in the case of simple rotational symmetry. Neither accuracy
nor generality need be lost in the process, except that the treatment is

: limited to linear relationships between degrees of freedom.

Special procedures for the treatment of Cyclic Symmetry have recently been
added to NASTRANunder the sponsorship of the Goddard Space Flight Center. The
procedures will be available in Level 16 of NASTRAN. This paper includes a
discussion of the theory, a description of the special input data, and the
solutions of example problems. More complete information, including detailed
descriptions of new functional modules and DMAPALTERS for Rigid Formats 1 and
3, is contained in Ref. 1.

The use of cyclic symmetry will allow the analyst to model (i.e., make a
NASTRANBulk Data Deck for] only one of the identical substructures. There
will also be a large saving of computer time for most problems.

THEORY

Two types of cyclic symmetry are shown in Figures 1 and 2, where they are

t . called rotational symmetry and dihedral symmetry. The latter term is borrowed
_ from Herman Weyl who used it in his mathematical treatment of symmetry, Ref. 2.

Note that dihedral symmetry is a special case of rotational symmetry. In both
cases, the body is composed of identical segments, each of which obeys the
same physical laws. The distortions (deflectionsor temperature changes) of
the segments are not independent, but must satisfy compatibility at the bound-
aries between segments. Cyclic transforms will be defined, which are linear
combinations of the distortions of the segments. The transformed equations of
compatibility are such that the "transformed segments" are coupled singly or in
pairs which can be solved independently. This feature results in a significant
reductlon of computational effort beyond the normal possibilities of substruc-
ture analysis.

In the theory given below, the form of the transformation is not derived,
but just stated. The validity of the method is then demonstrated. A step-by-
step inductive derivation of the transformation will be found in Ref. 3. The
theory will be presented first for the more general but simpler case of rota-
tional symmetry, after which the additional special features for dihedral sym-
metry will be introduced.

Theory for Rotational Symmetry

_] The total body consists of N identical segments, which are numbered con-
secutively from I to N. The user supplies a NASTRAN model for one segment.

•_/ All other segments and their coordinate systems are rotated to equally-spaced

_ positions about the polar axis. The boundaries must be conformable; i.e., when, _tl the segments are put together, the grid points and the displacement coordinate

LI i ! systems of adjacent segments _ust coincide. This is easiest to insure if a ,

i
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cylindrical or spherical coordinate system is used, but such is not required. _ }i
The user will also supply a paired list of grid points on the two boundaries
of the segment where connections will be made. For static analysis the user
may also supply a set of 1o_ds and/or enforced displacements for each of the i'
N segments. I'

The two boundaries will be called sides 1 and 2. Side 2 of segment n is i
connected to side I o£ segment n+l, see Figure I. Thus, the components of Y

, displacement satisfy Ii

(n+l n
uI = u2 n = l, 2,...,N (I) j

where the superscript refers to the segment index and the subscript refers to
the side index. This applies to all dezrees of freedom which are joined togeth-

n*l 1
er. We also define u --u , so that Equat.ionI will refer to all boundaries.
Equation 1 is the equation of constraint between the physical segments.

The rotational transformation is given by

kL

un = _o + _ [_kc cos(n-l)ka + _ks sin(n-1)ka] + (-I)n''1_N/2 (2)
k=1

a = 2_/N, n = I, 2,...,N

where un can be any component o£ a displacement, force, stress, temperature,

etc., in the nth segmen'. The last term exists only when N is even. The sum-
-o -kc -ks

mation limit kL = (n-I)/2 if N is odd and (N-2)/2 if N is even. u , u , u ,

and _N/2 are the transformed quantities which will be referred to as symmetrical
aompcT_ente. They are given this designation by virtue of their similarity to
the symmetrical components used by electrical engineers in their analysis of
polyphase networks, Rez'.4. Note also the slmila_Ity of Equation 2 to a
Fourier series decomposition, except that the number of terms is finite. On
this account, Equation 2 could be called a finite Fourier transformation, Re£. ""

Equation 2 can be displayed in the matrix form

LuJ- [T]

'UN c_where [u| • [u s u s jU | , _**. _

and

tJ" L;°, , ,...

397
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4

Each element in the first row vector can represent all of the unknowns in one
segment.

l

" i The expanded form of the transformation matrix is
!

; I i I I • • • I

¢

; 1 cos a cos 2a • • • cos (N-1)a
0 sin a sin 2a • • • sin (N-l)a

[ I COS 2a cos 4a cos (N-l)2a
i [T] ,,, " " " " (41

i °

i 0 sin kLa sin 2kLa * • • sin (N-l)kLa

',. I -I I .... I

The last row exists only for even N. The transformation matrix, [T], has the
property



' ' 4

Since D is nonsingular,

[T][TIT[D] "I = [I] (6)

Thus, [T]'I = [T]T[D] "1 and

: gill = [uJ IT] -I = [uJ [TTD'I] (71

In summation form, Equation 7 becomes

" N

) un (8a)

i -kc Nu =(2/N) Z un cos(n-l)ka {8b)

n=l
J

| -ks N n
u =(2/N) [ "u sin(n-llka (8c1

II= I

• n

fiN/2 =(l/N) Z (-1) n'l u (N eve,_ only) [Sd)
n=l

It should be noted that Equations 8 apply to applied loads and to internal
forces as well as displacement components. The validity of the sy_unetrlcal _
components [u] to represent the motions of the syste_a follows from the existence _
of [T] "x. It remains only to show that they are useful. The equations of
motion at points interior to the segments are linear (homogenous of degree 1)
in displacements, forces, and temperatures; they are Identlcal for a11 segments;
and they are not coupled between segments,

Thus, the equations of motion (for example [g]{u) n • {p)n in static
analysls) can be additlvely co_blned using one of the sets of coefficients in

Equation 8, thereby obtaining the equations of motion for one of the tr_s- _"
formed variables which will hav_ identically the _e for_ (e.g.,[K](u) _ •

{p)kc) as the equations of motion for one of the physical segments.

The equations of motion a_ points on the bomdaries between segments are
treated by mploylng the notion of a rigid constraint connecting _djacent points.
To transfom the co_atlbil!tv equation of constraint (I), notice that

399
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C,

5

" kL
-kc -ks

n+l -o + _ [u I cos nka + uI sir, ,,k.,J 4 I) n ul/2 (9)u 1 - U1 k=l

L
Using the identities cos nka = c_s(n-1)ka'cos ka - sin(r,-1]ka.sin ka and
sin nka = sin(n-1)ka.cos ka ka, Equation 9 may be written

¢

I(-kc s sin ka)cos(n-')ka 1
kL uI cos ka + fi_

! Ul +1 = u_ + _ -kc -ks . (.1)n-1 ,_/2 (I0)
(-u_ sin ka * Ul'COS ka)sin(n-1)kI

t

{ Comparing Equation 10 with Equation 2 evaluated at side 2 as required by
Equation 1, and equating the coefficients of terms with the same dependence on

i n, we obtain

-o -o (lla)._. u I = u 2

-kc -ks . -kc
u I cos ka + u I sln ka = u 2 (llb)

k = 1,*.*,k L
-kc . -ks -ks (llc)

- U1 sln ka + u 1 COS ka = u2

- _iN/2 = _2N/2 (11d)

• Equations 11 are the equations of constraint for the symmetrical components. -"
" • The only sy_netrical components coupled by the compatibility constraints are

lc and ls, 2c and 2s, otc. Thus, there are several unooup_ models; the _ls'_' K=Omodel contains the. _o degree_ of freedom; the K = I model, the _c and
-._ degrees of freedom, etc.

• There is a somewhat arbitrar/ choice regarding where to transform the
j: variables in the I_kSTRANanalysis. NASTRANstructural analysis can start with

a structure defined wlth single and multlpolnt constraints, applied loads, .

thermal fields, etc., and reduce the problem to the "analysis set," {Ua}, where

[Kaa]{ua) . {pa) (:2)

1

_00
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i

The vector {u a} contains only independent degrees of freedom. The decision was I'
t

made in developing the cyclic symmetry capability to first reduce each segment L
: individually to the "analysis" degrees of freedom and then to transform the ['

remaining freedoms to symetrical components. This approach has several advan-
tages, including elimination of the requirement to transform temperature vec-
tors and single-point enforced displacements, because these quantities are

' first converted into equivalent loads. More importantly, if the "_MIT" feature
; is used to remove internal degrees of freedom, it need only be applied to one

_eo_.ent. The _MIT feature greatly reduces the number of degrees of freedom
which must be transformed. The user specifies all constraints internal to the
segments with standard NASTRANdata cards. If constraints _PC, SPC, and/or

i_ _MIT) are applied to degrees of freedom on the boundaries, they will take pre-
cedence over the intersegment compatibility constraints; i.e. an intersegment# J

r compatibility constraint will no# be applied to any _egree of freedom which is

constrained in some other way. SUP_RT data cards are forbidden because they
are intended to apply to overall rigid body motions and will not, therefore,
be applied to each segment. In the case of static analysis, the analysis
equations for the segments are

[K](u}n= (p}n n = I,2,..., N (la)

The analysis equations for the symmetrical components, prior to applying
the intersegment constraints, are

[K]{G}x . {p}x x = O, lc, ls, 2c,..., N/2 (14)

where {p}x is calculated using Equations 8. The matrix [K] is the same for
Equations 13 and 14 and is the _ stiffness matrix of NA$TRANfor one segment.

We come now to the matter of applying the intersegment compatibility con-
straints. It is recogni_ed that not all of the de_rees of freedom in m,y trans-
formed model can be independent, but it is easy to choose an independent set.

We include in the independent set, {_}K all points in the interior and on

_ bo_mdary 1 (for both _ : and _ks, if they exist} . The values cf displacement
-, components at points on boundary 2 can then be de_ermlned from Equations 11.

The transformation to the new set of i_epe_/en_ degrees of freedom is indicated
• by

L

i;* (_}kc . [Gck](_}K (lea)

{_}ks [Cskl{_}K (15b)

"-; where each row of [Gck] or [Gsk ] contains only a single nonzero term if it is

_01

';_

I
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,_ an interior or side 1 degree of freedom and either one or two nonzero terms if
it is a degree of freedom on side 2. In arranging the order of terms in (fi}K,

i

" the user can specify either that they be sequenced with all {_}kc terms pre-

ceding all {_}ks terms, or that they be sequenced with {_}kc and {u} ks grid
: points alternating. It should be emphas_,zedthat the kind of vectors used in
: transformation of Equations 3 and 15 are quite different. In Equation 3, there
; is one component (or column) for each segment; in Equatiov.15, there is one

component (or row, for each degree of freedom in a segment.

' Equation IS is used to transform Equatior 14 to the following set of
equations which satisfy the intersegment compatibility conditions:

t
I

I [IkjK{G}K= (p}K (16)
t

T + GT
I where [R]K= [Gck ZGck sk KGsk] (17)
i

[ and {p}K,, [GTk]{p}kc �[Gsfk]{_ks(18)

' Because NAu'rl_ has sparse matrix routines of near optimum efficiency,
the time for the calculations indicat_.d in Equations 17 and 18 will not be
appreciable. After solving Equation 16 by decomposition and substitution, the

sy_etrlcal component varlables,{u} kc and {_)ks are fo, md from Equations 15.

The physical segment variables, {u}n, are found from Equation 2. The (u} n are

NASTRANvectors of the analysis set. They may be expanded _o {ug} size by
recovering dependent quantities. Stresses in the ph_'slcal segments sre then
obtained via the normal stress reduction procedures.

The user may take an alternate route if he knows the transformed values,

{_kc} and {oks}, for the forcing functions (loads, enforced displacements, mld
temperatures). This will, for example, be the case in a stress analysis Which

,. follows a teaperature analysis of the same structural model These data nay be
input directly to _L_STRAN,which '_ili convert them to the transforred load "

vectors, {[5}K. Data reduction say also be performed on the transfo-md quan_i-
_ies to obtain the symmtrical components of stresses, etc.

A shortened, spprox._mate _thod for static analysis is _vailable _erely bi -
setting

{G)[ - o (19)

:_ for all K > kNAX. this is s_milar to truncating a Fourier series. The stiff-
ness associated with larger K's (short azisuthal wave lengths) tends to be

b,02
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large, so that these components of displacement tend to be small.

The cyclic symmetry method has also been coded for vibration analysis.
The equation of motion in terms of independent degrees of freedom is

_  2 KI( IK= 0 (20)

where [_]K is derived by replacing [M] for [K] in Equation 17. The symmetrical
components are recovered with Equation 15. No provision has been made to re-
cover physical segment data £n vibration analys%, because the physical inter-
pretation of Equation 4 is straightforward. (Each row of [T] is a vector of
the factors for each segment.) The available output data does, however, include
the symmetrical components of dependent displacements, internal forces, and
stresses.

_ Theory for Dihedral Symmetry

i Dihedral sy_unetryrefers to the case when each individual segment has a

i plane of reflective symmetry, see Figure 2. The segments are divided about

_' their midplanes to obtain 2N substructures. The midplane of a segment is
designated as side 2. The other boundary, which must also be planar, is called

i side 1. The two halves of the segment are called the right "R" and left "L"

halves. The user prepares model information for one R half segment. He must
also supply a list of points on side 1 and another list of points on "ide 2.

For the case ot dihedral symmetry, the cyclic transformation described
earlier is used in conjunctionwith reflective symmetry of the segments. _e
two transformations are connnutable,so they may be done in either order. The ,_
reflective transform for a segment is

?

un'R = un*S + un'A (21a) _i_i

un'L = un'S - un'A (21b) "i_'

Here, the superscript n refers to the n th segment, and R, L the right and left _'_
halves. S and A refer to th_ sy_nmetricand antisymmetric reflective components. _"_

In the R half segment, displacement components are referred to a right ,
hand coordinate system and in the L half segment, displacement components are ._
referred to a left hand coordinate system. The inverse reflective transform is _
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: un'$ = ½(un'R + un'L) (22a)

' un'A = ½(un'R - un'L) (22b)
• [ '

i Reflective symmetry is seen to be very simple. The equations of motion at
_ interior points of the S and A half-segment models are identical in form pro-

i vided that unsymmetrical effects, such as Coriolis forces, are excluded.

The un'S and un'A components may be transformed as follows using rotational
principles.

kL

un,X = fio,x+ [ [fikc,xcos(n-1)ka + fiks,xsin(n-1)ka] + (-i)n-I uN/2'x
k=l

(23)

where x may be either S (symmetric) or A(antisymmetric). The inverse trans-
formation can be fotnldby Equations 8 for both the symmetric and antisymmetric +

- parts. [
i
!

The constraints between the half segments are smmarized in Table 1. The )
constraints shown apply between points joined together at the boundary planes.
"Even components" include displacements parallel to the radial planes between
segment halves, rotations about the axes normal to the planes, and temperatures
in a thermal analysis. "Scalar points" in a structural analysis have arbi-
trarily been categorized as even components. "Odd components" include dis-
placements normal to the radial planes and rotations about axes parallel to
the planes. In Table 1 the constraint equations for the S and A half-segment
model are obtained by substituting Equations 21 into the equations for the L
and R half-segment model. The constraint equations for the dihedral trans-

form model are obtained by substituting for un'x and un+l'x from Equation 25
and comparing terms with the same dependence on n. It can be seen in the ._

-"_ table that the k = 0 and k = N/2 models are completely uncoupled. There is
coupling between the kc,S and ks,A models and also between kc,A and ks,S models.
These two sets of constraint equations are related and one can be found from

-kc,A
the other by substituting _kc,S for _ks,S and _ks,A for -u in the constraint

_,, equations. With these substitutions, and noting that the equations of motion
are identical at interior points, it is seen that we only need to analyze one
coupled pair of symmetric and antisymmetrlc half segments with different load

" sets for the (_kc,S _ks,A) case and the (_ks,S __kc,A) case.

As in the case of general rotational symmetry, a combined set of indepen-
dent degrees of freedom is formed from the half models. The independent set

{_}k includes all interior points, the points on side 2 of each half segment

40_ ,
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!
which are not constrained to zero, and new degrees of freedom, {Ul }K, on side 1

such that, for even components in the (_kc,S, _ks,A) case:

-ks,A kW -K
uI = sin-_-u I (24b)

7

, while for odd components:

k • k_-K
_c,S = -sln-_-u] (25a)

'! -ks,A kw -K

i • uI = COS -_-uI (25b)

i Equations 24 and 25 are equivalent to the constraints in the third colu,a of
_-' Table i. The transformation to the new set of independent freedoms may be

expressed as

i "_ {5}kc'S = [GsK]{U}K (26a)
|

{fi}ks,A= [GAK]{fi}K (_6b)

where each row of [GsK] or [GAK] contains at most a single nonzero term. The

transformation matrices for the (sks,S _skc,A) case are identicalj

The final equation which is solved in static analysis is

:. [_]K{5}K = {p}K (27)

_,_-__

.* where the stiffness matrix

./

[RIK. [o_zz Osz+o_zzOAzl (2s)

and the load vector is obtained by successive application of the inverse
,,,_., reflective symmetry transform, Equations 22, the inverse cyclic symmetry q

transfOrm, Equations 8, and the final reduction to independent freedoms. _.

_.2 ° ,
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The form of the latter is, for the (ukc'S, Gks'A) case, - I

i {_}K = [GsKIT{_}kc,S+ [GAK]T{_}ks,A (29) I'

:

ax.dfor the (uks's -ukc'A) case

• i {_}K = [GsK]T{_}ks,A_ [GAK]T{p}kc,A (30)

The data reduction which follows the solution of Equation 27 in statiCun,Ranalysis includes the application of the symmetry transformation to obtain

i and un'L, followed by the expansion to {u } size for each half segment and the
. g

calculation of internal loads and stresses. Similar to the case of rotational

i, symmetry, the data reduction for vibration analysis is limited to the recovery

i of eigenvectors, internal forces, and stresses for symmetrical component sets_kc,S and Gks,A(

i" SUI_4ARYOF USER-SUPPLIED INFORMATION 1

j ,t!The cyclic symmetry modification to NASTRAN allows the solution of struc- '
tures with rotational or dihedral symmetry by modeling only one of the identical
segments. Special Bulk Data cards and parameters are introduced to specify
the method of joining the segments. Solutions are obtained by special DHAP
ALTERS to Rigid Formats ! and 5. In static analysis, input and output data
for each individual segment are designated as separate subcases. The output
includes, of course, the simultaneous effects of the loads on all segments. - :
The constrained degrees of freedom and material properties must be the same for
ali segments. For static analysis, the loads, the values of enforced displace-

" conditions are also treated as subcases so that the total number of subcases ,
i equals the number of segments (or half segments) times the number of loading _i-_

conditions.

•'_L' The SPCD Bulk Data card (Figure 3) is useful for applying enforced _boundary displacements (or temperatures). These values are requested by a
load set; thus, if different displacements are specified on different segments ,

I Ci.e. in different subcases)the SPC constraint set willrequested not change.
This must be done, since looping on constraint sets is not supported in cyclic ,_'
symmetry analysis.

A Bulk Data card, CYJ_IN (see Figure 4), is used to specify how the seg-
ments are to be connected. Existing MPC, SPC, and _4IT constraints may be used
within the segments. The SUP_RT card for free bodies is forbidden when cycli=

symmetry is used, since 8egmenl;free body modes do not necessarily imply _

_06
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ouera_Z free body modes. Constraints between segments are applied automatically

to the degrees of freedom at grid points specified on CYJ@IN Bulk Data cards

: which are not otherwise constrained. Grid points are not allowed to be placed
on the axis of symmetry.

The user must also define the following parameters by means of PARAM Bulk
Data cards:

Parameter Description

! CYTYPE Type of problem: R_T for rotational symmetry, DRL for dihedral
symmetry using right and left halves, DSA for dihedral using

;_ s)munetric and antisymmetric components
7

N Integer - The number of segments.

K Integer - The value of the harmonic index, used only for eigen- *

, value analysis.I

i KMAX Integer - The maximum value of [; used for static analysis.(Default is ALL)

CYCI_ Integer - +I for physical segment representation, -i for cyclic

_ transform representation for input and output of data. Static
analysis, default = I.

, CYCSEQ Integer - Used for method of sequencing the equations in the
solution set.+l for all cosine then all sine terms, -i for

alternating. Default = -I.

NL_AD The number of loading conditions in static analysis. Default
=i.

¥

" MODIFICATIONS OF THE NASTRAN CODE :,

"" o The NASTRANmodifications for cyclic symmetry include DMAP ALTERS to the L"
' _ Executive Control Deck and three new functional modules. The ALTERS and the :_

':, details of the new functional modules are described in Reference i• Briefly, ',
• t

, the functions of the three modules are as follows:

"' The first module, called CPCYC, is a geometry processor acting on the CYJ01N _'
._:'_ ciata. It identifies and classifies the degrees of freedom involved in the _

5 _ boundary constraints• _:

The second module, called CYCTI, is used only in static analysis. It
transforms excitation quantities (loads) from physical segment components to

symmetrical components and it also transforms output displacements fron sym- ,_,
=_- metrical components to physical segment components• It is used for both types _

_i::_ of symmetry (rotational and dihedral) All input and output quantities are ::

_'[:,_i_ "analysis-size"(ua} vectors i_

_" 407 ,-._
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The third module, called CYCT2, is used to transform load vectors and mass

and stiffness matrices from symmetrical components to the solution set (see
Equations 16, 17, 18, 28, 29, 30) and a_so to transform the results back to

the symmetrical component sets.

ADVANTAGES i

The NASTRAN cyclic symmetry capability will result in a large saving of i

user effort and computer time for most applications. The savings result from i

;_ I the following effects:

i. Grid point geometry and element data are prepared for only one segment
, in the case of rotational symmetry or one half segment in the case of

dihedral symmetry.

| 2. The transformed equations are uncoupled, except within a given har-

i monic index, K, which reduces the order of the equations which must
be solved simultaneously to I/N or 2/N (where N is the number of seg-

ments or symmetrical half segments) times the order of the original

i system.3. Solutions may be restricted to a partial range of the harmonic index, {I

K, (e.g., to the lower harmonic orders) which results in a proportion- .

ate reduction in solution time. Some accuracy is thereby lost in the i

' case of static analysis but not in vibration analysis.

4. In the case of static analysis, the _41T feature may be used to

., remove all degrees of freedom at internal grid points without any

loss of accuracy. Since this reduction is applied to a single segment

pP'.or to the symmetry transformations, it can greatly reduce the

amount of subsequent calculation.

It is instructive to compare the advantages of the NASTRAN cyclic symmetry

capability with those offered by reflective symmetry and by conventional sub-

structuring techniques. The savings offered by cyclic symmetry will always

equal or exceed those provided by reflective symmetry except for possible dif-

_ ferences due to time spent in transforming variables. For exampF_, when an
!_ object has two planes of symmetry and two symmetrical segments (the minimum

•._'_. possible number in this case), the minimum region sizes are both equal to one

_ji" halt segment for the two methods. They are also equal when the object has
- four symmetrical segments. The advantages of cyclic symmetry for these cases

are restricted to those offered by the _4IT feature in static analysis and by

a higher degree of input and output data organization. Any larger number of

symmetrical segments increases the advantage of cyclic symmetry because the

size of the fundamental region is smaller.

A method of conventional substructuringwhich recognizes identical sub-

_, _ structures can also restrict the amount of grid point geometry and element
data preparation to a slngle substructure and can use the _41T _eature in the

'408
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same way as cyclic symmetry. The advantage which cyclic symmetry retains over
conventional substructuring lies in its decomposition of degrees of freedom
into uncoupled harmonic sets. This is an important advantage for eigenvalue
extraction, but the advantage for static analysis is relatively small and

: depends in a complex manner on the number of segments and on the method of
matrix decomposition.

! In addition to the analysis of structures made up of a finite number of
identical substructures, cyclic symmetry can also be used for purely axisym-
metric structures. In this case the circumferential size of the analysis

' region is arbitrarily selected to be some small angle, for example, one
degree. Grid points are then placed on the boundary surfaces but not in the
interior of the region, and the region is filled with ordinary three-
dimensional elements. The principal advantage of this procedure is that

i ordinary three-dimensionalelements are used in place of epec_a_'Lzedaxi-
: symmetric elements. In NASTRAN the number of available types and features for
.- ordinary three-dimensionalelements far exceeds those available for axisym-

metric elements, so that cyclic symmetry immediately enlarges the analysis
possibilities for axisymmetric structures. In particular, the rotational

symmetry option can accommodate axisy_metric structures with nonorthotropicmaterial properties, which the available axisymmetric procedures cannot. It
. is possible, in the long run, that cyclic symmetry will completely replace

;. the relatively expensive NASTRAN axisymmetric capability. New input data
! cards modeled on existing axisym_etric data cards are needed to facilitate

the use of cyclic symmetry for this purpose.

EXAMPLEPROBLEMS

Acoustic Vibrations of the Central Cavity in a Solid Rocket Motor

NASTRANincludes the ability to solve the acoustic wave equation which
may be written in vector notation as

I VP ,, _2 1

',c

• where P is the pressure, p is the density, B is the bulk modulus and _ is the
' frequency in radians per unit time. The theoretical development of finite _

fluid elements for solving problems with axisymmetric geometry is described
*': in Section 16.3 of the NASTRANTheoretical Manual, Reference 6. One of the
, products o£ that development, namely the family of CSL_r elements, can be used

to solve the planar wave equation for a fluid disk of either constant or
variable thickness, provided that there is no variation of pressure normal to
the plane of the disk.

The CSL_T elements were used, in the present application, to model the
prismatic central cavity of a typical solid rocket motor whose cross section is

4o9
4
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shown in Figure 5. The cross-section has dihedral symmetry with seven segments
(fourteen half segments). The axial length of the cavity is long compared to
its diameter, and the problem of interest was the calculation of the lowest
lateral vibration mode, i.e., the lowest mode exhibiting a pressure gradient
across the diameter of the cavity. From the derivations described earlier in
the paper, it is clear that the vibration modes of the cavity have distinct
harmonic indices K; it is also clear, from physical reasoning, that X = 1 pro-
duces the lowest lateral mode. Thus, calculations were restricted to K = 1.

The finite element model for a single half segment is shown in Figure 6.
, It contains 71 grid points (with one degree of freedom per grid point), 39

triangular CSL_r3 elements and 29 quadrilateral CSLOT4 elements. A model
based on reflective symmetry would have seven times as many finite elements.

i

r The mesh spacing is finer in the region where large pressure gradients are
; expected. Details of the modelinp process for this problem are described in

Reference 7. The frequency of t_e lowest lateral mode was calculated to be
17410 hertz. The distribution of radial velocities at lobe throats is indi-
cated in Figure 5. The mode shape results produced by the computer are the

sy_metrical components, _lc,S and 51s,A for the pressures at grid points

i and for the velocity components within elements. The formulas used to getphysical components, obtained by combining Equations 21 and 23, are

' Right Half Segments:

un,R = _lc,S cos(n-1)a + _ls,A sin(n-1)a (32a)

Left Half Segments:

un,L = _lc,S cos(n-1)a - _ls,A stn(n-1)a (32b) "

Parabolic Reflector for the ATS-F Spacecraft

, An artist's rendering of the deployed Lockheed 30-ft parabolic reflector i
• on the ATS-F spacecraft is shown in Figure 7. The antenna is composed of 48
/ flexible alumlntm ribs cantilevered sym_trlcally about a central hub at 7.5
,_ degree increments. The reflective surface consists of a thin mesh woven from

" copper coated dacron yarn. When deployed, the mesh is under tension so as to
L remain taut during orbit.

The parabolic ribs have an "open-C" (i.e., semi-lenticular) cross section
which tapers in both width end depth from the rib attachment at the central hub
to the outer tip. This construction permits the ribs to be wrapped tightly

_ around the hub in the stored configuration. As shown in Figure 8, integral
_ stiffeners and varying diameter holes to acco_odate deformations during storage
L_ are characteristic of the design. The nonisotropic mesh is formed by double

_. strand radial and single strand circumferential yarn. Tests have shown that ,

I
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Poisson's ratio is essentially zero for this material so that circumferential
and radial yarns can be assumed to act independently.

• t'
It is clear from the shape of the ribs that the structure does not possess

• dihedral symmetry. It does, however, possess rotational symmetry and it was
modeled by describing only one 7.5 degree segment. For the analysis the chosen
segment had the rib centrally located with the mesh extending 3.75 degrees on i
either side. The rib was modeled using 745 grid points, i.e., 5 grid points i'
through each section at 149 sections along the rib. 592 CQUAD2 elements, 60

7,

CONRAD elements, and 300 CBAR elements were employed. The thicknesses of the
quadrilaterals were adjusted to account for the holes, and the bars and rods i
were used to represent the integral stiffeners. 50 additional grid points were
used to model the mesh, i.e., one mesh point on either side of the rib at each
of 25 stations along the rib. The effects of the radial mesh strands were
neglected in the analysis _nd only the circumferential strands were included.

l To represent the elastic stiffness of the mesh, $0 CR_D elements were attached
_' circumferentiallyat the same 25 stations along the rib. 1DO CELAS2 elements

were employed at these stations to represent the radial and axial "string-
' stiffness" arising from the pre-tension in the mesh.i
• The @41T feature was utilized to reduce the original problem of nearly

i 4600 degrees of freedom to an analysis set containing 234 freedoms• This was

; ' accomplishedby eliminating all freedoms on the rib except those at 14 points
distributed along the edge next to the reflector. The 234 members of the
analysis set consisted of 3 x SO = 150 translational degrees of freedom at the

. boundary mesh points and 6 x 14 = 84 translational and rotational degrees of

] ' freedom along the rib. Model generation, Guyan reduction, and extraction of
three eigenvalues using the inverse power method took about 50.0 minutes of
CPU time on the Goddard Space Flight Center I_4 560/95 computer.

The computed frequencies for the three lowest axisymmetric (K = 0) modes
and the lowest lateral (K _ I) mode are as follows:

. K value Freq._hertz)

_ 0 1.19 (test 1.17)

.' ._, 0 6.11 _-

_' • 0 6.46

1 4.73

In the lowest K • 0 mode the tips of the ribs move collectively in the
_" azimuthal direction. Its computed frequency compares well with the experiment-

ally measured frequency. -

Q

411 .'_ .
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Segment 2

Conformable Interface

1. The user models one segment.

2. Each sepent has its own coordinate system which rotates with the sepent.

5. Sepent boundaries may be curved surfaces. The local displacement coordi-

hate syst_s sust conform at the Joining points. The user gives a paired

llst of points on Side I and Side 2 which are to be Joined.



I. The user models one-half segment (an R segment). The L half segments

are mirror images of the R half sepents.

2. Each half segment has Its own coordinate system which rotates wlth the

_ se_ent. The L half segments use left hand coordinate systems.

" 3. Segment boundaries must be planar. Local displacement systems axes,

associated with Interae_ent boundaries, must be In the plane or normal

to the plane. Th_ user lists the points on Side I and Side 2 which are

to be jcined.

Figure 2. Dihedral Symaetry

_15
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Input Data Card SPCD

Descriution: Defines an enforced displacement value for static analysis,
: which is requested as a L_AD.

Format and Example:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SPCD _ID G C D G C D _1

; SPCD lO0 32 436 -2.6 $ +2.9
...... I

I

! Field Contents

j SID Identification number of static load
a set. (Integer O)

( G Grid or scalar point identification number (Integer > O)

! _ C Cor_onent number (6> Integer > 0 ; up to six u_iquesuch digits may be _laced in t-he field with no imbedded
blanks)

D Value of enforced displacement for all coordinates
designated by G and C (Real)

Reaarks: I. A coordinate referenced on this card must be referenced by
m_ SPC or SPC1 data card.

2. Values of _ will override to values specified on an SPC
Bulk Data card, if the L_AD set is requested.

3. The Bulk Data L_ combination card will _t request an SPCD.

" 4. At least one Bulk Data load card (FIMCE, SLiL_J), etc.) is !
required in the losd set selected in case control.

If" Fil_re 3. SPQ) Bulk Data Card Fozlat

416
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Input Data Card CvJOIN- t
Description: Defines bounda_, points of segments in cyclic symmetry problems. !!

Fo.mat and Example:

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10

CYJ¢IN SIDE C G1 G2 G3 G4 GS G6 abe i

iCYJ_IN 1 7 9 16 2S 33 64 ABC

+bc 67 G8 G9 -etc. -
I

+BC 72

Alternate Form

CYJ¢IN SIDE C GIDI "THRU" GID2

,CYJ_IN 2 S 6 THRU 32 ;.

_- Field Contents I-- i
(

SIDE Side Identification (Integer 1 or 2)
I

!
' C Coordinate System (BCD R,C or S or blank)

t

i GI,GIDi Grid or scalar point identification numbers (Integel > 0) ,

Rentarks: 1• CYJ_IN Bulk Data cards are only used _,r cyclic symmetry problems.
A parameter (CTYPE) must specify rotational or dihedral symmetrT•

i
2. For rotational problems there must be one logical card for SIDE=I

and one for SIDE=2. The two lists specify grid points to be con-
nected, hence both lists must have the same length• ' '

,,
_" 3• For dihedral problems, side 1 refers to the boundary between _,_

segments and side 2 refers to the middle of a segment. A -I
coordinate system _lUSt be referenced in field 3, where R =
rectangular, C _ vllndrlcal, and S - spherical. If a rect-
angular system is chosen, the I and 5 axes must lie in the

• boundary p1_ne.

4. Ali components of dlsplacement at boundary points are connected
to adjacent segments, except those constrained by SPC, MPC, or

Figure 4. CYJ_IN Bulk Data Card Format

417 _ '
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_* Figure 7. ATS-F Spacecraft with 30-ft Paraoolic Reflector
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! THREE ISOPARAMETRIC SOLID ELEMENTS FOR NASTRAN

: By Stephen E. Johnson and Eric I. Field
I

Universal Analytics, Inc.

Los Angeles, California

SUMMARY

Linear, quadratic, and cubic isoparametric hexahedral solid elements have

been added to the element library of NASTRAN. these elements are available for

static, dynamic, buckling, and heat-transfer analyses. Because the isopara-

metric element matrices are generated by direct numerical integration over the

volume of the element, variations in material properties, temperatures, and

stresses within the elements are represented in the computations. In order to

compare the accuracy of the new elements, three similar models of a slender

cantilever were developed, one for each element. All elements performed well.

As expected, however, the linear element model yielded excellent results only

when shear behavior predominated. In contrast, the results obtained from the

quadratic and cubic element models were excellent in both shear and bending.

INTRODUCTION _,

{
New aerospace vehicle concepts, such as the Space Shuttle, have added

impetus for the continued updating of NASTRAN with the best state-of-the-art

finite element technol_gy. In response to this need, the three-dlmenslonal

family of linear, quadratic, and cubic isoparametric hexahedral solid elements

were developed for and installed in NASTRAN. These three new elements signifi-

cantly improve NASTRAN's capability to solve any tbree-dlmenslonal solid prob-

lem zequlrlng static, dynamic, buckling, and/or heat-transfer analysis.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Hexahedron solid isoparametric elements may be used to analyze any three-

, dimensional continuum composed of isotroplc or anisotropic materials. Examples

-. include thick inserts in rocket engine nozzles, thermal protection system

insulations, sell structure interaction problems, and geometrically complex

_, thlck-walled mechanical components such as pumps, valves, etc. These solid

"_".. • elements have only three degrees of freedom at each grid point (the three dis-

''>- placement components),and they may be combined with all other nonaxlsymmetrlci

The isoparametric solid elements were first presented by Irons, Ergatoudis
and Zienkiewicz [Refs. 1 to 4]. Isoparametric solid elements employing either

} eight, twenty or thlrty-two grid points have been found to be suitable to solve
most problems (Figure i). These elements correspond to assuming a linear,

- quadratic, and cubic variation of displacement, respectively. Clough [Ref. 5]
_ conducted an evaluation of three-dlmenslonal solid elements and showed that the

isoparametric elements were superior to other solid elements. He further .,_"

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FH,MED 4e3 '_.
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' pointed out that the choice of which isoparametrlc element is best to use

depends on the type of problem being solved. For problems involving shear and

bending type deformations, the higher order elements are preferred over the

linear elements which should be used for problems _n which shear stresses pre-
' dominate. It is for this reason that all three isoparametric elements have

," been incorporated into NASTRAN.

The governing equations for isoparametric elements are based on minimum

energy principles. The derivation of these equations assumes a displacement

function over the element which depends on grid point displacements only. The

governing equations are obtained by minimizing the Potential Energy which is

evaluated in terms of these displacement functions.

Oisplacement Functions
I

! The name isoparametric is derived from the fact that the interpolating or

shape functions used to represent the deformation of the element are also used
! to represent the geometry of the element. This choice insures that the element

i displacement functions satisfy the criteria necessary for convergence of thefinite element analysis [Ref. 4]. Referring to the curvilinear coordinates

(_,_,_) qhown in Figure i, the rectangular basic x,y,z coordinates at any point

i, , in th( _ement are obtained from the NASTRAN basic coordinates at each of the

I ' n grid points by:

I ;*! I*I• y - Ni (_,n,_) y (1)
i=l

Z Z
t

i

where the Ni(_,n,_) are shape functions which depend on the number of grid

points used to define the element geometry. The Ni functions are either linear
quadratlc_ or cubic, and correspond to employing two, three, or four grid points

respectively, along each edge of the element. This choice insures that there
are no geometric gaps between grid points. Expressions for the shape functions

may be found in Reference 6.

• _ The deformation of the element is represented with the identical interpo-

lating functions used to define the geo: _ry; that is:

• v - Ni (_,n,_) v (2)

•w w i

where u, v and w are displacements along the x, y and z basic coordinate axes.

_ _e displacement functions Ni(_,_,_) satisfy the required convergence criterion

of adequately representing a constant strain state, and insure interelement
compatibility along the complete element boundary [Ref. 4].

|
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Straln-Displacement Relations

Equation (2) may be used in the well-known strain-displacement relations for
a three-dlmenslonal continuum [Ref. 7] to define the strain vector {e} in terms

of the grid point displacements:

"l; u 1

, v 1
t

i w1

i {£} = C1 C2 I .-. I C : = [C] {ue} (3)
? I I

i Un

i V
f n

! 'lW

i where _ n.

i aNi

_-x 0 0

aNi

o a7 oaNt
0 0 az

[Cl] - aNi aNi (4)

a-T a-g" o

aNI aNi
o _ ygT"

aNi aNi -,

o a-V" i"In order to evaluate the strain matrix [C], the derivatives of the shape

functions Ni with respect to x, y, and z must be calculated. Since Ni is I,_

defined in terms of _, n and _, it is necessary to use the relation that

a,[ _-_Ni aNi

" [a]-i.T6-: (5)| ,_.t :aN:!
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where [J] is the Jacobian matrix. It is easily evaluated by noting that

a._x ay _z 1 8NI aN2 aNn !

a_ a_ a-% a_ ' a_ ' "'"_- Xl Yl Zl i

ax ay az aNI aN2 aN Ii
-- -- = _ x2 Y2 z2 (6) ['

; [J] = an an an [ an ' an ' "'" an . . :

__ax ay az aNI aN2 aNn : • : i

•: a_ a_ a-_ a_ ' a_ ' "'" _- Xn Yn Zn i

where the subscript_ l, 2, .. n denote the n grid points of an element.t "

t Stress-Straln Relations

i The stress-straln relations for a general elastic material are

i {O} " [Gel {E - e t} (7)

i . where {o} is the 6xl stress vector in the basic coordinate system, [Ge] is a ;
"_" 6x6 symmetric _lastic material matrix, and {8t} is the 6xl thermal strain vector. '

This thermal strain vector Is defined as

11

{st} " {_e } " E Nt (_,n,_) Ti (8)
i-l

where {a e} is a vector of 6 thermal expansion coefficients, and T i is the tem-
perature at the i th element grid point.

Stiffness, Mass, and Load Matrices

_ The stiffness, mass, and load matrices for the isoparametric element are derived
.. ' by application of the Principle of Virtual Work. These element matrices, rela-

tive to the basic coordinate system, are given by

"'_ .. [Kee] = [C]T [%] [c]IJI d_ drl d_ (9)

. ._ -I -I -i

+I +I +I

" Ill, [M,e] = o[s]T [N] IJI dEd. d_: (I0)
,,_ -I -i -I

" I
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i

+i +i +i
n

, -i -i -i

+i +i

{Pep} - - P__ [N(_,n,-l)] T IJ[ {5_ I} d_ dn
-1 -1

I
%

+I +i

- I I P_n [N(_,-I,_)]T ,J, {J_l} d_ d_

+I +I

i + T IJI {j_l} d_ dn (12)

-I -1where [Kee] is the el_ent stiffness _trlx in the basic coordinate system,
[Mee] is the _ss _trix, {Pe t} Is the thermal load vector, _d {P_} is the
pressure load vector derived from surface pressures on each of the six faces

IJI is the determinant of the Jac_ian mtrix, and [N]of the solid ele_nt.

is a _trlx of the isopar_etric shape f_ctlon defined by

[N] - o N1 o o _2 o I • • • o N o (13)! n
! !

0 0 N1 ] 0 0 N2 I 0 0 N! n

P__ is the unlfo_normal pressure (positive outward) applied to the face of
the el_ent _ere _ = -1; P__ is the pressure applied to the face where . --

". _ " -I, etc.; and {j_l}, {j_l}, and {j_I} are the first, second, and third col-
_: unms, respectively, of the inverse of the Jacobian_trix. Products like

IJI {j=l} in the _pression for pressure load are equivalent to a vector of _

direction cosines _ltiplted by a surface area scaling factor relating the cu_i-
linear coordt_tes to the basic coordinate syst_.

_e integrals in equations (9) to (12) are evaluated n_erically by using the "_
method of Caussian _adrature [Ref. 8]. In the above equations, therefore, [C],
IJI, and IN] _st be ev_l_t_ at each interior point _ for n_erical inte-
gration. ICe], {ae], _d 0 can also he evaluated at each integration _int.

_ _us, variations in these quantities are all_ because of, say, temperature-
depender m_tertal.

'v
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The computations for the isc2arametric elements are carried out in the

basic coordinate system. If the global coordinate system at any grid point is

" [ different from the basic system, the final matrices and vectors are transformed

• t into that global system.

: !
Stress Recovery

I%e equation for calculating element stresses at any interior point of an
_ isoparametric element may be obtained by combining equations (3), (7), and (8)

follows :

{0] = [Ge] [C] {ue} - {ee} • Ni Ti (141T

t

[C] and Ni are functions of the element curvilinear coordinates _,n,_ evaluated
at the point at which stresses are desired.

Differential Stiffness Matrix

The differential stiffness matrix for the Isoparametric solid element is

derived by adding the energy of an Inlt.al stress state to the potential energy

function. This addltlonal energy is derived in Reference 9 and is given by

1 [ _Ox2(Oy 2 (O.x tOz2 (0 xWp = i + °z)+ _ + °z)+ + Oy)
v

- _ T ]dV (15)- 2 a,x _y "_x-'y 2 _y _oz 'ryz - 2 _oz x zx

where the rotations are given by the relations

_x " _ W-_

- _ _ - _ (16) ¢

1 _v _u

These rotations may be e_resaed in terms of the grid point displacements by
using equation (I):

I°xl
" _l''' '']Ic2' ..... '_ {%} " [_l (Ue) (17)i 'W

Z
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, .o
&

: here _Ni _Ni .

o - _ 2-T"
' i _NI _Ni

[_i] " _ _"T 0 - _-_- (181

BNI @Ni
0

' @y [_x

¢

Substituting equation (17) into equation (15) and adding this function to the

"_ I,otential energy expression yields+othe differential_T-_stiffness matrix:+i +I +I Cy z xy zx

; x z zy

,_ -i -i -I a + a
- - "r X y

J Tzx zy

_s with the structural stiffness matrix, this integral is evaluated using the
_thod of Gaussian Quadrature. The differential stiffness is computed in the

_asic coordinate system and then transformed, as required, to the NASTRAN

lobal system.

IMPLEMENTATION

Many existing NASTRAN functional modules and subroutines were modified to
mplement the isoparametric solid elements. Several new subroutines were also

Idded. These modules and brief descriptions of the changes to each are listed

:n Table 1. The detailed description of these changes presented in Reference !0
:an be used to augment the NASTRAN Programmer's Manual instructions, Section 6.8,
:o assist in the installation of other new elements of similar complexity. Many
_f the changes are those normally required when impleme_ting new elements. How-
:ver, in this case, changes were also required in the FI_T module (to plot
:hree-dlrensional elements), the GP3 module (to process a new external pressure

•, Load). nd in various other modules to accommodate the large space requirements _..

_f the 32-grid-point cubic element.

It should be noted that the Isoparametrlc elements were installed in func-
:ional modules SHAI, SHA2, and DS}_I on an interim basis only. Thc element

strix subroutines were designed speclfically for the new Element Matrix C_ner-

i. _tor module and will be made available with Level 16 of NASTRAH,

_i EVALUATIOH

A slender cantilever beam model was chosen to evaluate the performance of
• the three new isoparametrlc solid elements in NASTRAN. This model was chosen

for two reasons: (I) theoretical solutions are well known, and (2) solid finite

_29 "
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elements characteristicallydo not perform well when used to model structures
which exhibit predominant bending behavior.

Three models were prepared as shown in Figures 2 3, and 4, one with each
of the three elements: IHEX1, IHEX2, and IHEX3, Lhe linear, quadratic, and
cubic elements, respectively. All three beam models had a length (L) of 3.66m
(144 in.) and a uniform rectangular cross section with depth (D) of O.61m
(24 in.) and width (W) of 0.30m (12 in.). The sa:_.euniform material properties t

; shown in Table 2 were used for all three models. Static, normal modes, and _'
buckling analy_es were performed for each of the beam models.

; Statics

For the static analyses, all de_-ees of freedom at the base of the beam
(z = 0) were completely fixed. All three models were subjected to _.e same

i four loading conditions:

I I. Linear thermal gradient (Y-dlrection)
T = 322.04 K at Y = 0 (120° F at Y = O)
T = 188.71 K at Y - 0.61m (-120" F at Y = 24 in.)

i 2. Uniform temperature rise

i AT = 55.56 K (100" F)

._ 3. Compressive axial pressure (Z-direction)

PZ = -2.954 x 10 a N/m_ at Z = 3.66n (-42837 psi at Z = 144 in.)

I 4. Transverse pressure (Y-dlrectlon)
Py = 6.895 x 10 s N/m2 at Y - 0 (100 psi at Y = 0)

The results for tLe tip displacements are sumurlzed in Table 3, where the
c._nnputed solutlons are compared with the theoretical solutLons. The maximum
error for the llnear IHEXI element was 10.3Z for the transverse pressure toad.
For the quadratic and cubic elenents, IIIEX2 and IHEX3, the maximum errors of
4.SZ and 3.$X, respectlvely, occurred in the solutions for the thermal gradient
load. For the transverse pressure Zoad, the errors were 1.6X for the IHEX2
elemnt model, and 1.1Z for IREX3. Thus, the hlgher order isoparametric solld
eleme.nts perforu very weU when used to model the bending behavior of this beam.

Normal Hodos

In the normal node analyses, the same single point constraints were
applied to all three models in the following winner: All Z components of dis-
placement in the plane Z - 0 and 811 Y components along the llue Z - O,
Y - 0.30u (12 in.), vere fixed. For the IHEY_ and IHEX3 m_dels only, all X
components along the llne Z - O, X - O, were fixed. For the IHEX2 model only,
the X components along the line Z = O, X - -0.15n (6 in.), were fixed. This
system of constraints was chosen to allow dilatation at tho base of the beam.
The particular set of constraints used for the IHEX2 nodal has the additional
advantage of sysmttry.

6
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The inverse power method was used to extract the first three normal modes '"

_ of each model. The results for the natural frequencies are summarized in

_ Table 4. The computed natural frequencies for the IHEX2 and IHEX3 r gels are

within 3.0 per cent of the theoretical solution. The natural frequency for the
IHEXI model is 2.7% off for bending in the Y-directlon, but it is off by 18.3%

and 15.8% for the two bending modes about the X-dlrcctlon. These er: s are

i probably caused by an insufficient number of elements through the width of the

beam in the X-dlrectlon. Using a srmller mesh size with more IHEXI elements

; would improve these results at the expense of increased computer costs. This
problem, therefore, serves to demonstrate even more clearly the superiority of
the IHEX2 and IHEX3 elements over the IHEZI element for modeling the bendlng
behavior of structures,i

I

All the computed mode shapes for all three models showed excellent corre-
latlon with the theoretical solution [Ref. ii]. Comparative plots of the mode

shapes are not included in this paper because there would be no visible dis-
, tinction between computed and theoretical solutions,
4

j Buckling

i Each of the three beam models was used to compute the critical bucklingload for axial pressure. The same system of constraints used to compute normal

i modes was used to compute the axial pressure buckling load. The apphed pres-

sure on the end of the beam was -2.954 x 10 s N/m 2 (42,837 psi). This amotmts

" to a tctal applied force of -5.406 x 107 N (-1.234 x 107 lb), which is equal to
the theoretical critical load for buckling in the X-direction. Therefoie, the
fundamental elgenvalue for buckling should have been unity.

Again, the inverse power method was used to extract the three lowest buck-
ling :odes. The results for the buckJtng eigenvalue8 t are rresented In
Table 5. The IHEX2 and I qEX3 elem_-t results are excellent. They are within
0.TZ of the theoretical solution. The eigenvalue for the IHEX1 element mod_l
is in error by le._s than IOZ for buckling in the Y-direction. However, it is

off by more than 4b% for both buckling modes in the X-direction. This situation
is similnr to that of the normal mode problem for the IHEX_ element model.
Again, it is probably due to the lack of an adequate number of elements through
the width of the beam in the X-direction.

As was the case for th. normal nodes problem, the mode shapes computed by
NASTRAN for buckling were vt, ry close to the theoretical shapes. Thus, no plots
couparing computed shapes with theoretical shapes are included in this paper.

CONCLUDING_v,S

' All three 18oparmeetrlc solid elemlmt8 produced good results for static,
' nornal node, and bucklin8 analyses. /us expected, the linear element results

_ shoved that it is best used when sh(-tr behavior predominates. The superiority_ of the quadratic and cubic elements was confirmed by the excellent resul.s
obtained in both the bending and the shear behavior of a cantilever bea_ _odel.
Therefore, the t_plementatton of these three isoparametric solid elemer_s, which
provide for variation: in both material propertits and stresse, throughout the
element, does greatly enhance the total modeling capability of _L_STRAN.

_31 "'
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TABLE i. FUNCTIONAL MODULE MODIFICATIONS TO IMPLEMENT

ISOPARAMETRIC SOLID ELEMENTS

IFP - New Bulk Data cards were added

GP2 - Array sizes were increased to accommodate elements i

i' with 32 grid points

!

PLTSET - Array sizes were increased to accommodate elements

i with 32 grid points

PL_T - Capability for plotting solid elements was

' implemented

i GP3 - Processing of the isoparametric element pressure
card was implemented

TAI - Capability to append grid point temperatures to i

EST/ECPT entries was implemented !

i
SMAI - Stiffness and conductance matrix generation for

the new elements was implemented

SMA2 - Mass and capacitance matrix generation for the new

elements was implemented ,!

SSGI - Load vector generation for thermal and pressure

loads on the new elements was i_plemented _

'_" DSMGI - Differential stiffness matrix generation for the "":

new elements was implemented ._

-..._ SDR2 - Stress calculations for individual grid points of -_'
;_/C the new elements was implemented

i:;""" _FP - Stress printout formats for the new elements were

I emented -_

mpl
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TABLE 2. MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF THE CANTILEVER BEAM MODELS I
J

i

Symbol Description Value (SI) Value (English) !

J

E Young's modulus 2.068 x 1011N/m 2 30 x 106 ib/in 2 i

Poisson's ratio 0.3 0.3

m in

Coef. of thermal expansion 2.570 x i0 "s _ 1.428 x i0-s in - °F

p Mass density 20.86 kg/m _ 7.535 x 10-4 ib/in 3

TABLE 3. COMPARISON OF TIP DEFLECTIONS FOR NASTRAN AND THEORETICAL
SOLUTIONS FOR FOUR STATIC LOADING CONDITIONS

NASTRAN Solutions Theoretical

IHEXI Model IHEX2 Model IHEX3 Model Solution*
Load Description

Case Defl., Error, Defl.,Error, Defl.,Error, Tip Defl.,cm % cm % cm % cm

1 Thermal Gradient 3.668 2.5 3.932 4.5 3.894 3.5 3.762

2 Uniform Temperature .5367 2.8 .5344 2.3 .5304 1.6 .5222

3 Axial Compression -.5179 0.8 -.5187 0.7 -.5199 0.4 -.5222

4 Transverse Pressure .3612 10.3 .3965 1.6 .3985 I.i .4028
_T

,==

' *Theoretical Solutions

._a_/" Load Case 1 Load Case 2 Load Case 3 Load Case 4

.j
.-- 6y='- 6 z = o_TL 6Z " _ 6y = 1 + --,

2ED 3 5L'

6y 3.762 cm _y = .5222 cm 6y --.5222 cm 6y ,, .4028 cm

'h ,

I
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TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF NATURAl, FREQUENCIES FOR NASTRAN AND

! THEORETICAL SOLUTIONS Ii
4

I

i NASTKAN Solutions Theoretical !Mode Description IHEXI Model IHEX2 _iodel IHEX3 Model Solution,

i Freq., Error Freq., Error, Freq., Error, cps

cps % cps % cps % [Ref. ii] i

i First Bending Mode 22.0 18.3 18.6 0 18.6 0 18.6

in the X-Directlon
& |

2 First Be:dlng Mode 38.3 2.7 36.5 2.1 36.5 2.1 37.3
in the Y-Directlon

3 Second Bending 135.3 15.8 114.3 2.1 113.3 3.0 116.8
i . Mode in the

! I X-Direction

I

" i

TABLE 5. COMPARISON OF BUCKLING EIGENVALIFES FOR NASTRAN AND

THEORETICAL SOLUTIONS

NASTRAN Solutions
...... Theoretical

IHEXI Model IHEX2 Model IHEX3 Model Solution
Mode Description k

A Error, k Error, A Error,
% % % [Ref. 12] P

i_' I X-Direction 1.406 40.6 1.002 .2 1.001 .i 1.0 _i

_,
-_.,, 2 Y-Directlon 4.391 9.8 3.981 .5 3.979 .5 4.0

L':_'_ 3 X-Directlon 12.809 42.3 9.037 .4 8.934 .7 9.0

 435
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i(a) Linear.
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i (b) Quadratic.
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'i, ",._ (c) Cubic

_{i, FIGURE i. THREE ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENTS
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C

FIGURE 2. IHEXI MODEL -- 216 ELEMENTS AND 364 GRID POINTS I

MATRIX ORDER (g-SET) = 1092, SEMI-BANDWIDTH = 102.

i ' Y

_ Z

FIGURE 3. IHEX2 MODEL -- 36 ELEMENTS AND 275 GRID POINTS

MATRIX ORDER (g-SET) = 825, SEMI-BANDWIDTH ,,156.

Y

_'_,_,'_ _ / X

FIGURE 4. IHEX3 MODEL -- 8 ELEMENTS AND 148 GRID POINTS_,_xo=,_(,__,._,._, ___,_o,,._,_,
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PLACING THREE-DIMENSIONAL ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENTS INTO NASTRAN I

By M. B. Newman and A. W. Filstrup i'.

Westinghouse Research and Development Center i

1I

t

Linear (8 node), parabolic _20 node), cubic (32 node) and mixed (some
,o edges linear, some parabolic and some cubic), have been inserted i_to NASTR_,
_ Level 15.1. First the dummy clement feature was used to check out the

stiffness matrix generation routines for the linear element in NASTR/gq. Then,
i, the necessary modules of NASTRAN were modified to include the new family of

i elements. The matrix assembly was changed so that the stiffness matrix ofeach tsoparametric element is only generated once as the time to generate
these higher order elements tend.qto be much longer than the other elements inL

i NASTRAN, This paper presents some of the experieL ".esand difficulties of_"" inserting a new element or family of elements into NASTRAN. i

INTRODUCTION

In solving many structural problems at Westinghouse, it has become

apparent that in order to obtain the accuracy required, three-oin,_nsional finite

elements would be required. It also became apparent that three-dimensional

finite elements based on constant strain tetrahedra like the CTETRA, CWEDGE, :
CHEXAI and CHEXA2 elements in NASTRAN are too stiff to give accurate results at

a reasonable cost for many problems,

Because of this, a Westinghouse proprietary program, WISEC, was developed .+
"" for heat conduction and static linear elastic analysis using three dimensional -

isoparametric elements. Because of the large general purpose capability of +
_ NASTRAN, both for types of problems solved and for types of elements used, it

was decided to place these elements into NASTRAN.

-+ | Even though three-dimensional isoparametric elements were then to be and
_ow have been placed into NASTRAN by Dr. E. I. Field and Mr. S. E. Johnson of

niversal Analytics (see Ref. i)and are to be included in Level 16 NASTRAN
_ow scheduled to be celeased in 1974, it was decided to place three-dimensional
!isoparametric elements into Level 15.1 NASTRAN. First we would have use of this
elemsnt in NASTRAN at an earlier date than we would if we waited until Level 16

was released. Second, we would gain experience and familiarity with NASTRAN +:
_hich would enable us to more easily make any future modifications which we

" _ould desire. A third benefit, which we didn't realize at the time, is the
t j
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fact that the family of elements we added can have different number of grid or

nodal points on the various edges as shown in figure i. As we understand,

Level 16 NASTRAN will have elements which are either linear (2 points on each

edge), parabolic (3 points on each edge) or cubic (4 points on each edge).

Mixed elements, like that shown in figure i, can be used to reduce the number of

degrees of freedom in portions of the structure not requiring the higher order

elements wltbout introducing incompatibilities between adjacent elements. The

order of an element is taken to be that of its highest ordered edge.

As the theory of three-dimensional isoparametric elements is explained i
elsewhere, for instance in Refs. i to 4, it will not be repeated here.

At the present time, the stiffness and mass matrices have been successfully
inserted and tested. The differential stiffness matrix is due to be added

i shortly.

The work described in this report was performed with Level 15.1 NASTRAN

on an IBM 370-165. It _s planned to insert the changes into Level 15.5 NASTRAN
on a CDC 6600.

RECOMMENDATIONS

i. For anyone making changes in NASTRAN, an up-to-date Programmer's Manual

is of great aid. Unfortunately, the latest available Programmer's Manual is

not always for the latest available level of NASTRAN.

2. Many of the tables present in Level 15.1 NASTRAN are too short to

permit elements with as many degrees of freedom as the isoparametric elements.

These tables should be increased in length to pormlt easier insertion of new
elements.

METHOD AND EXPERIENCES

NASTRAN is an extremely large system comprised of fifteen super links with _.

'" approximately 850 subprograms whose source statements are on over 200,000

card images. NASTRAN is indeed a very large and complex program and, at first i
glance, a dense forest that seems too difficult to enter. As one starts to i

review the large NASTRAN Programmer's Manual (approximately 15 centimeters

thick) and examine the materlals the authors of NASTRAN have distributed, the

"_ forest does not seem as dense. This section of the paper describes ourt

i, experiences in adding new elements to the NASTRAN system.

The three-dimenslonal isoparametrlc elements added presented many problems .
that the usual NASTRAN elements did not encounter. The tables were much

::, larger, for example. The number of nodes that described our cubic isoparametrlc
element varies from ten to thirty-t_o nodes. This number forced us to expand ther

Element Connection and Properties Tables and other array sizes that dealt with

: nodes. The concept of a variable number of nodes per element was also a departur

from the usual NASTRAN practice Of a constant number of nodes per element type.

44o

L
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For these higher order elements, the computer time necessary to create the i_
element matrices was quite large; hence, a procedure to create the element i

matrices once and to save them had to be incorporated into the element level I'
subprograms. ,

The release we used to incorporate the new elements was level 15.1. The

computer used was an IBM 370-165 operating under the ASP system. The !

Progrannner's Manual we had was for Level 12 which caused some difficulty but ,i
not too much. We will outline the procedure we used in adding the new elements.

|

First one should review the materials distributed with the Level 15 system.
Figure 2 is a VTOC (Volume Table of Contents) of the distributed system, i

Pages 5.3-13 and 5.3-14 of the Programmer's Manual (ref. 5) describes each of the
data sets of the distributed system. The data sets which are most useful _.ous are

i SOU1, the partitioned data set containing the FORTR_ source programs, SUBSYS,

also a partitioned data set containing the linkage editor control cards for the
fifteen super links of NASTRAN; the partitioned data set OBJ, which rontains

all ehe load modules of each individual subroutine of the system; the

partitioned dana set NSTNLMOD, which contain the fifteen llnk-edlted super links
which constitute the NASTKAN executable set.

I The next step of the pzocedure should be to set up a development disk with

; at least two data sets which we named NEWOBJ and NADEV. NEWOBJ corresponds to

OBJ, and NADEV corresponds to NSTNLMOD. It would be advisable to set up a data

set co_respondlng to SOU1 but we elected to keep all.of our new source programs

in card-deck form. The IBM 370 utility program IEHMOVE or IEBCOFY can be used

to move the fifteen link edited links from NSTNLMOD to the develop_nt pack,

NADEV's initial allocation should be as large as possible as this data set will
be modified frequently. An alternate approach, which we did not use but one

that could have saved us some grief would be to set up fifteen different data

sets rather than one partitioned data set with fifteen members. Then each time

we needed to link-edit, we would scratch the particular data set and recreate

the new link edited data set (instead of member). This procedure would keep us

from using up all the extents of a partitioned data set and not having to

compress the partitioned set which we had to do approximately every twenty to _
twenty-five re-link edits. Figure 3 Is the VTOC of our development disk. The

,, other utility that we made qui__e frequent use of was IEBPTPCH. With the use of

this utility we can either llst or punch a member of SOU1 or any of the other -

partitioned data sets. The JCL for PUNCHIT is given in Figure 4 and for PRINIT ,.-

in Figure 5. With these two decks we can llst or punch subroutines from SOUl.

The punched routine could then be modified for our new element. Another utility

_ which could have been used for modifyin E source decks is IEBUPDATE which we did
not use. The next step in the process is to compile -ither a modified

" subprogram of the NASTKAN system cr to compile one of our new subprograms.

_ The compiled progrsm is placed into our partitioned data set NEWOBJ. The JCL _

for this procedure is shown in Figure 6. When all the decks for one of the
links has been compiled, the next step is to link edit this link.

The link editor allows one to specify a group of liLrarles of programs
• via the LKED.XXX DD cards. In our case, we described two libraries, OBJ which :

i
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contained all the crlglnal unmodified or distributed load modules and NENOBJ_ " i"
the modified and new load modules. Each library is given a DD name, for the |
partitioned set OBJ the name LKED.LIB is used and for NEWOBJ we chose to use I

the name LKED.LIP. l_heoverlay control cards can be punched and listed from
the data set SUBSYS for this llnk. The control card deck is then modified to

reflect the modifications made to the llnk. See Figure 7 /or the JCL aad

modified control deck for the Link Edit step. The SYSLMOD DD card defines the

output load module for the linkage editor and places t_.eload module in the
data set NADEV.

The next step is to run a NASTRAN problem to test the procedure implemented.
Alters can be made to the DMAP program to extract contents of tables or of

:. generated matrices. In addition, print statements can be made within the
modified programs to print out calculated results. If these print statements

are used, they should be activated by a specific DIAG that is not in use by the

NASTP._4 system. See pages 3.3-15 and 3.3-15a of the NASTRAN Programmer's
t Manual for DIAGS not in use by the system. Figure 8 gives an example of the
, use of alter statements and demonstrates the use of DZAG setting for controlling

debug printing. In debugging a modified link, a dump is quite helpful on the

i occurrence of a system fatal error. The most important part of the dump is
the save area trace which lists the routines last used when the error occurred.

i Usually this is sufficient and a full dump is not necessary. NASTF,AN has built
, into the system a use of the SNAP macro which dumps only the save areas. Use

of DIAG 1 will produce a full dump.

I'
I The llnk edit procedure for NASTRAN links is rather costly on the

IBM 370-165 because of the extremely large number of segments in each of the
links. Hence, whenever posslble, we did as much checking of a modified module

with a nonoverlayed FORTRAN 1un. For example, in checking out the stiffness

matrix routines for the Isoparametrlc elements we ran a simple model in NASTRAN,
and with the Alter statements we printed the content: _f the ECPT (Element

Connection and Properties Tables). A main program which slmulates SMAI was
written to supply the proper ECPT to the element stiffness matrix rcutlnes and

the element matrices were generated and printed out. When we were satisfied

that the routines operated properly we modified our link-edit control deck and
llnk edited the new element stiffness matrix routines into our data set NADEV.

A run of the same model would then produce the element stiffness matrices,

displacements, and stresses. Figure 7 is our JCL and control deck for the
.. insertion of stiffness matrix routines into llnk 3.

. The procedure for the variable number of grid points for mixed elements
(one that is not full) was implemented in the following manner. The connection

cards for the element were left blank at positions where grld points were

_,,. utlssLng from the full element. A modification of _AlA and TAIB was made to

enter a zero as the grid polnt number for the missing grid points. For the

i,/ grid points present, the degree of freedom for that grid point (a nonzero value)
' , vle entered ms the grid point number. All tables such as ECPT, EST (Element

Sunmary Table) have nonzero values for grid points present in the element and
zeros for missing grid points. The length of the grid point table is fixed for

' each element type, for example, twenty for CSOLID2, Lhe quadratic tsoparametrlc.
This table is then used as a guide to all processing of the mized element. The
modificationm to TAlA and TAlBvere suppled to us by Carl Hennrich of MacNeal-
Schwendler Company.

_2
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_. The procedure used for saving the element matrice_ and not recreating I'
them each time they are needed was as follows: A scratch tape was assigned
to be used in the element matrix subroutine. This tape had to be assigned a i
GINO buffer at a level where all buffers are assigned for this module. Al_o i
an array had to be assigned for record keeping of saved elements. Inltilizatlon

of counters had to be done at the level wherL the buffer was assigned. At the i
element level the routine would first ask if this element had previously been !

encountered. This is done by a search through the table of all elements that

• have been saved. If found, the tape record number is extracted from the table
", and the tape is positioned by GINO commands to the proper record. The record
, is read into core and the sub matrices needed for this call are assembled from

the total element matrix and given to the subroutine which is assembling the
total mass or stiffness matrix. If this element has not been encountered,

the element matrix is calculated, and the tape is positioned to the end of
: last element written, and the new element matrix is written on the scratch tape.

The element number and record number is entered into the table This procedure

was suggested in the Programmers Manual, Page 4.87-1, last two sentences of
i paragraph 3. GINO proved very useful here in that the records saved were of

i variable length because of the three types of elements and because of the use of
mixed elements within a type. The variable length could be stored in the record

• and using GINO's capability of reading and writing segr_ented or partial records we

i _ could read the number of words for the variable length record. To add scratch
" _ tapes to an existing module the MPL (Hodule Property List) had to be modifiedby recompillng the block data program XMPLBD, see pages 2.4-21 and 2.4-22 of

t

I th_ Programmers Manual.
DISCUSSION

The new Progrsnmer's Manual for version 15.1 has an excellent chapter on
addinF, a structural element. This was an update of a NASA Fourteenth Quarterly

l_port for NASTRAN, January 1970. This chapter gives a step-by-step procedure
of all routines and tables that have to be modified to accommodate a new

element, The Fourteenth Quarterly Report aided us greatly in getting through
most of the input problems of NASTRAN.

f

From this step-by-step procedure, one can see that adding a new element ++_-+
to NASTRAN is not that difficult because of the excellent doc,,mentation and

supplies that have been dis_.ributed.
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I,V_LRE_ ID:INASTRAh151 D!SVR_BUTED SYSTEM V,15
/*FORMAT PR,OONAMC:$YSUTZ*TRAIN:HN
// EX[_ PGMzIEBPTFCH
//$Y_PRINT DO SYSOUT:A
//SYSUT1 DD UNIT:$¥SDAtVOLURE:_ER:VOLNUMtDISP=DLD,

//SYSUT2 DO SYSOU1=a ,--
//SYSI_ OD *

PRINT TYPCRG:POtflAXFLDS:BC*MAXNAME:B_,MAXLINE:_5 ..

MEMBER NAME:READ1RECORD FTELC:(_O) _,

MEMBER NARE:READ2
RECQRO FIE_D:(8¢I

......... Figure 5.- Printssource from SOU1 ........... 0
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!'
// [X_C FUqT_C.PAHMeFORTseNUDECKe t

11 USNoNE#OBJI|FAIBD| i

//FORT.SY_|N Db • .............

BLOCK DATA I

C|F*IBD tiCOKHON IIFPXI/ N.II(lU0it|2ilO0l.13(IUOl.|q(iOUl.l_iluul,16|iZ0|.

• 1716_)

OATA N/3IUI i'
UATA il/qHGHID.qH eqMG_DseqHETsqHA_UMeqH| IqHSLU_eqHP

eqHCOHD_HIH cNMCOHDtqH|C oqHCOHDeqH|5 eqH_UNUeqH2R

9 eqHCORDe_H2C_qHCORDs_HZ5 eqHPLOTt_H[L _qHSHC|eqH
3 cqHSPCAcqHUD eqHSUP0eqHHT eqHo_lTe_H eqHS_C eqH

(' 7 _tqH_p__jqH .... j qHFOR_tqH[ eqHMUHLe_HNT eqHFuNCtqM(|
' 1 oqHHUHEtqHNT| eqHFOHClqM(2 IqH_UH_IqHN|2 I_P_UAIqHO

9 _qHPRUDtqH eqHPTUu_qH( tqHPVlSo_HC t_AuUHoqMZ

b eqH_RlO_qHB tqHFSLitqH$; tqHRIN_,qHFL Iq.P_qHPT
9 tqHCFLUIqHi0Z IqHCFLU.qH'IU$ .qHCFLUoqH|Uq lqHAAIF tqh

, C 3 tqHBOYLtqHIST tqHFREEtqHPT tNHS_L[0qMcT IqH_LL_qMCTI

i 3 *qHHuYLe_H|ST tqHFREE_qHPT _qHASETtNH tq_A_ETtqHI
7 tqHCTET._HRA .NMC_Eu_qHG_- _N_CHEAe_HA|- .qHC.LAiqHA2 ............

; _ I tqHDHIA_qHA eqMFL_Y.qMM _qMAA_Lt_HOT tqMCAA| tqHF_

9 _NHGHIU._M E .... _qH_RlqtqH$ .qhsLsD.qHT IqHCH_UtqHY j

i \. 3 eqH_HBDtqHY tqHMATqtqH tqHMAT_qH eqMSAM_eqH• _ ADD ¢5OLIO__tCSOJLLDZL_L_O_[03 NAMES TO DIRECIONY OF CUNNLCTIUN CARD NAHE5 M_.__N ,
| ? eqM$AME.qH| tqHlNPUeqHf tNMUUIP_qMuI tqH_UL_qHIOI i

i | tqHC_0Lt_H|UZ _qHC_0L0qH|D3 eqHeoeoeqMoeeeeqHooeetqHeeee

tqHeOOetqHoooteqHoOOeoqHOoeotqHoeoetqHoeootqHee_etqHeeee i

DATA 16/qHOeeosqHoooee_HoOoo_qHooeo_qHooeotqHeeee,_HteeetqHeeee
| S _qHeeee qMeeeeeeOlL_H.oo,ee_tqflteeolqHooootNHoooet_Meeee_qHeeee ,

tqHeoeot_HooooeqMoOeoeqHelol_qHooooeqHeoe_eqH_eOeeqHeeee

3 oqHOooo,qHee_e_qHoeeoeqHeotO,_Hoeoo0_Hoeot_Heeeee_Heeoo
7 sqHeoeet_HoooooqHeeoeoqH_ooe_qHeooeeqHoeooeqHeeoetqHoooo

i __jLqH_oee,_qHoooetqHoooooqHeooo_qHoooeeqHo_ooe_MooeeeqMeeee
_qHOOeO_qHoooo_qHeeeeoqHeeeOeqHeeeeeqHeeeetqdeoee.qHeoeo

.... tqHeeeOlqHeOOOl_OOOet_H_._eo_.__i_M_et_Heeo_e_Hoeeee_Heeee
3 _HeOeetqHooeeeqHoeoetqHoooeeqHeeootqHo_oOo_MOeeOsqHee_o

7 e_MtoootqHIoootqHoeeeeqH_oeooqHDLCUeqHMUPTeqHC_AtqHN .....
| tqMCPROsqHO oqMCPTUtqH_[ tqHcP_u_qHA0| tqHc_U,qHAD_

_HCPTRIqHIAI .qMCPTN_qHIA2 tqHcP_o_qMPL_ _qHcPTK_qHP_T ....
9 t'tHCPTRtqHBSC eqHCOUPtqHMASS.qHGHUPsqHNT tqH_|MAIqH_S

7 eqHG eqH tqMe3 oqH tqHaq tqH _qHMUUAoqM_c I

DATA 17/qHMPCStqH tqHsPCStqH .... _qHLUADtqH$ tqflHblflt_fl00S • ......
E qHOEFOtqMHHS tqMTENPtqHLOS .qHTLNPtqHR|S oqfl|GS cqH t

9 qH,AOUTIqHI tqf:_._O.O_PtqH S •qH_UOPlqH|$ tNMU_QAIqHD| t ......
3 qHFR(e_qH$ eqHTF$ tqH tqMP_OT•qHS tqMT_T_-eqMF_ e

"" .7 ... qHPOUT,qHS _qHTENpLqHHX___q_b_.L_q__. _:qUK4PPj_S !.

J qHM_PPeqH$ tqHB2PP.qHS oqHC_ETeqHHUOStqMS_AHoqMPS t

S qHP_COtqHS _sqHNLF0,qH.__NCEstqhKYou_qHT$ _qflOLL_.qHTEl.._ .......
9 qHRANOIqHQN$ tqHAxYOoqHUT$ oqflNULOeqHUPS oqHOeootqHeeee/

, _N0 ...........
le

_, Figure 6.- Compiles and puts object intc de, elopment data set NEWOBJ.

!

i _0
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//LNK_OT JOB (KUXAXXX,RDRDI,°NBNE_MANteRE_IONaZ7SK,TIHEa_ JUB CAN__." /OVOL_E_ ID=(NASTHAN|S) U|blKIBUTEO bYSTLR V,I_

leVOLkE_ |UB|NASTKANULV| OLVELUPH_N1 DIS&

II EAEC FONTHL_PAHM.,LKED=_NAP_LI_TtOVLYoDCtLLTo_IZE=¢Z6ZKt]Zk) t

//LKEU,SY_LIB UD OISPaSHHtDSNsSTS|o[RRPK

II . UO UISPsSHReDSNsSYSIoFOHTLIU

I //LKED*$Y_LHOD 00 UNIIJSYSDA_DISPsSHRtVOLB_ERIVOL_EV_USNsNAUEVZ_

I/LKEU,LIP DD UNIIsSYSOA_U|SPsSNR_VOLISE_aVOLUEVIOSNsNE_UDJ

i I/LKEU,LI8 DD UNIrsSYSDAtUISPsSHRoVOLsSERsVULNUNtUSNsOBJI/LKED,SYSIN DO •

i INCLUDE L|P|LIENtKJSOPK| UUCHANGE (_ITIPAIT_6) UUUUOUIU

, INCLUDE LI_IPAIT361 _UU_OU3u

INCLUDL _i_t_INKN_U_.j_LM_. UUUOOOqu
uuuuousut INCLUDE LI_ICO_SZI

; INC_UO_ _i6¢_____D Rj_fLTU___Nj_XEO_N_PFNSt[_ToGOtCON_GI UUUUOU6U

INCLUOL LIBIHESAGE_SS_]CHtGOPENtFREAO_CL_TABtOPNCOH_FNARL) uUUUUUTU

i . ...........
UUUUOUBU

OVERLAY A UOUUOUgU
INCLUOE LIBIPAG_E) .......... UUUUOIUu

OVERLAY AI UUUO_IU

OVERLAY AI UU_UUI_u

i _ !NC_U_E_JBIBTSTRPI UUOUO|qu

CHANGE NIRAN(PEAITItLINKIPEXIT) UOOOOi_u

INCLUDE LIBIENOSYSI .... UUOUOI6u
OVERLAY ENUSSS uUUUO_TU

INSERT ENUS_ ..... uOUUO|BU
AI UUUOOIgU

INC_UO__ Li_I_PAHAHI ......... UUQUO_UU
OVERLAY A| uUOUO21u

INCLUDE LIBIASAVEI UUUUOZ2u

% OVERLAYovERLAV_A|.............. UUQUOZ_u

OVERLAY AI -'- UUOUn&_U

INCLUDE LIBIICEII UUOUOZ_u

_ _INC.LUD[._I6IACHKI UUUOOZ6u
OVERLAY AI UUUOQZ7u

INCLUDE LIB|bNFIST_HPDABOtXSFA,XSOSGN*ACLEAN,APUNPtAuP_I UUUUO_u

i NCLUO_Ll_I_u--CC_-_u_¢I ...... uuoou_u
IN_ERT XSFAi _. UUUUO4U_

0VERLA¥- _SFA uUOOO_lu

INS[RT__.ESj_tA O_(NT ................ UUUUO3ZU

OVLRLAY Ai UUOQQ33U '

INGLUD(LIBITAuPT,TABPNT_NATDUR_NATPRN) UUOOO_qu

OVE#_AV T_SPRA ...... uooooasu
INSERT TABPeA UOOOU_bU

ii!i OVERLAY'A| ....................... UUUUOJIU _

INCLUDE LIBIPRTPNMI .... UUUUO_BU

OVERLAY A UUQOU_gu

INCLUDE LIPI_PTA_O .)........ UUOOOqUu

' INCLUDE 'LIB(OELSCT/ ....... UUUQONUI

_* '. INCLUDL LIBIHHATtE|SRCHI UUUUQ_iUINCLUDL LIBIGNRAIOtPRETRQ,INVERDtGNRATS_PREHATi UUOUOq_u

INCLUDE LIUIS&XBtD_I_IbADOTBtOAPOTB) uUUOOq3u

INb(_r GPTAI UUOuoqqu

INbERT-_HTOU_ ..... UUOOOqbU

IN_ENT NRATDU UUOUUqAU

INSERT _l TIN _A_OUT UUUOO_/U

i' Figure 7.- Link edit and puts execution module into NADEV development set. _-,

4_i
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FIGURE 7 CONTINUED _ !
¢

UVERLAY _MA| uUUUU_uu

INCLUDE LIPISMAi_O_ ..... UAUUU_Vu
INSERT SMAICLt_MAIIOoSMAI_K_NAIETo_MAIDP UUUUUbOu
INSERT 5MAIHT UUUUilSIu

l CHANbE KBEAMIPEAITI uUUUD_2uINCLUDE LIPI_MAIA) 53U

i INNERT NMA|SC,APLE

INCLUDE _IBI$MA|B_DETCKI _qU
INCLUDE LIPISMAI ) b_I

CHANGE KBEAM(P_x|T) .... uUUUUbSu
INCLUDE LIBIPLAI) UUUUO_eu

oVERLaY 5MAEL uUUUOb/u
INCLUDE LIUiKRODoKBAR,KTUBE,KPANELoKELA_I uUUUU_BU

|N__LU__(_J__L_(ILLE__NoK@DMLMjL_K_RB_E.tKTRPLIt_@UPLT_KTR|_oNH_DY=HRIN_| UUdOO=9u
OVERLAY _MAEL uUUUObUU

INCLUOE LIB(FCON£,KCpNEX) _= UUOOOelu
OVERLAY _MAEL uuggob2u

]NCLUD_ _LIUIKIRI._R_eKTRAPRoDK[LO_KINTtDKKtUKN,UK_tDREF,UK_gtUK|UUI UUUUU63u
INCLUDE LIBIuK_I|_UK2IU_OKJAB,KFAC; UUUUO6qU

OVERL_Y_._NAE_....... uooog_bu
INCLUDE LIB|RTONDRoDMAIRXoROMBDKtDqKoUSKoD6K| UUUUQ66U

DvERLAY _MAEL uUDUO61u
INCLUDE LIBIKFLUD--2-_KFLuD3,KFLUUq,KSLUTtKTE1NAtK$ULID,_PLI_1) UUOOObgu

OVERLAY 5M&EL UUUUO&gu

OVERLAY_.AEL _Ul
INS_R+_iSOeR ,UZ
I_ENT DTOToFO_MTDo|NV3X3oJTPTN,MATERLtNBCIA_RMAT,MULTPN_MXY_NSELEC 1U3
INbERT PARTL,PARXYZ,_ETCON /Oq

INSERT 5NAIPU,ELDATA,NMATtFNONT3tPARTIL 7US
OVERLAY _MAI uUUUOTIU

CHAN_..B_[_N__P_F;.__J.I_L ............. UUUOO/2u
INCLUDE LIPISNAZAI 7_U
INCLUOE LIBISNAiBI 7_O
INCLUDE L|PIbNA2BDoSNA_I 741

INSERT $MAZSCtMAPL[ 7q_
INSERt SMA ZCL; 5MA_'[O _SMAZ_K, SNAZE T o SMA aDP UUOUOI_U

OVERLAY SMA.E_ UUUUO/6u
INCLUDE LIBINROD*MBAR,MTUBEoNAS$DtfVIbC,MCUNM_oMCUNE! UUUUO77U

INCLUDE LI_I_HSUL[_Dj._MFLUO2._NFLUD3tMFLUD_tNFREE=H_LOT| uUOUOTBu
INCLUDE LI_IMAS$T_I UUUUOTYU

INCLUDE L IBINC_A_MCROutMTRB$C,N_DPLTmNIRPLT_RTRIgU} UUUUOBUu
OVERLAY _NAELZ UOUUUd|u

INCLUDE_ L IQJNTRIRGoNTRAPR.ON]t___M[NI.DMK_UNN . _J,UMEF,uM8_,UMIOOI UUOUDB_u
INCLUDE LIBtNFACoDNJABoON219oDMZIIoNTORDR| UUUUU_3u

OVERLAY SMAELZ uUUUO_Nu __
INCLUDE LIBINDUNI,NoUM2iNOUM3_MOUMNtNDUMb,MDUMbtMUUMI_MDURB_NDU_9) UUOUO_SU

OVERLAY SMAELZ Ubl
l NCLUDE L ie iN'F_bPR_MLI'_N3 ....... a=Z

INSERT SMA2PDeELDATZtNMAT_,FRONTZoPARTIZ Bb3
UVERLAY OEND(NE_ION} UUUUO_U

INSERT SNAIX UUOUOOTU

INSERI SMAZX UUOUU¢Du
OVERLAY EJDUN_ UUUUOOgu

INCLUDE LIBIEJDUN2I uUUUO¥Ou
INSERT EJDUN2 UUUUU¥Iu

ENTRY LINKNSU_ UUUUUYgu
NAME L|N_NSU_IM.I .................. UUUOJT_u

le

Figure 7.- Concluded.
t
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; NEW PLAT_ AND S_ELL ELEMENTS FOR _A_TRAN

By R. Narayanaswami*
NASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

A new higher order triangular plate-bending finite element is presented

in this paper which possesses high accuracy for practical mesh subdivisions

i and which uses only translations and rotations as grid point degrees of free-

dom. The element has 18 degrees of freedom (d.o.f.),viz., the transverse
displacement and two rotations at the vertices and mid-side grid points o:"the

" triangle. The transverse displacement within the element is approximated by

a quintic polynomial; the bending strains thus vary cubically within the
" element. Transverse shear flexibility is.taken into account in the stiffness

formulation. Two examples of static and dynamic analysis are included to

show the behavior of the element. Excellent accuracy is achieved in all cases.

This element, designated _s TR-18, is demonstrated to be an ideal candi-

date for generation of a family of plate and shell elements for inclusion into

NASTRAN. The following elements are specifically mentioned in this context,

_ viz., (i) triangular plate element, (ii) quadrilateral plate element,

(iii) curved triangular shell element, (iv) curved quadrilateral shell element
| and (v) plates with membrane-bending coupling and muitilayered platcs. The

present paper describes the detailed theoretical derivations for the afore-

mentioned elements. In addition, the behavior of the TR-18 element and

associated quadrilateral plate element is illustrated by two sample problems.

Comparisons with existin_ alements in the literature and the present NASTRAN

quadrilateral elements are shown.

INTRODUCTION

NASTRAN presently (Level 15.5) has, in all, a total of nine different _.
, forms of plate elements in two different shapes (triangular and quadrilateral).

The present NASTRAN basic bending element, TRBSC, the basic unit from which

_ the bending properties of the other plate elements are formed, uses a cubic

displacement field (with the x2y term omitted). This constrains the normal _.
." slope (on the exterior edges of the TRPLT bending element) to vary linearly,

'"' which in turn makes the element overly stiff. A need thus exists for

.- a more accurate plate bending element for NASTRAN.

A brief review of some of the more important plate bending elements is ..

i now made. Formulations of triangular plate bending elements were
finite

given as long ago as 1966 by Clough and Tocher (ref. i) and by Bazeley et al.

(ref. 2). The conforming elements presented therein allow only a linear

*NRC-NASA Resident Research Associate. .:;
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stiff, whereas the nonconforming element given in ref. 2 uses a cubic poly-

nomial for transverse displacement and is not of very high accuracy. Improve-

ments to these elements have been made by using higher degree polynomials for

transverse displacements; indeed elements of very high accuracy have been

reported by Argyris (ref. 3), Bell (ref. 4) and Cowper et al. (ref. 5) using
quintic polynomials for the displacements field. But these elements have

i strains, curvatures and/or higher order derivatives of displacements as grid

point degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) which lead to an inconsistency when abrupt I

! thickness or material property variation occurs. That is to say that the ccm-
tinuity of strains and curvatures implied by their use as degrees of freedom

_ at grid points is violated wherever concentrated loads, changes in slope,

_ changes in thickness, or connections to other structures occur. In short, the
proper use of elements that assume continuity of strains and curvatures is

restricted to regions where discontinuities do not occur. Further, the ex-
, istence of higher order derivatives makes Jt difficult to impose boundary con-

ditions on these and indeed the simple interpretation of energy derivatives

as "nodal forces" disappears (ref. 6). Bell has also developed another element

i in ref. 4, designated T-15 by him, which has only displacements and rotations

i as degrees of freedom. But it has a major drawback in that not all grid points
of the element have the same d.o.f.; consequently, it becomes difficult, if

not impossible, to consider connections of this element w_th other finite

elements. Thus the practical use of the T-15 element in general purpose

I', programs is severely limited.

I A need still exists to develop a new accurate plate bending Finite element

that has the advantages of the accuracy associated with a high order displace-
ment polynomial but does not have the disadvantages discussed above and is

therefore suitable for inclusion in general purpose computer programs like
NASTRAN.

In this paper, a triangular element and an associated quadrilateral

element are developed that use only displacements and rotations as grid
point degrees of freedom and use a quintic polynomial for lateral displace-

ment. The quadrilateral element is formed by four triangular elements. The

stiffness, consistent mass and load matrices of the separate triangles are

evaluated and added by the direct stiffness technique to form the respective

matrices for the quadrilateral. The terms associated with the internal grid ._
points are then eliminated by static condensation. None of the elements

discussed in referencec I to 5 possess the property of transverse shear
flexibility. This has been taken into account in the present paper by a

procedure based on that used in NASTBA_ (ref. 7).* The components of transvers

shear strain are quadratic functions of position. Convergence to the limiting ,
case of zero transverse shear strain is uniform.

In addition, three elements, vlz., (i) a curved triangular shell element,

(li) a curved quadrilateral shell element, and (iii) a multilayered plate

element can be derived from the TR-18 element. Together with the quadrilateral
plate element, these elements constitute the TR-18 family of elements.

*A similar procedure for incorporation of transverse shear flexibility

into a quartic element was communicated to the author by Dr. R. H. MacNeal of
MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation.
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-,_ _ LIST OF SYMBOLS

I{a} Column vector of coefficients

a,b,c Dimensions of triangular element in local co-ordinates (fig. i)

al, a2, a3 Coefficients of quintic polynomial

_ [BI],[B2],[B3] Matrices relating strains and generalized displacements

, _ It] Row vector relating transverse displacement to generalizeddisplacement

[D] Matrix relating bending stresses and bending strains

D Plate flexural rigidity, Et3/12(l - v2)
E Elastic modulus

i [Go] Matrix relating interior grid point displacement to exteriorgrid point displacements of quad-element

i [J] Matrix relating transverse shear forces and strains
[K] Stiffness matrix

L Length of side of plate

' [M] Con.;istent mass matrix

i {M} Vector of bendin6 _nd twisting moments per unit lengthN Number of elements per side of plate

[Q] Matrix relating grid-point displacement _ctor and vector of
_. polynomial coefficients

[R] Augmented matrix of Q and constraint relations

IS] Matrix relating vector of polynomial coefficients and grid

point displacement vector

T Kinetic energy

TI],[T2] Transformation matricesThickness of plate

[U] Matrix of transformation of strain components
U Strain energy

{V} Vector of transverse shears per unit length

w Lateral displacement

wc Central deflection
x,y,z Co-ordinate ayes in the local system

X,Y,Z Co-ordinate axes in the global system
a Rotation of xz plane at each grid point

Rotation of yz plane at each grid point

Yxz' Yyz Transverse shear strains

(¥} Vector of transverse shear strains /A
{_),{A) Column vectors of grid point displacement in local or global

system
Inclination of material orientation axis to x-axis

{¢} Displacement vector of quadrilateral element
v Poisson's ratio

p Mass density of plate material _'"

Non-dimensional parameter of eigenvalues, _ta_L4/D

[_] Dicection cosine matrix of quadrilateral median plane
Circular frequency of plate vibration

{X} Bending strains

.>
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Xx,Xy,×xy Bending strains

TRIANGULAR PLATE ELEMENT TR-18

In this section of the paper, the derivation of the stiffness matrix,

consistent load vector and consistent mass matrix of the triangular plate

element is given. The procedure for the derivation is described ±n detail in

reference 8, and hence only essential details arc presented here.

The element has 18 d.o.f., the transverse displacement and 2 rotations

at each vertex and at the mid-point of each side. Three additional conditions

are introduced, viz., the slope normal to each edge (hereinafter called normal

slope) varies cubically along each edge. This establishes 3 constraint equation
between the coefficients of the polynomial for displacements, which, t,_gether wi

i the 18 d.o.f., uniquely determine the 21 coefficients in the quintic polynomial.
The variation of deflection along any edge is a quintic polynomial in _he

| edgewise co-ordinate; the six coefficients of this polynomial are uniquely

i determined by deflection and edgewise slope at the 3 grid points of the edge.Displacements are thus continuous between two elements that have a common edge.

The normal slope along each edge is constrained to vary cubically% however,

since the norma_ slopes are defined only at 3 points along an edge, there is

no normal slope continuity between 2 elements that have a common edge. The

element thus belongs to the class of non-conforming elements. The development

of this element follows closely that of Cowper et al. (rcf. 5).
i

Element Geometry

Rectangular c_rtesian co-ordinates are used in the formulation. An

arbitrary triangular element is shown in figure i, where X, Y, and Z are a

system of global co-ordlnates and x, y, z are the system of local co-

ordinates for the triangular element. The grid points of the element are

numbered in counterclockwise direction as shown. The following relationship

between the dimensions of the triangular element a, b, c, the inclination

e between the X and x axes and the co-ordlnates of the vertices of the

element can be easily derived (see fig. I):

cos O- (x3 - xl)/r sin e - (Y3 - Y1)/r (1)

-_ )21i/2where r = [(x3 - Xl)2+ (x3 - Yl (2)

I a = (X3 - X5) cos O - (Y5 - Y3 ) sin 8

.. " {(x3 - xS)(x3 " xl_ �(Y3" Y5)(Y3 - Y1)t/r (3)
#

J_8
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_n_ similarly,

! b = {(X5 - XI)(X 3 - XI) + (Y5 - Y1)(Y3 - YI )}/r (_)

i c = {(X3 - XI)(Y5 - Y1 ) - (Y3 - YI)(X5 - Xl)}/r (5) ,

Displacement Function

The deflection w(x, y) within the triangular element is assumed to vary

as a quintic polynomial in the local co-ordinates, i.e.,

w(x,y) = aI + a2x + a3Y + a4xp + a5xY + a6y2 + a7x3 +

2 2 + aloY3 + allX$ al2x3y 2 2aSx y + agXy + + a13x y +

al4xy3 _ al6x5 ; a18x3y2 2 3+ al5Y + + al7x _ + + al9x Y +

a2oXY _ + a21y5 (6_

There are 21 constants, aI to a21. These are evaluated as follows:

The element has 18 d.o.t'. At each grid point there are 3 displacement

components as d.o.f., viz., w, displacement in z-direction, a, rotation

about the x-axis and 8, rotation about y-axis. The rotations s and B

are obtained from the definitions of transverse shear strains Yxz and

Yyz' i.e. ,

Yxz " _x + B

Yyz _y - a

It can be shown (ref. 8) that Yxz and Yyz' and hence a and G, at any

grid point can be expresred in teras of the constants a 1 to a21. Thus 18

relations between grid point displacement values and the constants are obtained.
Three constraints among the coefficients in the above polynomi_l (eq. (6)) are
now introduced so that the normal slope varies cubically along each edge. It
is clear that the t_e constraint equations will involve only the coefficients
of the fifth degree terms in equa.Aon (6), since the lover degree terms
satisf_ the condition of cubic normal slope automatically. Moreover the con-

e
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,. _ {
ditions depend only on the direction of nn _dg_ %nd not on its post, ion. Alon_

i the edge defined by gl'id points I and 3, where y = O, the condition oF cubic
normal slope requires that

, i al 7 = 0 (_)
!.

x

It can be shown (ref. 8) that the condition for cubic varistion of normal slope

along edge 1-5 is

5bhc a16 + (4b3c 2 - b5)a17 + (3b2c 3 - 2bhC)al8 + (2be h - 353c2)a19 +

(c5 - 4b2e3)a20 - 5be h a21 = 0 (9)

and the condition for cubic variation of the normal slope along the edg _ 3-5

. (see fig. i) is

4 32

5ahc a16 + (-4a3c 2 _ a5)a17 + (3a2c 3 - 2a4c)al8 + (-2 ac + 3a c )a19 +

(¢5 _ 4a2c 3) + 5ac h = 0 (I0)
a20 a21

The 18 relations between grid point displacements (w, a and B at each

of the six grid points) and the coefficients of the polyno-.ial, together with

the three constraint equations (8), (9), and (I0), uniquely detennine the

coefficients aI to a21. The following equations can therefore be written:

{6} = [Q] {a} (ii)

•_ and (a}= Is!(_} (12)

where [Q] is the 18 x 21 matrix involving the co-ordinates of grid points

substituted into the function w (eq. (6)) and the appropriate expressions

• .'. of a and 8; {a} is the column vector of coefficients aI to a21 , and IS]

is a 21 x 18 matrix and consists of the first 18 columns of t_m inverse of an

0 augmented matrix of [Q] and the three constraint equations ($), (9), and (i0).

Stiffness Matrix

_' The following relationships are obtained from the theory of deformation

for plates (ref. 9). In the present notation, the curvatures are defined by
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" 1?B
X_ - _

aa ' _

: x5 = _-_)y (13) [

L :_a _B i

t
3ending at,dtwisting moments are related to curvatures by I

t

? My = [D]t Xy (_4)

t Xxy
_ J

, [D] is, in general, a full symmetric matrix of elastic coefficients.Shear forces (and hence shear strains) are proportional to the third

yes of the displacements. Since the displacement within the element

assumed tc vary as a quintic polynomial_ shear strains are expressed by a
uadratic polynomial ss follows:

Yx = bl + b14x2 + b6Y (15)

Yy cI + c2x + c3Y + c4x2 + c5xY + c6Y ):
t

The shear forces Jx' V are related to _¥x' Yy byy

Yx :_

Vx = t* [a] (16) :_',h

[i',." G is in general a full 2 x 2 symmetric matrix and t* is an effective
_' lickness of the element.

_i_ It can be shown that bI to b6 and cI to c6 can be expressed in

of the coefficients aI to a21 (ref. 8) and hence Yxz can be

J
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expressed as !
!

{y} = [BI] {a} (17) i.

1

where [B1] is as given in reference 8. The curvature {×} is now split into
2 parts, i.e.,

{x}= {xi}+ {x2} (18)

where

32w _ _ _Yxz

ax2 _x

a_w _Yyz (19)
{X1} = __ {X2} = _ ay

ay2

o _2w 3Yxz _Yyz
_ ay ax

It follows that {X1} is the vector of curvatures in the absence of trans-

verse shear and {X2} is the contribution of transverse shear to the vector of

curvatures. Now _X1} and {X2} are expressed in terms of generalized co-ordinate_

{a} as

{Xl} = [B2] {a} (20)

and

'"" {X2} = [B3] {a} (21)

<, where [B2] and [B3] are given in reference 8. Thus

'" {X} = {X l} + {X 2} = ([B 2] + [B3] ) {a} (22)

_, The generalized stiffr.essmatrix can be obtained as (ref. 8):

_'_' .,._, [K]gen- i([B2] + [B3])T[D]([B2] + [B3] ) �[B1]T [G][B1] dx &y (23)

'[ ., 1
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The element stiffness matrix in the local co-ordinate system, [K]e, is, by

virtue of equation (12),

[K]e = [S]T [K]gen [S] (24)

The element stiffness matrix in the global co-ordinate system, [K]g, is

' [K]g = [T2IT [K]e [T2] (25)

?

[ !where IT2] is the transformation matrix of displacen_ent vectors from global
t

to local co-ordinates of element.

i The evaluation of the elements of the generalized stiffness matrix, [K]
, gen

of equation (23), in closed form is, though straightforward, very tedious.This is due to the lengthy expressions involved in the triple matrix products.

{ The integration involved in equation (23) is now split into 5 integrals as

i . follows:

%

[n]gen = If [B2]T [D] [B2] dx d_

+ II [S2IT [D] [B31 dx dy + II [B3]T [D] [B2] dx dy

I + /I [B3IT [DI [B31 dx dy + I! [B±]T [G] [B1] dx dy

(26)

The first term II [B2IT [D][B2] dx dy is evaluated in closed form; the

i _, oLher fo_- terms are e_-!uate@ using numerical integration. The numerical in-

teEration formulas used are listed in ref. 8. If the plate is ass'_med +o be

rigid in transverse shear, the matrices [B1] and [B3] are nnll and the last
four terms of equation (26) vanish.

Consistent Mass Matrix

-- It cs_nbe shown that the generalized consistent mass matrix is (ref. 8)

_/, [M]gen - pt #'I [C]T[C] dx dy (27)

' m

I
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2 2 y51.,,_ where [C] = [i x y x xy y ..... ,,

The mass matrix can be transformed to element co-or_inates and global
co-ordinates by the same transformations as those used for stiffness matrix.
Thus

t_

J [M] = IS]_ [M] Is] (28)
e gen

and

[M] = [T2jT[M] [T2] (29)
| g e

where the subscripts e and g on [M] stand for element and global system,
respectively.

Consistent Load Vector

It can be shown that the generalized consistent load vector is, (ref. 8)

[P]gen ff [C]T
= q dx dy (30)

where q is the distributed loading.

The consistent load vect.... n now be transformed to element and global

co-ordinates by

[P]e = [S]T [P]gen (31)

,,-_ tt'lg = ['r2] [_']e __"'

'"' THE QUADRILATERAL PLATE ELEMENT

'i'" The quadrilateral element is formed from four of the triangular elements
just described. Two arrangements of the quadrilateral element are shown in .
Figures 3(a) and 3(b).

i_' The quadrilateral element has eight grid points on its edges. In the

,' arrangement of the quadrilateral element shown in Figure 3(a) which will be

i_ _ designated as QUADI, the quadrilateral i_ divided, first into 2 triangles by

:i"'i one diagonal and then again into 2 more triangles by the other diagonal. In ,

J
46_:
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"_ each case one additional grid point, at the mid-point of the diagonal, is intro-

duced; the stiffness, mass and load matrices of the triangl_ are evaluated and !

i

• added and the terms associated with the internal grid point are eliminated by 1
, static condensation. The stiffness, mm.ss and load matrices of the quadrilateral I'

element are obtained by adding one-half the contribution of each ca6e. In the

_' arrangement of the quadrilateral element shown in Fig. 3(b), designated as I

QUAD5, five additional grid points are introduced internally so that the quad- I

rilateral Js divided into four triangular elements. The eight grid ooints on

the edges are numbered i to 8. Grid point 9 is located at the intersection ::

of lines joining mid-points of opposite edges. Grid points !0 to 13 are
located at the middle of the lines joining grid point 9 to each of the corners

of the quadrilateral. The stiffness, mass and load matrices of the triangular

elements are evaluated, as described previously, and added by the direct stiff-

ness technique to form the respective matri_ez for the quadrilateral. The

, internal grid points are then _!imlnated by static condensation.

In a preliminary operation, the grid points of the quadrilateral are ad-

justed to lie in a median plane. The median plane is selected to be parallel
! to, and midway b_tween, the diagonals of the quadrilateral. The adjusted quad-

i rilateral is the normal projection of the given quadrilateral on the medianplane. The short line segments Joining the corners of the original and pro-

Jected quadrilateral elements are assumed to be rigid in bending and extension.

The quadrilateral element and its projection onto the median plane is shown in

Fig. 3(c) I•

I
f

FORMULATION AND SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS I

The global stiffness matrices, load vectors, and mass matrices for the

complete structure modeled by these elements are assembled from the correspond-

ing matrices of the individual elements by standard methods (ref. 6) to
form the matrix equation

[K] {U} = {P} (33)

T_

£ U L.,O, u.,,t..,_n _ ,Because the d.o.f, at grid points consist of displacements and ....."_ -

it presents no difficulty to specify the appropriate geometric boundary
_.... conditions at any irregular and/or complex boundary. After the boundary

"." conditions are applied, the matrix equation (35) is solved by Gaussian

_"_-_ " elimination to obtain the global displacement vector {U}.

" DISCUSSION OF RESULTS "

!:i', The triangular and quadrilateral elements are used to solve two problems "

in _tatics and 4ynamics of thin isotropic plates. Only the results for the

_ simply supported plate are presented here; the interested reader m_ consult

ref. 8 for details. The problem analyzed is that of the statics and dynamics

465 :;_ '
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of e square plate with edges simply supported. All calculations were carried

out on the CDC 6400/6600 series of computers with SCOPE operating system of i

the Langley Research Center. Single precision arithmetic was used _hroughout. }

A value of Poisson's ratio of 0.O is used in all problems. It is mentioned I

in this context that other finite-element analyses in the literature use 0.3 i
• as the value of Poisson's ratio, i

Static Analysis of a Square Plate

, The arrangement of the finite elements in a quarter of the square plate i

is shown in Fig. 4. The number of subdivisions of the edge of the square is

denoted by N. Due to symmetry, only one-quarter of the plate is analyzed.
The calculated values of the deflection at the center of the simply supported

, plate are given in Table i and compared with the exact solution given by

Timoshenko (ref. 9). These values together with other known finite element
analyses available in the literature (refs. 3, 4, 5 and iO) are also compared

in Figures 5 and 6 in plots of deflection versus mesh size using a linear scale
for N-1.

As seen from table l, the "Q" arrangement is found to give better results

than the "P" arrangement for the uniformly distributed loading; however, the

( "P" arrangement is found to be better, in general, for concentrated loads. For
_ the clamped plate, the "P" arrangements are found to be slightly better than

the "Q" arrangements, as noted from ref. 8. For the quadrilateral element,

QUAD1 is found to be superior to QUADS.

The high accuracy achieved with the present elements (triangular and

quadrilateral), even for the coarsest mesh, is evident from Table 1 and

Figures 5 and 6 for the simply supported plate. In the case of the clamped

plate, the results for the coarsest grid are not as accurate as in the case of

the simply supported plate (ref. 8); however, as the element size is decreased
the values of deflection obtained with the present elements approach very
rapidly the exact results.

Free Vibration of' a Square Plate

| The natural frequencies of a simply supported square plate wer_ _etermined
using the triangular and quadrilateral elements. The non-dimensional eigen-

• values are

_i _ = Dta_L4/D (34)

0 = mass density

t = thickness of plate

_,'_ _ - circular frequency

i < ' t

F 466
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L = length of side of square plate

D = Et3/12(l - v2), the flexura! rigidity of the plate.

The exact eigenvalues for the simply supported plate are given by

= (r 2 + s2) 2 _4 (25)

where r and s refer to the number of half-waves parallel to the edge directions.

The lowest 6 values obtained using the present elements and the exact

results are shown in Table 2. The eigenvalue problems were solved using a

, Jacobi routine that produced the complete set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Consistent mass matrix was used for treatment of inertia. It is seen that the

lowest eigenvalue is calculated to within I% of exact result. Good agreement

" _ is noticed for higher eigenvalues as well.

I THE TR-18 FAMILY OF ELEMENTS

', A number of finite element formulations for doubly curved shells are

presently available, the notable among them being the works of Ahmad, Irons

and Zienkiewiez (Ref. ii), Bonnes, Dhatt, Giroux, and Robichand (Ref. 12),

Strickland and Loden (Ref. 13), Key and Beisinger (Ref. lh), Dhatt (Ref. 15),

and Olson and Lindberg (Ref. 16). Some of these have neglected transverse
shear deformations whereas some others use sub-triangles and/or second and

higher order derivatives of the displacements of the element as degrees of

freedom, thus complicating the formulation. A need still exists for an
accurate shell element that has only translations and rotations as d.o.f.

Such shell elements can be derived using the TR-18 plate element; the

formulation presented here is simple and includes transverse shear deforma-
tions; it is based on the linear shear deformation theory of _hin shells as

given by Washizu (Ref. 17).

Using shallow shell theory, flat plate elements can be easily converted

I i_ to curved shell elements. The linear strain triangular membrane element,

known as TRIM6 in the literature, can be combined with the TR-18 plate element

to develop a doubly curved shallow shell triangular element. The surface of

"L the shell will be approximated by a quadratic polynomial of the position
coordinates of the base triangle. By a procedure analogous to that discussed

_ for the quadrilateral plate element, a quadrilateral shallow shell element
can be developed. Multllayered plates, and plates with coupled membrane and

L bending deformations, can be designed using TR-18 plate elements.

467
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Curved Triangular Shell Element

Fig. 7 shows a differential element dA on the middle surface of the

: doubly curved shell with orthogonal eurvilinear surface co-ordinates _i' _2'

• _3" A right handed cartesian co-or te system X, Y, Z is also shown.

In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 the curved triangular shell element is shown in basic and
local coordinate systems. The differential surface element is expressed as

dA = _Z _2 d_ld_2 (36)

where aI and e2 are the Lam4 parameters.

If th_ m,rf_ce z(×,y) of an element is sha]low_ the following relations
are valid

where

Z,x _x Z y = ?--_

The set of orthogonal eurvilinear co-ordinates (_i' _2' _3) over the surface

of the shallow element dA can be replaced by a set of shallow cartesian

co-ordinates (x,y,z) where

_i = x _2 = y (38)

i i" and Lain4 parameters _I = a2 _ 1 (39)

From eq. (36), (38) and (39), dA = dx dy (40)

The curvatures of the shallow element can then be approximated by

1

R11 = -Z,xx (41)

I (42)
R22 -Zyy
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where is the vector from the origin of th= basic co-ordina-_e system to

U0J
the origin of the local co-ordinate system• _he distances XO' YO' 20 are

not involved in the calculation of the stiffness matrix of the element since

only the differences of co-ordinates are used; hence they are discarded. The
inversion of equation (44) yields

x XII ^21 13 ,_

k-J tXl3 _s s_j L J %

It may be seen that XII' _21 and X31 are components in X, Y and Z ;'

directions of a unit vector along the x direction; and so on for I12' XI3' etc.

An analytical description of the surface of the element suitable for

application of shallow shell theory is obtained by assuming that the elevation °_"

of the shell middle surface may be expressed as a quadratic polynomial in the

local co-ordinates of the element, i.e.,

f4×2 2 ' "z(x,y) = fl + f2 x + f3y + + f5xy + f6y (46)
-{?t
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This implies that th_ shell element has constant curvat1_es and is consistent

with the approximations of shallow shell theory. Knowing the co-ordinates

x, y, z of the six points of the triangular "lement, the constants fl to

f6 can be evaluated.

Symbollcally

{z} = [QI] {f} (hT)

: or

-1 {z} (_8){f} = [Q1 ]

i, where [QI] is a 6 x 6 matrix of the co-ordinates of the six _oints. of the

_).element substituted into equation (_F

i De_rees of freedom and assumed displacement function.- The element has 30degrees of freedom (d.o.f.), with 9 d.o.f, per grid point. These are the

i three translations u. v, w in the x, y, and z directions and the rota-

tions of the xz and yz planes, m and 8. The displacements u, v, w

_ are positive in the positive co-ordinate directionsj the slopes are positive
when they cause compression at the top of the surface. The u and v d.o.f.
are assume_ to vary ever the element by a full quadratic polynomial of local

co-ordinaten_ as follows:

ahx2 2u = aI + agx + a3Y + + asXY + a6Y (h9)

v = a7 + a8x + agy + al0x2 + allxY + al2Y2 (50)

The deflection w will be defined by a quintic polynomial as in equation (6).

,_ The coefficients aI to _21 of equation (6) will be renumbered a13 to a33 ..

respectively. The 55 coefficients aI to a33 can be uniquely determined
from the 30 d.o.f, of the shell element (9 d.o.f, each at six grid points)

-' together with the 3 constraint equatic_,s (8), (9), and (i0).

>

Strain-displacement relations.-The expressions for transverse shear
_ . strains and bending strains for the curved shell element are the same as those

" for the TR-18 element (eqs. (7) and (13)). The membrane strains are

L(

|

i i ......... ,...... li - - °
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Bu _2z
e = --- - w

x _x _x2

• _v 82z
e = -- - w -- (51)%k

y By _y2

I _u ?v _2z

•, _ exy _y + _x - 2w _x_y

f

Stiffness matrix.- The stiffness matrix carlbe evaluated by the standard
procedures (ref. 6). The element can then be tested against other elements

(refs. !i to 16) for suitability as well as accuracy. At the time of writing
of this paper, the calculations for the el_ent have not been completed.

Curved Quadrilateral Shell Element

A curved quadrilateral shell element can be constructed from the curved

triangular shell elements by a procedure analogous to that of the construction

_ of the quadrilateral plate element from the TR-18 element.

Plates With ;4embrane-Bending Coupling

Plates with coupled merabrane and bending deformations and multilayered

plates (fig. i0) can be analyzed by means of the elements presented earlier

herein. Nuxtilayered plates will produce coupling between membrane and
bending deformations when the plate is not symmetrical with respect to its

middle surface. A general form of the coupled stress-strain relationship
can be expressed as

F [A] [B] o (_m

{M}I= [BIT [D] £I _{X}_ (52) ._: "

£LI _o o L(,,j
4C

where

:, {F} is a vector of membrane force components Fx, Fy, F

• .' {M} is a vector of bending and twisting moments Mx, My, Mxy

_ {V] is a vector of transverse shear components Vx, V

t

I- i
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{£m} is a vector of membrane strain components gx' £y' gxy i
v

(X} is a vector of curvatures ×x' Xy_ _xy _

{y} is a vector of average transverse shear strain 7x, yy
¢

: N

i [A] is a 3 x 3 matrix, _ [Ce] (tk - tk_l)
k=l

_ N 2 2

., [ [2] Js a 3 x 3 matrix, _ [G ] tk - tk-Ie 2

I [D] is a 3 x 3 matrix, _ [G ] tk -i
; _ e 3
| k=l

[G] is a 2 x 2 transverse shear matrix

i [Ge] is a 3 x 3 matrix of elastic coefficients

tk is the distance to the outer edge of plate (or layer in a multilayer

i plate) from reference s_face
tk_ 1 is the distance to the inner edge of plate (or layer in a multilayered

plate) from reference s_face
%,

t* is an effective thlckness for the element

The inplane strain vector at any point is

(E}= (E } -z {×} (53)
m

where z is the distance from the reference surface. The strain energy of the

plate element is

U = _i f [{F}T{g m} + {M}T{x) + (v}T{y}ldA (94)

whe;e the integration is carried out over the surface of %he element. The

, stiffness matrix for the triangular and quadrilateral elements can be

evaluated by the usual procedures (refs. 6 and 81.

_ CONCLUDING R_SMARkS

New triangular elements and associaCed quadrilzteral elements for plate

_, and shell analysis having only displacement and rotations as grid point

i::' degrees of freedom are described in this paper. The examples presented for

plate elements demonstrate that high accuracy is achievable using these

_' '_" elements for practical subdivisions.
|
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I The effect of transverse shear deformations is included in the elcment

formulation. Transverse shear strains vary quadratically within the element;

convergence to the limiting case of zero transverse shear strain is uniform.
The present elements are expected to give better approximatlons than most

displacement model plate bending elements for solving problems where trans-

verse shear effects are significant.

Finally, it is remarked that these elements are ideally suited for

inclusion into general purpose computer programs due to (i) simplicity of

formulation, (ii) use of only displacements and rotations as grid point
degrees of freedom, (iii) high accuracy for practical mesh subdivisions and
(iv) inclusion of transverse shear flexibility in the element properties.

A
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' Figure 3(a).- Quadrilateralelement (QUADI_geometry.
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Figure 3(b).- Quadrilateral element (QUADS)geometry.
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Figure 3(c).- Median plane for quadrilateral element.
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i N-2 N-4 N-6 N-8
P arrangements of triangular element mesh idealization

/1/I, //A
N-2 N-4 N-6 N-$

Q arrangements of triangular element mesh idealization

Figure 4.- Finite element idealization of square plate.
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_, Notation Element Reference i

Shape

": T (_-mesh) Pre.°entpaper i_
P T (P-mesh) Present paper "

_., Q1 Q Present paper i

_, 03 Q Present paper i
ACM R l

HCf T 1 i_

Z T 2

I"

TUBA-6 T 3

_,_- B-2 T (T-18) _,lO {
B-3 T (T-21) h,iO i

} _ C-N T (Q-mesh) 5
' C-P T (P-mesh) 5

NQ Q 7

CFQ Q 9
,,,,,

T - Triangular; Q - Quadrilateral;
R- Rectangular

13.0[,, ',",,Z \,,ACM

L" ".. NQ_',, \\

"'.

EXACT N
COEFFICIENTFOR _ -.-__...... ......

CENTRALO LECT,ON." .."...-"WcD/pL2 C-N /// "// /
1000

11.0[- \ x_.C_P / // "I k.--B-2 // /

/ /
CFQ// HCT/ JL

/ / _
/ /

10.0 I z , , , , I ,
2 4 6 8 1216 _o

NUMBEROFELEMENTSPERSIDE,N

Figure 5.- Simply supported square 1_late: central deflection we
under central point load P.
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Notation Element Reference

_' Shape

N T (Q-mesh) Present paper

P T (P-mesh) Present paper

Q/ Q Present paper

Q5 Q Present paper

ACM R 1
HCT T 1
Z T 2

' TUBA-6 T 3
B-Z T (T-ZP)

i' B-2 T (T-ZS) _,z0
, B-3 T (T-21) 4,i0
} _ C-N T (_-mesh) 5

i' C-P T (P-mesh) 5

_Q Q 7
i CFQ Q 9

T - Trian_lar; Q - _uadrilateral;

i R - Rectan&_lar

i 4.2[ B-1
, ,/-_ Q5

!

, Acr

_ _ o'),. ,, ,

4.0 / ,'
COEFFICIENTFOR L _'v .. - _t" /

CENTRALDEFLECTION, ti / /_ /

-/,, I
wcOlqo'4L 3.9 //

,. 1000 "CFQ ACM///I'NO ,/HCT
3.8- / " I

,_ / / i
.... I I o

• / / l
,-'. 3.7- / / /
• I / II

II I
-Is • l I iJ !

, 3.62 4 6 8 1216 Qo
: , NUMBEROFELEMENI5PERSIDE,N

Figure 6.- Strpl,y supported square plat, e: central cteflection w_

" _mder uniformly distributed load qo"

" 4d2
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Figure 7.- Differentialelement.

Z
(X6,Y6,Z6) 5 (X5,Ys,Z5)

.' (XI,YI.Zi)(X2.Y2,Z2)3 (X3.Y3,Z3)

|/ x
2'" Figure 8.- Curved triangularshell element in basic co-ordinatesystem.
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" ! (x6,Y6.Z6)

i 5 (x5,Ys,Z51

: _ z _4 (x4.Y4,Z4)

i 1, 2 3 (x3,yyZ3)
' (xl'Yl'Zl)', : (x2'Y2'Z2) '

, I

I

,''' . /'_'Y Zl=Z3:Z 5
(xI,YI.O) (x3,yyO)f
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' X

i Figure 9.- Curved triengular shell element in local ec-_rdinate system,
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Figure i0.- Mult_iayered plate geometry.
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FASr MODAL EXTRACTION IN NASTRAN VIA THE

FEER COMPbfER PROGRAM

By Malcolm Newman and Aaron Pipano
!

; Israel Aircraft Industries, Ltd.

Lod Airport, Israel

" SUMMARY
t

f

i A new eigensolution routine, FEER (Fast Eigensolution Extraction

i Routine), used in conjunction with NASTRAN at Israel Aircraft Industries

is described. The FEER program is based on an automatic matrix re-
_ duction scheme whereby the lower modes of structures with many degrees

of freedom can be accurately extracted from a trldiagonal eigenvalue

problem whose size is of the same order of magnitude as t_e number of

required modes. The process is effected without arbitrary lumping of
masses at selected node points or selection of nodes to be retained in

the analysis set.

The results of computational efficiency studies are presented,

showing major arithmetic operation counts and actual computer run times
of FEER as compared to other methods of elgenvalue extraction, including
those available in the NASTRAN READ module. It is concluded that the

tridiagonal reduction method used in FEER would serve as a valuable addi-

tion to NASTRAN for highly increased efficiency in obtaining structural ,_

vibration modes. -r

INTRODUCTION :_

One of the most burdensome computational tasks in dlscretized

structural systems centers around the extr _tlon of mode shapes end

frequencies when the orders of the metr + :s are large. The difficulties
are compounded as the number of requir., eigensolutions increases and
multiple or near-multiple eisenvalues are encountered.
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Currently, NASTRAN provides three methods for modal extraction
' (refs. 1 and 2): the Trldiagonal or Givens method, the Inverse Power

Method with Shifts, and the Determinant method. In each method the

problem size encountered is equal to the number of degrees-of-freedom

in the analysis set which, given typical, present-day prob:em applica-

tions, may run into the thousands. One means of reducing the size of
; th_ analysis set is via the Ouyan reduction (ref. 3), which has been

incorporated into NASTRAN. This technique, which is similar in concept

to the Kaufman - Hall reduction (ref. 4), requires a "Judicious"

elimination of selected mass degrees-of-freedo_ and an attempt is made
to account for the influence of the eliminated nodes through eq,llvalent

energy criteria. As demonstrated by Levy (ref. 5), such an intuitive

approach involves a great deal of guesswork and can led to grossly
inaccurate results, particularly in systems with relatively non-unlform

i mass distributions.

? What is required to circumvent these difficulties is a more

| automated eigenreduction scheme which yields _ccurate lower modes of
' the structural system. In essence, the probl,m may be pos_ as follows:

i Given the nth order eigenvalue problem

,, [K]{+) = w2[M][_) (i)

where [K] and [M] are symRetric and non-negative definite, we wish to
approximate the nodal vectors by

{+} - IT]{8} (2)

where [T] is a sultpblv constructed transformation matrix of size
nxm (m<<n) and (8_ is en m-component vector of generallzed co-
ordinates. Usinl a R_yJelgh-Ritz procedure the r+sultinK reduced,
mth order eigenpz_b!_ _s of the form

[K]{6) - _2[f1(6) (3)

where

- IT]T (4a)

- IT]T[M] (4b)

• and _ is an approximate wdal frequency. If a specified number of
lower nodes are to be accurately obtained, then the Indlvldual nth

' order vectors comprisin8 the transformation matrix must be eufflclently

I rich In the corresponding modal vector,. Thus, the practical value of
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the reduction 3theme hinges on its ability to generate such a trans-

. _ formation matrix with a minimum of computational effort.

_, A number of closely related methods involving elgenreductlonconcepts have been proposed previously. In the work of Hestenes and

i Karush (ref. 6), eigensolutlons were obtained via a block power method(iterating with several vectors simultaneously as opposed to a single

i vector) and a reduced eigenvalue problem was employed to orthogonallze
and improve successive blocks of vectors between iteration steps. More
recently, Jennings and Orr (ref. 7), Dong, Wolf and Peterson (ref. 8),

i and Bathe and Wilson (ref. 9) proposed similar techniques using the
| Inverse Power Method in conjunction with simultaneous sets of vectors

(alternately called Simultaneous Iteration, Subspace Iteration and

Block-Stodola methods). In each of these approaches, however, the

functional role of the reduced elgenproblem Is to improve a sub-
space of approximate modal vectors with central emphasis being placed

on a block-type Inverse Power method.

In this report, a new elgenreductlon routine, FEER (Fast

Eigensolution Extraction Routine) is described, wherein a single reduced

eigenproblem is generated for the accurate extraction of any specified

number of low6r modes. Further, the transformation matrix is generated
vector-by-vector in such a way that the reduced ei_enproblem is%

tridiagonal in form. The FEER pcogram is now being used in conjunction
with NASTRAN at Israel Aircraft Industries to obtain much more

economical eisensolutlons than currently possible with the NASTRAN READ
module.

The trldlagonal reduction method employed in FEER was first
suggested by Cranda11 (ref. 10) as a truncated version of the Lanczos
alsorlthm (ref. 11). However, it was soon discovered that the original
scheme voseessed numerical instabilities (refs. 12 and 13). The

necessary improvements to correct these weaknesses were made by OJalvo
and Newman (ref. 14), who were the _irst to develop a successful

tridlagonal reduction pros, m for large scale structural dynamics
problems. The FEER computer program contains further refinements later
introduced by Newman and Pipano (ref. 15), Includlng:

1. Highly efficient numer#cal computation schemes, usis$ packing ,_
techniques which take advantage of matrix sparslty.

2o Calculatlon of accurate upper and lover bounds on the
extracted elgenvalues.

, 3, Accommodation of elugular mass matrices and stiffness matrix
slnsularltles associated with rigid body modes.

487
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TRIDIAGONAL REDUCTION METHOD

: Prellmlna_y Ope_atlons i
t

Employing the NASTKAN notation, the structural elgenvalue problem
I is of the form

[Kaa]{_ a) = m2[Maal{,a } (5)

Both [Kaa] and [Maa] ,_renth order symmetric, nov-negative and s_=t-

definite _trices corresponding to the analysis set. _ence, they may
both be singular, but all _he elgen_al:es are zero or positive.

In order to obtain a decomposable matrix, a small, positive shift
parameter, a , is chosen such that

2 2
- _ - _ (6)o

Then

[Kaa _" aHaa]{$a} ,, _[Maa]{,a}. (7)

It can be easily sho_. that the shifted stiffness matrix Is non-
singular and positive-definite provided that _he system masses generate
kinetic energy due ¢_ any kinematically admissible rigid body motions
of the structure. This requtremen_ is alway_ satisfied by the mass
matrix tn a physically well-posed problem.

In order to maintain the elements of the subsequent trial vectors
on the order of unity, a positive mass-scaling para_._ter, S, i_J also
employed, such that

[Maa] - _ [_] (8) '

If a Choleaky syumetrlc decomposition of the shifted stlffuess
. macrlx 18 perforamd:

[Kaa + _aa] - It] ILlT (9)

it follows that the eiganv.lua problem,equation (7). .., be converted

488
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to the form

[B] {x} = _(x} (i0) !

: where I

[B] = [L]-I[_] [L-I]T (lla)

{x} = [L]T {Ca } (llb) [
f and
t

S
= (no)

The above triangular matrix inverses are treated as purely

operational symbols, since in actual numerical operations forward and
backward passes on vectors are employed.

._' Generation of the Reduced Eigenproblem I
!

A reduction of the nth order eigenvalue problem, equation (i0), is i

"_' effected through the transformation
!

{ x } = [ v ] { y } (12)
nxl nxm mxl

where {x} is an approximation of {x} and m < n. The transformation ,!i_
matrix is taken to be unitary, so that

", - [v]T[v] = [z] (13)

'_:"iJ"_.-.? The reduced mth order eigenproblem is then _

"" [A] {y} = _{y} (14)
,:,j

where

[vlZ[B]....,_-'. [A] - [V] (15) _"

'_ '" '_ and [ is an approximation of the eigenvalue X. r-:

:_" The essence of the reduction scheme lies in the choice of the .....

!__,

?
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transformationmatrix [V]. In the tridiagonal reduction method, the
Lanczos algorithm (refs. ii and 13) is used to build the [V] matrix,

vector by vector, i.e.,

[vl ffi[(vI} {v2] (Vm}1 (16) I
such that the reduced mxmmatrix [A], is tridiagonal and its eigenvalues i
approximate the higher end of the eigenspectrum of [B] (or, equivalently, _

the lower natural frequencies of the structure). II

The algorithm yieldsi

d 2- all

i d2 a22 d3

i \ \ \[A] ffi \d 3 \a33 _\_ (17)

\ _ \d
\ \

i . \ atom!

\ o m

where the matrix coefficients are theoretically given by the recurrence
formulas

all " {viIT[B]{vi}

di ffi {Vi_l}T[B]{vi} ; i =l,m (18)

_ " _ (Vl+lI = [Bl{viI-ali{vil-di{vi_i}

_::_ [[_l+l)T{_i+l}] I/2 i{vi+I} = {vi È%8',�x�!

!,_:@, The process is initialized by choosing an initial trial vector, {vI}

.,_-:.._=. and setting (V_l) = {0}; dI O.

_ < The initial trial vector should contain all components of the system
_-.,, ei_envectors and must be constrained to eliminate spurious eigensolutions

(_z �_) due to ..ass matrix singularities. These requirements are

#

_90

i
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Isatisfied by setting

• {vI} = [B]{w}/[(Bw)T(Bw)] I/2, (19) !

• where {w} is an n-element vector obtained from a random number generator j

: routine. !

Reorthogonalization of the Trial Vectors il

Although the trial vectors {vi} generated in equations (18) form

a theoretically orthogonal set, it has been shown (ref. 16) that they

i rapidly degrade as the computations proceed, such that the later vectors
are far removed from orthogonallty to the earlier ones. This is caused

° by unavoidable computational round-off, which, because of repeated

multiplications by the unreduced elgenmatrlx, [B], tends to amplify

the contributions of the lower frequency eigenvector components. To

correct this problem, Gregory (ref. 12) experimented with the use of

higher precision arithmetic, but found only marginal improvements in

the final results. Later, Lanczos suggested a single reorthogonalization

of the trial vectors. While this improves matters substantially, it still

_ does not eliminate the precision problem adequately. However, Ojalvo
and Newman (ref. 14) found that the introduction of an iterative

reorthogonalizatlon loop can make the trial vectors as orthogonal as

necessary for extremely large systems. The procedure is as follows:

O

Denote each new vector obtained from equations (18) as {vi+I} and

.... iterate,
i

T o

I o [{re} {vi+I}]{vj}
{Vi+l} " (Vi+l} -J_l

i (19)2 1 T 1
": {vi+ 1} = {vi+ 1} _ l- [{vj}{vi+I} {vj}

J=l

'!!Wi' until an acceptable vector ;-"

-j_ } {Vl+l}l{vj} 1' _ = {vi+I} [(vj

is found whtch satisfies the orthogonality criterion

1 T'I__IO 2-t
,. max {v11 {vi+11 < (20)

l_<J

":_ where t is the total number of decimal digits carried by the computer.

&/'l
i
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A normalized form of the reorthogonalized trial vector is finally

obtained through

{Vi+l} r s+l. r s+l,T_tvi+llS+l.]i/2= iVi+l J/[tVi+l_ (21)

Experiences gained through application of the FEER program to

a large variety of problem types and sizes have indicated that an

average of only two reorthogonallzations are required per trial vector
generation.

Size Criteria for the Reduced Eigenproblem

As a result of numerical experiments and a_-licatlons (refs. 14,
15, 17-19), it has been found that in cases where m<<r (where r is the

total number of structural modes, including rigid body modes, and m is

the size of the reduced eigenvalue problem), a first grouping of more

than m/2 lower frequencies of the reduced system are in accurate

agreement with the corresponding number of exact frequencies, provided

,_. that m >.7, i.e., when at least seven trial vectors are chosen. The
remaining reduced system frequencies are spread across the remaining

exact spectrum, with the last one representing a lower bound on the
highest exact frequency of the unreduced problem.

Thus, if the user requests q lower frequencies of the structure,

the order of the reduced elgenvalue problem is

m - { mln [2q+l,r]; q > 3mtn [7,r] ; q < 3 } (22)-

It should be noted that in all cases m < r, and whenever m is
-

set equal to r, all the structural modes of the unreduced problem are
..,: .. generated.

-'_,.., . Error Bounds on the Computed Eigenvalues

_:/'io One of the inherently striking features of the tridiagonal reduction
_':, method is that the solution of the reduced, trldlagonal elgenproblem

" [A]{y} = _{y} (23)

i
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and the off-diagonal elements of [A] automatically provide accurate

" error-bound parameterr for the extracted eigenvalues. In particular,

it can be shown (ref.20) that absolute error bounds for each approximate

root, _2, are found from the inequality

-2

_i + _ dm+l "(Yf)i
- i < (24)

2 --

+ a _i

where _ is an exact system root, dm+ I is the (m+l)th off-diagonal

i element of an [A] matrix of order m+l, and Yfi is the last element of the

eigenvector corresponding to _i

Program FEER Flow Diagrams and Sample Output

i
I.

The overall flow diagram for implementation of the tridiagonal

r_duction method in FEER is shown in figure i. The reduced system

"_, eigenvalue problem is solved in block 7 by means of a Q-R algorithm which

takes advantage of thesymmetrical, tridlagonal form of the eigenmatrix

I and the physical modal vectors and frequencies are finally computed in
block 9. The details of block 6, "Execute Tridiagonal Reduction

Algorithm", are given in flgure2. Block 6.4 and the associated

peripheral test conditions are used to generate re-start vectors when-
ever premature vanishing of a trial vector occurs. This is usually due
to the existence of multiple or near-multlple eigenvalues, as described

in reference 13. Figure 3 shows a representative eigenvalue table

produced by FEER. In this example, the order of the stiffness matrix

was 3,072, while the size of the reduced problem was 41. As shown by _
the error bound listing, FEER generated 21 lower frequencies to within

an accuracy of .01%, using only 362 seconds of CPU time on a CDC-6600

computer.

COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY STUDIES

A count of the major arithmetic operations expended in FEER is _
summarized in Table I, where n denotes the size of the stiffness matrix I

in the at.alysls set, b and b are average semi-band widths of the stiffness

and mass matrices, respectively, and q is the number of accurate modes --_"

requested by the user. Each operation is assumed to consist of a

J
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multiplication followed by an addition,

It should be noted that the average bandwidth parameters are used

primarily to provide a measure of the number of non-zero matrix elements.

• In actuality, FEER employs efficient packing routines which do not

require a unlformband structure for efficient computational operations.

It can be seen that the major computational effort involves decomposition

of the modified stiffness matrix (step 3) and provides the leading term

i of 1/2 nb2 in the total operation count. One of the positive features
of the tridiagonal reduction method is that only one such decomposition

. is performed regardless of the number of roots required.

Operation count and storage requirements for several alternate

eigensolutlon methods are compared with FEER in Table 2. The purpose
I ' of this comparison is to provide an indication of the potential

efficiency of each method, assuming that an equally adept and knowledg-
able programmer has had a chance to employ the same time-saving tricks

i in each case. For this reason, several excellent solution techniques

' which achieve high efficiency through special data handling and storage

i methods (see for example, refs. 21 and 22), but nevertheless showhigh minimum operation count, hav.c not been included in the comparison.

i As in Table I, the counts are presented in terms of average bandwidths

_ which are again to be interpreted as a measure of non-zero matrix entries

rather than in terms of a specific band structure.

23
It can be seen that in the Givens method the operation count (_n)

and the storage requirements as well ( 0(n 2) ) become prohibitively
large when the size of analysis set E_mws beyond more than a few hundred
degrees-of-freedom.

The leadin2 term in the Inverse Power Method (NASTRAN) is qnb2/2

as compared to nb2/2 for FEER, since at least one shift per extracted

root and a subsequent triangular decomposition is typically required in

the former method. Based on this assumption and the additional supposi-

tion that an average of seven iterations per eigenvector are required
in the Inverse Power method, theoretical operation-count ratios (Inverss ._

Power Method/FEER) are presented as a function of seml-band width and

the number of required roots in figures 4 and 5 for the cases of

diagonal and consistent mass matrices. These curves provide only an

approximate estimate of the relative time savings actually accrued for
several reasons. Flrgt, the s_ructure of the stiffness matrix influences

the decomposition strategy employed in NASTRAN via the active column
approach. In addition, there is no a-priori knowledge of the actual
number of shifts and iterations which will be required in the Inverse
Power method for any given problem application. In general, both the
number of shifts and iterations tend to increase with the number of

roots extracted, so that the curves indicating improved efficiency
of the Inverse Power method for a very large number of extracted roots

"_" i t

i
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and small bandwldths are unrealistic.

Table 2 also shows approximate operation counts and storage

requirements for Gupta's Sturm Sequence method (ref. 23) and a current

version of the subspace or Block-Stodola method (ref. 9). The storage
requirements for each of these methods, as well as the Inverse Power

and FEER methods, aze all on the same order of magnitude. In Gupta's

method the count of 25nb2q is based on his assumption that approximately

2nb2 operations are involved in examining the Sturm sequence for one
trial root value, and that about twelve such values must be examined tl

for each accurately predicted root (ref. 9). With regard to the
Subspace Iteration method, the leading term in the count,nb2, is twice

as large as in FEER and all other terms involving the same functional

forms of the parameters n, b, _, q are 'also much larger. In addition,

, the reduced elgenproblem which is solved for improvement of the sub-

space is not tridiagonal so that the count for this operation is on

the order of q3 as compared to q2 for the tridiagonal reduction method.

i Finally, the assumption of eight subspace iterations may not be very

i reliable, since this depends on the choice of the starting subspace,
which is somewhat arbitrary.

i , Table 3 presents a set of actual computer runs comparing the

_- CPU execution times of FEER vs. the Inverse Power and Givens methods

in the NASTRAN READ module. The results indicate that the more efficient

decomposition operations and shift strategy incorporated into Level 15

have yielded sIEnlflcant improvements in the Inverse Power method as

compared to the Level 12 version (see also ref.24).

However, the run times for comparable or identical problems are

generally 5 to 20 times faster with FEER than with the Level 15 Inverse

Power method when between 5 and 20 accurate modes are requested. This

result is in rough agreement with the operation count ratios shown in

figures 4 and 5. In problem No.2, which is rel_tively small and could
therefore be ,:sated with the Givens method, the execution time via

FEER was approxlmately 3 times as fast, since only 35 modes were re-

quested, while in the Givens method the user has no choice and must

pay the penalty of having all the elgenvalues calculated (in this -_

partlcular case, 105).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Significant computational efficiencies are achieved in the FEER
program primarily due to the tridiagonal reduction method of modal

, extraction. Basically, the subspace of trial vectors senerated via

this method are sufficiently rich in the lower modes to provide a

U95
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single, reduced, tridiagonal eigenproblem whose solution provides these

modes with a high degree o_ accuracy. This feature distinguishes it

: from the usual subspace or block iteration methods, where the trial

vector subspace is established somewhat arbitrarily and subsequently

_ improved through repeated solutions of reduced eigenproblems. The

trldiagonal reduction method employs only a single, intitial shift of

eigenvalues and hence requires only one matrix decomposition. It is
consequently much more efficient than the Inverse Power Method with

' shifts when more than one or two lower modes are requi_ed. FEER is

also extremely efficient for out-of-core operations and requires only
(15,000 + 7.n) central memory words, where n is the order of the

analysis set. Another feature of the method is that the reduced

problem is generated automatically, starting with a random trial

I vector, and this avoids one of the basic weaknesses of techniques
requiring either a Judicious selection of starting vectors or retained

I nodes.

It is concluded that the tridiagonal reduction method used in

i FEER would serve as a valuable addition to NASTRAN for increased
efficiency in obtaining structural vibration modes.
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' SUMMARY AND ABSTRACT
<

f

J
A subsonic flutter analysis capability has beer developed for NASTRAN,

and a developmental version of the progrsm has been installed on the CDC 6000

series digital computers at the Langley Research Center. The flutter analysis

I is of the modal type, uses doublet lattice unsteady aerodynamic forces, and

. solves the flutter equations by using the k-method. Surface and one-dimensional !
spline functions are used to transform from the aerodynamic degrees of freedom
to the structural degrees of freedom. Some prelininary applications of the !

i method to a beamlike wing, a platelike wing, and a platelike wing with a folded
tip are compared with existing experimental and analytical results.

INTRODUCT ION

The available standard level of the NASA structural analysis computer

program (NASTrAN) can be used to solve flutter problems by using the "direct

input matrix" feature of the program to add the required unsteady aerodynamic

force matrices to the appropriate structural matrices and solve the resulting
eigenvalue problem. This procedure is inefficient and is not routinely used

by aeroelasticians. However, since its first public release in 1970, NASTRAN

has proven to be a very useful tool to many persons interested in flutter, but

this use has been limited to using the program to calculate the structural

modes and frequencies that are required as input to separate special-purpose :_

flutter analysis computer programs. This use of NASTRAN by aeroclasticians

has created some interest in incorporating a flutter analysis capability in

NASTRAN. At the first NASTRAN Users' Experiences Colloquium (ref. I) a paper

(ref. 2) was presented that described the results of a design study for a
complete NASTRAN aeroelastic analysis capability. By using this design study

as a guideline, the NASA has sponsored the development of a subsonic flutter

analysis addition to NASTRAN.

The purpose of this paper is to describe this new flutter analysis capa-
bility and present some results from preliminary applications of the program.

907 ._, ,
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The technique developed is of the modal type, uses doublet lattice ui1steady

aerodynamic forces, uses one-dimensional and surface spline functions to trans-

form from aerodynamic degrees of freedom to structural degrees o£ freedom, and
solves the flutter equations by using the k-method. The program is in what

might be termed a developmental form, has only been installed on the CDC 6000

series digital computers at the Langley Research Center, and is not available

for general release to the public. Results from preliminary applications of

the program to a beamlike wing, a platelike wing, and a platelike wing with

a folded tip are compared with existing analytical and experimental results.

OBJECTIVES AND GUIDELINES

The basic steps required in a flutter analysis are sho_n in the block

i diagram presented in figure i. A characterization of each step is shown on
the right in the figure. The overall objective of the NASTRAN subsonic flutter

i analysis was to provide a fully automated means for proceeding through these

I steps in an efficient manner to determine the flutter characteristics of
. complex structural and aerodynamic configurations. The development was con-

i strained to the use of existing, proven state-of-the-art techniques. There-fore, the major effort was to assemble the selected procedures into the NASTRAN

environment. One of the most significant guidelines was that there would be

no constraints imposed on the structural idealization by aerodynamic considera-
"_' tions, and that the aerodynamic idealization would be made totally independent

of structural modeling considerations. That is, the structure can be repre-

sented by an optimum selection and arrangement of structural elements and

degrees of freedom, and the aerodynamic characteristics can be determined by

an optimum selection of aerodynamic degrees of freedom. This guideline
dictated providing a very general capability for the structural-aerodynamic

interface which is required to transform the aerodynamic degrees of freedom to

the structural degrees of freedom. Additional guidelines were that the tech-
nique should be easy to use and that the input data requirements associated

with the unsteady aerodynamics and flutter solution and the format of the out-

put results be in a form not totally unfamiliar to aeroelastlcians. Another

" guideline that should be mentioned is that, where practical, the new proce, res

required for flutter analysis would be made as general as possible so tha_ the

basic capability can be easily expanded, if so desired at a later date, to

_ _ccommodate additional aerodynamic theories, flutter solution procedure_, and _

so forth. Naturally, it was required that the flu_ter analysis bc compatible

"_ with the existing NASTRAN general structural capability and contain such

_" existing features as the restart capability. Further, it wab required that the

;_ flutter analysis be incorporated into a standard level version (level 15.1 was

i">_'_'., chosen) so that the NASTRAN program which contains the flutter analysis will
• also have all the other basic capabilities.

METHOD IMPLEMENTED

_:_ A modal flutter analysis method has been implemented in NASTRAN. The set
W_ _ •
,. cf linear equations of motion that must De solved to determine the flutter

i_, condition may be expressed in matrix notation in the following form:
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR.

'

. [M]+} x2+CK] =o (1)
J

here

M = generalized structural mass

K = generalized structural stiffness

Q = generalized unsteady aerodynamic force (function of Mo and k)
' b = reference length

Mo = Mach number

k = reduced frequency, b_/V
V = velocity

uh = generalized modal coordinate

p = fluid density
= complex eigenvalue

NASTRAN already contains the capability of generating the generalized

ass and stiffness matrices required by equation (I) but does not contain any
nternal aerodynamic force capability. So one of the major tasks was to add

required unsteady aerodynamics. Since an important objective was to be

to analyze the most general aerodynamic configurations possible, the

oublet lattice unsteady aerodynamics method was selected for inclusion since

_ method is applicable to a broad range of configurations. The flutter

01ution method implemented was the k-method which is the one most commonly
sed in flutter analysis. A modal formulation was chosen for two reasons. The

irst reason is that this is standard practice; the second reason is that the
rder of the final matrix equations that must be solved is relatively small.

aerodynamic-structural interface is accomplished by the use of one-
imens_ci_al and surface spline functions.

The k-Method of Solution

- The k-method of flutter solution requires the repeated solution of equa-
.... ion (I). The aerodynamic forces are functions of the three parameters,

iensity, Mach nur.ber, and reduced frequency. To solve equation (I) values of

_j. of the parameters, usually density and Mach number, are held constant, and
eigenvalue equation is solved repeatedly for different values of reduced

,_ requency. The way equation (i) is developed, the damping, velocity, and

•_.. requency of the system can be determined from the eigenvalues by using the _
" elationship_ ._

+_'.'_ g = 2 AREAL/_

(I' V _ j

-_ 509 _:_"
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Since the flutter point is on the boundary between stable (damped) and unstable )'
(divergent) sinusoidal oscillations, the flutter condition occurs for the i

particular combination of parameters that causes the damping to equal zero I

(g = 0). The flutter velocity is usually determined by graphically plotting

the damping versus velocity (g - V plots) obtained for each solution of the

eigenvalue problem. A number of loci, equal to the order of the problem, will

be obtained. The curve which crosses the g = 0 axis at the lowest value of ilvelocity determines the critical flutter condition. The k-method implemented
in NASTRAN includes the generation of both damping and frequency versus veloc-
ity plots (f - V plots). Also, the capability is provided for selecting any t
one of the three aerodynamic parameters as the one to be varied, i

Unsteady Aerodynamic Theory

The unsteady aerodynamic theory implemented in the NASTRAN flutter analy-

sis is the subsonic doublet lattice method (ref. 3). Of the available proven

theories, this technique is probably the most general in that it can be applied
to multiple nonplanar mutually interfering lifting surfaces and can be used

to calculate body-lifting _arface interference effects. The doublet lattice

' method adapted for NASTRAN use is similar to that described in references h

and 5. The program described in these references includes slender-body aero-

dynamics to calculate body, or fuselage, forces but this feature has not been

_. included in NASTRAN although the work required to implement body forces has i
been determined. _-

The doublet lattice method requires that the aerodynamic surfaces be sub-e

- divided into a grid of trapezoidal boxes. An example box arrangement is

illustrated in figure 2. The analyst is required to specify the box arrange-
ment subject to certain geometric constraints. For example, two of these

constraints are that the boxes must be arranged in streamwise columns parallel
to the free stream and that surface discontinuities such as fold line_ must

lle on box boundaries. The geometric constraints on the box arrangement are
not severe and provide sufficient latitude to model adequately very general

configurations. For the "unsteady flow case, a spanwise line of acceleration
potential doublets is placed at the one-quarter-chord station of each box. The

doublets are related to pressure and hence to the force on each box. An aero-

.. dynamic influence coefficient matrix is generated which relates the force on
• _ the boxes to the downwash on the boxes. The force acts at the one-quarter-

chord point and the downwash point is the three-quarter-chord point. Both of

_ these points are at the box midspan station. Typical force and downwash
. points are shown in figure 2. The downwash is a function of the streamwise

. ',, .., ,_ slope and the vertical displacement normal to the boxes. Each box may be

•"_'_ thought of in the context of being a finite element with the degrees of freedom

:_t_.".:, (deflection at one-quarter-chord point, and deflection and slope at three-quarter-chord point) defined at two different points within each box. In the
NASTRAN flutter development, it was decided that it would be desirable to have

only one aerodynamic grid point for each box. The point selected was the
center of each box. A transformation is used to convert the force and down-

wash at the one-quarter and three-quarter-chord points of each box to corre-

sponding forces and downwashes at the centers of each box. Therefore, there

is one aerodynamic grid point for each box.

_io
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Structural-AerodynamicInterface (Geometry Interpolation) [

tOne of the most significant features of the NABTRAN flutter analysis is
the geometry interpolation capability that provides for the interconnection of

• the aerodynamic and structural models of the system. Since a very general i
capability is provided for the structural-aerodynamicinterface, the structural !
model can be that best suited from structural conslderaticns alone, and the ,_
choice of aerodynamic model is dictated by aerodynamic considerations alone. I_
The geometry interpolation provides a transformation from the aerodynamic i

, degrees of freedom to the structural degrees of freedom. This transformation i
is accomplished by the use of one-dimensional and surface spline functions, i
(See refs. 6 and 7.) The traditional one-dimensional spline has been general-
ized to include torsional rotations in addition to bending deformations. Since
these functions are based on the small deflection equations of infinite beams

i and plates, respectively, they are very good for the interpolation of the
_ deformations of general structural systems. If the structure is expected to

behave like a beam as would be the case for a high-aspect-ratio Jet transport
i wing, the one-dimensional spline would be used; if the structure is expected
' to behave like a plate, say a low-aspect-ratiowing, the sarface spline would

i be the appropriate choice. The use of combinations of the two splines ispermissible and would be applied, for example, to a complete aircraft where

i the fuselage had the character of a beam and the wing was expected to exhibit_,,- platellke behavior.

i

i Aerodynamic Force Interpolation
The k-method type flutter solution requires the solution of the flutter

eigenvalue problem many times so that a relatively closely spaced sequence of
points can be determined to make the g - V plots since the behavior of the
loci of roots on the plot can often be quite complex and lead to misinterpre-
tation of the results. Since one of the most expensive parts of a flutter
analysis is the determination of the unsteady aerodynamic forces, it is
desirable to actually calculate the aerodynamic forces for a minimum number of
values of the independent aerodynamic parameter, Mach number, or reduced fre-
quency. Fortunately, experience has shown that although the behavior of the
solutions of the flutter equations as displayed on a g - V diagram may be

complex, the variation of the aerodynamic forces with reduced frequency or
Mach number is generally smooth and well behaved. Consequently, it has become |
more or less standard practice in aeroelasticity to evaluate the aerodynmmic

forces at a relatively small number of values of the independent variable and i
interpolate to determine the forces at additional values of the independent
parameter. This interpolation is relatively inexpensive when compared to the
cost of actually calculating the aerodynamic forces and results in the loss of
very little accuracy. Aerodynamic force interpolation has been included in the
NASTRAN flutter analysis. Both one-dimensional and surface splines are used.
If the flutter calculations are limited to a constant Mach number, the linear
spline is used to interpolate over a range of reduced frequencies. If a set
of aerodynamic forces have been determined at two or more Msch numbers, the
surface epline is used to interpolate to intervening Mach numbers. Experience
with the one-dimensional epline has shown that it _s very good for aerodynamic

O
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interpolation. However, there are some indications that the accuracy of the

surface spline technique, although it is satisfactory, is not as good as the

• linear spline. This is probably caused by the fact that the character of the
three-dimensional behavior of the aerodynamic forces is not p_atelike.

FLUTTER ANALYSIS RIGID FORMAT

The assembly of the components of the flutter analysis into a NASTRAN

; rigid format (labeled Rigid Format kS) required the use of many existing
I

J functional modules, the modification to a few existing modules, and the devel-

i opment of six completely new modules. An annotated block diagram of the new

rigid format is presented in figure 3. The structural analysis section is

essentially identical to existing Rigid Format I0 (Modal Complex Eigenvalue
Analys_s) down to the point of complex eigenvalue analysis. The existing

I module PLOT was modified to accommodate plotting of the aerodynamic geometry.

i Both undeformed and deformed plots are available. Changes were made to the ,
, XYTRAN and XYPLOT modules for the purpose of making g - V and f - V plots.

i An upper Hessenberg method of complex eigenvalue extraction was added to
module CEAD since this procedure is better suited to the requirements of

flutter analysis than the two methods already available.

_" The completely new modules are the Aerodynamic Pool D_stributor (APD),

Geometry Interpolation (GI), Aerodynamic Matrix Generator (AMG), Aerodynamic

Matrix Processor (AMP), Flutter Analysis Phase 1 (FA1), and Flutter Analysis

*, Phase 2 (FA2). Module APD forms tables of aerodynamic data, defines the

boundaries of the aerodynamic elements, and locates and orients displacement

components at aerodynamic grid, or control, points. Module AMG evaluates the

aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix at s_ecified values of Mach number

and reduced frequency, and determines the transformations needed to convert

these matrices from the points required by the doublet lattice theory (one- _;
quarter and three-quarter box chord stations) to the center of the aerodynamic _ ,

boxes. Module GI generates the transformations required to give the struc-

tural displacements at the center of the aerodynamic boxes in terms of the

defo._aations at the structural grid points. The AMP module calculates the
_... generalized aerodynamic force matrices by using the mode shapes determined in

"._-,... the structural part of the rigid format (READ module), the aerodynamic matrices
determined in AMG, and the transformation information calculated in GI. The

°,<_. module FAI prepare_ the modal matrices for complex eigenvalue extraction by
."_:'*,'.• module CEAD. Also, the interpolation of the aerodynamic forces is carried out -+
Y'_ " in this module, if a solution is required for a combination of parameters for s

";.._,,,'L;; which the generalized aerodynasLic matrices were not determined previously. "i

,_..:** The module FA2 gathers data for reduction and presentation. For exsmphb the "
velocity and frequency are determined from the eigenvalues calcu_ted by CEAD,

"'- and a line of printer output is prepared for each loop through tl,eflutter

solution. The three modules FAI, CFAD, and FA2 are in a loop within the rigid

_, format. This loop is repeated until solutions have been obtained for all the
.+- reduced frequencies, Mach numbersp and densities requested.
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PRELIMINARY APPLICATIONS

The NASTRAN flutter analysis has been applied to some simple geometric

configurations. The results of three of these applications, a beamlike wing,
a platelike wing, and a platelike wing with a folded tip, are presented in

this section. The NASTRAN results are compared with other available analytical
results and experimental data. Some discussion of the features of the NASTRAN

analysis is included with the discussion of the applications.

; The first application is the I_@ swept wing shown in figure 4. Additional

information concerning this wing may be found in references 8 stud9. This

model was essentially a swept beam, and the NASTRAN structural model used

consisted of IO BAR elements as shown in the figure. The aerodynamic model

I consisted of 22 boxes arranged in six _panwise divisions of four chordwise
boxes each. Unlike the requirements of the structural part of NASTRAN where

! the coordinates of each structural grid point are required input, a large

i number of aerodynamic boxes (and aerodynamic grid points which are located at
the center of each box) are generated from a minimum amount of information.

i The aerodynamic boxes are assembled into panels, or groups, where each panelcontains several boxes. For the beam example, all of the boxes belonged to a

single panel. Only a single bulk data card (actually a parent c&rd plus one

continuation card) was required to define the aerodynamic boxes for this

example. For each group, the only information required is the coordinates of

the inboard and outboard leading-edge corners of the panel (points marked "a"

and "b" in the fig. ), tke inboard and outboard chords (indlcatcd by CI and
C2 in the fig. ), the number of chordwise boxes, and the number of spanwise

boxes if the boxes are to be equally spaced. If the boxes are not to be

equally spaced, then the desired spacing is provided in terms of fraction chord
and span divisions. The boxes for this example are equally spaced. Also, note

that different coordinate systems were used to define the structural and aero-

dynamic models. A one-dimensional spline function was used for interpolation
in this example. Presented in figure 5 are the results of the NAF_RAN calcula-

tions for this wing at a Mach number of 0.25 and a density of I.185 kg/m3.

Three modes were used in the a_mlysis. The results are presented in the form

of a g - V plot where only the critical root is shown. The circle symbols

indicate the calculated points. The calc_lated flutter speed is determined by /_

the point at which the line faired throu_ the a_mbols crosses th_ g = 0 _

axis. Indicated on the figure, in addition to the NASTRAN result, are the

experimental flutter result from refere_,ce 8 and the calculated flutter result

from reference 9 which were obtained using linearized llftlng-surface theory.

The NASTRAN calculated veloci%y is in good agreement with the experimental t_
value. The calculated flutter spe_ from reference 9 is about 5 percent lower

than the NASTP_aN calculated value. The _greement with respect to flutter :_

frequency is not so good. :_

The wing geometry, structural model, and aerodynamic model for the plate- "_

like wing are presented in figure 6. Copies of _M_STRAN computer-generated
plots of the structural and aerodynamic models are presented in fixate 7. The
structural model consisted of 36 quadrilateral plate elements (_;AD2); the

aerodynamic model consisted of 90 boxes, 10 spanwise divisions of unequal _

spacing, and five ec.ually spaced chordwise boxes. Aa was done for the beam _ ,
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model, the entire w;_ made u,) a single aerodynamic panel. The surface spline
was used to perfo_r ;he required structural-aerodynamic interface for this

example. The c_ ;.....ted g - V curve is presented in figure 8, and only the
critical locus / ,_:nts is shown. These results are for 8 W_cn number of 0.80

and a densSt_r ,+ .+i00kg/cu m. Four modes were used in th_ _n_Lysis. The
solid symbol, ;_')_:_tecalculated values for which the generalized aerodynamic?

force_ we:, : : ,fated. The open ,_mbols indicate results obtained by using
; _nterpola_ :'' _?:_eralized aerodynamic forces. The cal_lated and interpolated

results _pp+:,,¢to lie on the same curve and could not be distinguished from one

another h,_d not different b_/mbols been used. Tabulated on the eigure are tht

", NASTRAN _:_iculated flutter speed and frequency, and some unpublished analytical
results. _Iso included in the table are some NASTRAN calculated results for

, an aerodynamic model that had eight equally spaced chordwise boxes and the

! same spanwise arrangement shown in figure 6 for the 90-box case. The unpub-

lished analytical results were obtained by using a doublet lattice computer
program similar, but not identical, to the one modified for NASTRAN use. The

! surface spline was also used for the structural-a_rodynamic interface in

obtaining the unpublished result. The experimentally determined model naturalfrequencies were used to determine the generalized stiffnesses used in the

i unpublished results. Since the measured frequencies did no_ agree preciselywith the calculated frequencies, some of the 7-percent difference between the

i two results may be attributed to this frequency difference. However, the

results are still in good agreement. The two NASTRAN calculations gave

essentially the same results.

The final application to be discussed is a platelike wing with a folded
tip. A photograph of this model is presented in figure 9, and the geometry,

structural model, _nd aerodynamic model are presented in figure I0. The tip

fin is inclined with respect to the wing by 60°. Copies of NASTRAN generated

com_uter plots of the structural and aerodynamic elements are presented in
figure Ii. The wing portion of this model was the same as the platelike wing

previously discussed, and this portion was modeled in the same fashion as the

plate wing (36 QUAD2 structur.l elements and _0 aerodynamic bo_es comprising

one aerodynamic panel). An additiorml 60 QUAD_ structural elements were used

to model the folded tip. The folded tip was a separate aerodynamic panel and

was composed of a total of 50 boxes that yore arranged into five equal chord-
_rlse divisions and iO unequal s_mmwlse divisions as indicated in the figure.

One provisiun provided by the program is that there may or may not be aero-
dynamic interference_ or coupling, between boxes located in different panels,

\'_ or groups, depending on the unr to make the selection. This _-ature allows

// for the _e_tssion of coupling when it is known to be unimportant and thereby
,: reduces the time required to compute the aerodynamic matrices, or allow_ for
"_. + the independent inve_tiEation of aerodynamic interference effects. In the

++:+---+ present example, aerodynamic coupling between the wing panel and the tip panel
was included. The surPace spline option was used to perform the required
aerodyna_c-structural interface. Four different spline functions were used, -
t_ for each aerodynamic panel. The i:._erpolation for the 25 inboard wing
aerodyna_Lc boxes used one _pline function, and the 25 outboard boxes used
another _pline function. The ume type of arrangement was u_ed for the tip

_ + fin. Since th'_ analyst _peciftes the structural grid _ointe that are to be
°-"+ used for interpolating for each aerodynamic box, it is not necessary that a

single apline function be used for each ae_c panel. . --

1
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The results of NASTRAN calculations for a Mach number of 0.90 and a

density of 0.861 kg/m3 are presented in figure 12 in the form of the g - V

plot for the critical eigenvalue. Four modes were used in this analysis. The

: data obtained by using calculated generalized aerodynamic forces are indicated

by the solid syu_bols in the figure, and the results using interpolated general_

ized aerodynam'c forces are indicated by the open symbols. The comparison of

the results using calculated generalized aerodynamic forces with those obtained

using interpolated forces indicates that t:,ey all lie on the same g - V -urve. t
Also tabulated on the figure are an unpublished calcul_ted result and an unpub- '

lished wind-tunnel experimental :esult. The unpublished calculated result was

•, obtazned in a fashion similar to that previously described for the platelike
'_ wing example. The two calculated results are in good agreement with respect

to both flutter velocity and frequency. The experimental flutter velocity isl

l about 9 percent lower than the NASTRAN calculated value. Both calculated

I flutter frequencies are somewhat higher than the experimental frequency.
t

_ In discussing these three applications, some mention has been made of the
simplicity of the input data requirements associated with the aerodynamics

portion of the NASTRAN program. This point is somewhat dramatically indicated

by the fact that for the wing with tip fin case, of a total of _01 b'_Ik data

cards used, only 28 were directly associated with the aerodynamics or flutter
solution.

"- Since the NASTRAN flutter analysis is relatively new, its efficiency has

not been fully evaluated nor have %11 of its potential options been exercised.

However, it is of interest to examine some of the central processing unit _CFU)
computer times required by some of the individual functional modules for a

program execution. Presented in figure 13 is a listing of CPU times for the

CDC 6600 cce_uter obtained for the win S with the folded tip fin. In this case,

five modes were calculated by the real eigenvalue module, and the four lowest

modes were used in the flutter analysis. The generalized aerodynamic forces
were determined at three values of reduced frequency, and interpolated to two
additional values so the flutter eigenvalue problem w_s solved five times.
Additional information describing this example is shown on the f_ gure. Also
included on the figure are the total CI_ time, the peripheral processor time
(CPU), and calls to the operating system (O/S calls).

_i _ONCUJDI_ REMARKS

A subsonic flutter analysis mapabillty has been developed for NAST_N.
This flutter ana_sis io of the modal type, uses doublet lattice unsteady

aerod_mamlm for_es, and solves the flutter equations by using the k-method.

One-dimensional and surface spline functions are used to transfor_ from aero-
d_Dic degrees of freedom to atructur_ degrees of freedom. This capability
has been incorporated into a version of NASTY, and this version has been
installed on the CDC 6000 series computers at the _An_ley Research Center.

This wersio_ is in a deveAo_ental stage and is not now available for general
release. In this paper, a _eneral description of the new flutter analysis
rigid format _ been presented. Results of some preliminary applications of

t

_i_
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the NASTRAN flutter analysis to a beamlike wing, a platelike wing, and a plate-

like wing with a folded tip have been presented, and these results compared

with existing experimental and analytical results.
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i mass and stiffness, mode READ, CHKPNT, ETC. similar to standard level

shapes, and frequencies RLgld Format iO.

i

1

[

New module, prepares tables of

I Aerodynamic Pool DlstrLbutor aerodynamic d;ta and defines

I APD aerodynamic elements.

;' Modlfled module, plots

I-- Undeformed Plots I aerodynamic elements.; I PLOT

•. _
_ , Nee module, generates transformation

_, / Geome':ry Interpolator I from aerodynam,c to structural

:, • GI I degrees of freedom.

New module, calculates a rodyr,amic

i I influence coefficients for specified

I
Aerodynamic Matt _x Generator

AMG I r_duced frequerctes a,d Mach numbers.

i Aerodynamic Matrix Processor New module, calculates general,zed

/

AMP J aerodyn.m,oforces

FLUTTER ANALYSIS

ADDITION Flutter Analysis Phase 1 _ New module, prepares modal matrices
FAI j for complex eigenvalue extractionand performs aerodynamic interpolat_or.

1
I Complex Eigenvalue Analysis I Modified module, upper HessenbergCEAD I solution routme added.

Reduced frequency, j
Mach number, and i

density loop l Solution Set Data Recovery Existing module, prepares etgenvectcrs

I V_ for output.

11 '
I Flutter Analysis Phase 2 Nee module, gathers [luSter results

FA2 for reduction and presentation.

. |

, Yes (_Mor, :a, se s_

t . XYTRAN, XYPLOT Modified modules, g-V and f-V plots. 1
• ' _ " Existing modules, transforms results

1'"\_"_'" I Datl Recovery ] to physicll coordinates, determ,nes

_," : I OgR1, S_RI, SOR_ i forces and stresses.

_': ' Deformed Plots Modified module, plots flutter mode

";_._ _ o' PLOT stapes.

_ Figure 3.-Block diagram of flutter analysis rigid format.
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CRACKED FINITE ELEMENTS PP_POSED FOR NASTRAN

By J. A. Aberson, The Lockheed-Georgia Company
i" and J. M. Anderson, Georgia Institute of Technology

SUMMARY

The recent introduction of special crack-tip singularity elements,

usually referred to as cracked elements, has brought the power and flexibility
of the finite-element method to bear much more effectively on fracture mechan-

ics problems. This paper recalls the development of two cracked elements and

presents the results of some applications proving their accuracy and economy.
Judging from the available literature on numerical methods in fracture mechan-

ics, it seems clear that the elements described have been used more extensive-

ly than any others in practical fracture mechanics applications.

INTRODUCTION

The study of crack growth behavior by classical continuum linear fracture

mechanics has been limited primarily to simple structural configurations and
loadlngs. Because of the ease with which the finlte-element method handles

discontinuous loads and boundary conditions, attempts have been made to use

this method to stady fracture in complex structures. The capability of con-

ventional elements and conventional modeling procedures to predict crack-tip
parameters accurately has been found to be limited and uneconomical. The most

significant and accurate results obtained through use of standard methods are

those which follow the work reported by Chan et. al. (ref. i) and Kobayashi

et. al. (ref. 2). The method followed by Kobayashl, for example, is to use the
crack-openlng displacements to solve a sequence of two simultaneous equations :
relating displacements to the two stress-lntenslty factors, KI and Kll,for the

_ opening and sliding fracture modes, respectively. Thc_c results are then In-

terpreted or extrapolated to predict values at the crack tip. The difficulty
in applying this approach lies in trying to accurately depict the extreme

,'_ stress gradient existing in the near vicinity of a crack tip. The detail re-

:,_> qulred for a model to reasonably characterize this gradient makes the proce-

;_;_:,/ dure expensive and cumbersome. For example, Oglesby and Lomacky (ref. 3) In-
,:' dlcate that the maximum permissible element size necessary to insure acceptable

i,_: " accuracy in the computed stress-intensity factors is of the order of 1/300th
,_ _ of the crack half-length. To achieve detail of this order, substructure
• analyses have usually been used. That is, a coarse model is first analyzed to

obtain boundary conditions which are then imposed on a more refined local
model of the crack region. In some instances results from the second model

_,_.. have been used to analyze a third and even more -finely modeled localized region
'_-°_ of the crack tip. Obviously, considerable modeling and computer efforts are

[_:_ " necessary to carry out such analyses.
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Another approach, which is similar to that used by Chan and Kobayashi, is !

a combination of finite-element and boundary-collocation analyses. In this

method, displacements and stresses from a conventional finite element model - i
I

which may or may not contain some representation of a crack - are used as i
boundary points in a boundary collocation solution for the crack. This is the !

procedure followed by Freese and KaldJian (ref. 4), for example. The disadvan- !
tage of this combined approach is that it is not easily applicable since con-

siderable experience in fracture analysis and complex variables is required to

, obtain consistently accurate results.

In an attempt to circLunvent the economic problem of the conventional

t approach and the applicability problem of the combined approach, research and

development efforts have been turned toward formulating elements which are7

capable of characterizing the crack-tip stress singularity internally. These
singularity elements - cracked finite elements - provide a new means for com-

_ puting stress-intensity factors and thereby predicting crack growth. Two such
elements h_ve been developed and implememted at the Lockheed-Georgia Company.

,I These elements have received extensive usage in project and contract work and

• have provided considerable substantiation of the accuracy of the approach used

i in their formulation. A description of the formulation and implementation of
these elements follows.

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

The Williams' series of stress functions (refs. 5 and 6)* is the basis

for all boundary collocation and cracked finite-element schemes to estimate

stress-intenslty factors. This series gives the following familiar expressions

for the in-plane stresses for the plane crack problem illustrated in figure i.

n

n= 1

E '" ) ?2," + a g(n)(n+2) sin _ + i 0 - (n-6) sin - i 0

_ CO n

_;: n=l.+,

_-""_. * An error in reference 5 was subsequently corrected by Williams in
-_+,, reference 6.

t
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and

n

- n _-1 .Fs ; /n ' \ I
Tr@,r,@ ) = _.' _ r \ n ',_(n+2) sin \_ + 1 ) @ - f(n)(n-2) sin ",2 - 1)8 ;_

n=l

+ an _ (n)(n+2) cos \2 + I 8 - (n-2) cos - 1 8

in which

l n

_+1
fCn) =

n n

2 + (-I)

_ and (2)J

n . (l_n

} g(n) -
| m n

The independent constants associated with the symmetric (even in e) and anti-

symmetric (odd in 8) parts of the Williams' series have been denoted in equa-

tion (i) by s n and an, respectively. Even though an expression for the second

antlsymmetzic term has been formally written, it should be noted before pro-

ceeding that it never contributes to any of the stresses. Thus in the usual

flnite-element description, a 2 is not a legitimate generalized coordinate.

The leading terms in equation (i) are singular like r-i/2; all subsequent

terms are nonsingular. The coefficients sI and a I are related to the opening .

and sliding mode stress-lntenslty factors K I and KII by the following formulas: ,_

(r,O) =3 s 1

?_: (3)

tim ,rre(r,o) = "l -:

The strains corresponding to the stresses in equation (1) are obtained through
Hooke's law. The straln-dlsplacementequations in plane polar coordinates can
then be integrated for the radial and tangential displacement components u (r,O)r

and u0 (r,0), respectively. See, for example, reference 7 and the subsequent

correction. The resulting displacement components are

"F
g
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Ur(r,e) -- K cos 0 + F. sin e
?

oo n

, _ ( !+ ,} 1 2 _s _-(n+2)cos n- )e; _ _ r _ n + I 8 - f(n)(6-8_-n) cos _ i"

! n--I
i

I r [n ) /n )_+ a (n+2) g(n) sin \_ + i O + (6-8o-n) sin \_ - 1 8 (4)n ,.

i and

Ue(r,e)= Fr + H cos 8 - K sin 8
t

n

/n (_n _Oj' + _rl 2 Istn '(n+2) sin 'k_ + i @ - f(n)(6-8c-_n) sin ,2 - 1 ,

) n=l
, %

+ a [(n+2)g(n)cos (2 + i)O-(6-8_+n) cos (2" l)OJ_

' in which F, H, and K are rlgld-body displacement parameters and G is the shear

modulus. The dimensionless elastic constant _ is given by

I _ ffiIi_v (for plane strain)

(for plane stress)

where _ is Poisson's ratio. "_

Most cracked finite elements developed to date (c.f. refs. 8-11) incorpo-

rate only the leading sy, metrlc terms in equations (i) and (4). Creager, at the

'4 Lockheed-Callfornla Comp_my in 1970, attempted to include subsequent terms in

the Williams' series put _as unsuccessful due to inadequate element geometry. !

/_ This was successfully accomplished by Wilson (ref. 12) with a sym_netric ele-

-::,. ment, which makes use of the first four terms. Wilson's element, however, has
.,, ,,., , the disadvantage of being semicircular and, hence, is awkward to use in con-

"_,. " " junction with conventional elements which almost always have straight bound-

,,,.... aries. Moreover, the Wilson element (as well as some others previously

, " referenced) has fewer degrees of freedom than are needed for independence of

I[_ the nodal displacements. At best this requires that the stiffness matrix of

the cracked element receive special attention in forming the stiffness matrix

of the assembly.

_ At Lockheed-Georgla, the decision was made at the outset to develop a
', " cracked finite element that is a high-order element in that it

,' ;. 534
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_ (i) incorporates many of the terms in the Williams' series;

_ (li) has a perfect balance between actual degrees of freedom and number
. :_ of nodal displacements; a_d

_r (iii) has a convenient shape for interfacing with conventional elements.

_i The first feature permits accurate estimates of stress-lntensity factors
with relatively coarse finite-element grids, while the second and third fea-

i _: tures allow the numerical analyst to add the cracked element to an assembly

in the same way that he adds a conventional element.

Because many fracture mechanics problems are symmetric about the plave of i
: the crack, two elements were developed at Lockheed-Georgia. One takes only

i the symmetric terms in the Williams' series and, hence, is applicable only to
symmetric problems (KII = 0); the other makes use of both syn_aetrlc and anti-

synnuetrlc terms and is applicable to unsyn_etrlc or mixed mode (K_ and KII)

problems.

Plane-Deformatlon Symmetric Element

Figure ? shows the elght-node-symmetric element. The elemental coordinate

system has its origin at the crack tip. The element is rectangular with a

three-to-one aspect ratio. Placement of the nodes relative to the rectangle is

pre-determined with a node at each corner plus nodes at the one-third points !
of each of the long sides. The choice of the symmetric element's shape - three I

equal squares - was considered convenient since the use of regular mesh spac-

ings is common in finite-element models. This geometry has also proven to be i
effective when used with constant-strain triangles. The lower side (nodes 6,

7, 8, and I) is coincident with the crack direction and presumed axis of sym- f/ :

metry. Nodes 6 and 7 are on the free crack face. Nodes 8 and I ar_ on the :
prolongation of the crack. They are constrained rigidly as to vertical dis-

placemtent and are free of shear forces - conditions consistent with symmetry. _"
._

The elemen_ has sixteen displacement degrees of freedom - two per node .... :

corresponding to the in-plane displacement components. Thus, in keeping with _

feature (ll) mentioned previously, it incorporates the first thirteen s>_met- °_
ric terms of the Williams' series plus the three displacement degrees of free- _"

dom associated with rlgld-body displacement in the plane. In the following, ...._/..

the thirteen Williams' coefficients and the three rlgid-body parameters are i_referred to as the sixteen generalized coordinates of the element. The _
stresses and displacements correspondin_ to these sixteen generalized coordin- _-_

ares are evaluated on the boundary of the element. Products of .'tress and dis- _/_

placement contributing to boundary work are formed and integrated. The result .i,__
is a homogeneous quadratic form in the generalized coordinates, and the co- _
efficient of each term is an element of the cracked element's stiffness matrix _

with resp, t to the generalized coordinates. :_

_Y
Once the stiffness matrix relative to generalized coordinates is deter-

mined, the stiffness matrix relative to nodal displacements is formed using

equation (4). '_

-d,
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To date this element has not failed to substantiate any reliable stress- a

intensity factor to within 2% difference. And more often than not, this was

accomplished with a relati_el 7 coarse finite-element grid. Results obtained

with the symmetric element will be discussed later in the section "Applications."

Plane-Deformation Unsy_uetric Element

The ten-node unsymmetric element is shown in figure 3. The elmnent is

square with equally spaced nodes around its boundary. As before, the shape

: (4 equal squares) and relative location of the nodes are fixed, and were

chosen to provide modeling convenience. Again, the actual size of the element

and its elastic constants dictated by the particular application are input

parameters. The generalized coordinates correspond to the first nine symmet-

? ric terms and first eight antisymmetric terms of the Williams' series plus the

i three rigid-body displacement parameters. The stiffness matrix was again

i generated by integration around the boundary.

i Results obtained with this element are presented in the following section.
' Although sufficient, the accuracy obtained with this unsy_uetric element is

i not as impressive as that obtained with the symmetric element previously dis-

! cussed. Thl_ i_ understandable in light of the fact that the unsyu_uetric ele-

i ment has fewer degrees of freedom that it can bring to bear on each mode. Of I_ course, it can be used in a much wider class of crack problems and is more i
practical for industrial applications. In the following section some exmuples
are given which show the accuracy and applicabilities of both the symmetric I
and unsy_netrlc elements.

APPLICATIONS

To illustrate the capabilities of the two elements, four examples of their

usage follow. These examples were chosen to derJonstrate first, the accuracy !

and econcmy of the elements and second, the capacities of the elements to per- !

form analyses for structural configurations of practical importance. The four
cases are drawn from a wide range of work involving use of the cracked ele-

,F ments and represent typical rather than most favorable results.

The cracked elements are implemented in a standard slngle-precislon

_. _ finlte-element dlsplacement-method program which employs a banded Cholesky

_' decomposition solution procedure. This program, which operates on a Univac
;._, 1106 computer, was used for all four examples.

_ • i Case i: Synunetrlc-Element Test Case

This example, shown on figure 4, was one of the first analyzed with the

sy=metrlc element. However, it exhibits the degree of accuracy which has been

consistently achieved in numerous subsequent problems. The finite-element

_ model has 31 nodes, 35 constant-straln triangles, and i eight-node cracked
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element. The three configurations of single-edge crack, double-edge crack

and center crack were all individually analyzed with this one model for an

a/w ratio of 1/3. The model grid, which is quite coarse, results in the

single-edge crack model having 57 displacement degrees of freedom (DOF) while

the double-edge and center models have 51 DOF each. Comparisons of the

stress-intensity factors computed using these configurations with ASTM values
are shown on figure 4. The accuracy of the finite-element predictions are

impressive (< 1.5% error) for all three cases. Computer time to perform each

analysis was 3 to 4 seconds.

Subsequent work with this finite-element model and others like it showed
tl_ comparable results, with refinements in the grid bringing steady convergence
7 toward ASTM values.

Case 2: Symmetric Cracked Hole

! I The symmetric problem depicted in figure 5 was analyzed in order to asse_

i i the accuracy of the formula!

I =°KI _Bowie _Isida c ._a (5)

I

which is routinely used to estimate stress-intensity factors for this geometry.

In equation (5) BBowie and Blslda are the correction factors, respectively,

associated with Bowle's (ref. 13) analysis for the presence of the hole and
Isida's (ref. 14) analysis for the finlte-width effect. The finite-element

grid as shown in figure 5 was established (i) to permit the location of the

cracked element to be easily changed to simulate growth of the symmetric

crack, and (ii}to permit the width of the plate to be readily cha_,ffedby re-

moving columns of constant-straln triangular elements from the right edge. The

stress-intenslty factors computed in this parametric study are listed in
table i. An important conclusion to be drawn from these results is that the

value predicted by equation (5) seems adequate for short cracks, but becomes

quite inaccurate and nonconservative as the crack grows long.

i i Such parametric analyses are of practical value, however, only if they

can be quickly and economically accomplished. The use of the symmetric crack-
ed element made it possible for a relatively coarse model (figure 5) to give
accurate answers. The analysis of this coarse model required 28 000 words of

. computer storage and approximately 20 seconds of computer time. The total

, stud_which includes model conception, data input, and 21 separate
analyses, required less than 1 man-day of engineering effort and 7 minutes of

computer time. Subsequent studies of other parameters, e.g. fastener loads

or fastener interference, could now ve accomplished with even less effort
since the model can be saved and reused.

_ In general, the computer times and storage cited above are economical,_/ and, in addition, are well within the operational limits of most remote access

_!i_ or time-sharing computer facilities. This economy and ready availability in537a ,_,_

I...... i__iZ
I
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remote access mode (Univac DEMAND) havP resulted in widespread application of

cracked elements at the Lockheed-Georgia Company in studies such as the one

: described above.

Case 3: Pin-Loaded Lug

The structural member shown on figure 6 is a lug and occurs frequently in

aerospace structures The lug's lack of geometric symmetry greatly hampers

the use of approximate methods to adequately estimate its stress-intensity

i factors KI and KII when a crack appears. Such cracked geometry is easily

handled, however, with the unsymmetric cracked element. The lug and the pin
loading it are modeled with constant-strain triangles and a cracked element as

T shown on figure 7. The unsyn_etrlc cracked element is shown in its initial

i } position. As in the previous example, the model grid was constructed to per-

! mit the position of the cracked element to be easily changed to simulate the

growth of the crack. Results of the analyses are given in Table 2. The small

| value of KII relative to K I for the initial position indicates that the be-
. havior of the crack is primarily mode I or opening mode from the beginning.

i Figure 8 depicts the mode I behavior as the crack progresses from the hole tothe outer edge.

t !
This analysis, which is considered to be in error by less than 3 percent,

was accomplished at the cost of i man-day and 4 minutes of computer time in

35 000 words of computer storage.

Case 4: 45-Degree Slanted Crack Test Specimen

This last example demonstrates the use of cracked elements to calibrate

" test configurations for accurate reduction of test data. The specimen shown

by figure 9 contained an initial 45° center crack, and was subjected to a

constant-amplitude tension-tenslon load, The maximum tension to minimum

tension ratio was 0.I. The specimen was modeled with constant-straln trian-

gles and an unsymmetric cracked element as shown by figure I0. The path taken

by the crack during the cyclic test was simply traced on the flnite-element

model. The center section of the model was reconstructed seven times to ac- •

.'. comodate the cracked elements for dimensionless projected crack lengths _ = i

a/w of 0.3, 0.35, 0.4p 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8. The steel loading pins for the

"_: test were modeled by spring elements spread over the approximate bearing sur-
, faces as shown.

"_ The results from th __ analyses of this model are shown on figure 11. The

,:_ ; curves on figure 11 are considered accurate within 2 percent. These results

i show an interesting and potentially significant feature not found in similar

work reported by Iida and Kobayashi (ref. 15). For 0.5 < A < 0.75 the mode I

stress-intensity factor KI is greater than KI for a straight crack of the same

projected length. This increase in KI (the "hump" in figure 11) occurs when
KII goes to zero and could easily account for the increased crack-growth rates

observed for this type of specimen. However, the significant point to this

analysis is that an accurate knowledge of K I and KII for test articles permits i
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" a :oncise reduction of crack-srowth-rate data for later design usage. " i_
!

l_leanalysis of this case required approximately 80 seconds of computer [
time for each configuration. The total for all seven configurations, including !

" data input and modifications, was 9.4 minutes.

CONCLUSIONS i".

' IB_.i_ The incorporation into NASTRAN and other finite element codes of cracked i
_ elements appears to be both a tlmely and practical effort, for there is a grow-

i! ing concern among those involved in aerospace design with being able to per-

i form reliable fracture analyses of damaged or flawed structures. This concern
arises partly from anticipation of dlfficultias of meeting certain design
"fracture criteria" imposed by procuring agencies for new aerospace vehicles

and partly from recent experiences with existing airplanes. For whatever

reasons, the fact is that fracture mechanics and fracture analyses have become

.. significant and necessary steps in the design and modifications of aerospace

structur_. Thus, there is a pressing need for accurate production analysis
tools to enable designers to apply new fracture criteria. Cracked finite

elements, such as those discussed in this paper, are such tools. Their ease
• of application makes it possible for analysts and designers not extensively

_ trained in fracture mechanics but familiar with finite element methods to com-

pute accurate stress-intensity factors.

i
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Table 2. Results fr_ _alysis of the L_ Model

! h h_

0.1112 2.770 0.123

0.3335 1.796 -0.002

0.5559 1.586 0.004

0.7782 1.775 0.004

crack length = a

hole radius = r

mean bearing stress = aB
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Figure 2.- Eight-node element for symmetric problems.
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Figure 3.- Ten-node element for unsvmmetric IJroblems.
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_:__ Figure 9.- Tension specimen with a 45° center crack.
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_ THE CONSTRAINT METHOD - A NN4 FINITE ELEMENT TECHNIQUE
4 '

_, By Chung-Ta Tsai

_'_." McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company- East, St. Louis

_ and_: Barna A. Szabo

Washington University, St. Louis

SUMMARY

A new approach to the finite element method which utilizes families of

conforming finite elements based on complete polynomials is presented here.

Finite element approximations based on this method converge with respect to
progressively reduced element sizes as well as with respect to progressively

increasing orders of approximation. Numerical results of static and dynamic

applications of plates are presented to demonstrate the efficiency of the

method. Comparisons are made with plate elements in NASTRAN and the high-

precision plate element developed by Cowper and his co-workers. Some

considerations are given to implementation of the constraint method into

general purpose computer programs such as NASTRAN.

INTRODUCTION

With the availability of general purpose computer programs, such as

NASTRAN, at reasonable cost, utilization of the finite element approximations ""
is co_on practice, In the conventional finite element method, a continuous

structure is idealized by discrete structural elements which are Joined

together at nodes. Structural c_aracterlstics are expressed in terms of ii-"
nodal variables. Improvement of accuracy is generally made with respect to

progressively reduced element sizes. If certain conditions are met, then the

finite element approximation will converge to the true solution when the
element sizes are reduced (Ref. i).

Unfortunately, reliable and practical error estimation techniques are ::or _

yet available. In important analytical computations it is usually necessary _

to complete two or more calculations of the same problem in order to establish
the validity of t,e finite element model itself. The calculations usually

employ progressively refined finite element nets, altL,ough upper and lower

bound estimates have been proposed also (Ref. 2). This is a tedious and

costly process involving a considerable amount of duplicated effort.

% t
J,
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Much interest has been shown in the development of high-precision finite

_ elements so that better accuracy could be obtained with fewer elements.

Incorporation of such elements into the NASTRAN program was reported to be

under development (Refs. 3 and 4).

Computational experiments as well as theoretical considerations have shown

that, in terms of the number of variables needed to carry an analysis to a

specified level of precision, the high-order or high-precision finite elements

are more efficient than the low-order ones. This is particularly true in
vibration and buckling analyses where eigenvalue problems must be solved in

terms of the problem variables. An additional fact in favor of using fewer

, high-precision finite elements is that the number of necessary man-computer
interface operations and the volume of data processing services are roughly

proportional to the number of finite elements employed.

In view of these findings it is logical to expio_e poLential benefits to

be gained from the convergence process based on progressively increasing

orders of polynomial approximation. In this convergence process, the finite

element net is held constant and the order of polynomial approximating

functions is varied. Existing error bounds such as that proposed by Fried
(Ref. 5) indicate that the convergence rate will be exponential in this case,

whereas the convergence rate is geometrical when the finite element sizes are

reduced. It is noted that this error bound is valid only when the exact\.

solution is sufficiently smooth and free from singularities.

While there are many competing formats for stating finite element

approximation problems, it was found that it is convenient to state the

general problem as a quadratic programming problem. In this formulation,
which will be referred to as the constraint method in the following

discussions, the functional to be approximated (usually the potential energy
expression) is written as a quadratic expression of the unknown coefficients

of the polynomial approximating functions. The interelement continuity

conditions and principal boundary conditions are stated as linear equality

constraints. An advantage of this formulation is that all matrices that are
necessary to define the numerical problem can be generated automatically for

arbitrary orders of approximation. The finite elements so constructed will

exhibit convergence with respect to reduced element sizes as well as with

_ respect to increasing orders of polynomial approximation. Because of the

I latter type of convergence, it is unnecessary to reconstruct the finite

1 element model when higher accuracy is sought. Additional advantages of this-+_ formulation are: (a) Since the unknowns are the scalar coefficients of the

++" _ '[ approximating polynomial sequences, it is not necessary to transform the

1 variables and stiffness matri=es from one coordinate system to another.
'_. " I (b) All finite elements can be made mutually compatible by specifying the

._, appropriate connectivity through the constraint equations. This is a very
important feature of the new method because it permits consideration of
structural stiffeners with greater ease than the standard finite element

methods. (c) The new method will yield the _xact solution when the exact

solution is a polynomial with a degree less than or equal to the degree of

• the approximating polynomials, regardless of the number or orientation of the
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finite element employed. (d) The accuracy of solution and the computational
" efficiency are not sensitive to input numbering schemes (therefore, the

method provides flexibility to the users in generating the structural models).

(e) The number of elements depends solely on the geometrical ronfiguration of

_. the structure to be analyzed, not on the desired degree of precision as in

conventional analysis. Thus only the minimum number of elements sufficient

for idealizing the structure needed to be defined. Other factors, _uch as 7
existence of point loads and/or discrete supports, do not preclude the use of

large elements.

In the following, a solution technique utilizing the essential features of
this formulation is discussed and applications of the constraint method are

illustrated with numerical examples for static and dynamic analysis of plates.

Comparison is made with results obtained by plate elements in the NASTRAN
program and the IS degrees-of-freedom plate element presented by Cowper et al.

I (Ref. 6).

i THE CONSTRAINT METHOD

i In the constraint method, the finite element approximation is treated as

_ a direct energy minimization problem in which the minimum potential energy is

sought subject to certain linear constraints. As in the conventional finite
element method, the structure is idealized by discrete elements whose dis-

placement characteristics are approximated by the polynomial functions defined

over the element domains. Usually, the unknown variables are the coefficients

in the assumed polynomials, although other variable definitions may be used

also. The total potential energy is minimized with respect to these unknown
coefficients subject ! , constraints which ensure satisfaction of both inter-

element continuity and _inematic boundary conditions.

Detailed formulation of the constraint method has been presented elsewhere
(Refs. 7 to i0). It will be outlined here as follows:

The total potential energy _ is obtained by assembling the element

,, potential energies _K, expressed in terms of the coefficlent_ nf the
approximating polynomials as

' In e_uatlon (i), ta] is a row vector, containing the polynomial coefficients

and {a is transpose of ta|; {S] is a symmetric, positive matrix conta_nlng a
set of submatrices along its diagonal; LZJ is a row vector associated with

applied loading. This equation is treated as a quadratic objective function
which is to be minimi_ed subject to the following linear constraints:

• , 553
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" t_Jla} " t_} {2_ !
where [P] and {R_ define the interelement contlnuitz and the external boundary

conditions. For homogeneous boundary conditions {R _ is null.

: Several different algorithms can be used for solving the problem
represented by equations (I) and (2). Most of these require separation of the

! independent variables from the dependent ones in the constraint equations.

Then the problem can be reduced to solving a system ot simultaneous linear

algebraic equations as explained in Appendix A.

For structures subject to dynamic loading, inertia properties must be
introduced in addition to the structural stiffnesses. In the case of free

vibration, the equation of motion for the Kth element is expressed as

where [HI= is the consistent mass matrix and {_} K is the second derivative of
{a} wit_ respect to time. The unconstrained equations of motion for the

_' enti_e system are obtained by summation and can be written as

is] IaI * tM_I'_} " 0 C4)

After separating the independent and the dependent variables in the

constraint set (see Appendix A), the unknown variables _ a } can be expressed in

terms of the free variables ,_a c } , and the constrained equations of motion
become

[HT] IS] [H] {ac} + [HT] [M] [H] {a'c} " - [HT] IS] {h} (5)

., _ The matrix [H] and the vectors l ac} and l h} are defined in Appendix A.

"_"_' For homogeneous boundary conditions, t h } vanishes and equation (5) becomes

" .,- [S'] t a } + [M'] t'_, } = 0 (6) ..°' C C

where IS] and [M] are the constrained stiffness and mass maarices,
r espec t ively:

i5.51,
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IS] " [H_] [5] [H] (7) i

7 [_] " [HT] [M] [HI (8)

It is noted that the eigenvalue problem associated with equation (6) is
relatively small since all dependent variables were eliminated.

An important feature of this formulation is that all finite element

_pRroximatlon problems can be fully defined by the matrices [S], { Z } , [P],
{R } , and [M] (for dynamic application) for arbitrary orders of approximation.

- These matrices can be generated automatically for any given problem.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The efficiency of the constraint method is illustrated with examples for

static and dynamic analyses of structural plates. A comparison is made with

: results obtained using plote elements in the NASTRAN program and the high-

precision plate element presented by Cowper et al. (Ref. 6). Emphasis is on

the accuracy and convergence of the c_,,_tralnt method with respect to
increasing orders of approximation and using a minimum number of elements.

Additional numerical results for static analysis of plates and shells can be
found in references 7 to 10.

Static Analysis -

The first example problem for static application is the simply-supported
_ equilateral trlangular plate (Fig. l(a)) under uniform pressure q. Tne exact

solution of this problem is a 5th order polynomlal (Ref. 11).

The constraint method gave the exact solution when the 5th order
polynomial was employed, and only one finite element was necessary. The

results obtained by the 18 degrees-of-freedom high-precision element (also ._
based on the 5th order poly_omlal) for various finite element layouts were

presented in reference 6 for displacements and bending moments at the centrotd "
of the plate. Figure l(b) shows the layout given in reference 6 for N=I and
N=36, where N is the total number of elements. Finite element layouts _
(N-25 and 100) used in the NASTRAN model are shown in figure l(c). Due to _
symmetry, only one-half of the plate was considered. Results at the centroid '_

of the plate are given in table 1. It is seen tb t 36 high-precision elements

with 108 degrees-of-freedom (DO_) were needed to obtain precision to five
significant digits whereas only 6 DOF were needed in the constraint method to
achieve similar precision. The NASTRAN results were obtained by interpolation. --:_-
Employing 100 CTRPLT elements with 166 DOF, 10 percent error was observed. _:
Additional comparisons between _ASTBAN plate elements and the constraint

method are presented in figures 2 and 3 for the displacement and bending a

moment Mx alon8 the ce_ez'lins of the plate, respectively. The NASTRAN

0
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I100-element model gave satisfactory answers for the displacements but only
marginal accuracy for moment. Similar accuracy was observed for the bending i

moment M alon,_ the same llne. !
• Y

The second example is a rectangular plate with two oppcsite edges simply i

supported, the third edge free, and the fourth edge fixed under uniform i
pressure q (Fig. 4(a)). This is an interesting problem because it comprises i

all common boundary conditions. Due to sjmmetry, only one-half of the plate _

was consiaered. Finite element layouts are shown in flgures 4(b) and 4(c) for

the constraint method and the NASTRAN model, respectively. The quadrilateral

. bending element CQDPLT was used in the NASTRAN model with 300 DOF. Result3

obtained by the constraint method were also reported elsewhere (Ref. 7).
Rapid convergence was observed with respect to increasing order_ of approxi-

mation. It was found that very good results were obtained for the 6th order

approximation wlth 21 DOF (free variables). These are compared with the

i NASTRAN results in figures 5 and 6 for bedding moments along a line in the

I middle of the rectangular pla:e. It is seen that correlation of the NASTRAN
results for My with the exac_ solution is not as good as for M . In this casex

the NASTRAN model overestimates the maximum My by about 50%. It should be
noted, however, that NASTRAN gave satisfactory results along the centerline

i of the plate.

I,_ Dynamic Analysis

I The first example for dynamic application is a cantilevered triangularplate. Natural frequency of the plate was solved by the constraint method

for various combinations of finite element layouts _nd orders of approximation.i

Results are given in table 2 together with the results obtained by the high-
precision 18 degrees-of-freedom plate element and the experimental data
(Ref, 12). The results show that in the constraint method monotonic

convergence can be achieved by increasing the orders of approximation as well
as by reducing element sizes. It is noted that the DOF represent the total
number of equations in the associated elgenvalue problems. Comparable results
were obtained by the constraint method with fewer DOF.

The next dynamic problem is the free vibration of a simply-supported

i i! square plate shown in figure 7(a). Two elements were used for one-half of the

plate in the constraint method (Fig. 7(b)), and 200 elements in the NA3T_AN
,wdel (Fig. 7(c)). Natural frequencies of the first three modes are r.resented
in table 3. Monotonic convergence w_s obtained by increasing the orders of
approximation in the constraint method. The I_STIh_ results, presented in
rsference 13, are also given for comparison. It is significant that tho

'r resulting number of DOF for the eigenvalue problem is much smaller in the
constraint method.

Q
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IMPLEMENTATION

• _ In,plementatlon of the constraint method in conjunction with the solution

_algorithm given in Appendix A may be di¢ided into the following steps:

i. Define structural model

i a. Joint coordinates
i b. Ele_ent incidence (including order of approximation that can

_ be provided by default value)

_ c. Element compatibility (this data can be generatedautomatically from Element 11_cidence or by user's input)
f d. Element and mat(rial properties

e. Applied loads (referred to individual element ID and define
l point of application by its coordinates or Joint ID if the

Joint exists; only element ID is required for distributed
v load)

i f. External boundary conditio_ (referred to individual element •

' ID and define locations for point supports; define element

i boundary number for line support)
2. Generate and assemble matrix

a. Unconstrained stiffness matrix [S]_, [S] (one functlonal
routine for each element type of a_y order of approximation)

b. Unconstrained mass matrix [Myv, [My (one functional routine
for each element type of any _rder of approximation)

c. Unconstrained load vector tZ}K, tZ} (point load, uniform or
nonuniform distributed load f_r any other order of approximation)

d. Constraint matrix [P] (two parts: interelement compatibility

and external boundary conditions)

e. Enforced displacement vector |R_ (null or constant value)

3. Determine the rank of [P] and separete independent and dependent
columns in [P] into matrices [By and [C]. This can be accomplished

by usln8 the product form of inverse to obtain [B"I] directly

4. Constrained matrix generation _P

:: Compute(equatlontransformatlonmstrlce.(A8)) -- [HI (equation (A7))and ih } _Constrai_ stiffness matrix [S] (equation (7))
c. Constrained mass matrix IN] (equation (8))

. d. Co.train,dlo,dvector[z}- [,T]{z} ,-, .
i • Constrained enforcsd dlsplacement vector | R _ [HT] [S] { h }



5. Equation solver

a Forstaticproblem,solvela }- for!acl
Compute { a_._ (equat.lon (AS)) and Then {a[ (equation (A4))i Separateinto---lel"2,.. N,for each individual

i element.

: ! b. For dynamic problem, solve [S] {ac_ + [M] {ac_ = 0
)

_ 6. Output data processing

a. Compute results for each element directly from the approxi-
mating polynomials whose coefflcJencs are determined in step 5.

! b. Users define the element ID and desired locations of output

recovery; some default values may be prcvlded.

NASTRAN Implementation

In executing these operations, step I requires some modification of

NASTRAN procedures. In p_rticular, the element compatibility data needed in

constructing the constraint matrix [P] in step 2, and the options for

specifying uniform line support conditions must be revi_ed. Steps 2 through 4

are new except that the current multlple-polnt constraints and enforced

displacement in NASTRAN can be included in steps 2d and 2e. The current

equation solvers in NASTRAN may be used in s_ep 5. New NASTRAN functional

modules are alsc required for output data recovery in step 6, since the
results are obtained directly from the approximating polynomials.

It should be noted that finite elements generated by the constraint

method can be combined with existing elements in NASTRAN if it is so desired.

In this case, the unknown variables consist ok both coefficients in the

assumed polynomials and nodal variable components. The elements can be

connected together by the constraint equations.

O3:_CLUDING REMARKS

The constraint method is an efficient and cost effective approach to
finite element approximations. It _educes modeling time significantly because

' fewer elements are needed. The structural _xlel thus may b_ generated faster
. and with fewer errors. The accuracy and computational efficiency are not
.,_ sensitive to input numbering schemes, and remodeling is not requ:red for

greater accuracy. Results presented herein and those obtained in other test
cases (Refs. 7 to I0) indicate that highly accurate results can be obtained

" by the constraint nethod at reduced co_puter costs. It is deslr_ole, however,
Co solve F,nae larger pzoblems to provide better co_parlsons between this
approach and the current approaches to finite element structural analysis.
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_ Efficiency of this approach may be further improved by the development of :

_: efficient algorithms for obtaining [B-l]. Such an effort is currently under- i
_ way at Washington University in St. Louis• I

,_ Implementation of the constralnt method into the existing general purpose

# computer program such as NASTRAN is considered f _aslble and worthy of further i
_ investigation• ;

l
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APPENDIX A

A SOLUTION ALGORITHM FOR THE CONSTRAINT METHOD

The problem is to minimize the total potential energy (equation (AI))

subject to a set of constraints _equation (A2)):

Min. _ = i_-taJrs]{al- tzj{a} (Al)

S_bjectto: re] {a}-- {_l (A2_

- We begin by selecting m linearly independent columns from [P] and renaming them

[B]. Then equation (A2) can be written as

t_J{abl + ,c_taoI °{_t (A3_

where vector | ab } contains the variables associated with the linearly independent

columns in [Bl],and {ac} contains the remaining variables In {a}. Vector ]a} is

relatedtolablandlac}byt_e_ollowlngequationi-

- m{a',}"o
in which [T] is the appropriate permutation matrix.

From equation (&3), we can write

{ab} = [B-l] {R} - [B-l] [C]{%1 (A5)

Substituting equation (AS) into equation (A4), vector {a} can be expressed In

:. t_=sof {a=}as

:,. , {at " [.] {"ct +lht C_':,)
'¢5:-"'

: -'a:':. where

"" ", :_" [a] - [T] - [ ] [C (A7)

,.,. {h} - [a:] [B-
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_ Substituting equation (A6) into equation (AI), the total potential energy _ can

be written as

= _i tae] [HTI [S] [HI {ac} +

'! I1
tac] [HT] [S] {h} + 5 [hl [SI lh}

• i
- [ac] [HT] {Z I - [hJ IZ} (A9) i

Minimizing _ with respect to the elements of lac}, we have

Equation (AI0) represents a set of simultaneous algebraic equations. It is

noted that the original n variables in .]a_ were reduced to n-m, where m is the
rank of the constraint matrix [P]. When the boundary displacements vanish,

{R} is null. Equation (AI0) then becomes
!
!

[.T1[s_ [.1 tac} - [HT1Izl = 0 (All) Ei
!

Once {ac} is solved, {ab} can be obtained from equation (AS). I

|
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:_: TABLE 1 SOLUTIONFOR S.S.EQUILATERALTRIANGULARPLATE

- -' DEGREESI _ENDING
: '_ METHOD NO. OF OF DISPLACEMEN_ MOMENT

ELEMENTS FREEDOMIAT CENTROI[AT CENTROI[
CONSTRAINT

' _' METHOD l 6 1.02880 2.40740

i- (EXACT) 1 3 .617284 1.08333
COWPER

36 108 1.02881 2.40792

25 46 .92 1.78
NASTRAN

100 166 .99 2.19

TABLE2 NATURALFREQUENCYOF CANTILEVEREDTRIANGULARPLATE (STEEL,T = .061")

_,ONSTRAINTMETHOD COWPER(REF.6 )

ELEMENT ]0" TYP. EXPERII_J_I'
LAYOUTS .9_ , : (REF. 12)

ORDEROF
APPROX, 4TH _iTH 6TH 4TH 5TH 6TH STH

D 0 F 6 I0 15 12 20 30 36 60

MODENO.

1 36.8757 36.6528 36.6024 36.5538 36.5331 36.5158 36.6419 36.6201 34.5

2 156,983 144,025 139,187 141,0743 139,3590 138.9769 139,3265 39,2633 136 _.

3 219,501 197,770 194,499 203,3356 194.0896 193,5854 194,1408 194,0186 190

TABLE3 NATURALFREQUENCYOF THESIMPLY-SUPPORTEDSQUAREPLATE _ _,

CONSTRAINTNETNOD NASTRAN '_
" ORDEROF ""_

4TH 5TH 6TH 3RD EXACT _.
APnRNXI_TION

n Q F 6 12 J ..... 20 59()
i , , |

MODENO. ""

"_ .9298 .9081 .9069 .9056 .9069

2 2,6972 2.3962 2,2782 2.2634 2.2672

3 5.1170 4. 6325 4. 5474 4. 5329 4. 5345 _°
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• _ SIMPLY

_-- - ,s/,r r,ri ¢'d ¢" ' _-X

(a) Geometry.

N=I N=36

(b)Cowper'slayouts.

NOTE: N = TOTALNUMBEROF ELEMENTS

/ /

%._, / /
',_: / / IA,CCC'IA'x

.... Z /_ t4,cc4Nvw_
N- 25 N- I00

"_;' (c) NASTRAN layouts (1/2 plate).

_: _. Figure i.- Simply-supported equilateral triangular plate.

i
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2.0 ,, I .... 0 . _ TM- _ 2L/'_"_ ---_

[A o4
I NASTRAN-CTRPLT (1/2 PLATE) \ o
I 0 25ELEMENTS

1.0 /' A 100ELEMENTS
I -- CONSTRAINT

_ ! ! METHOD(EXACT) "-_

, I I
04 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 I).6 03 0.8 0.9 1.0

Y/L (X • O)

Figure 3.- Moment along centerline of the equilateral triangular plate.
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FRgETi '• gfSIMPLY I

' i Z! '-SIMPLY' SUPPORTEO _--SUPPORTED ,[
FIXED

; !

(a) Geometry.

IllIlltllll I
• Illllllllll I
} lIlll I! I Ill I
: I I 111 I1 I III i

i (b) Finite element layout for the (c) Finite element layoutconstraint method, for NASTRAN.
f_
!

Figure 4.- The rectangular plate problem, i
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(a) Simply-supportedsquareplate.

_ "J-- J I I I I i J I I I I I | | I I I I I I i+._-

f t jl I I I I I I III I I I 11 1 1 1 1 ll_

_, I IIII II Ill II I II IIIIII I[_

f i I ._I I l I I I I I I I I I I I I I_

sL]_ llwl,lllw ,ni,ll n I
• -+" II I I II II I III II I IV+
P i .,_II I I I I I I I I I I I I LI" i .+,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,|iilg
s _le _ i n i w il I II I I I I II I ] I ] I..."
...' _ Jl I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1111/

I" _ f i f f J,'r i l /+ f'.f l . f f]d"
b

• , _ +

,'L, (b)Constraintmetho_ (2elements), (c) NABTH_N(200e_m_nts).

+

Figure 7.- Simply-supT_orted square plate problem.
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NASTRAN DISTRIBUTION THROUGH COSMIC.

; By Margaret K. Park

COSMIC, University of Georgia

J

+ The NASTRAN p_ogram package is one of the most important in terms of

size and use in the COSMIC inventory at the University of Georgia. In this

presentation, a brief hirtory of the COSMIC facility as it relates to the

NASTRAN program package will be presented, followed by a discussion of the
i NASTRAN disseminations.

i
, COSMIC, which is the acronym for the C____puterSoftware Management and

i Information Center, is operated by the University of Georgia's Computer

! Center under contract to NASA. It was established in 1966 out of the

I Marshall Space Flight Center's Technology Utilization Office atLdoperated_+ . under their sponsorship until the contract was moved to the Headquarters
Offlce in July 1968. The purpose of COSMIC is to make available to the

public the computer software and documentation developed as part o_ the

NASA program. It is, perhaps, best described as a clearinghouse for the

NASA-sponsored computer software, although the functions specified under the

contract go much further than simply duplicating the programs and documen-

tation for distribution. A sizeable portion of the workscope involves

screening the programs to insure that they are free of syntax errors, that
all necessary subroutines are present, and that the documentation includes

sufficiently detailed instructions to allow purchasers "skilled in the art"

to install and operate the program or system. Computer software is contrib-

uted from 14 major NASA facilities and their contractors, and COSMIC is

currently handling an inventory of approximately 1200 comTuter programs

and corresponding documentation for some 30 different computers.

+ NASTRAN is one of the largest, if not thp largest, software systems
distributed by COSMIC, and it is almost certainly the most wideTy used

_ system. Three major releases -- levels B, 12, and 15.1 -- have been
..+> distributed, and, as is apparent from Table i, the number of distributed
_ _ : " copies of levels 12 and 15.1 has si_nlficantly increased over the number

+'_' "+ of level 8 disseminations. The documentation counts represent the number
_ :+ of individual manuals and are estimates for levels 8 and 12. Various options

+ were available for these two releases, with manuals included in some of the

_il, package options, and individual counts for manuals were not maintained.

' The Special Problem Reports (SPR's) are also distributed by COSMIC as they
• are made available from the _STRAN office. During the past year, there

. were 5 SPR's distributed for a total of 106 copies (not included in Table 1).

569
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TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF NASTRAN RELEASES

Programs Documents

' Level 8 21 500

Level 12 78 4900

Level 15.1 79 4400

r
AS you are _o doubt aware, levels 12 and 15.1 were available in four

eptlons, one each for the UNIVAC 1108 and CDC 6000 series equipment and
two versions for the IBM 360/370 ser_es equipment. The distribution of

I progr_ copies by version is shown in Table 2.

k

i TABLE 2. DISTRIBUTION OF PROGRAM COPIES BY VERSION

t .
_ Level 12 Level 15.1

UNIVAC 1108 17 16
r

CDC 6000 series 13 20

IBM 360/370 series 48 43

A cursory survey of NASTRANpurchasers reveals that COSMIChas distributed
to practically every major type of Industry in the country; to private business;
to government agencies and defense bases; and to educational institutions. As a

clearlnshouse or distribution facility, the COSMIC files contain little more than

the name of the purchasing officer at these organizations. The Computer Sciences

Corporation study, which was completed in 1972 a_ was based primarily on the
data for levels 8 and 12, does provide some information on the uses which ar_

_i!0 belngma e of _STRA_ and the advantages which have been realized. The results

of this study have been published in references i and 2.

*, j There is little question but that _STRAN has provided an excellent

_ ,_ showcase for HASA's Tech_,ology Utilization program, and the COSMICstaff-_ _ is pleased to have had a s_all part in making it svai!able as part of
' " NASA's ndsslon to transfer space technology to the public. -

6

#
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': |! sTq -IV(,, -. |" THE APPLICATION OF NASTRAN AT SPERRY UNIVAC HOLLAND

By G. Koopmans

Sperry UNIVAC Appllcation/Research Department

SUMMARY

Very divargent problenis arising with different calculations indicate that NASTRAN

is not always accessible for common use. Problems with eng:n4ering, modelling, and

use of the program system are analysed and a way of solution is outlined. Related to th._,
t
t sore," supplementary modifications are made at Sperry UNIVAC Holland to facilitate the

r program for the less skilled user. The implementati6n of a new element also gives an

insight into the use of NASTRAN at Sperry UNIVAC Holland.

j INTRODUCTION

i As the users of UNIVAC computers are from very different kinds of industries like

t shipb_Ltlders, petrochemical industries, and building industries, the variety of problems
coming from these users is very large. This variety results in experience not with one

special kind of calculation nor one special kind of construction, but with a wide area of

problems arising in the use of NASTRAN. The_e problems can roughly be divided into

three different groups:

(1) Recognition of what is to be ,'alculated and how

(2) Construction of a model

(3) Handling _he NASTRAN program

These are the basic problems for every lens skilled user of NASTRA.'_ _,_ '.,,

Application/Research Department of Sperry UNIVAC has to t,tve reasonable answers to

these questions. The correctness and accuracy of NASTRAN is hardly a question,

Except for very complicated structures and calculations, the prospective user accepts

. NAffrRAN as the best available tool, in spite of the monopoly of ASKA at the Dutch u_-

versities and the almost historical preference for ICES. The description of the following

:.. calculations illustrates the procedure of tackling different types of problems. As the
details a._d numerical results of the calculations give no essential ildormatlon, they are

• ":: * not sho'vn.

REL'_K}NITIONOF WHAT IS TO BE CALCULATED AND HOW

_-, One of mar customers had problemL with a I_roputsion system lor ships. A simpli-

fied schematic diagram is shown in figure 1. There was serious damage _,: :he roller

I 571_: PRECEDING_AGE BLANKNOTFILMED
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bearings of the hollow shaft for reasons other than torsional frequencies. Obviously,

somethingwas wrong withthedesignofthesystem. Togetherwiththe customer a sum- i

mary was made ofallpossiblesourcesofdamage. Afterthat,a selectionfrom among

partsof thesystem was made todeterminetheloadingconditionsthathad tobe calculated. I
The conclusionwas to make a staticanalysistodeterminewhethertheconnectionbetween

thehollowshaftand thegear wheel was strongenoughand alsoto make an analysisofthe

I natural frequencies of the shaft and gear wheel with NASTRAN. A model was made from

I triangular and quadrilateral ring elements and rigid formats 1 and 12 were used.

i The resultoftheseanalyseswas thattheconnectionseemed barelystrongenoughand thatthegear frequencywas almostthe same as thenaturalfrequencyoftheshaftand

! wheel withfourothernaturalfrequenciesin thesame region. Combined, thesecouldbe

| thesourceofdamage. Obviously,modellingand calculatingwithNASTRAN was no prob-

lem. The onlyway tosolvetheproblem was to make an extensiveoverviewofpossible

sources. Ifthatwere evailable,therestwould be no problem because almosteverything

', couldbe calculatedwitha program likeNASTRAN. So thisisessentiallya problem that

i onlycan be solvedwithengineeringpractice.Only a methodicalapproachto a problem ,likethiscan givea satisfactoryresult,and simple rulescannotbe givenforsolvingthese i

._ problems. I

I' i
CONSTRUCTION OF A MODEL !

!

Two entirely different examples will show problems arising with modelling. For

I building blocks of fiats, one of our customers, a building contractor, wants to know the

| loadson thepiles,thestressesinthe structure,and thepossibleoverloadthestructure

may absorb for a certain wall thickness. When the problem is stated this way, it seems .

to be a stability problem, hardly solvable because ot the properties of the material, rein-

forced concrete. Nevertheless, the biggest problem for the building contractor is how to
make a model because he has no idea about the effect of the element and element size on

his results. ,_s all his problems are topologically almost the same - only walls and

. :_ floors - like figure 2, the best thing to do is to make a preprocessor for NASTRAN with

,_ a simple mesh generator resulting in a model like figure 3. This procedure was entirely

:j:_",• sufficientforthismodel.

/_'_ ; A totally different modelling problem was the stress calculation of a reactor con-

-!,:i _ talnment vessel of a nuclear power plant. This Is a kind of pressure vessel with a radius::'"'( of about 90 feet and about 140 feet high (see fig. 4). One of the gl eatest problems was a

cr,_ne girder at the top of the vessel. Because of the rotational symmetry of the vessel,

_ the conical shell element could be used, but the bulkheads of the girder disturbed the sym-

_. metry and pre_ented the use of this model. ModelRng with p,ate elements would increase
i::;._.. com_uter time enormously. The solution was the use of multipoint constraints. With

!_:,. 57 L,
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several hundred multipoint constraints, the bulkheads had a zero inplane stiffness. This .

conditiongave the model a reasonablestiffness.Of course,thisis nota completelynew I
way ofusingthesemultipointconstraints,butitshows againthatintelligentmodellingcan

give accurate results, shorter computing times, and simpler models.

So ifmodellingis a seriousproblem,eithera skilleduser ofthefinite-element _i!

method, or, for simple models, some piece of software must make the model. The fact

• that a simple model description is important pleads for a general mesh generator, so that I

onlya descriptionofthe contoursand theelementkindwillproduce an optimalmesh.

HANDLING THE NASTRAN PROGRAM

An underestimationofthisproblem isdangerousbecause_ rogram willbe used ift

" itiseasy touse. For a common user,a lai-geprogram likeNASTRAN is never easy to

use. Therefore,itmust be made as easy as possible;thatis: littleinput,onlya few

i control cards, surveyable output, and so on. This statement results in some remarkable "

, conclusions.The way ofsubstructuringin NASTRAN seems tobe too complicatedfor a

- common user. Usually,he wants touse more corefor calculatingthewhole model at

once ifpossible,insteadofcalculatingsubstructuresand savingcomputer time. For this
j" reason,enlargingtheavailablecore isdesirable.This enlargementcouldbe done by

i some alterations in the subroutine MAPFNS.

i With theupdatingprogram (seefig.5)theavailablecore on theUNIVAC 1108isI
increasedto II7K words. Anotherway to make NASTRAN as easy tohandleas possible

I isto reducethenumber ofcontrolcards. This can be done by a subroutinecalledLINKO.

(Seefig.6.) This FORTRAN program teststherun conditionword and afterthatstarts

the sequence of link steps. For this purpose file 12 is available if no BCD plot file is '.

used. The executive control language of all link steps is written on this file 12 and LINKO %)

takes the control. Already with these few alterations NASTRAN seems to be more -_

accessible. £_

" Ifthereis a problem inhandlingthe NASTRAN system,oftenitcan be solvedby _:

making simplificationsindifferentfields.Of course,thesimplificationisonlyvalidfor

relatively simple calculations using only rigid formats without DMAP sequence altera- :_:_
lions. But most of the calculations are as simple as that. r_:

NEW ELEMENT ,::

,' The data processing division of RtJkswaterstaat, Ministry of Transport Water .-_

Control and Public Works, an engineering firm of Netherlands government, has developed

three plate elements - a triangular, a rectangular, and a quadrilateral element. They

have implemented them in ICES. UNIVAC has obtained these elements for implementing

!
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in NASTRAN. The stiffness matrix of these elements is derived by the method of assumed I

stressdistributionas outlinedby Pian (ref.I). Inthismethod the expressionforthe i

. strainenergyintheeleme_itrequiresbothdisplacementcompatibilityand stressequilib- !_
rium conditions.These elementshave now been tested. The resultswillbe availablefor

I

allinterestedpeopleas soon as alladvantagesand disadvantagesoftheseelementsare !
known.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although the emphasis in using NASTRAN is mostly for complicated constructions

and calculations, most of th, computing time used by NASTRAN is for relatively simple

problems. To simplify th ; use of NASTRAN, many alterations can be introduced, mainly

in the field of reducing input data. Related to that, a more automatic input generation

should be desirable.

, REFERENCE

I.Plan,T. H.H.: Derivationof Element StiffnessMatrixesby Assumed StressDistribu- !

_ ' tions. AIAA J.,vol.2,no.7,July1964,pp. 1333-1336. I
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Figure 2.- Contour plot of a block of fiats.
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Figure 5.- Updating program.
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Figure 6.- LINKO subroutine.
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SOME STUDIES ON THE USE OF NASTRAN FOR NUCLEAR POWER

P_ANT STRUCTURALANALYSIS AND DESIGN

By Achyut V. Setlur and Munirathnam Valathur

Pioneer Service & Engineering Co

Chicago, Illinois

T S_Y

i
_ This paper presents some of the studies made on the use of NASTRAN for

. nuclear power plant analysis and design. These studies indicate that NASTRANcould be effectively used for static, dynamic and special purpose problems

encountered in the design of such plants. Normal mode capability of NASTRAN

is extended through a post-processor program to handle seismic analysis•

Static and dynamic substructuring is discussed. Extension of NASTRAN to

include the needs in the clvil engineering industry is discussed.

I_ERODUCTION

Wi_h the ever increasing size of nuclear power plants now under con-

struction and those comtemplated in the future coupled with growing concern

of the owner, engineer, regulatory bodies and the public on the quality and
safety of such plants, a greater emphasis is continuously being laid on the
specification of more reliable loads and material properties together with
more sophisticated tools and procedures for analysis and deslg_l. Anticipat-
ing this trend, Pioneer Service & Engineering Co. initiated a study of the

currently available computer programs in the area of statics, dynamics and

stability of structures Includlng capabilities for han_llng physlcal and

_. geometric nonlinearities. It was quickly realized that no single computer
program would be uniformly effective for such a broad spectrum of require-

", ments. However, it was also found that NASTRAN was the best candidate to

_" handle a major portion of the requirements. It is not the intent of this
'_'_ paper to enumerate the capabilities of _.STRAN. Only those features which
";_# were found particularly useful are mentioned in the sequel.

. A typical pressurized water nuclear power plant structure consists of

several buildings which may be connected to one another at the foundation

level and/or at several higher elevations. T' e reactor shield building is
typically a reinforced or pre-stressed coy ute cylindrical shell wi_h a
spherical or elliptical cap. The adJoini._ buildings and the internals of

__ii the reactor butlding have shear walls as their lateral load carrying ele-

ments. Thus_ the entire structural system consists of a complex of shear

PRE6I)ING PAGEBLANKNOT FMED
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walls, slabs, pre-stressed shells, and steel or concrete columns and roof

structure as seen in Figures I and 2. This system has to be analysed for

several load conditions and their pre-assigned combinations. The_e load

conditlovs are static (e.g. dead and llve loads) or dynamic (e.g, base
excitation due to earthquake ground motion) in nature. Hence, a program

which uses the data base and matrices generated for the static pcoblem to

; perform a dynamic analysis would be most suited for such combinations. This

capability is found in NASTKAN and is an important advantage over other

programs.

Features in NASTKAN, Level 15.1, which would be required for the effi-

i cient processing of static and dynamic problems were checked out using simple
models. Some of the experiences are discussed below. Since NASTRAN does not

r support modal spectral analysis for base excitation and does not combine
static and dynamic results, post-processors were developed for these specific
tasks and are briefly presented. Finally, some suggestions for incorporating
new features in NASTRAN which would be effective in civil engineering
structural analysis are noted.

SUBSTRUCTURING

Anticipating that the structural model of the entire power plant for
static and dynamic analyses would result in a large number vf degrees of
freedom, and also notln8 that the structures within the total system have
well deCined boundaries, it was found that the substructuring technique

would be a ioglcal and effective approach. To make efficient use of the
features available in _L_STR_N, the intermediate results obtained from static
substructurim8 should be used for the dynamic analysis or vice versa. The
schematic dlagran shown in Figure 3 uses the above feature. Post--processing
phases are also shown in the f;gure. All interfacing between the post-
processor_ and NASTRAN is acc,,nJ_.] _,:d through NASTRAN generated data blocks
placed on tape or disks using OUT_:UT_ module.

The s_ eme shown in F_gure 5 was tLsr_o using the simple plate problem
+t given in the De_nstration Manual _,;,c_.,_.+,_ce 1). The 5 x 10 element half- __

plate model is shown in Figure 4. _:+._Ic boundary conditions were assumed
along the ;ine of syumetry. Inplai:e o_lections and normal rotations are

_" constrained. The half-plate modtl i_ arbltrarily separated into two sub-
structures, referred to as SUB " and SUB 2. Two load cases for the static

._. problem and the simply support,._ boundary conditions were specified in Phase
I. The static problem was run first with the symnetrlc boundary conditions

_: specified in Phase II. This was done so that, if results for antisymmetric

_ conditions were necessary at a later stage, they could have been obtained

without going through Phase I a_aim. Slight changes to the ALTER package

for substructuzin8 as given in the User's Manual freference 2) were made so
that the O_TPUTI data blocks of the two substructures co-ld be placed on the

6
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same tape. The results of the _tatic analysis were printed and placed ou I
_ tape using the OUTPUT2 module. The dynamic analysis was carried out

_ utilizing the stiffness matrix generated in Phase I of the static analysis. I
The mass matrix was not generated in the static part since no GRAV loads
were applied, hence, Phase I of the dynamic analysis using the stiffness

matrix KAA of the static part and using a restart with a rigid format switch

was executed. In this phase only the mass matrix was computed. If a GRAV
load was introduced in the static analysis, the MAA matrix would have been

generated and stored. Then, it would not have been necessary to run the Phase

I of the dynamic analysis. Modes and frequencies of vibration of the example

problem agreed very well with those given in the Demonstration Manual.

Phase III of the dynamic analysis was successfully completed using check

pointed tap_ of Phase I s_atic analysis and with a switch in rigid format.

However, it was found that attempting Phase IIT of the dynamic analysis using

the check pointed tape of Phase I of the dynamic analysis, which, in turn,
was generated from the check pointed tape of Phase I of the static problem,
resulted in a fatal error. In other words, multiple restarts were unsuccess-
ful.

SEISMIC ANALYSIS

The seismic analysis of a structur_ can be approached in two different
ways, (a) by the modal analysis using the ground response spectra and com-
blning the individual modal responses in a predetermined procedure (e.g.
square-root-of-sum-of-the-squares); and (b) by modal cr direct in_esratlon
of the equations of motion using a given time-history of ground acceleration.
These approaches and their pros and cons are discussed in any standard book
on earthquake engineering (e.g. Reference 3) and hence, will not be detailed
here. In practice, the first approach is more colnonly used because of its
simplicity and the ease of defining the inputs. Hence, this approach will
be discussed in what follows.

The dynamic models of the tots' structural system used by other invest-
igators (References 4 and 5) are shown in Figure 5. The first of these two _.

models involvas the assumption that the individual buildings and their ,_
internals can b_ lumped to form a set of cantilever "flagpoles". The complex

arrangement of the buildings tosether with their low profile makes this
assumption a gross one. The second model assumes that the shear vails can be
:epresented as horizontal 8prlngs and the floor as a rigid diaphra81. This
mould hov_ been a valid assumption for 8 tall building but is not entirely _
applicable for nuclear plant structures.

Our approach is to model _he vertical shear wall elements and the *_
horizontal slab_ using membrane and plate elements of NASTPA_. This woul_

#
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result in a structural model with a large number of degrees c_ freedom. It

is, however, not essential nor economical to retain all of these degrees of

freedom in the dynamic analysis. Hence, substructuring and Cuyan reduction

are necessary. The pertinent equations for seismic analysis of the structure

using the modal approach are given below.

I$

6H " I i

where M, B, K, and I are the mass, damping, stiffness, and identity matrices,

subscripts H and A refer to the modal displacement and analysis sets i

_ respectively in Phase II of the substructuring procedure, _ is _he mass

i normalized eigenmatrix, J is an A x 3 matrix of ones and zeroes which selects
t _ne masse_ which excite the motion in the glven directions, and a is

r component vector of the ground acceleration tlme-hlstory. It is _oted that

! the matrices on the left hand side are all assumed to be of the diagonal
; form representing uncoupled _ al equations.

The matrix product T
CAMAA J

i represents the participation factors, PF, of each mode for each of the ,.hree

I com?onents of ground _otlon. These quantitie,_ are cr,,puted in _.iSTR_

_ through the followin_ &L,T2,R package for Rigid Format 3.

ALTER 93

_YAD MAA, PHIA, /X/C, N, olc,N, I/c, N, O/C, N, ! $

_IPYADJ, X, IPFIC, N, I/C, N, I/C, N, Ol C, N, I $

MATPP-4 PF , , , , / I $

E_ALTER

The matrix J is supplied to _STPJu_ through DMI bulk data cards. Since the

J matrix depends on the a-set of Phase II, care should be exer, ised to keep

track of the degrees of freedom which are present and the order of their
occurrence Ln the a-set.

In Phase III of the substructuring procedure, the result_ of the modal -

analysis for each substructure are printed out as well as made available on
tape or disk through the OUTPUT2 feature. The DMAP aiter package for Rigid

format 3 is given below

ALTF._ 107

OUTI_UT2 OPIiI_, OQGI, OEFI, OESI, //C, N, -I/C, N, It $

"" OUTPUT2 , , , , / / C, N, -9/C, N, II

KNDALTER
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The modal results of each substructure are post-processed using the above

output values, the acceleration response spectra and the participation factors
to obtain the individual modal contributions of the processed quantity. For

the i-th mode, the modal contribution for the displacement at a point j for

the component of ground motion along X- direction is given by

si _I

i (X) = a PFi (X) i (2) Idj --_ • _j

I:
where Si is the spectral response acceleration for i-th frequency. Thea

response acceleration spectra are derived from the acceleration tlme-history,
a.
g

The total displacement at the point j for X- direction ground motion is
approximated as

dj (X)= [ZN (d_ (X))2 ]½ C3)i=l

Finally, the total displacement at the point J for the three component

earthquake motion is obtained as
i

dj = [ (d4 (X))2 + (d. (Y))2 + (dj (Z))2 ]½ (4) I
J t

Similar expressions are used for combining forces, stresses etc. The final i
results are again placed on a tape or disk in a format similar to that of
NASTRAN. This makes it convenient to combine the results of static and

dynamic analyses.

SUGGESTED ADDITIONS TO NASTRAN FOR CIVIL ENGINEERING NEEDS

i

a. The single most useful addition to NASTRANwo_Id be the ability to !

specify loads within the span of BAR elements and the cabability of obtaining
output at intermediate cross sections within the BAR element.

b. Capability of specifying different acceleration magnitudes at ._

different mass point for the same load case in the static rigid fo-mat

rather than a single acceleration value presently available. This feature

would, then, be useful in approximating the seismic analysis as a quasi-

static analysis for structures where such approximation is permissible.

c. Capability of specifying non-linear relationship between stress
resultants and corresponding deformations (e.g. moment-curvature relation)

for use in conjunction with the BAR elements. This would allow elasto-

plastic analysis of three-dimensional frames.

589 _ +
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i
d. For CQUAD2 and CTRIA2 elements, at present, only bending stress

resultants (forces) are printed. The output should also include membrane

forces. !

CONCLUDING REMARKS i

i

Some studies have been conducted on the use of NASTRAN for nuclear

I power plant analysis and design. These studies indicate that NASTRAN could

be effectively used for such problems. DMAP alter packages and post-pro-cessors have been written to extend NASTRAN's capability to seismic base

| excitation problems. Static and dynamic analysis using substructures have

been attempted with switch in rigid forma_ restarts. Post-processors for

combining static and dynamic (seismic) solution have been written for use

in design sub-routines. Finally, some additions to NASTRAN are suggested

which when implemented would make the program more effective in solving

civil engineering structural analysis problems.
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N_TI_N USERS' FJO_EPJEN_OF

AVI_/_ffrlUCIUI_ DIVISION
?,

By Charles L. Blackburn and Carl A. Wilhelm

Avco Aerostructures Division, Nashville, Tennessee

This paper discusses the _STR_ experiences of a major structural
design and fabrication subcontractor that has less engineering persormel
and cmvuser facilities then those available to large prime contractors.
Efforts to obtain sufficient computer capacit 7 and the develope_nt and

I i_pl .emen.ration o.f auxiliary progr_s to reduce m_wer requirements are
d_scrlbed. Applications o£ the _ progrm for training users, checking
out auxiliary programs, performing in-ho_e research and development, and
structurally analyzing an Avco designed and mmufactured missile case are
presented.

"_" IUrI_IIJCTI_

The Avco _erostr_t_res Division has long been actively engaged in the
research md developmnt areas of stru_ural analyses. Since 1966, particu-
lar emphasis has be_n placed on finite element tec}miques utilizing the
displacemnt mt_od. Such efforts yielded a static analyszsprogrm for
both the IBM360/}4xlel 40 _ IBM 11._) cm_uters. Although the progrm .was
SOmewhatli_Ltted in the types o£ £inzte elements, the objective for solv_n_

_ structural problem cmtaining a large number of degrees of freedom was
a_c_leved. This objective, ho_ver, was not obtained without the sacrifice

i_i of cm_uter efficisncy due to a requir_nt for large mounts of peripheral

pr_eesin_ tim. For _le, the IBM 1130 c_uld acute a strt_tural
_]el with nearly 1000 degrees of freedea, but spproxi_tely 10 hours were
necessary for a solution.._n times of 3 and 4 hours were not uncamon for :_
IBM360140 snal_ses. 0nly bar, ._ri_ular mmbnme plate, md rectsngular
m_brme plate elmente were available in the IBM 1130 progr_, but the IF!

_,.._, 360/40 prorrm _tso included the trimiular b_din_ plate element, (Plate

_'"-'_" el_mlte M|t_ed constmtt stress co_di_io_s.) It becameimediately spparmt

:_';:;.:_:, that the complete c_abiltWfor per_.ming struct_mfl _nalyses (i.e., static,_;,.,_ vibration, btr.klln_, etc.)by finite _emtt techniques was not within the ._
practical upper limits of ,Wee A/D_s cmp_r facilities. .:,

. In the latter part of 1970, _rm _1) becm_ ware of the Industry

soarch associate Prosrm lnitiat by -Laley lsearch c ter.
" "i_ The valu_ of the prosrm for provid_ng a mut_fl interchange of technology ;
_: .... _ Im_U.ately__s_l end Avco becmm m active participant in Jmuary _"

:-, 1971. The initial participation c_tsted of two en_r/n_ personnel
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being assigned to the Structures Division of the Structure Directorate. It _
was in this time period that the NASTRANSystems _nagement Office (NS_D) was !
established in the Structures Division at NASA-Langley (October 4p 1970} and
the first public release of NASTRA_throush COSMICoccurred (November 1970).
Since NASTR_ was being heavily used at NASA-Langley and other government
centers for testing and evaluation, N_,SA-assigned Avco personnel could evalu-
ate the program and bec_r_ qualified users while performing their assigned
tasks. This NASTR_ experience is one excellont example of the spin-off
benefits fr_ the N_/Industry Research Associate Program.

It was obvious from the initial confrontation of _he Avco associates
with the NASTRA_program that it would enable us to attain our research and
development goals. However, the in-house computer capacity at Avco A/D _:as
still not adequate to accommodate the program. A survey of the local
(Nashville) cc_uting facilities was undertaken to determine if any computers,
suitable fo_"NKSTR_ operations, were available. In-house terminals, as
supplied by computer leasing services, were disregarded since the NJ_TP_
usage _s unpredictable; operating costs could be excessive on a per rtm
basis. A computer service, NIT Computer Services Corporation, which primarily
serves the local benking and insurance interests, was found to have computers
compatible wi_h She _ program; namely, an II_! 360, Model 65 and an IBM
370, _kxiel 155 computer. Arrangements were made with NIT for bnplementation
of She level 12 NASTI_ on each of their computers. Further, it was decided
that, whenever possible, aux._liary N/_eTR_ programs capable of generating and

_ checking input data _d m_tl_, ating output data (i.e., resizing routines)
would be incorporated on She _n-house I]_4 360/_0. The inconvenience of the
data mmagemmt problem presented by this approach was considered less
m_desirsble thm_ t]_ economic problem of using the _LT computer services for
all cases. Avco A/D acquired She NASTI_q prosr_ in October 1971 and had it
operational on the NLT computers approximately one month later. The i_ple-
me_tation of She program by NIT personnel will.be discussed in this report.
Further, this unique arrangement between the f_unncial and technical co_ity
will be described with particular e_phasis on the problems encountered due to
different teminologies _nd concepts.

" A description of _vco's au_liary computer routines to be used with the
_STR_ analysis program is included in She paper. For exs_le, the data

,. generation prosr_s described in refer_ces 1 s_d 2 have been converted from ._.
a G_C6000 series co_p_:er to the I1_! 360/.40 computer with some modifications.

" Also, a program which checks the _ upu_ data for format and syntax
". errors and incmplete _nd/or duplicate data and generates a tape for plotting

•:_ .... undefomed structure ]_embeen developed. This check-out program is similar
_/- to the special NASTP_ progr_ described in reference 3.

,: : In addition, results obtained from various N_STP_ investigations of
, widely varying types of structure are presented. For each of the investi-

_ gatlons, the results describe operational problem, nm times, m_ core
__, requlrments (Includ_ coqparim of the I_M 360/65 and IBM 370/155 con-
S_ puters _enever possible) plus cmparisons of the _ results wish
_,_: _J_eoretical or experim_tal data.

_!L': _

..... 5_

i
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The paper also discusses the importance of a NASTRANtype progrm to

Avco A_rostructures Division as a major subcontractor to the prime aerospace i_contractors.

i

AVCO]NLTNASTRANIMP_ATION AND OPERATION i

An interfacingof the capabilitiesand facilitiesof the Avco _ero-

structuresDivisionand the NLT ComputerServicesCorporationwas required i
to accmmodate the ,_STRANprogrm_. The acquisit'_on(andupdating)and 1
executionof _ was the responsibilityof Avco. The implementationand
maintenance of NASTRANwas the responsibilityof NIT. Obviously, NASTR_
bridgesthe gap thatexistsbetweenthe capabilitiesof the technicaland
financialcommunities;nmely, scientificprogrammers.

BeforeNASTRAN,NIT had provideda dataprocessingserviceonly md was
completely inexperienced with respect to scientific computer progr_. How-
ever, the program was implemented in approximately one week and operational
in less than one month on the II_! 370, Model 155 md the IB! 350, _bdel 65
computers. The primary difficultT encountered in the implementation of the

rogrm was. NIT personnel's lack of fmilarity with the OS operating system.
LT uses the II3S operating system for their data processing services.) Minor

',. problems occurred due So a reluctJmce to believe the disk space requirements ,
of NASTRAN. S_e check-out problems were ancomtered in the execution of
the demonstration problem because of core size requirement. Further, the
punched output for the restart deck of dmonstration problem I-I was com-
pletely unexpected. Qpu times for the execution of certain demonstration
problem on the II_1370/155computerare presentedin table I alongwith compat-
iblecpu times obtainedfrom variouscmputers as given in reference.4.
.qthough more specific and concise docmm_tation pertaining to the implemen-
tation .w_ld be desxred, the ease _ making NASTR_ operational has been
substantiated, m all cases, G_S41_was very prompt m identifying user prob- *
l_'_s and giving a solution.

Some operational problem have been encountered d_ to the conflict of
with the previous experience of NIT personnel. A limit of 900 cpu

- seconds was a stmdard NIT computer exit. This li._it was based on previous
" experience which nomally indicated the presence of a progr_ing error (i.e.,

';. a 'hard ]13 loop'). Execution of NAb'TR_ has made them accustomed to exceedin8
.j the 900 cpu se_ds restriction _._tch is now deleted frm, all NASFRANprob-

,_ lem. The cmputer .o_raWr _fused the OFrP (old problem tape) and NFrP
, .L (new problem tape) wxth the output end input tapes, respectively. Whether

" or not this centributod to m spparent problem of tape mmagemmt was never
""" identified.

It is believed that this arrongmentpemits smaller engineering depart-
_._: amts to attain • stru_t_al malysis capability that may otherwise be

_-_ inprecticA1 md unmcme_cal.
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AUXILIARYPROGRAMS

Since the different physical locations of the Avco engineers and the I
NLTcomputers presented a data handling problem, it was decided that N/_T_ i
auxiliary programs would b¢ installed on Avco MD's in-house I_! 360, _del
40 computer. Further, those routines which would check hand generated input !
data or automtically generate the input data offer an economic advantage in
the decrease of aborted analyses (c_mputer cost) due to input errors and the
reduction of _r for data preparation.

A special NASTRANprogran which checks the input data for mispunched
data cards and incorrectly transcribed data and generates a tape for rode-
formed structure plots has been developed for the IBN 360/40 cor_puter. This
program is fmctionallyequivalent to the check-out progrm for the _C 6000
series cmputer described in reference 3. The progrm operates under the
OS 360/PCP operating.system md requires 210K bytes of a 2S6K byte core and
a disk drive for peripheral storage. On1.y'subroutine BTSTRPrequired a
revision due to the necessary reduction m the length of a GINObuffer from
1803 to 250. This change caused a corresponding reduction in the default
parmneters of the block sizes contained on the PK)C job control card to
SP2=1, ELKl=1028, end BLK2-1032.

The automated input data generation routines, as described in references
1 and 2, have been converted frun the CDC6000 serie_ computer to the IBH
360/40 computer. These routines offer a substantial re&_tion in the man-
hours required for model gmeration since they require a mnintn of input
data which c_ be obtained fr_ engineering dr_inp. This r_npower reduction
is particuiarly attractive to smiler engineering deparments such as Avco MD
because a complex structural analysis can be perfomed by a m_imum number of
e_ineering personnel, In conductL-_; some recent NASTRANanalyses, finite

.elemlt models of.a delta wing and a segmentof a missile case were generated
_these atitotuated routines in less then 4 man hours.each. The generality of
the routines _s demmstrated in reference2 end their versatility has per-
nLitted the modeling of a railroad passenger car by Avco A/e. Another routine
which autautticaily generates a triangular or quadrilateral mesh about a
circular cutout in a flat panel, as investigated in reference 5, was modified i
to yield punched _ input data. Presently, progrmus are being developed _"
_h.ich will calculate tlm stlff_ss coefficients for specialized structural t
e_emnts {i.e., reinforced cmcrete or integrally stiffened plate elements)

and punch the data an cards with m input format consistent with _.

The contour plotting routixms that are described and desmnstrated in
rsferm_ 1 have been ..c__verted from the (_C 6000 series cn_uters to the
I_4 360/40 casputer, Since Avco A/D lacks m in-house plott]Lng capability,
the plottin8 routin_ has been nodifiod to yield a printed output of the
planar coordinates of each contour line to pemit nmuml plottini. A plotting
service, _tmil&r to the Avm/NLT cmq_ter arrmgmmntp ccttld be obtained since
plotters that are cmqmtible with the routine and N_3TP_ are available in the
Nuhv:Llle area.
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_ Currently, a fully stressed design technique is being developed _ich
:_ is almost identical to the routine incorporated in the _ ,:" l_rogr_ (ref. 6)
_: and the SAVESprogram (ref. 2). The input and output _:_t" Cor this routine

are compatible with the _ output md input £or,-:ts, res_c:tively. A
_ _impli£ied design criterion for the sizing of rod and bar ele_,_ts has been

_> incorporated into the program.

APPLICATIONS

_ Since the acquisition of NASTRNqby Avco A/D in October 1971_ it has
been used £or performing in-house research a_d develol_nt progrms e check-
out md veri£ication o£ auxiliary routines. _t analysis of existing
structural designs. The following discussion is directed to three investi-
gations of widely varying types of structure.

Reinforced Concrete S_;d_ - The purpose of this study was to evaluate a
method of modeling reinforced concrete with finite elements that are suffi-
ciently accurate and e_wndcally feasible. Quadrilateral mmbrme and
bending plate elm_nts were used to represent the concrete slab md rod
elements were used to model the rei_:£orcing rods. The representation of each
reinforcing rod ,muld yield a finite element model with a maximummesh size
dictated by the reinforcemnt spacing. Since this spacing is relatively
stall, it is conventional to represent several reinforcment rods by a single
rod elem_t _hich is positional between two nodes along the edge of a larger
plate element. This method is cmmm_ly called the lumping technique md
results in large rod elements at the neutral axis of the plate's cross
sectional area. _r, the reinforcement rods are usually displaced to the
tension side of the neutral axis md thus c.aumot be included by the ccnven-
ti.onal lumping technique. For this study, continui_/ of the reinforcing rods
md concrete (no slipping) was assumed. The elongations o( the rods are
considered equal to their normal displacements on the edgewise face of the
plate element at the in_ersecting rods. A linear variatien of the tnns- _i
lational and rotational dtsplacments is assumedbetween two nodes of a _1
p_-tlcular edge for computingthe normal displacements. This computation of _
the normal displacement at the reinforcmmnt rod position was accomplished

by use of the multipoint CO_ltrLint equation_ contained in _. _

The subject of the i_vutlg&tim m a square, si_ly supported, rein-
forced concrete slab with rein_orc/n8 rods spaced at 25.4 m. intervals along
each609.6m. edge. TF. slb uas20.32m. thick andsubjectedto a ded

_eight losdin8. _ ryAnforcmunt _ (d_mster • 1.90 at.) were st s de_thof 3.49 as. f_ '_nsion side of _s _te. The non-linear properties _
of the c_crete &s _ its insbility to _dthstend tensile stresses were
neglected. Mod_l _h sizes of 4 x 4 and 6 x 6 (corresponding to elemnt -_
sizes of 152.4 x IS2.4 _. md 101.6 x 101.6 os.. respectively) _ere investi. "_
gated. Figure 1 presents a c_psrtson of the rod stresses for each }_STRN_
snslysls vlth the theoretical rosults dsterained frca closed form oqustions
m p48e _)6 of rsfm_cs 7. Pizures 2 and 3 show s comparison of the ssximm '-
coqpress_,._ stresses in the cmcrete and lateral displacmont of the slab, _

,

i
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respectively. 1_%enevernecessary. NASTR_ results are extrapolated to the
desired locations.

The coarse mesh model (4 x 4) required 218 cpu seconds for a solution
on the II_! 370/155 computer and 250 cpu seconds _ere required for an I_
360/65 conputer solution of the fine mesh model (6 x 6) using Level 12
}_STRAN. Due So the difference in problem size, it was not possible to
evaluate the computing speed of the different computers. However, the
prohibitive tim required for processing, and manipulating multipoint con-
straint relationships was indicated by this investigation. Approximately
20t of the total cpu time was used on the multipoint constraints for each
model. It is because of this time penalty that the previously mentioned
auxiliary progr_ for generating _ punched input of stiffness coef-
ficients for specialized stru_ural elemmSs is being developed. The
_h_STRA_run time will be further reduced by the time required to c=Iculate
the stiffness. Obviously, the _STRN_ output would have to be used in an
additional auxiliary progT_un to clete_ the actual internal loads and
stresses (i.e.. axial stress in reinforcemnt rods).

Thesepreliminary_S_ resultsshow good agreementwith theoretica:
results. Further validation of the computational efficier_/ and accuracy is
required when the auxiliary routines bec_e operatict_l. This metl_d is
also applicable to integrally stiffened or smi-n_nocoque panels m_d other

_ structures wherein an assemblage of finite elements is represented by a
dictate structural element.

Structural Eff6cts of WjDg Cmber Variations - This study was pri_rily
initiated to check out the lifting surface data generation routine. To
provide additional tOb'TR_ experimce, it was decided to conduct a simple
desii_ study to evaluate the change in stiffness and strength due to camber

variations of a _ithwing'sThe wing has a delta plmfom and a nxlified diamondairfoil section 31 mximu_ thickness. A uniform pressure loading was
lied to the structural r_Jel. For a _ c_ber of 1.SOt chordp the
ito element model is identical to the lumped finite element model of the

baseline wing structure used in the study described in reference 2. The
_ normalized tip deflection _l stress distribu_=on in the lower surface skins

near the _:funl_ intersectionfor varyln_amountsof camberare s_n
_. in figure 4.

_: _ .T_,finLto el_t _1 of each _ c_fl_rstion is identical except
•_ _, for the out of plmo' __Y droops causedby cuber varlatimm. If

J>.., ew1_ _ _ _ _t for _d_ I_ft_ttan. the c_u tile
should be cms.trot, A1theushthsrs was _ un_plaln_i but ainor variations
in tb. cpu Urns. sppnncLmtely 490 end S80 seca_ vere required for

,_ I Lave: 12 solu_loM _ the I_4 360/65 Ind I_4 370/155 ccmpuSers, respectively.
Thesetimesare _trsdictory sadhavenot beenexplained by NLTsystems

_C personnel exceptto speculatethat it could be due to the operatingsystem.
_, In all cases, the OS/MVT/II_PoperatingsysUm vu used.

_'r'-.:_"_"_ J_ _ - This study_s initiated to detemine a possible cause
*"_': for observable dml_e on Avco designed md mnu£acmred nissile case sections

_Z ! 600
._
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=b_'b ' :*due to operational tr_sportati_ c_ditions. The objective of the investi-
gation was to determine the cause of the c]_age m_d studypossibledesign
ch_ges in the transporter to prevent the re-occurrence of structural damage.
The sections of concern are lightweight honeycom_ shells with ring frames at
the ends of each section, The damage occurred at one of the transporter's
support saddles which was located such that the honeycomb shell _uld rest
on it, The missile case sections were modeled by G_UAD;elements for the
shell• and CBARelements for the frame•. The loads applied to the models
were in accord_uce with loading conditions used for testing. C1a_ed bo_dary
condi;.ions were assumed at the intersection of the honeycomb structure and

. the relatively thick-walled back-Lp structure, Those grid point_ in contact
-_ with the saddle were not allowed to trm_slate in the lateral directicq_,

Results from a corresponding m_lysis and the test condition are shown in
, £iL_re 5 in which the variation of the outer face sheet longitudinal (membrane)
, stre•• about the circumference of the •hell is presented. The variation of

the test data (_ e md- e) is due to the lack of symmetry of the str_cture
" caused by cutouts for doors lind access ports, Although a good correlation off

N_'FRANand test data was obtained, some variations should be expected since
. the cutouts were i_p_ored in the £inite elelnt model. However, a N_TR_

analysis did predict a core shear £allure at the exact location where
observable dmaae did occur as indicated in £igur:: 6.

Based on the _ experience obtainedto date at Avco A/D, the
following dumges or improvements would be desired.

1. The develops_t of a ,athmatical technique for estimating the time
and core requirements for finite elepent _xlels of various sizes and
degrees of complexity wm_Id reduce turn around time, This technique
could b_ in the for= of empirical relationships amenable to pro-
griming on an office size cosputer.

2. Since the static snalysisportion of N_STr@Nreceives the greater
uetae, a mini NASTR_ b_ch c_ly contains the rigid forest 1 anJ

•. _ buffer sizes to allow for execution _n sr.aller computers
(i,e,, I_4 360/40) would _rob_bly prove ecmmmi_a].

,_ 3. Theuarglnof safe_7 peru_tn_ tocompression membersi. notcon-
.. v_tion_ since a positive _r_tn of safety is unde_._trm_th md
..._. vice versa for a _wrltq4 analysis, This may be corrected by using

a neutive m_r _ desii_ate the allowable _ :essive stress _,
:/ the aaterials r:_a_,._rt_ card,

In o_.Itmicn, _s _,_.c_sent md continuing mint_mance sad improve-
meat of the _ pr_rm_ has made it possible _or co_anies with limited
_ir_ertng _r ma _F_t_r facilities to attain• pmficimcy in
s_ _ctural analysis, Prior to _Slltqi, a lar_ mount of the independent

_.. research_ dsvalc_t f_ls was exp_m_l on the develop_t of structural

6o_
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• analysis ,.ethods based on finite elemont techniques. This effort can now be
directed to structural research utilizing NASTRANas the analysis tool.

' Further, the implemontation of NASTK_Nby systems personnel who are completely
[ inexperienced with scientific progr_s and comprehension of the program by
i new user.atteststo itsusabili¢)-.
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TABLE1. (ZI_ARIF_.I OF LEVEL12 "EXECUTIONTDES (CPU SE(II_IS)

FORNASTRANI_DNSTRATICN PRDBLE_IS

Conjurer Confisuration/Series/Vodel

Problem Fore _ I1_! II_.l II_ CDC UNIVAC
No. Version 370/155 360/95 360/67 6600 II08

1-1 U 116 60 108 31 72
;+ 1-IA R 72 30 102 24 24 -?

1-2 I) 166 84 264 72 60
1-3 U 242 114 336 120 96
1-4 U-I 1022 020 1464 666 1020 '-_
1"4 U- 2 2665 380 ...... =+
1-5 lJ 1505 660 1800 -- 1080 ,,
1-6 U 68 48 132 30 24 ._,
1-7 U 251 60 270 120 90 +_
2"1 U 88 72 168 30 24
3-1 U"I 1567 720 3900 828 660 _:_+
3-1 U-2 3088 610 ......
4-1 U 328 168 486 144 90
5-1 U 863 408 1134 486 318
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NOTES 1. STRESSESAT Y-- O, NORMALIZEDON I
]

MAXIMUMTHEORETICALAT X-O

2. RODSPACING=25.4 CMo i

SEMI-SPAN,A- 304.8 CM.
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D TNEORETtCAL(REF.7)
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0

!_ _ ;.,_.. PER CENT SEMI-SPAN

._,_j t_ :, ,',, .-

_":_[_' Figure 1. • VerL_tion of md ui=t stresses Ln a square_

Ii

simply st_ported, reinforced concrete slab
':_i._ subjected to s dud wight loadini.
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NOTES: 1. STRESSESAT Y-O, NORMALIZEDON

MAXIMUMTHEORETICALAT X=O t!

2. SLABTHICKNESS=2O.32CMo j
SEMI-SPAN,A-304.8 CM. li
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Figure 2. - Variation of concrete c_presslve stresses in a square,
S_lplY SUl_Otte_, reinforced concre_ slab

subJectodto • dead _ljht loading.
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STATIC AND DYNAMIC HELICOPTER" AIRFRAME

ANALYSIS WITH NASTRAN

By H. E. Wilson and J, D. Cronkhite

. Bell Helicopter Company

SUMMARY

The use of NASTRAN at Bell Helicopter Company for structural static and

dynamic analysis of a helicopter airframe is described. Analysis of air-

frame internal loads, main rotor isolation systems, and airframe vibration

is discussed. The use of each rigid format for these types of analysis is

summarized. Suggested improvements to NASTRAN to increase its effectiveness

in performing helicopter airframe analysis ace given.

INTRODUCT ION

Before the availability of large finite element programs, internal loads

were calculated from two-dlmenslonal shear and moment diagrams and the
r

dynamic behavior was approximated with a Myklestad-type beam analysis. After /

the development of NASTRAN, and other similar programs, more exact analyses

could be performed. However, before NASTRAN can be executed, the helicopter

airframe must be represented as a three-dlmenslonal finite element model

which involves generation of a large amount of input data to define the

structure. A typical airframe structural model is shown in figure i. In 4
addition to developing a structural model, the problem of distributing

structural and nonstructural weight to the appropriate areas of the finite

element model proved to be a time consuming and tedious task requiring many
judgmental decisions. An automated procedure for distribution of weight

-_ items to the structural model was devised so that NASTRAN could be used :

efficiently for both static and dynamic structural analysis.

_ =_ AIRFRAME STATIC ANALYS IS

_., . A statlc analysis of a helicopter airframe involves the determln_tlon ,)
_ - of internal loads and stresses using NASTRAN1. To facilitate the use of

NASTRAN various preprocessor and postprocessor computer programs were

!' written. The preprocessor programs includc automatic data generation of .
,,_ ' finite element models of certain types of structure such as the tail boom, "

elevator, and vertical tail as shown in figure 2. The representation of the ,,"
._.._-_'_ inertia loads is provided with an interface program to NASTRAN. ,)

_--":i PRI_CFDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMFD ".-
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The interface program calculates six load vectors which represent the

inertia reactions for independently applied unit translation and angular

accelerations at the helicopter center of gravity. By scaling the inertia
reactions to balance the applied loads and applying a set of determinant

constraints, a NASTRAN static analysis can be done.
I

Postprocessors are used to calculate shear flows and adjusted rod loads

for rod-shear panel type structure, to scan the output from several subcases

and determine the critical loading condition for each element, and to pre-

sent the output data in a report format, t

Alternate output from the inertia distribution program is concentrated

weights punched on data cards in NASTRAN format. These weights may be used
directly in a static analysis with inertia relief, natural frequency analysis,

or dynamic response analysis.

AIRFRAME DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Main Rotor Isolation

' Dynamic analysis of the helicopter involves evaluating different methods
,+, of isolating the excitation of the main rotor from the airframe. These

methods include a focused pylon 2 for isolation of horizontal main rotor
excitation and nodal beam 3 for isolation of vertical excitation. A sketch

.. and brief explanation of these systems is shown in figure 3. NASTRAN models

of these systems are developed using bars, linkages (rods), scalar springs,
multipolnt constraints, and concentrated masses.

Vibration response characteristics of the isolation system can be eval-

uated by attaching it to a rigid body fuselage. Natural freqqencles, mode
shapes, and frequency response characteristics of the main rotor isolation

system can then be determined without having to consider the added com-

plexity of elastic and dynamic effects of the fuselage. After having

• developed and tuned this type of model, the isolation system is incorporated

into a structural dynamic airframe mode) to do a vibration analysis of the +.
;++ entire coupled system.

_'' Airframe Vibration

-_' + The airframe dynamic response analysis is performed by combining the
+_ o main rotor pylon and isolation system with the elastic airframe model. The

: ,:" airframe model will be either an elastic axis representation made up of bar
elements with fuselage section properties or a built-up three-dlmensional

representation using bars, rods, shear panels, and membrane elements to model

\_ the structure. The elastic axis models have fcom 300 to 400 degrees of

freedom and the three-dlmenslonal models usually have 1200 Lo 1400 degrees
i_:_ of freedom maximum.

612
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1
A modal •pproach is most often used for a vibration analysis of the air- l

fr•me where the system degrees of freedom are reduced below 200 and the i
n•tur•l frequencies and mode sh•pes are computed using the GIVENS eigenvalue
extraction n_thod. This method is used primarily bec•use of the number of

modes required for low frequency (0 to 50 hertz) vibr•tlon response analysis,

usually at le•st 30 modes.

The princlp•l types of dyn•mlc •n•lysls done wlth the •irframe model

•re the following:

(I) Tuning the airframe n•tur•l frequencies with respect to main

rotor exclt•tlon h•rmonlcs by m•king structur•l and weight
ch•nges.

(2) Determining the ste•dy state frequency response ch•r•cteristics

of the airframe where forces and moments are applied separ•tely

at degrees of freedmn having exclt•tion sources and the forcing

frequency is swept over the r•nge of interest (usually 0 to
50 hertz).

(3) Determining the steady state response to in-flight rotor harmonic
excitation.

(4) Determining the tr•nsient response of the •irframe to we•pon

firing using NASTRAN and a hybrid computer. The NASTRAN norm•l

mode d•t• for the airframe model is input to a hybrid computer
program whlch computes the •irframe response. A simplified flow

diagram of the hybrid analysis is shown in figure 4.

SUMMARY OF THE USE OF NASTKAN RIGID FORMATS FOR AIRFRAME ANALYSIS

Rigid Format I - Static An•lysls {

Rigid format I is used to calcul•te the internal loads of the helicopter

,._. for the different design loading conditions. The static structural model @

_:_o%""_, typically contains 2500 to 3000 degrees of freedom and is modeled primarily _II. with rods, bar, and shear panels. The initial run, when the stiffness
_ matrix is decomposed, takes about 60 cpu minutes on an IBM 360-65 computer.
v: Each succeeding loading condition takes approximately 20 cpu minutes.

, Rigid Format 2 - Static Analysis With Iner_._al Relief i

The weight distribution of the helicopter is checked with this rigid

format. It performs a static an•lysls of • free helicopter in flight with
steady loads applied. The results from rigid format 2 can be compared with

_- those obtained using format I to ensure a correct inertial representation

_- is achieved.
_ 613 _
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Rigid Format 3 - Normal Mode Analysis

This rigid format is used for tuning of the airframe natural frequencies
with respect to predominant excitation frequencies. The natural frequencies
and normal mode data output from NASTRAN are also used in other programs
such as the hybrid computer program previously discussed or combined with
main rotor analysis programs to determine the response of the coupled roLor
and airframe.

The flexibility matrix ([K] "l) and mass matrix are output and used in
a flutter program. The natural frequencies and mode shapes for the zero
velocity case are compared to the NASTRAN results as a check on the flutter
program.

Rigid Format 4 - Static Analysis With Differential Stiffness

Rigid format 4 has been used for designing the static stops for the main
rotor pylon support system. The use of differential stiffness reduced the
loads caused by crash conditions, thus saving weight in the design. The
inclusion of second order differential stiffness effects would •IlowNASTRAN

to be used to solve several other structural problems such •s tension
stresses developed in membrane plates due to transverse pressures.

Rigid Format 5 - Buckling

The stability analysis in NASTRAN is used on a limited basis. Many
degrees of freedom•re required to obtain an accurate solution to a built-
up three-dimenslonal model. A buckling •n•lysls was performed on a heli-
copter tail boom. For • model containing 1800 degrees of freedom, NASTRAN
predicted an elgenvalue of 6 when using the limit design loads. The analysis
took over 4 cpu hours. It was felt this eigenvalue was too high, but to

remodel finer and probably reduce the elgenvalue would take excessive cpu
time.

Rigid Format 6 - Piecewise Linear

The piecewlse linear solution in NASTRAN has never been used success-
fully. It could be a very helpful analytical tool if it functione_ properly, i

Rigid Format 7 - Direct Complex Eigenvalue An•lysls
41

This rigid fornumt is time consuming. An improved complex elgenvalue
routine is desired, a preferred method would be • QR algorithm such as the
available ALIJ4AT routlne 4.

i
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Rigid Fo_".:' 8 - Direct Frequency Response Analysis

Internal osci:_-_.ory loads and stresses for the response to _otor har-

monic excitat{on ,',,_,alculated with rigid format 8. This rigid f_rmat

._: would seldom _ ..... _ 'f the mode acceleration technique in rigid format II
_* worked _ t,_',:, ,.' i5.1 version of NASTRAN

i

Rigid Format 9 - Direct Transient Response

Rigid _.ormat 9 is used to calculate transient internal loads and "

stresses for such problems as panel response to blast overpressures, air-

frame response to gun recoil, and landing loads. As with rigid format B,

this rigid format would seldom be used if the mode acceleration technique

worked in rigid format 12.

Rigid Format I0 - Modal Complex Eigenvalue Analysis

As in rigid format 7, run times have been excessive• An improved com-
plex eigenvalue method is needed to make use of this rigid format practical.

Rigid Format II - Modal Frequency Response Analysis

Rigid format 11 is used to analyze steady state response of the airframe
to harmonic excitation with varying frequencies to simulate shake test

results. It is also used to analyze steady state _esponse to in-flight
rotor harmonic excitation. Mode acceleration is required to obtain internal
loads, In our current level, 15.1, it does not work. Therefore, to get the
internal loads, rigid format 8 must be executed.

Rigid Format 12 - Modal Transient Response Analysis

This rigid format is used to Lnalyze transient response problems a_
described in rigid format 9.

Approach ._

progranning has been found difficult to use. However, some [MAP
alters are made. _ alters are used to obtain special output to be used
in other analyses. Mode printout and normal mode plotting are altered into

rigid format 11. _ is used to add dlfferentlal stiffness to real eisen-
value analysls to determine centrifugal stiffening effects on rotor blades.

61_ _ •
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CONCLUSIONS

NASTRAN has been found tc be very useful in performing aircraft struc-

tural analysis. When coupled with preprocessor and postproces_or programs,

it has been used very efficiently and effectively in th design environment.

It is felt, though, that NASTRAN's effectiveness can be greatly enhanced t

for our use with the following incorporations: i

• (I) Fix the mode acceleration technique in rigid formats Ii and 12.

(2) An improved complex elgenvalue solution is needed in rigid _ormats
7 and IG.

(3) Add rotating bea,. dynamic effects such as the addition of Coriolis
acceleration terms.

(4) Add rotary transformation from rotor blade rotating system to the
fixed airframe system.

(5) Rotor blade aerodynamics should be included alovg wi+h (3) and (4)
for analysis of the coupled rotor and airframe.

(6) Second order differential stiffness terms need to be added in

rigid format 4

(7) Piecewise linear analysis should be improved.
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i Figure i.- Finite Element Model of Helicopter Airframe i
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Figure 2.- Computer Generated Model ._-'_"_
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RESPONSE ANALYSIS OF AN AUTOMOBILE SHIPPING CONTAINER

I By Lo-Ching Hua I!

Analytical Engineering Services, l_c. !I

and Sang H. Lee and Bradford Johnstone wll
PuiIman- Stand ard li

iNTRODUCTI ON I
i

,i Rail shipment of automobiles on open rack cars has beei_ plagued with heavy

t damage claims. To alleviate this problem, systems are needed to enclose the

automobile more fully durir_ transit and to mechanize the loading and unloading

operations. The Stac-Pac system was developed to meet this need by Southern
, Pacific Transportation Comp_my.

The system consists of flatcars, Stac-Pac containers, and special loading

,i and unloading equipment. Each 27.2-m (89 1/3 ft) piggyback-type flatcar car-
ties four containers. Three full-size automobiles are carried in _ch contain-

! er. The containers are loaded close together on the flatcar co that the auto-

i mobiles are fully protected during shipment from manufacturer to distribution

, t erminal.
_. !

J
Pullman-Standard developed a container design for the Stac-Pac system and

conducted vibration tests to verify the system structural integrity. A namic l
I analysis was also made, using NASTRAN, and the results of the test and analysis , :are compared in this paper. / :

AUTOMOBILE SHIPPING CONTAINER

The 8tac-Pac container built by Pullman-Standard is made of hot-rolled .
steel (fig. i). The enclosure of the container is made of thin steel sheet.

It serves the dual purpose of protecting the automobile and functioning as -_.
shear panels for the structure. The side posts, deck system, and automobile _"-
_estraining mechanAsm are made of steel sheets and formed structural shapes. _

" All the substructures are welded assemblies. The container structure is then .._

,, assembled from these substructures wi_h friction-type bolts. This production _'

._ method has made the container structure to be effective against dynamic loads. -/_
J_

,- , " The outside dimensions of the container are approximately 2.h m (8 ft) in ,_
_"'/ _ width, h.6 m (15 ft) in height, and 6.1 m (20 ft) in length. _"_nissize will _,.

i_:_.... fit the flatcar construction and satisfy the rail transport regulations. With- :__' in this allowable space, the container ha_ to be designed to carry ti_ee full-

size sedans. It is interesting to note that the tight spatial requirement has _
made the designing task very challenging. _

Recent shipments of automobiles in this type of container has reduced the

+.'_. damage rate to a neg_ligible level. Eventually, the fleet of flatcars and con- -_
tainers will probably extend the automaker's production line to the dealer's

_ show room, In view of the large production potenti_ _ and the length of service _

: " 621 '
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life, it is very desirable to optimize the c _ntuine: to minimize the cost of
construction and maintenance. Pullman-Standard has carried out extensive de-

signing and testing programs and has chosen NASTRAN as the analytical tool to

achieve this optimization. The analytical and experimental results and the

correlation are reported herein.

VIBRATIONAL T_ST

The vibrational t_st was carried out for the purposes of determining the

response of the structure under simula_c_ rail transport environment and evalu-

ating the fatigue life.

A 27.2-m-long (89 1/3 _t) flatcar normally used for carrying Stac-Pac con-
tainers was the test bed. The container was mounted at one end of the flatcar.

The end position containers are usually subjected to maximum road excitation.
A variable-speed shaker consisting of two eccent?ically mounted rotating disks

was located approximately 0.6 m (2 ft) from the open end of the container with

the axes of rotation parallel to the long axis of the flatcar. In this parti-

cular test, the initial position and phase lag of the disks were arranged so

that the maximum vertical and horizontal excitation would occur in phase.

For the purpose of monitoring test data, a number of strain gages and

accelerometers were mounted on the container at key locations. During the test,

the time histories of these strains and acceleratioms were directly recorded on
photosensitive paper.

Vibration amplitudes and test frequencies were based on road test data.
In this test, two frequencies of 5.0 and 6.25 Hz were used (1 Hz - 1 cps). The
maximum acceleration at the base of the front post of the container is approxi-

mately O.hg and 0.Tg for the 5.0-Hz and 6.25-Hz excitation, respectively. The

fatigue test was performed with 50 hours of continuous excitation at 6.25 Hz.
During this period of 50 hours, the structure of the container would encounter

about 1 million cycles of stress reversal at the amplitude level indicated by

the aAorementioned 0.Tg acceleration. There was no failure of structural mem-
bers or connections at the end of the test. The accelerations and strains re-

corded show good correlation with the theoretical results computed by NASTRAN. "

:--:_•"_'"'.""! Representative sets of data are presented in figure 2.

'i_""" i THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

......... NASTRAN Rigid Format 8, Direct Frequency Response, was used for theoretical

:]" ; I analysis. The first part of the analysis was done on the container structure
alone with a 32 grid point model. This small model served as a pilot analysis

"_'_" for the purposes of studying the general dynamic behavior of the container and

L verifying the proper running of NASTRAN on a CDC 6h00 computer under Operating
System Scope 3.M.

J

'_"•_ T_e final response analysis was performed with a model which included the
. shaker, container, and flatcar. The model had 1_5 grid points and 300 CBAR and ,

!il_ 622
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67 CSHEAR elements. Two major assumptions were made in the process of formulat-

ing the model. First, the formed structural shapes were assumed to be capable
of resisting all the moment and force components. Second, the thin steel sheets

were assumed to be functioning as shear panels only. The correlation between

the theoretical and experimental accelerations shown in figure 2 indicates that

the assumptions were correct.

The theoretical model is supported by two hinges at the center plates of

the flatcar. Therefore, free-free rotational vibration is allowed about the
axis passing through these two hinges. The COUPMASS feature in NASTRAN was used

to obtain an even mass distribution of the model. The centrifUga_ forces gener-

ated by the rotation of the disks of the shaker were used as the input excitation.

The responses of the container were computed by NASTRAN in terms of grid point
displacements and accelerations as well as forces and stresses in the structural

elements. The output of the program gives the response quantities in the form

of magnitude and phase an@le. Both the print and punch options were requested

in the output. The card images of punch file are stored on magnetic tapes.
These data will be reprocessed by an in-house program to compute the responses

of the container at 36 time intervals in the excitation cycle. The instantaneous

structural deformations at each interval will be plotted to serve as visual aids.

Both the 5.0-Hz and 6.25-Hz responses were computed. The calculated accelerations

ere shown in figure 2.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The analytical res-_its from NASTRAN have correlated well with the experi-

mental data. NASTRAN has proved to be a powerful tool in this application of

analyzing railroad transportation equipment. In particular, NASTRAN can be used
to optimize many design parameters with a reasonable amount of time and expendi-

ture and to minimize repetitious testing procedures and prototype improvement in

further refinement of the container design.

In the railroad industry, a trial-and-error approach using _tatic analysis

and testing has been the general practice. Dynamic analysis has not been applied

in designing railroad equipment except in a few cases. The d_namic analysis re-

ported herein indicates that a substantial saving in cost and time can be real-
ized in new product development co_pared with the conventional approach.

The COUPMASS feature in NASTRAN helps to distribute the masses of the

container more evenly with a relatively small number of @rid points available

in the theoretical model. It is a very useful option.

The direct solution technique that computes the total response solutions in

one sin@le run is far simpler than the modal analysis. Direct solution frees

the analyst from the time consumin6 effort of computing and identifying the many '-
vibrational modes to obtain the total response solution. Although the computing
cost of direct solution is higher, the added cost is compensated by the saving
in time and effort.

I
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Figurei.- Stac-Paccontainer.
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L_IPLEMENTATION EXPERIENCES OF NASTRAN ON

CDC CYBER 74 SCOPE 3.4 OPERATING SYSTEM

By

James Chl-Dlan Go

Computer Sciences Corp.

and

Ronald G. H111

Westinghouse Hanford Company

SUMMARY

• This paper describes the experiences of the implementation of the NASTRAN
system on the CDC CYBER 74 SCOPE 3.4 Operating System. This Operating
System is relatively new; however, due to the great flexibility vf the NASTRAN

. system, no major problems were encountered.

INTRODUCTION

The implementatic, n was fairly sl_'aightforward. Only minor changes were made.
Various sizes of benchmark and test problems, ranging from two hours to less
than one minute CP time, were run on CDC CYBER SCOPE 3.3, UNIVAC EXEC-8
and CDC CYBER SCOPE 3.4. No numerical discrepancy was found on the outputs
of these test problems.

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

The NASTRAN system was installed from thw Level 15.1.1 executable, TAPE 1.
_: This is accomplished by first making a library from the third file of the COSMIC

_/;' supplied TAPE 3. This is needed by the NASTRAN boot program to satisfy externals

. _-': - (also to guarantee that SCOPE 3.4 routines would not come in and interfere). Second,

-:: "_ a small COMPASS program called APACTGR is placed as the second record in the

;::" ' BOOT overlay.* The SCOPE utility routine COPYN is used, and the resulting file-

name must be TAPE 1. This edited file may now be used to execute N,,_'rR_. The

_-i' deck is listed below.

'!;_ -_. *This was suuesta_d by Dr. James Rogers, Langley Research Center, NASA.

.,._. 627
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At presentNASTRAN cannotbe updatedunder SCOPE 3.4. The LRC compilerwill I

notexecuteon our system and NASTRAN FORTRAN isnotcompatiblewitheither i,
RUN or FTN. Also,theNASTRAN COMPASS routineshave to be modifiedtointer- _.

faceproperlywith6RM. This updatingproblem can be fixedby acquiringLRC com- l

pilersourceand LRC libraryand correctingtheSCOPE 3.4interfaceproblem, i
?
I

NASTRAN INSTALLATION DECK I',

NASTRAN, MT2, T6000. JIM GO i

A CCOUNT(PW=JGO123, UN=JIMCGO) i
REQUEST,TP1,HY,VSN=TAPE1. NASTRAN "lAPEl
REQUEST,TP3,HY,VSN=TAPE3. NASTRAN TAPE3
RFL(300000)

, COMPASS. ASSEMBLY APACTGR
i REWIND(LGO)
i COPYN(, TAPE1, TP1, LGO) EDIT IN APACTGR
! SKIPF(TP3,2,17, B) SKIP TO NASTRAN LIBRARY

, COPYBF(rP3, LIB) COPY TO DISK
UNLOAD(TP1)

,._, 'I UNLOAD(TP3)I

REQUEST, NAST LIB, *PF.
EDITLIB. MAKE USERS LIBRARY

CATA LOG(NAST LIB, NASTRAN LIBRARY, ID_JIMCGO)
LIBRARY(NASTLIB) DECLARE USERS LIBRARY
REQUEST, NA STRA N, *PF.
TAPE1. CATLOG(NASTRAN)
EXIT. HAVE

CATA LOG(NASTRAN, NASTRAN15, ID_JIMCGO, XR_JIMCGO)
NASTRAN. ATTACH

789
IDENT APACTGR
ENTRY APACTGR ._

APACTGR DATA 0
EQ APACTGR
END

789

1,1,TP1
1ol, LI_

1, *, TP1
t!

LIBRARY(NASTLIB, NEW)
ADD(*, LIB)

i
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|
FINISH.

ENDRUN.

789

ID BAR, OFFSET
SOL 1,0
APP DISPLACEMENT
T.rME 5
CEND
TITLE = BAR OFF SET TEST RUN WITH UNIFORM LOAD
LOAD = 1
MAXLINES = 10000
LINE = 38
SPCFORCE = ALL

STRESS = A LL

DISP = A LL
BEGIN BULK

GRID 1 123_t56
GRID 2 2.5 -4.0

GRID 3 5.0 l".J_'56
GRID 4 5.0 123 _56

CBAR 1 1 1 2 4 2 +B1
+B1 -5. -4.

CBAR 2 1 2 3 4 2 +B2 t
+B2 5. -.4.
PBAR 1 1 1.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1000. +PB1
+PB1 2.0 1.0 -2.0 -1.0 2.0 -1.0 -2.0 1.0 +PB2 _
+PB2 I. 0 1.0
MAT] 1 3 +7 1.2+7 0.0 6.5-6 70. 0.02 +M1 :_

+M1 2.0+4 20.+3 1.8+4
GRAV I I. 0 -I. 0 _'

ENDDATA _

?89 _.

89 ' ;
_?

3
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PROGRAM CHECK RUNS 1'
i

The benchmark and test problems employed range from more than two hours to i

less than one minute CP time. Most ot these are actual reactor hardware problems i

that we are analyzing. These problems were run on CDC SCOPE 3.3, U-NIVAC i
EXEC-8 and CDC SCOPE _. 4 The numerical outputs are almost identical between
UNIVAC EXEC-8 and CDC and identical between CDC SCOPE 3.3 and 3.4.

Some typical run times and charge times, together with the brief description of
the test problems, are shown as follows:

Test problem 1 has 994 GRID points and about 2500 DOF. The model consists

only of plate elements. The run time shown was for static analysis.

Test problem II has 216 GRID points and about 500 dynamic DOF. The model
consists of plate and bar elements. The run time shown was for normal mode
analysis.

Run Time
Sec.

,ira, ,, ,I

Problem CDC CYBER CDC CYBER

No. SCOPE 3.3 SCOPE 3.4

CP 3316 3504

I IO 10949 411

CharRe Time 9972 7369

CP 1557 1708

_:,i_! H IO 3223 291

_e, i Charge 'lime 4046 3683

2_

t

i}}. •
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I WORK IN PROGRESS
We are currently implementing some special features into the NASTRAN system

i for our particular needs. Among these are: (a) incorporating some non-llnearmaterial capabilities which are in the formulation stage; (b) creating a seismic
I analys._s Rigid _ ,;treat which will be based on Rigid Form:it 3; and (c) replacing i

the NASTRAN plotting package with CALCOMP'S.

CONCLUSIONS

The implementation of NASTRAN on CDC SCOPE 3.4 encountered only a few
minor problems which were readily corrected. This CYBER 74 SCOPE 3.4
Level 15.1.1 NASTRAN is now functioning as well as the other versions.

With similar hardware configuration, the CP time is about the same between

SCOPE 3.3 and 3.4; however, the IO time of SCOPE 3.4 showed a significant improve-
ment over SCOPE 3.3. The results obtained on CDC CYBER and UNIVAC 1108 ar,_

" fairly close to those obtained by NASA. Many of the structural models had to be

reduced in size in order to run them on UNIVAC 1108; with CYBER '7.4 SCOPE 3.4 we

are now able to run all our structunl problems without extensive model condensation.

This makes the application of the NASTRAN system to large structural problems

more straightforward and reduces extensive reliance on users' engineering judgment

in structural modeling. We also bel/eve this version will enable us to extend the

capability of NASTRAN to non-linear material and geometry structural problems izJ
the near future.



A METHOD FOR TRAHSFERRING NASTkAN DATA

BETWEEN DISSIMILAR COMPUTERS

By James L. Rogers, Jr.

NASA Langley Research Center

INTRODUCTION

The NASTRAN computer program is capable of executing on three different
types of computers: namely, the CDC 6000 series, the IBM 360-370 series, and
the UNIVAC 1100 series. A typlcal activity requiring transfer of data between
dissimilar computers is the analysls of a large structure such as the Space
Shuttle by substructurlng. Models of portions of the vehicle which have been
analyzed by subcontractors using their computers must be integrated into a
model of the complete structure by the prime contractor on his computer.
Presently the transfer of NASTRAN matrices or tables between two different types

_- of computers is accompllshed by punched cards or a magnetic tape containing
car,l images. These methods of data transfer do not satisfy the requirements for
Intercomputer data transfer associated with a substructurlng activity because
(1) accuaracy will be lost due to the precision llmltatlons (10 significant
digits) of the NASTRAN Direct Matrix Input (DMI) punched card, and (2) large
order matrices make card handllng too cumbersome.

To provide a more satlsfac" ,z_ transfer of data, two new programs, RDUSER
and WRTUSER, were created (ref. 1). These two programs, used in conjunction
vlth the NAST_._! modules otrrPtrr2 and INPtrrr2 available in Level 15 and later

versions of NAqIRAN_ allow data to be transferred bet¢een computers without loss
of accuracy and without handllng large deck_ Re punched cards. The purpose of
this paper Is to describe both the method used fox data transfer and the speclal
features of the utillty programs RDUSER and WRTUSER. Although data nay come from

-- any computer program using the NASTRAN user tape format, _xanples in this paper
will be confined to NASTRAN data since RDUSER ami WRTUSERwere _rrltten with tne
NASTIt,AL',Iuser in mind.

4

•,_- OVERVIEW OF PROG,_(S _,

Beslnnln8 vlth Level 15_ NASTEAN provided the capability of usln 8 FORTRAN
WRITE statements to write Intermediate data blocks (uatrlces or tables) on a

/, magnetic tape. Thl_ was made possible by the NASTRAN nodule ow_ur2 /hlch has
the followln8 callln8 sequence_ .:

-'- " ou'rPtrr2 DB1, DO2, DB3, DD4, DBSIIV, N. PIlV, N, P2/V, N, P3 $

 nqo 633 •
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_J

where the DBI are the data block_ to be written in tape, PI is a parameter for I
positioning the tape, P2 _s the FORTRAN unit number assigned to the tape, and
P3 is the FORTRAN U_c_ Tape Label (defadlt = XXXXXXXX).

The tape created by OUTPUT2 is a binary tape. Tapes created by programs
other than NASTRAN are acceptable as long as the data are output in the OUTPUT2

format. In order to write the header information on the tape, the PI parameter

must be -I (rewind before writing) the first time OUTPUT2 is called in NASTRAN;

otherwise PI is 0. This binary tape must be converted to a BCD tape before it

can be used on a computer of a different type. The conversion is performed

by the utility program RDUSER which accepts tables and single-precision or

double-precision real or complex matrices. No precision is lost in generating

the BCD tape, and the problem of handling large numbers of punched cards is
alleviated.

The tape containing the BCD data is transferred to another installation.

Before these data can be used as input for NASTRAN at this installation, two

tasks rust be performed. The first task is to convert the source of the BCD

tape wcitten by RDUSER to another source form ---=-u_^L==_=._ by the computer on

which the data will be used. The second task is to convert the BCD tape into
an acceptable binary form for the NASTPAN module INPUTT2. The program WRTUSER

accomplishes both of these tasks. The calling sequence for the INPUTT2 module !'

has the form I

INPUTT2/DBI, DB2, DB3, DB4, DBb/V, N, PI,'V,N, P2/V, N, P3 $ i
!

where the DBi are the data blocks to be recovered from the binary tape, P1 is

a parameter for positioning the tape (PI must be -i for the first call to

INPUTT2 and 0 for all succeeding calls), P2 is the FORTRAN unit number assigned !
to the bJnary tape, and P3 is the FORTRAN User Tape Label (default = XXXXXXXX).

I

A flow chart of the complete tape interface method is shown in figure i.

[

SPECIAL FEATURES

The RDUSER program has three special features that will be covered in this

_" section. The first group of cards input to RDUSER is a set of comments written

by the user to describe the matrices and tables. These cards are read with

°_ a free-field format allowing the user to write any description he desires. These

_ comments are also written on the tape to be transferred to the other installa- 7
_. tion. WRTUSER reads and prints these comments; this allows the user recelvl.g

_:" _ the tape to have some knowledge of the data written on the tape. The next

_! • group of cards input to RDUSER gives the data block name, a code for determining
_ whether the data block is a matrix or a table, and a print option. This group

/_ of cards allows the user to omit any data block that is not needed. He does

" this by simply omitting the card on which the data block name appears. The

_,' print option allows the user to print (table i) or not to print (table 2)
•_ elements of a matrix or table. Each of these features proves beneficial when

,,_,_,_, transferring data between dissimilar computers.

1974006473-624
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VERIFICATION OF PROGRAMS

RDUSER and WRTUSER were executed for four* of the nine possibilities shown ,_

in figure 2 and found to possess the desired qualities lacking in DMI punched i,
cards. Card handling for the input to NASTRANwas cut to the minimum. Square,

rectangular, and symmetric matrices containing slngle-preclslon real, single-

precision complex, double-precislon real, and double-preclslon complex elements

were used in the test runs. In each case the answers listed on one computer }
agreed with the answers listed on dissimilar and similar computers: this [

indicated that no precision was lost in the transfer. I
J

REFERENCES

I. Rogers, James L., Jr.: Intezcomputer Transfer in Full Precision of Arbitrary

Data on Magnetic Tape Employing the NASTRAN User Tape Format. NASA
TM X-2901, 1973.

[
I
i

J
I

!

l

D.: •

.,_ • *UNIVAC paths were not tested due to errors in the INPUTT2 and OUTPUT2 :
_: " _ NASTRAN modules.

_}:" ' '4
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AN IITfERACTIVE NASTKAN PREPROCESSOR

By Wiliianna W. Smith i'1
NASA Langley Research Center

This paper describes a Langley Research Center version of NASTRAN Level ,.
15.1.0 designed to provide the analyst with an _dded tool for debugging

massive NASTRAN input data. The program checks all NASTRAN input data cards

and displays on a CRT scope the graphic representation of the undeformed

structure. In addition, the program permits the display and alteration of

input data and allows reexe_ution without physically resubmitting the Job.
Core requirements on the CDu 6000 computer are approximately 77 000 octal

words of central memory.

INTRODUCTION

_-- As most NASTRAN users have discovered, there are input data errors made

in defining a structure which are not illegal t_ the system but which will

produce a rather oddly shaped graphic representation and erroneous analysis. :

It is imperative, therefore, that the structural plotter output be viewed ,,
before the user can be assured bhat his input data do not displace grid

points or omit members. For a complex structure, it may be necessary to

observe the picture from several orientations.

Motivated by the need for a complete checkout of struct_'e-defining

input data in the most rapid and efficient manner, developme:,t of an inter-
active type preprocessor was undertaken. Since the computer program described

in reference i was already in existence, the decision was made to adapt it to _

the interacting CDC 250 CRT system. The Interactive NASTRAN Preprocessor :_:
Level 12.1.0 resulted from this adaptation. The NASTRAN portion has since ,,

_,, . been updated to Level 15.1.0.

_' The NASTRAN program and interactive graphic software used in the Inter-

."" active NASTRAN Preprocessor are designed to operate on the CDC 6600 computer

";°' at LRC, but the ideas are applicable to other NASTRAN computers. _"

' " PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

!

_, The following changes were made in the existing computer program (ref. i):

:,2(. i. NASTRAN routines _ altered: . _

Z J
IDescription of routines may be found in reference 2.

'.,"__ 641 _, I,

:'_'" PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED i_
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NAME MODIFICATION J

$

NASTRAN Tape 4 declared i

XS_l Added capability of displaying

message on screen

IFPID Error "Plot Tape Not A Physical

Tape" made nonfatal

SGINOFF Plot file written on Tape 4

XSD42 Added capability of displaying

messages on screen

Added labeled COMMON block with

plot loop flag

Added call to CRTPLOT subroutine

Added statement to change a

DMAP instruction parameter if

plot loop flag set

PLOT Test for physical tape ignored

PROCES Added labeled COMMON block to

hold view angles for display
and alteration

Add statements to save and

restore view angles

LDS0 Additions made to allow looping

through PLTSET and PLOT instruc-

tions if angles altered and

reexecution requested (appendix

2. Subroutine CRTPLOT (appendix B) was coded to read the NASTRAN General

Purpose Plotter output file and translate it for display on the CDC 250 CRT
": _" terminal (fig. i).

f,

_' SEMSAGE (same as MESAGE) RSHFT

CDC250 ADVERSE

_ 2See Langley Research Center Computer Programing Manual, Vol. II, Sections
_ _, 3.2 and 3.11.

¥
m m_ _
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NEXT SPACK (same as PACK) _ _i

i 1
PLT250 SLOCATE (same as LOCATE) i

j,
LODTBL UNPK

DECOD3 CNTRLN

D ,COD CRmT I',

HOGWASH DEC0DI !

WARTHOG DECOD2

SCREEN DROUTE

PLTO00 EXOR

KEYBORD I03 '"

CRT250 NOTATE

SPCMAT PLOTSW

•_" KGLER PLT9999

LOADADR TRUNCL

CALPLT SAVPLOT

WHERE XMIT

ENCOD2 SCAN

S_CALL

h. Modifications were made in the graphic routines where data statements j
were used to enter values for variables in labeled COMMON. Restrictions in

the CDC Linkage Editor necessitated replacing the data statements with a

Block Data subprogram.

5. Overlay structure (appendix C) was adjusted to incorporate graphic
routines and subroutine CRTPLOT, which were added.

CAPABILITIES OF THE INTERACTIVE _ PRKSROCESSOR

The Interactive NASTRAN Preprocenor has the following capabilities:

1. Analyzes all input d_ta.
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I
t

i ./f ;
2. Displays the graphic representation of the undeformed structure on i

the CDC 250 CRT Scope.

i 3. The alphanumeric keyboard 3 on the CRT console provides a means fori
{ displaying the input and altering the input data.

4. Loops through the PLTSET and PLOT modules when only the view angle

is altered a_e accomplished within the D},@_Psequence of instructions. The
program EDIT_ initiates restarts when other input data are changed.

5. The CRT function keyboard has such options as (a) positive and• negative magnification of the total display or a part of the display_ (b)
| recording the plot vector file for postprocessing permanent hard copies : and

i (c) producing nonpermanent hard copies on a connected hard unit.
copy

I 6. Executable in approximately 77 000 octal words of central memory.

LIMITATIONS OF THE INTERACTIVE NASTRAN PREPROCESSOR

The Interactive NASTRAN Preprocessor has the following limitations:

1. Operational on CDC 6000 Computer complex at LRC; however ideas are
applicable to other NASTRAN computers.

2. Displacement approach must be used.

3. Does not contain NASTRAN checkpoint or restart capabilities.

4. No punch output available.

5. Alterations to input data are made internal to the computer only;

therefore, the user should make note of modifications so that he may make
appropriate changes in the physical deck.

OPERATIONAL INSTRUCTIONS

The interactive NASTRAN program is housed on a data cell and requires
no physical tapes unless the user wishes to save the plot vector file for

permanent hard copies. The EDIT program is also housed on a data cell.

5La_ley Research Center Computer Programing Manual, Vol. II ,"Section 3.6. "'

_Langley Research Center Simulation Manual, Section 2221.1.
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1. Deck Setup Col. 68 Col. 78 I
i

JOBI ........................... X

USER,........................... X

FETCH(CliO3, XXXX, BINARY, EDIT) XXXX = data cell X

LOAD (EDIT) X

D_c_ (m,OCKCC) X

COMMENT. X

COMMENT. END CONTROL BLOCK X

REQUEST, CRTTPE, CD. PLEASE ASSIGN XX XX = _ NO.

FETCH (D3790, XXXX, BINARY, PREFI) XXXX - data cell

NORFL.

LINECNT (10000)

mm'l.oA_,oo(m_m')

COI_EmT. END SETUP BLOCK

PREF.

COPYB_ (SAVPLT, TD4P) Required if hard copy plots desired c

ms (Tm_',i)

LOAD(m_IT)

00)_4_. END KXEOb'_ BLOCK

FE_ (P0077 XXXX, BINARY, DDIPRO) DDI, 80 Postprocessor Required for '_
hard copy for _'

REWIRD (T_P) plot s _

DDIPRO (INITIALS, BLDG. NO., Division initials, zero)

CO_4EF_. _D STOP BLOCK "

%,
_UT. ._

i
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i. Deck Setv_ (continued) Col. 68 Col. 78

LOAD (EXIT)

COMMENT. END RESTART BLOCK

End of record card

NASTRAN data deck

End of file card

Input data are the same as for a regular NASTRAN run with the exception
that the user must request NASTPLT output on the PLOTTER case control card,

!

* 3. Outer

The Program produces the normal _ printed output from the Preface
area of the program and from the structural plot module. The graphic repre-
sentation of the undeformed structure is displayed on the CRT as it is being
generated. Plots may be recorded for obtaining hard copies on one of the
available plotters by depressing the appropriate function key on the CRT
console. The proper poatprooessor control cards must have been included in
the card deck.

Since changes are made internal to the computer only, the user should
make note of any such modifications so that he can make the appropriate
changes in the physical deck.

!
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APPENDIX A

NASTRAN ROUTINE LD_O

FOR INTERACTIVE NA_TRAN PREP_0CESSOR
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NASTRAN Source Program Compilation

• OMAP-ONAP INSTRUCT ION
NOe

I BEGIN PREFA_ E - CHECKS INPUT AND PLOTS UN0[FORME0 STRUCTURE t

t 2 GP| GEOM| ,GEON2,/GPL,EGEXIN,3PDTeCSTNeBGt:DTeSIL/V,N,LUSET/C,N,|23,"
V • N eNOGIDOT $

i

t 3 SAVE LUSET •
4 GID2 GEOM2tEQEX|N/ECT •

5 LABEL II, •

G lat.TSET PC06tE01[XINeECT/I:t.TSETXePt.TPAr_eGDSETS,ELSETS /V,NINSIL/V_Ne
JUN_m." T •

? SAVE NS|i.,JUMiM=II,.OT •

8 I:q_TMSG PLTSETX// •

9 SETVAL /IVtNeI:t.TFLG/CeNe|/UIN*PFIL[/C*NtO •

10 SAVE fq.TFt.GeI:WlL[ •

! I CONO Pl *JUM_ILOT •

|Z I:ll.OT iI:)LTI:AReGI_)SETSIELSI[TSeCASECC_BGllqDTeEQEXIN*SII.* ,tPL.OTX|/VINiNSIL/
VeN_LUSIrT/VeNeJUNI_q.0T/VeNeI_.TFLG/VeNePf r IL_ •

|3 SAVE JUN_.OTtP1.TFi.G,I:Flt.[ •

|4 PATNSG PI.0TX 1//S

15 COND i:_,I_iLE •

16' JUMP Pl •

| ? LAICL ill

|1 I_EPT i| • 100 •

19 LD41F.L, DIS

IO ENO l

I

__ _8
m _aamw m_
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FORTEAN CODED SUBROUTII_E CRTPLOT I

SUBROUTINE CRTII:_OT CRTO002
CONMON/SPEC/NV|EWeCALPHA_C.aETAtCGAMNA CRTO003
COMMON/CRT/NCRT CRTO004
DIMENSION A(30),|D(2) CRTOO05
DI_N[NSION IANS(30) CRTO006
DIM ENS|ON STR|NG(60) CRTOO07

, INTEGER PCeCleTEN CRTO008
DATA IO/3HWWSeSHB|N Z058/ CRTO009

t DATA STRING/ CRTOoLO
; | |HOeIHIo|H2w|H3Q|N4e|HSq]H6e|HTe|MS.|Hgo|HA.|_,|hC.|HO,IFE.|HF CRTO01|
? 2, |NGe|ItHt|HitIHJI|HKt|HLeIHMt|HNe|:4OeIHPolHQe|HRolHS.IHTolHU,IHV CRTOo|2

3. IHwilHX_IHYiIHZ,IH(elH)tIH+eIH-iIH_,IH/*IHseIHeoIH,o|H$oIH-,|H CRTO013Ao 12_0/ CRTO014
EQUIVALENCE (:ANS(IItlS2)_ (IANS(2),iS3). (|ANS(3)I|S4). (IANS(4). CRTOO15

11R0)_ (|ANS(5)tlRI), (IANS(6)_IRZ), (IANS(?)tlR3)_ (IANS(8)*IRA), CRTOO|6
2(|ANS(9).C|)q (IANS(|O)ePC), (IANS(II),IU2)t (IANS(12).IU3), CRTO0|?
3(lANStI3)qIuA). (IANS_|A)_ITO)* (IANS(15)_lTI), (IANS(i6)_iT2)t CRTO0|8
4(IANS(|7),IT3), (IANS(_8)tITA), (IANS(19),ISO), (IANS(20)tiS]), CRTOOI9
5(IANs(29),IuO), (IANS(30_tIUI) CRTO020

NVXEw • 0 CRTO02|
NCRT•O CRTO022
NFIRsT • 0 CRTO023 ;"

i,%. R_WIND 4 CRTO024 !
WRITE(6q|O01) CRTOO2S {

1001FO_MAT(|H|) CRTO026 c!
TEN • 10 CRTO02?

MASK • ??B CRTO028 J
I

CALL CDC 250 CRTO029
CALL CALI:q.T(O*O*3) CRTO030
CALL SMESAGE(|*35HBEG|N EXECUTION OF CRT Pt.OT PROGRAM,35) CRTO03|
CALL PARAMS CRTO032 !

I

CALL PARAMS(SLALPHA*CALPHAtALBETA,CBETA.SLGAI_A,CGAMMA) CRTOO33 !
800 READ(4) A CRTO034

|F(EOF*4) 99.|0 CRTO035 _,
_0 CONTINUE CRTOO3G _:**

DO | I•1,30t'3 CRTO03? '_
• !

L • I+2 CRTO038 _
K • 0 CRTO039 _ "
DO |_ NnitL CRTO040
DO 1_ Ju|,|O CRTO04! _
K• K l�CRTO04_'_':_-
IF(J.EQe|) GO TO 17 CRTO043 "_/_

' " CALL RSI_T (A (N) t6 ) CRTOO44 :-_
17 IANS_K) • (A(N)eANOeMASK) CRTO045 _

| S CONT | NUE CRTO046 _!_
• IF(PCeGT*6) _C_PC-|O CRTOO47 _

|F(pCeEQeOeORePCeEQe_eORePC*EQ*3) GO TO 300 CRTOOAe
• R • TENt(TEN_ITEN_|T[NtlR4 +|R3I+|R_I+|Rt)+|RO CRTO049 _

S • TENtITENtCTEI_H_ITEN_|S4 +IS3)+ISZ)+|SI)+ISO CRTOOSO
'_ T • TEN-(TENt(TEN.(TENt|T4 +|T3)+IT2I+|TI)+ITO CRTOOS|

< U • TENtITEN_ITEN_ITEN_IU_ +IU3I+|U_I+|UI) �0+x�l�CRTOO5_
300 NC • PC+| CRTOOS3

GO TO lAO|tAO_eAO3tAOA,40SoA06*406), NC CRTOOS4
i., C_ CRTOOSS

C_ I=_OT COMMAND IS NO OPI_RAT|ON CRTO0_6
C_ CRTOOS?

401 GO TO | CRTOOSl

_ C_ CRTO059
C_ ._.OT CO_AND IS ST&RT NEW Pt.OT CRTO060

6U9 _--
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Ce CRTO061
402 I:q.OTID = R CRTO062

XMIN • 0o0 CRTOO63
YMIN • 0*0 CRTO064 I!
XMAx I S CRTO065
YMAx • T CRTO066 I,/

XSCALE • IO.O/xMAX CRTO06? 11
YSCALE • IO,O/YNAX CRT(1068
GO TO ! CRTO069

C_ CRTO0?O T'

C_ I:_.OT COMMAND IS SELECT CAMERA CRTO071 i,

C_ CRTO0?2 !,

403 GO TO I CRTOoT3Ct CRTOO7A
C_ PLOT COMMAND IS SKIP TO A NEW FRAME CRTO075
Ce CRTO076

404 CONTINUE CRTO07?
|F(NF|RSTeEQ*O) GO TO 4041 CRTO078

CALL CALPLT(O*O*-3) CRTO0?9
CALL SMESAGIE(],3ZHTO RECORD PLOT, DEPRESS FN KEY 6*32) CRTO080
CALL SMESAGIE(|e34HTO CLEAR PICTURE, DEPRESS FN KEY 2*34) CRTO08|
CALL SMESAGIE(I,3?HTO GO TO NEXT FRAME* DEPRESS FN KEY 3,37) CRTO082
CALL CALPLT(I_oO,O,-3) CRTO083
CALL SMESAGE(|,3OHHIT KEy 45 TO END PLOT PROGRAM,30) CRTO084
CALL SMESAGE(%,39HHIT KEY 47 TO RE-DISPLAY PREVIOUS PLOTS,39) CRTO085
CALl_ SMESAGE(I,38HH|T ANY OTHER KEY TO CONTINUE PLOTTING,3B) CRTO086
CALL NExT(N) CRTO08?
IF(N,EQ,4S) GO TO 99 CRTO088
[F(N,EQ*4?) GO TO 199 CRTOo89

_" GO TO | CRTO090
4041 CONTINUE CRTO091

NFIRST • I CRTO092
GO TO 1 CRTO093

Ct CRTO094
Ct PLOT COMMAND IS TYPE A CHARACTER CRTO095
CI CRTO096 ,

405 X • ReXSCALE CRTO09?
Y • SeYSCALE CRTOOg8 ,
CALL NOTATE(XeY**|tSTRING(C|)*O*O*|) CRTOo99
GO TO I CRT0100

Ct CRTO|O|
Ct PLOT COMMAND IS DRAI A LIN_ OR AN AX|$, CRTO|02 i
Ct CRTO|03

406 CONT|I_JE CRTOI04
Xl • R_XSCALE CRTO|O5
Y| • StYSCAL[ CRTOI06
X2 • TIXSCALE CRT010?

-_ . Y_ • UIYSCAL[ CRT0108
CALL CAI.PLT(XI,Y'It3) CRT0109
CALL. CALPLT(XZ,Y2,2) CRTOI|O

"/. 4061 _lO TO | CRTO]|!
, ' ' I CONTIN_E CRTOIIR

I "_* GO TO 800 CRTOI13

:, ii _"- c. ONTO,|4
_1"_' ' Ce IIIE-DISI_AY PHEVlOU$ PLOTS CR'rOiIS

Ct CRTOI|6
.... |9_ R_IINO 4 CRTOII?

_ GO TO I00 CRTDill
CI CDTOII9
Ce ENO OII' PL.OT TAPE CRTOIaD

. I 690
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Ce CRTOI2| ;'

, 99 CONTINUE CRToI22 i
CALL CALI__T(OeO_9_) CRTO|23 I

CALL SNESAGE(|,2OHEND OF FILE ON TAPE4q_O) CRTO|24 11IREWIND 4 CRTOI25

C_****ee*se CRTO]26 !C BREAK POINT IN PqOGRAM TO ALLOw OPERATOR TO DISPLAY CRT0127

C *.ND/OR CHANGE TH_ CUI_RENTLY ESTABLISHED VIEW ANGLE* CRTOiZ8 i

CSSSSSSSSS$ CRTO|29 i'

CALL SMESAGE(ItSOHTO DISI=I.AY ANO/OR CHANGE THE CURRENTLY ESTABLISH CRT0130

|ED,50) CRTOI3|

CALL SMESAGE(I,34HVIEW ANGLE_tALPHA,BETA AND GAk_IAe_,34| CRT0132

CALL SMESAG_(IeA3HALTER THE AI=gROP|ATE ANGLE AND PRESS KEY 49t43) CRTO|33

CALL NEXT(NK) CRTO|34

IF(NKeNE*49) GO TO 499 CRTOi3_
NVIEw = | CRT0136

NCRT • Z CRTOI37

4_9 WR|TE(6*4999) NVIEWtNCRTtNKtCALPHA ,CBETA,CGAMMA CRTO|38

i 4999 FORMAT(|2HOe_e_tNVIEWaZ4eTH NCRTm|4eSH NK•I4/ CRTO|39
A|OHot_CALPHA•EZO*8,BH CBETAnE_O.BIgH CGAIM4AIE20*8) CRTO|40

RETURN CRTOi4|

END CRTOIA2

f

t-',- * I
# I

!

(
i
!

!

i

• "¢ _,
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' AP_E_NI_ C

LI}_AGE EDITOR COI_TRC'LCA?_DS FOR

}
INTERACTIVE NASTRAN PREPROCESSOR

LINKEDIT LET,OUTFILEBNAST(T)IPARAM(4Ii20,PARAM(S)'SO,PARAM(6)'60OO* LKEDOOO2
PARAM(2)m1200 LKEO00O3

LIBRARY NAsTOBJ/WWS/BNFILE/XCAL LKEDO004
LINK 0 LKEDOO05
RENAME APACTGR - ABSENT. LKEDOOO6
RENAME LABRT • ABSENT, LKEDOOO7
RENAME GATOR s ABSENT, LKEDOOOB
RENAME RECOVRY - RETURN $S RCV NOT AVAILABLE AT CDC DATA CENTER LKEOOO09
RENAME xwRITE(|06600) • wRITEX O---BLAST I/O FEATURE---S LKEDO0|O

" RENAME XREAD (I06600) = READX S---BLAST [/0 FEATURE---S LKEDO011
RENAME SYSTEM - SYSTEM. LKEDO012
RENAME PEXIT i LINK20* LKEOO013
RENAME MSGWRT = LINK20* LKEDOOI4
RENAME RWuNLD " RETURN LKEDOO|5
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(GINO, XCORSZ) LKEDOO|6
INCLUDE WWsINASTRAN) LKEDO017
INCLUDE WWS(BLKOATA(TIME)) LKEDOOl8
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(NASTRAN,BLKDATA(TIME),BLKDATA(GINO66),CONMSG) LKEDOOI9
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(IO66OO_DUMPtRETURN) LKEDO020
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(XEOT,TMTOGO,WRTTRL,RDTRL) LKEOO021

; INCLUDE NASTO_J(WRTTRLZoMESAGEoFNAMEI LKEDO022
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(OPNCORtW_TcORtRDCORqOPNCORZ,PRELOC,LDCATE,PRELOCZ) LKEDOOZ3
INCLUDE NAsTO_dtGOPEN,FREAD,CLSTAB,S_WTCH) LKEO0024

" INCLUDE NA_TOBJ(DSIGN) S FIX FOR 0 ARGUMENTS LKEDOOZS
INCLUDE WWS(BLKDATA(SPEC)) LKEDOO26
INCLUDE WWS(BLKDATAtCRT)) LKEDO027
INSERT CRT LKEDO028
INSERT SYSTEM,GINOX,T|ME,GIN066 LKEOOO29
INSERT ZBLPKx_ZNTI:q<x,PACKx,UNPAKx LK[OO030
ENTRY NASTRAN LKEO0031
END LKEOOo32

I LINK I LKEOOO33

RENAME CO_SZ - XCORSZ LK[DOO34
RENAME NTRANBDUMP S ]i08 DECK ONLY LKEDOO35
RENAME SEARCH-DUMP $ NOT USeD ON TI.q[ 640016600 LKEO0036

. RENAME SYSTEM • SYSTEM, S RENAME THE CDC SYSTEM ROUTINE CALLS LKEO0037 _.,
RENAME PExIT " LINK20, LKE_ "38
RENAME SEMTRN • RETURN LKEOC039

| "_ RENAME XOR S xORF LKEO0040

. RENAME LOO| " LOSO LKEO0041
: '/_ RENAME LDO2 • LDSO LKEOOO42

RENAME LO04 - LOSO LKEO0044
RENAME LOOS • LDSO LKEDOO4S

" ' , RENAME LD06 " LOSO LKEDO046
_'_ RENAME LOOT • LOSO LKEO004?

• LDSO LKEDO048RENAME LO08
_ RENAME LO09 • LOSO LKEDO04_

RENAME LO|O • LDSO LKEO0050
_ r RENAME LOI1 " LOSO LKEOOOS|

_ RENAME LO|2 • LOSO LK_DOOS_

,_ ._, RENAME LOt3 • LDSO LKEDO053
RENAME LD45 • L|NK20, LKtO00_4
RENAME LD46 • L|NK20* LKEOOOS5

J

692

I
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_..:_ RENAMECO47 - LINKZO, LKEOOOS6 _"
--" RENAME LD48 m LINK20e LKEDOO_T

ii_ LD49 LINK20e LKEDO058 •
RENAME l

RENAME LD_! = LINK20, LKEDO059 i.
RENAME BUG - RETURN LKEDOO60 1

(,RENAME TTLPGE z RETURN LKEDO061
INCLUDE WWSIXSEMI) LKEDO062
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(XSEMI,TAPBITQPAGEtPAGEI,PAG_2tPAGEZZZ) LKEDO063 ,I

" INCLUDE NASTOBJCBLKDATA(XSRTBD)) LKEDOOG4 1'
INSERT xSRTBDeZZZPAGE,BLANKoo LKEDOO65 t.
OVERLAY At LKEDO066
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(MSGwRT,uSRMSG) LKEDOO6? ;
OVERLAY A| LKEDOO68 :

r INCLUDE WWS(SMESAGE) LKEDO069 (
INCLUDE WWS(CDC2SO,NEXT,PLT250) LKEDO070 i
INCLUDE WWS(LODTBL) LKEDO07!
INCLUDE BNFILE(CDC250,DECoD3tDECODA,HOGWASH,LODTBL_NEXTtPLT250) LKEDOo72

INCLUDE BNFILE(WARTHOG,SCREEN) LKEDO073
. INCLUDE WWs(PLTOOO,KEYBORD,CRT250) LKEDO074
t INCLUDE WWS(SPCMAT) LKEDO075

INCLUDE Wws(KG|FR) LKEDO076
" INCLUDE XCAL(CALI:t.T) LKEDOO77

INCLUDE WWs(ENCOD2,RSNFT,AOVERSE,SPACK,SLOCATE,CALPLTQUNPK,CMTRLN) LKEDO070
| INCLUDE WWS(CREATEF,DECOD],DECOD2,DROUTE,_XOR,IO3,NOTATE,I=t.OTSW) LKEDO079
' INCLUDE WWS(PLT9999oS_VRLOTqSCAN,STRCALLeTRUNCLowHERE_XMIT,LOADADR) LKEDOOSO

i INCLUDE WWS(3LKDATA(GRAPHNO)) LKEDOOSI
INSERT GRAPHNOoLANGLEY,TRIALtVPARMS LKEDOOSZ

OVERLAY A| LKEDO083
INCLUDE WWS(BTSTRP) LKEDO084
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(BTSTR_,ENDSYSZ,ENDSYStBGNSYS) LKEDO085
INSERT ZEN_SYS LKEDO086 ;

OVERLAY ENDSSS LKEDOo87 !
INSERT ENDSSS LKEDOO88 !

OVERLAY A| LKEDO089 I
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(XPOC.CK_XFILPSeXPLEOK_xPOI_CKZ) LKEDOOgO /
OVERLAY xlx LKEDOOg| /
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(XCEI_XPURGE) LKEJOOg_

OVERLAY XlX LKEDO093
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(BLKDATA(XSFAL)tXSFA,XSOSGNtXCLEANtXPUN_,XDPN) LKEOOO94
INSERT xSFAIeZXPDLCK LKEDO095

OVERLAY ESFA LKEDDO96
INSERT ESFA LKEDO09?
OVERLAY A| LKEOOO98
INCLUDE NASTOSJ(BLKDATA(IFPXO),BLKDATA(IFPXI)_BLKDATA(UM_ZZZ),SEMINT) LKEDO099 .....
INSERT IFPXO_XOLDPT_IFPXI_UMFZZZ LKEDO|OO
OVERLAY DO LKEDOIO|
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(XRCARD) LKEDOIOZ
OVERLAY D LKEDOIO3
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(GNFIAT_ XCSA,XRG_D#rM_XSBSET) LKEDOlO4
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(_ALTI_| LKEDO|05

. ovERt.AY El LKEDOIO6
INSERT XCSABF LKEDO|O?
OVERLAY El LKEDOlO8
INCLUDE WWS(LDSO) LKEDOlO9
OVERLAY D LKEDOI|O

INCLUDE NASTOBJ(SORT) _KEDO||| :_
OVERLAY DE LKEDO||_

#;

7'

-- • --- R

I
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iNCLUDE N&sTOBJ(BLKDATA(IFPIA),FNDPt-TI LKEDO||3
INCLUDE WWS(1FPID) LKEDOIIA
INCLUDE NAsTOB_(IFPI,IFP|CoEFPtD, IFPlE.IFPIF, IFPIG_Sw_T) LKEDOIiS
iNSERT SETUP_IFPIA LKEDOIIG

OVERLAY IFPIX LKEDOi17
INSERT IFPIX LKEDOIi8

OVERLAY DE LKEDOt19
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(IFP4B_IFPAC¢IFP4E,IFPAFtIFP4GeB|SRCH) LKEDOi20

OVERLAY IFp45 LKEOO|Z|
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(IFP4olFPAA) LKEDOi2Z

OVERLAY IFPAZZ LKEDOI23
iNSERT IFPAZZ LKEOOIa4

_ OVERLAY IFP45 LKEOOi_S
t INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(IFPS_IFPSAI LKEDOI26

!_ OVERLAY IFPSZZ LKEDOIZ7
" _ INSERT IFPSZZ LKEDOI2S#

_ OVERLAY O LKED0129

i INCLUDE NASTOBJIXFADJI,XRECPS,XFADJ,CROFLGtRt_AGEtXBCOIBItEXTINT, INITCO) LKEDO|30
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(XPRETY_iNTEXTtXRECPSZ, ISFT) LKEDOt31

'; i INSERT ZXRECPS LKEDOI32

i OVERLAY UNF LKEOO133

i _ INCLUDE NASTOBJIXSO_T) LK_DO|34OVERLAYESORT LKEDOI3S
| INSERT ESORT LKEO0|36

r OVERLAY UMF LKEDOi3?

I INCLUD_ NASTOOJ(UNFEOT)
LKEDOi38

i f OVERLAYUMFXXX LKEOOI39INSERT UNFXXX LKEDOIAO|

_ _-! OVERLAY D LKEDOIAI
INCLU_ NASTOBJ(BLKOATA(XGPIZI,SLKDATAIXGPiCttXGI=I,XGPIDGtXGPlMW! LKED0142

I INCLUDE NASTOBJ(XGPIDGZ) LKEDOI43

i INSERT XGPICIXGPIDtXGPIZeXGPI3iXGPI4_XGPiSiXGPlGiXGPiTQXGPISeXGPIZX LKEDOi44

INSERT ZXGPlDG LKEO0|45
OVERLAY E LKEDOI46

t INCLUDE NASTOBJ(BLKDATA(XLKSPCIIXGPlBSQNPt.I:RT) LKEDOI4?
INSERT XLKSPC LKEO0148

OVERLAY XGPI| S THIS RUST BE UNDER LONGEST SEGNENT UNDER OVERLAY E LKED0149
INSERT XGPI! LKED0iS0

OVERLAY E LKED0151
INCLUDE NASTOBJIXFLORDIXFLDEF) LKEDOI52
OVERLAY E LKEDOlS3
INCLUOE NASTOBJ(OSCDIqP) LKEDO|54
OVERLAY E LKEOOI_5
iNCLUDE NASTOBJ(XOSGEN_XLNKNDtXiPFL_X_ARAMeXSCNDM! LKEDOIS6

OVERLAY DO LKEDO|5?
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(IF_DCO) LKEDOIS8

il INCLUDE NASTOBJ(SLKOATA(|FPDTAI) LKEDOI_g

INSERT IF_DTA LKE_O|GO _-
• OVERLAY DiDO LKEDOi6|

INCLUO([ NASTOSJ(RCARD_IFR! LKEOOIGZ
INCLUDE NASTOBJIBLKDATA¢|FRX_I,BLKDATA(IFPX3)_BLKDATAI|FPX4)) LKEO01_3

, INCLUDE NASTOBJ(BLKDATA(IF_XSI_BLKDATA(IFPX6I_BL{:OATA(IFPX?)) LKEDOle4
INSERT IFPX2*iFPX3_|FPXA_IFRXS_IFPX6_IFPX? LKEDOI65

OVECq...AY OOI LKEDO|_

_ INCLUI_ NASTOBJ(IFSIP) LKEDO|6?

/
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OVERLAY OOl LKEDO|68
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(I_S2P) LKEDO169

OVERLAY IFPXX LKEDQI?O {

INSERT IFPXX LKEDOI?I i_
OVERLAY DDI LKED01?2
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(IFS3P) LKEDO|?3 !i

_ OVERLAY DO1 LKEDO|?4
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(IFS4P) LKEDOI?S

i OVE_AY001 LKEOO,,. iINCLUDE NAsTOBJ(IFSSP) LKEDOIT?
! OVERLAYDO0 LKEDO,Te [

INCLUDE NASTOBJ(BLKDATA(IFP3BDI._FP3.1FP3B) LKED0179 :

INSERT IFP3BO*IFP3LV LKEO0180; OVERLAY IFP3ZZ LKEO0181 !
INSERT IFP3ZZ LKED0182 i
ENTRY XSEMI LKED0183

; END LKEOO|84

; LINK 2 LKED0185
t RENAME CO_SZ - XCORSZ LKEDOIS_

RENAME NTRANsDU_ • 1108 DECK ONLY LKED0187
RENAME SEARCH=DUMP • NOT USED ON THE 6400/6600 LKEOO|_B

{ RENAME PEXIT • LINK2O* LKEDO189
RENAME BTsTRP • RETUI_N LKEDOI90

: RENAME SYSTEM • SYSTEM. LKED019|

RENAME SETC • RETURN LKEDO192
RENAME TAID • RETURN LKEDO|93

i RENAME TAlE • RETURN LKED0194
RENAME TAPswl • ABSENT. LKEDO|gS

_, RENAME O_qESG • ABSENT. LKED0196 ;

I INCLUDE WW$(XSEM2) LKED0197
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(XSEM2*TAPBIT*INTLST) LKEO0198

I INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(ROMODE_RDNOOXeRDNOOXZ) LKEDO|99INCLUDE NASTDSJ(ROMOOYeRDiO_O) LKEDOZOO •
INSERT ZRDMODX*BLANK_* LKED0201

t _ OVERLAY ONE LKEDOZOZ ;

INCLUDE NASTOBJ(PAGE*PAGEItPAGE2oPAGEZZZ) LKEDO203
INSERT ZZZPA_E LKEDO204

OVERLAY A LKEDO205

INCLUDE NASTOBJ(MSGWRT*USRMSG) LKEO0206
OVERLAY A LKED020?
INCLUDE WWS(SMESAGE) LKEOO208

INCLUDE IiS(LO_TBL) LKEOOZ09
., INCLUDE _iS(CDC2SOtNEXT,PLT_SO) LKEDO210 ._

INCLUDE BNFILE(CDC2SO*DECOD3,D[COD4_HOGWASH,LODTBLtNEXTtRLT250) LK[O0211

INCLUDE BNFILE(tARTHOGtSCREEN) LKED021_ _
INCLUDE I_S(P_TOOOtKEYBORD,CRT2_OI LK[OOZ13
INCLUDE liS(SPCMAT) LKED0214
[NCLUOI[ liS(KGIFR) LKEDO_I5

INCLUDE _SIENCOOZtRSHFT*AOVERSEeSPACKtSLOCATE_CALPLTtUNPK.CNTRLN) LKEOOII?
INCLUDE I_S(CREATEF*D[CODIID[CODIiDROUTEiEXOR.IO3tNOTATEIPLOTSW) LKEDO218
INCLUDE WWS(PLT9999*SAVIq..OTISCANISTRCA_LITRUNCLeiHI[REtXMIT,LDADADR) LKEDO_I_

".. INCLUOI[ tIS(PARAMS) LK[DO_O

2
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INCLUDE WwS(CRTPLOT) LKEDO2ZI _
INCLUDE WWS(BLKDATA(GRAPHNO)) LKED0222
iNSERT GRApHNOtL&NGLEYoTRIALoVPARMS LKED0223 l

OVERLAY A LKEDOZZ4
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(ENDSYSZtENDSYS,BGNSYS) LKED0225 ,
INSERT ZENDSYS LKED0226 i=

OVERLAY ENDSSS LKED0227
INSERT ENDSSS LKED0228 i

i OVERLAY A LKED0229 iINCLUDE NASTOBJ(QPARAN) LKEDOZ30 I
f

OVERLAY A LKEO023|
iNCLUDE NASTOBJ(xSAVE) LKED0232 :

i OVERLAY A LKEDOZ33

l INCLUDE NASTOBJ(XCEI) LKED0234OVERLAY A LKED0235
| INCLUDE NASTOSJiXCHK) LKEO0236
_ OVERLAY A LKED0237!

INCLUDE NASTOBJ(BLKDATA(XSFAI)tXPURGE.xPUNPeXDPH) LKEO0238
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(XPOLCKqXFILPStXPLEQK,XPOLCKZtxSFAeXCLEANQXSOSGNoGNFIST) LKED0239
INSERT ZXPOLCK,XSFAI LKED0240
OVERLAY ESFA LKEDO24t
INSERT _SFA LKED0242

OVERLAY A LKEB0243
, INCLUDE NASTOBJ(TABPToTABPRT) LKED0244

._ OVERLAY TABPRX LKED0246
INSERT TABPRX LKED0247
OVERLAY A LKEO0248
;NCLUDE NAsTOBJ(PRTPRM) LKED0249

OVERLAY A LKED_250
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(BLKDATA(INPUTAtluNION, INPUT) LKEO0251

• '_- INSERT I NPUTA LKED0252
OVERLAY [NIDUTX LKEO0253
INSERT I NPUTX LKED0254
OVERLAY A LKEDO25S
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(EJECTtWRTNSGoPRTNSG) LKED02S6

OVERLAY XXI_SG LKEO0257
INSERT XXPNSG LKEO0258
OVERLAY A I._FD0259
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(INPTT|) LKED0260
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(TPSilToFORFIL) LKEO0261

OVERLAY I NP|XX LKED0262
INSERT I NI=IXX LKED0263

OVERLAY A LKED0264
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(|NPTT2) LKEDO26S
OVERLAY |NID2XX LKEDO_66
INSERT I NP2XX LKED0267

OVERLAY A LKEDO2M
" - INCLU.'_E NASTOBJ(BLKDATA(CNAR94)tAXI$*DR_CHR*ID_CT*LINEePLTSET*PRINT) LKEDO2G9 _.

INCLUDE[ _I_S(SGINOZZ) LK[O02?O
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(SCLOSE*SELCANISEOFoSGINOZZtSKPFI_ItSOPEN*STPLOT*SWRITE) LKEDOZ?|
INCLUDE NASTOBJISYMBOLtTIPEtTYPlNT,FNOPLT) LKEDOI?£
INSERT CHAR94*CHRDRt*XXPAI_IiPLTDATtSYNSLS*ZZSG|NO L_ED02?3

• OVERLAY DRAW LKEDO2?4
,_" INCLUDE NAsTOBJtLINE|O,TYPEIOe_PtLTIO) LKEDO_?S

.'_ OV£RLAY LONGST LKEDOZ?_
• INCLUDE NASTO!IJ(O_LOT_DR&W ) _KEDO_??

_:" INCLUDE NASTOllJIELELBL,F|NOtFNDSET* GPTLBLtGDTSYN_HIEADtlNTVEC) LKEDO_?8
INCLUDE WWS(I=I.OT) LKEOO_?9
INCLUDE W_S(IDI_CES) LKEDO_80
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(NINNAXePARAM,PERPEC,Pt.OT,PI.TOI_I_OCESeSHAPE_WRTPRT) LKEDOII|
INSERT ORwOAT,RSTXXX LKEDO_
OVERLAY XXIN.OT LKEDO_E3
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.__ INSERT xxPLOT LKEDO284 i'

_ OVERLAY DRAW LKED0285
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(LINE9,TYPEg,WPLT9) LKED0286
OVERLAY ONE LKEDO2a7
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(3ETVAL) LKED0286

_ OVERLAY ONE LKED0289
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(BLKDATA(GPTAI),DELSET) LKEDOZgO
INSERT GPTA| LKED0291

.._ OVERLAY TAIGPI LKED0292
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(SORT) LKEDOZ93

- INSERT SETUP LKED0294
OVERLAY GPX! LKED029_
INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(GPl) LKED0296

7 OVERLAY GPA| LKED0297
. INSERT GPAi LKED0298
t

OVERLAY GPX l LKED0299
INCLUDE NAsTOBJIGP2) LKED0300

_, OVERLAY GPA2 LKED030|
INSER T GPA2 LKED0302
OVERLAY TAIGPl LKEO0303

, INCLUDE NASTOBJ(COMECTtCNSTRCoDPLTSToSETINP) LKEO0304

; OVERLAY XXPSET LKED0305
INSERT XXPSET LKED0306

: OVERLAY ONE LKED030?

i INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(INPTT3) LKEDO308
_. OVERLAY ONE LKED0309

INCLUDE NAsTOBJ(INPTT4) LKED03|O
ENTRY XSEM2 LKED031!
END LKEOO3|2

,r
LINK 20 LKED03|4
RENAME CORSZ • XCORSZ LKEDO315
RENAME APACTGR • ABSENTe • RENOVE THIS CARD WHEN RUNNING AT CYBERNETLKED0316
RENAME SYSTEM • S_$TENe LKED03|?
RENAME EXIT(PEXlT, q PExlTe_ LKEO0314
INCLUDE NASTOBJ(PEXIT.MSGWRTeUSRMSGtPAGE_PAGEl,PAGE2oPAGEZZZePEXIT66) LKED0319

ENTRY PEX|T LKEDO3ZO
END LKEDO3Z|
ENDLINKS LKED0313

............................. II P

t .- ....... "_.. ,m_m,mr _..._.._.-.jl , ................. ,-.-: .............................
!
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I) NASTRAN DATA GENERATION OF HELICOPTER

FUSELAGES USING INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS

By J. B. Sainsbury-Carter
and John H. Conaway

Sikorsky Aircraft
Division of United Aircraft Corporation

Stratford, Connecticut

SUMMARY

The development and implementation of a preprocessor system for the finite
element analysis of helicopter fuselages is described. The system utilizes
interactive graphics for the generation, display, and editing of NASTRAN data
for fuselage models. It is operated from an ITeM2250 cathode ray tube (CRT)
console driven by an I_ 370/145 computer. Real time interaction plus automatic
data generation reduces the nominal 6 tolO week time for manual generation and
checking of data to a few days.

The interactive graphics system consists of a series of satellite programs
operated from a central NASTRAN Syntems Monitor. Fuselage structural models
including the outer shell and intenlal structure may be rapidly generated. All

numbering systems are automatically assigned. Hard copy plots of the model
labeled with GRID or elements ID's are also available. General purpose programs
for displaying and editing NASTRAN data are included in the system.

Utilization of the NASTRAN interactive graphics system has made possible
the multiple finite element analysis of complex helicopter fuselage structures IL'.
within design schedules.

I_TRODUCTION

J

The problem of manual data generation for large finite element idealizations ';_,
is well known. Helicopter fuselage models for static stress analysis with RASTRAN
contain typically 2,000 to IC,O00 input data cards. Manual generation and check-

ing of data decks for these problems requires 6 to 10 weeks of tedious coding
and corrections, With such l__rge+,urnaroun_times, it is usually not poseible
to perform analysis of redesigned configurations within allotted design rlche_ules.

P

The use of interactive graphics to display and check large structural models
has been demonstrated (Reference 1). The aut_atic generation of data describing
fuselage structures has be_n accomplished via batch type computer programs
(References 2 and 3). This paper describes a system of programs for the auto-
matic data generation, e_4ting, and display of fuselage models which is fully
interactive. Additional flexibility is acquired by including aut_atic data
generation features in an interactive mode. This permits the rapid development

PRECEDING PAGE B/JANX_NOT I"ILM't_D 661
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of large data decks for complex structures which do not lend themselves totally
to simple mesh generation techniques, tL

INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS MONITORING SYST_4 FOR NASTRAN

The preprocessors used for helicopter fuselage data generation are part of

a system of interactive graphics programs shown in Figure 1. The system is
activated and controlled from the I_M 2250 CRT console. Each module is accessed

from the central System Monitor program by selecting the program name from a
main menu. The modular construction of the system provides flexible usage.

Some of the modules are more general purpose in nature (i.e., the Geametry, Dis.
play, and Edit programs) and thus may be used in a variety of NASTRAN probl_.ms.
At any time during operation of the system, control may be transferred to any
module via the System Monitor.

The graphics system cr_:,tescard input for NASTRAN which is independently

executed in a hatch mode. Hard copy plotting of CRT input displays and NASTHAN
output for fuselage models is currently under development.

FUSELAGE INPUT.DATA _'--%_EKATION

A large percentage of the required NASTRAN input for the stress analysis
of a helicopter fuselage may be created in an interactive mode using the Fuselage

Data Generato_ module. This program interacts wAth other Geametry and Files
modules via the IIASTRANSystem Monitor, creating card images for the following

types of Bulk Data:

Element connectivity

Grid point coordinates

Element geometric properties

Multipolnt constraints

The design philosophy far this preprocessor placed -.onsiderable emphasis
on user convenience and operational speed. Wherever possible, default options

/ are built into the program to ensure rapid data generation with the minimum of
commands. Within this philosop_ff, all GRID and element ID's are internally

._ defined b) the program.

The data generation is separated into tvc phases. The first phase comprises
the Eeneration cf the l_aselage outer shell consisting of frames, stringers, and
shear panels. The second phase ln-olves the generation of all the internal
details such as bulkheads, floors, longitudinal walls, etc. This distinction

," between phrses is made for the following reasons:

I
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i.) The outer shell, in addition to exhibiting a larEer amount
of topological repeatability, is necessary to define the
boundaries of the internal structure.

2. ) The internal details are generally more variable in geometry
and connectivity than the outside shell, as illustrated in p

Fi6mre 2, and thus different algorithms are required for
efficient data generation. !

The order in which subprograms are used in the generatinn of fuselage data
is arbitrary. The user selects the next module to h_ =all=d via light pen from
a CRT display. This arrangement provides flexibility of operation not available
in a batch data generation mode. The user may gererate, display, and store data

at any stage in the model development, reentering pre%_lousl_executed modules for
corrections whenever necessary.

In the normal sequence of phase 1 operation, the user first d_fi._ezall

unique frame contours using the two-dimensional Geometry module. This sub-
program provides a wide variety of options for construction of general two-
dimensional contours. The frame con_o_ is developed by interpolating between

input poi:.tswith straight lines, conic sections, or cubic splinez. Intermediate ,
points are located by intersecting the contour with lines, and/or by _pecifying •
equal arc increments between previousl.vdefined pcints. To reduce the a_,ountof
input required from the user, symmetric repetitions of geometry are obtained by
the reflection of the previously defined contour about am axis of symmetry.

When all points on the desired frame contours have been defined, the coor-
dinate information is stored in the 2-D Files module for future reference. The

points describing two or mo_'eframes are then transferred to the 3-D Geometry
module (1_) where they are used as bounding contours to develop a shell sur-

face. If only two frames are transferred, as shown in Figure 3a, straight line
interpolation between corresponding points is used to define the shell, if more
than two frames are transferred, a piecewise cubic surface is conz%ructed
between them.

All additional frame contours and their corresponding points are auto-

matically generated in the 3-D Geometry module by intersecting the 3-D surfaces
with planes as illustrated in Figure 3b.

The output of th_ 3-D Ge(maetl-jmodule is the _ositions and orderin_ of a
set of points describing a "regularized" fuselage shell (Figure 3b). A perma- _
nent file within the module talkybe used to store this information for future

reference.

The shell established in the 3-D Geometry moaule is transferred to the
PuselLge Data Generator vi_ the NASTRAN System Monitor where perturbations on

the regularized topolo_ are performed to produce the actual f_sele_e geometry
and conr_etivity. To increase els-ity of displ_, a limited portion _f the shell '

be transferred at any one time to the Fuselage Data Generator. A p_rspee-
ti_e view of the fuselage shell looking down the longitudinal axis of the air-
craft (spider dislp'_) is used in this nodule as illustrated in Figure ha. The
spider dial_rsa allows the _4_sm _,_t of dllpleff without the confusit L of

663 _.
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overlayed lines. Cutouts (e.g.,doors, windows, landing ramps, etc.) or partial
frames are introduced by deleting lines via the light pen (Figure hb). Points
may be added by keying in coordinates from the console and connectivity modified
by adding lines between points detected by the light pen. Such modification

enables the line connectivity to depart from the initial regularized topology,
permitting duplication of any required structural model.

When the geometry and line connectivity of the shell has been established,
element types are defined individually by light penning associated points or,
in zones, by light penning points at zonal extremities. A default option defines
frames as BAR elements, stringers as RODS, and quadrilateral panels by SHEAR

, elements. A modified connectivity display illustrated in Figure 4c indicates
; the position and type of the elements defining the skin. When the element

definition is completed, section properties maybe keyed in from the console and
i assigned to individual elements or zones.

' Following completion of the fuselage shell mesh definition, the user may

i transfer the information associated with the.spider diagram(s) to a permanent
NASTRAN File. At this time, the previously defined geometry, connectivity, and

i property information is converted into NASTRAN Bulk Data. and all elements arecompiled into a SET for future display or hard copy plot generation. These
plots may be labeled with GRID ID's or element ID's.

" The user may define internal details to be added to the model by returning
to the Geometry modules. By intersecting the 3-D shell surface with the plane
of a detail (e.g., bulkhead), boundary points of this structural unit are

defined, compatible with the previously generated fuselage shell. These points
are transferred to the 2-D Geclnetrymodule where point and line algorithms are
used to construct a connectivity breakup. This information is then transferred
to the Data Generator module where the elements are defined, section properties

assigned, and the resulting Bulk Data merged with the file for the previously
generated fuselage shell.

The Fuselage Data Generator module may also be used to create multipoint
constraint data for NASTRAN. Large sets of MPC data are required to enforce
rigid body assumptions on some internal details of the fuselage. This feature

eliminates the need for modeling stiff structural units such as full bulkheads.
MPC's are also used to distribute concentrated applied loads to individual

grid poi _ts around the fuselage shell.

_ DISPLAY AND EDIT PROGRAMS

'_2 /

• Transfer of control to the Displs_vand Edit preprocessors may be accomplished
:// via the NASTRAN System Monitor at any time. These general purpose programs per-

mit a much greater flexibility for displaying and editing NASTRAN input data than
the Fuselage Data Generator.

_ The Displ_y program enables arbitrary _elections of data to be shown on the

, CRT screen with greater user convenience and speed. The user may displaystructural segments previously defined in the Fuselage Data Generator as SETS.

• !
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This significantly reduces the time necessary to define elements for display, t
_' To add fl_xibility to the system, however, new groups of elements comprising |

structural segments not specified by the SET option may he generated by select- _

2 ing the required element types and element identification number_. Table I
._ lists geometry types and their corresponding element types recognized by the i

_-
:j

._ Following satisfactory element selection, a display of the structur&l model !'

_i appears with a menu of options. Two of these options enable rotation of the'° display about three orthogonal axes, scaling and _elective zooming to be-g
implemented, thus permitting the user to obtain an optimum orientation for visual

_.... inspection. The axis _y_em_ for structural rotations is fixed relative to the

._ screen and is always displayed, enabling the user to remain oriented regarding
_' rotational commands. To increase the number of elements that can be displayed

_ and simultaneously reduce image flicker, the geometry is internally scanned for

"_/ multiply defined lines and the redundant lines are eliminated.

i" At any time dtu[ng exlcution of the Display program_ two additional

features open to the user are "selective data retrieval and editing" and "free

I# analysis". The first feature extraction and identification ofboundary permits

any element or grid point. By light pen_ing a displayed line image, al].

associated element ID's are displayed. By light penning any two intersecting

line images, the associated GRID ID is displayed. The corresponding Bulk Data

card images of the extracted element or grid point are simultaneously shown

below the structural display, permitting temporary editing a_d _utomatic i

incorporation of the change into the structural display. !

The free boundary analysis produces a display of singly defined lines in i

i

the structural model, permitting the location of missing elements. If a single
quadrilateral element had been inadvertently omit*ed from manual input of a

shell structure, for example, only that quadrilateral would be displayed in

addition to any natural structural free boundaries. All other element line

images would be absent because of their multiple line definitions.

Much greater flexibility for data editing may be obtained by transfer of

control to the Edit program via the NASTRAN System Monitor. The Edit

permits modification or deletion of current data and the insertion of new data

in the Executive Control, Case Control, or Bulk Data decks. Since the I]_4 2250

CRT is capable of displaying only 72 characters across the screen as compared to

80 columns in the NASTRAN data card format, each card is broken into two lines. -°"

A menu comprising nine options accompanies the Edit program, included within

these options is the ability to page forward or backward through the data or to

any card type and ID. Editing of any data may be accomplished by keyinglocate

in new values from the console.
kt,

Concluding the Display and Edit phase, the permanent storage files may be h_

updated with corrected data by transfer of control to the FILES program via the -_
NASTRA_ System Monitor. _;

£
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

!,
The complete structural model used during the analysis and design of the

OTTAS helicopter fuselage is shown in Figure 2 To illustrate the versatility i

of the described interactive graphics preprocessors, the input data are generated I_

and checked for the circled suostructure knuw_ as the tzansition region. '

The transition region was chosen for this example due to its variety of

characteristics pertinent to most fuselage structures. It contains nine frames, }

three cutouts, two bulkheads, a floor, and a vertical shear web. Of the nine L

frames, four are independent in shape. The other five frames are generated by

t linear interpolation. Five of the nine frames are partial (i.e., they do not
span the entire circumference of the fuselage).

The outside shell and the floor are used to illustrate operation of the

Fuselage Data Generator. One of the bulkheads is manually generated and used to

demonstrate features of the Display and Edit programs.

Figure 5a shows the CRT display listing the various subprograms available

within the NASTRAN interactive graphics system. Light penning "2D GEOM" enables

the shapes of the four independent frames to be generated (Figure 5b ). Due to

the generality of frame shapes, each grid point is introduced by keying in the

appropriate coordinates in the YZ plane. Dummy points are introduced, at three

of the four frames, to maintain an equal number of points (46) at all frames.

Partial frames are also temporarily generated as full frames. The four frames

are stored in the 2D FILES subprogram, and transferred to FMILL, the 3-D

Ge_netry module, where the node points are connected by lines (Figure 5c ).
The frames are not closed due to the limitation of the FMILL subprogram which

generates only open surfaces. The remaining five frames are generated by inter-

secting the surface with planes at the appropriate frame station coordinates

(Figure 5d ).

The final details of the fuselage generation concentrate on the for_-a_'d

• seven frames between Stations 398 and 44B as shown in Figure 5d . Transfer

of these frames to the "GENERATE" module yields a connectivity display shown

in Figure 6a . Partial frames and cutouts are created at this stage by

deleting unwanted lines, Figure 6b . Dummy points are also removed and the

line element connectivity completed, Figure 6c .

The introduction of new lines and definition of panel element is now per-

formed, resulting in the display shown in Figure 6d , quadrilaterals being

indicated by the symbol X, and triangles by the symbol Y, etc.

>_ A series of hard copy plots of this SET of structural elements may be

2" generated, denoting the element and node point ID's for future reference.
_ Figure 6e shows such a plot for the shear panels corresponding to Figure 6d .

' The same elements are also assigned a SET number, aiding in their recall for

further modification in the Display and Edit programs. F_gure 6f is the true

view of the structure corresponding to that displayed in Figures 6a to 6e .

O
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At this time, properties are defined and associated with appropriate elements

by either the light penning of individual elements or the definition of property

zones.

A structural SET is generated in a similar manner for the aft two bays

, _we_.e_.. frame stations h/_3 to 48_. For illustrative purposes, these two SETS

i have been called up together by the Display program. In other structures, how-

ever, it may be expedient to use the Display and Edit programs to perform final

adjustments in the structural configuration rather than develop the exact

structure in the Fuselage Generator program.

Figures 7a and 7b represent two views of the SHEAR and T_ element

connectivity of the generated outside shell described above. Figure 7c

illustrates the stringers or ROD element connectivity s.ndFigure 7d the frames.

Display of a manually generated ulkhead for frame station hh3, Figure 8a ,

clearly indicates an error. Light penning the upper two erroneous lines reveals

the associated element numbers to be 2986 and 2985 and the corresponding

erroneous node point to be 1893. The data card image for this GRID point is

shown below the display. Editing this card image enables immediate regeneration

of the correlated display, Figure 8b . The associated data card image in

_ permanent storage (GRID 1893) is shown in Figure 8c by transfer to the

Edit subprogram. Visually the display in Figure 8b appears to be correct.

_ Initiating the free boundary analysis feature, however, reveals a missing SHEAR

element, Figure 8d . This element can be introduced in the Edit subprogram by

keying in the missing Bulk Data card.

The generation of internal structure, such as a floor, requires returning

to the spider diagram (Figure 6d ) of the Fuselage Generator program. Light

penning the grid points common to the flgor, the outside shell, and any other

previously defined internal structure, generates a 2-D display of the boundary of

the required floor, Figure 9a •

Generation of the intern_ 'ement connectivity is rapidly performed as
shown in Figure 9b • Figure shows the floor and vertical web viewed from

the Display program.

Structural data generation by the interactive graphics system is managed by

manipulating the many features built into the programs. The order in which the
f

subprograms are used is completely general and problem dependent. Optimum

utilization of the system is only achieved with practice.

f.,., CONCLUDING REMARKS

Dramatic time reductions (by an order of magnitude) for the generation of

NASTRAN input data for fuselage structures has been achieved by the development

and utilization of the subject interactive graphics preprocessor.

¥
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1
The modular design of the NASTRA_ interactive graphics system permits sub- i

programs to be called in an arbitrary order, allowing rapid data generation for

complex fuselage models. The generality of the geometry definition, display,
editing, and storage features also provides versatility needed for generation of
models for many other structures. II,
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GEOMETRY ELEM ENT MAX {
TYPE TYPE NUMBER

i

LINE CROD, CBAR, CONROD, IOOO
CTUBE, CVISC

i i m

TRIANGLE CTRMEM, CTRIAI, IOOO
' CTRIA2, CTRMPLT,

CTRBSC
i m i m m , mE

/'
QUADRILATERAL CQDMEM, CSHEAR, IOOO ,J

CQUADI , CQUAD2
= mi| |

TRIANGULAR RING CTRIARG 500 -.'
! m

QUADRILATERALRING CTRAPRG 500
mJ mmm

CONCENTRATED CONM I, CONM2 500 "
,._ MASS POINTS
"+ ' m ml| .....

Table l. Element, Menu for Dtsp.l.e_y8.nd Edit Prepz'ocessors
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Figure 5. UTTA_ Transition Region - Geometry Definition
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AN INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS SYSTEM !!
t

TO FACILITATE

FINITE ELEMENT STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS !
I

a_. t
BY ROBERT C. BURK AND FRED H. HELD

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS COMPANY - EAST

SUMMARY

Industry's growing use of finite element structural analysis

requires that an increasing portion of the engineer's time be spent
in building, checking, executing, and interpreting results of
finite element models. The following discussion explains the use

of a rapid, inexpensive, graphically oriented system for performing
this job. Wi_% much of the bookkeeping drudgery removed and the

i visibility of results enhanced, the inspiration/perspiration ratio }

I '_, of the engineer is significantly improved, i
!

I INTRODUCTION !

I The effectiveness of a finite element analysis depends on the
, accuracy with which the model represents the actual structure and

on the time and money spent to build, solve, and interpret the
analysis results. Usually, finite element analysis involves the
generation and manipulation of large quantities of data by hand

using up valuable engineering time and introducing many i

opportunities for human errors. A typical analysis would normally _ j
require tne following steps_

I. Idealize the actual structure int discrete elements.

2. Make sketches of _,e idealized _gdel and label with node

and element numbers for use An referencing element _:_
properties, applied loads, reactions, output results, etc.

3. Fill out data sheets. _

., 4. Have data sheets keypunched. _5. Obtain listing of deck and check for any errors (keypunch _
or coding).

6. Make appropriate corrections.

7, Obtain batch plot of structure to check for incorrect
element connectivity or node location.

679 :_ "
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8. Submit for batch solution, i

i
9. Evaluate results for any errors. Often, several computer i_

runs (with their corresponding costs and turnaround
delays) are required before error-free output is obtained, i

10. Obtain batch plots of deformed shape. Ii

11. Make freebody sketches of components showing reactions and i
internal loads. These are used for detailed stress t

analysis and formal reports of the analysis.

Each of these steps takes time and allows considerable chance for
error.

In order to minimize the time spent on each of the steps, to reduce
the chance for error, and to enhance the understanding by the

, engineer, interactive graphics is 5eing harnessed. Reference I
I presents an excellent review of theuses of interactive computer

i graphics. In the area of structur&l analysis computer graphic
applications, a system developed for two-dimensional modeling and

display of results is discussed. This has been implemented on both
the UNIVAC 418 - DEC 340 and the IBM 360/50-IBM 2250. Reference 2

_,. presents a system developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory usinginteractive graphics for three-dimensional model checking.!

I This paper presents a rapid, low cost system which uses interactive

graphics in bo_, _e preprocessing and postprocessing of finite
element data. It can be used wi_, the NASTPAN, ICES STRUDL, and

CASD (Computer Aided Structural Design -- an in-house developed and
used program) finite element analysis programs to minimize modeling
errors, reduce the time required for the design/analysis cycle, and

maximize the visibility of results.

A PROMISING SOLUTION i

The system being effectively used by the McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company, Eastern Division, places the engineer at an
interactive g_aphics terminal. He can build, check, edit, solve, _

and interpret the results of a finite element model static analysis
without leaving his chair. Many useful alternatives are controlled :_
by the user at his remote terminal, i

The basic hardware employed is an inexpensive, semiportable,
Computek interactive graphics terminal wi_, attached hard copier

and digitizing tablet (see Figure I). The terminal is a teletype
compatible device with a cathode ray tube (CRT) that can transmit

and display both alphanumerics and graphics. A hand held stylus is

used to identify point coordinates on the digitizing tablet. These
_, coordinates along with the status of three push buttons and two
_ switches are transmitted to _le computer for processing. The
_ stylus position on the tablet is tracked on the CRT, allowing the

Q
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user to coordinate k,is input with the displayed image. The hardcopier makes 8 I/2 by 11 inch copies of the current image on the

screen (in approximately 10 seconds for about 6 cents each) for I_documentation. The terminal communicates with our XDS Sigma 7 }

conversational, direct access computer via a standard telephone.
Thus, the user may locate his terminal anywhere electrical outlets i

_ and a telephone exist. !

A finite element model analysis can be broken into three phases:

preprocessing (model generation), problem solution, and i
_ postprocessing (interpretation of results). The use of our system i
_ will be explained in each of these phases and demonstrated with an

l example problem. The problem involves determination of internal
_ loads and deflections for a swept, multi-cell wing structure

, _ _ubjected to a simplified landing condition.

PREPROCESSING

Preprocessing includes building, checking, and editing a finite
element model to prepare it for solution. The preprocessing phase
is schematically represented in Figure 2. There are several
methods we use to build a finite element model. The most common

method is to model in the interactive graphics mode using the
_ finite element modeling (FEM) program. Alternately, the data can

be entered in card format directly into an on-line file using a
conversational terminal and the computer's editor system. The
model data may also be entered onto data sheets, keypunched, then
loaded into an on-line file on the computer. In many cases, a

small special purpose computer program is used to generate sections
of the desired model where extreme accuracy is required or where
structural geometry is very repetitious. For all methods, the F_4

program is used to display the model for checking and to make any
additions or necessary corrections.

8

When using the FEM program, node geometry is normally digitized

directly to the computer utilizing actual scale drawings or layouts
of structural cross sections as shown in Figure 3. Optionally,
points can be keyed in (to obtain a more accurate location) or

_. specified as vertical or horizontal from previously defined nodes.
Bar elements may be indicated between these nodes while in this

two-dimensional -mode. The wing problem was entered using the
parallel rib stations as the entry planes. A typical CRT display
of one of these sections, as copied by the attached hard copier, is

shown in Figure 4. The type of operation performed is controlled
by the menu items on the CRT and the position of the buttons and

": switches on _le digitizing tablet. For example, after the first of
t,' the two similar root sections was idealized, the menu item "DUP

li ALL", along with the appropriate Y station value of the second

station, was indicated. This is done by moving the hand-held
stylus across the tablet until the cursor on the screen is in the

' . target "O". The stylus is then depressed on the tablet which sends

_ _%e tablet coordinates of" _,is point to the comput_z. The computer
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decodes this into a selection of the a_propriate menu item. For ..}

_e "DUP ALL" item, the computer responds with a prompt on the I'
screen to enter _le new plane station. After these data are typed !'
in from _le keyboard, all elements in the current plane are i
duplicated at the newly defined plane. The other rib stations are t

entered by using the "NEW CUT" option on uhe menu and arc digitized !

as was the first rib. }!!

After building all cross sections, a three di_ensional display is

obtained by indicating the "EXIT" item of the "2-D Node Building i
Mode" menu. Control is then transferred to the "3-D Element i

Building Mode". The first activity in this mode is the display of
the three-dimensional projection of the current model in the last

defined orientation with a new menu along the right hand edge of
. the screen. This display is shown in Figure 5 for the example

problem. All remaining connection elements are nov added. This is

accomplished by indicating the appropriate element type from the
menu, and then indicating the corresponding nodes on the model.

i Representations of _,e elements (bars, bending bars, shear panels,

triangular plates, and quadrilateral plates) are shown immediately

I on the CRT as they are generated, thus providing graphic assurance
of model correctness. _[any options are available in _,is mode and

i are displayed as a menu along the right hand side of the screen.

One such option, "WINDOW", allows magnification of the specified

_ portion of the display for ease in viewing or inputing data in
complex areas. This display is obtained by indicating the menu

I item, then the lower left and upper right corner of the desired
• view. The screen is erased, _e indicated portion of the model is

rescaled to fill the screen, and the display redrawn. A companion
' mehu item, "PAN", allows the operator to move the center of the

window to a new point on the structure (at the same scale factor)
as indicated by the location of the cursor. Thus, he can

effectively pan across the structure in discrete steps at a
magnified scale. Additional menu items allow the input of reaction
and applied load vectors, load magnitudes (for up to six
conditions), and symmetry plane (if any). The example problem,

with reaction and force vectors at this stage of completion, is

_ii shown in Figureby6. program.

The problem is then stored in a data file in the appropriate format _"

for one of the following three computer codes: NASTPAN, ICES

_,., STRUDL, or CASD. A set of standard program control "cards" and
default value element properties are automatically inserted into

the data file ti_e

On some models, we have saved 80 percent of the time over the old

method of submitting tabulated data for keypunching. The example

problem took 46 minutes of "clock on the wall time" and expended
approximately 7 dollars of computer costs to bring it to this stage
of completion_

!. 6
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_'_ At this point in the idealization, a listing of the data file is

_ typically obtained on either a time-sl_are alphanumeric terminal or

a high-speed batch printer (See Figure 2) and appropriate I

solution commands and element properties edited from the default p
values I these same data can be edited for dynamic analysis (e.g.,

add inertia matrix) and solved for mode shapes and frequencies i

using the computer code consistent with the data format. I

Additional preprocessing programs can be run for such functions as I
adding the appropriate job control language heafler cards and ,I
performing additional data checks. For large, complex models, the
geometry can be plotted on a remote plotter to obtain larger copies
of the structural idealization. At the end of _ese operations, Ii
the completed model is ready for sol-tion. Portions of the NASTPAN

r

card image data file generated for the example problem are shown in
Figure 7.

}laving formulated the input data using preprocessing programs, such
errors as "key punch errors", data in wrong card columns, incorrect

i node number reference, etc., are largely eliminated and the .

probability of a successful solution on the first try is greatly
, increased.

PROBLEM SOLUTION

_ Solution can be initiated by a command from the user's remote

terminal, as shown in Figure 8. Small problems (less than [50

degrees of freedom), such as the example problem, are usually
solved using an abbreviated version of CASD which can be executed

in real time on the XDS Sigma 7 computer. Larger problems, and all
NASTRAN and ICES STRUDL analyses, require a batch solution on our :

IBM 360/195-195 computer. In Gither case, results are normally
routed back to an on-line disk file for suisequent batch listing
and evaluation using postprocessing programs.

5;

POSTPROCESSING _._

Postprocessing includes all processes that operate on the solution "_

results. The postprocessing phase of our system is schematically _:

represented in Figure 9. For example, the first postprocessing '_
operation normally executed is the editin_ of the solution file to •_,_
find any error statements. This can be performed at any terminal ._
connected to the direct access computer. ,_/_

The primary postprocessing tool is a program called VUOUT. This _,

program allows results to be graphically displeased at the user's _:_
terminal. It permits isometric viewing for static loads of the :q

undeflected shape with, optionally, the deflected shape (with any

magnification), buckle shape (NASTPAN only), internal loads for i_
axial ba-s and shear panels, applied joint loads, and reactions for

static p_obl_ms. These may be displayed with superimposed bar or
node numbers, and may be of the entire model, or of only a

specified small section. In addition, load sheet (free body)

683 _ .
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displays of a single bar or panel element with its applied loads |

may be requested. In this case, aFpropriate element properties I

(length, area, thickness, modulus of elasticity, etc. ) can be !

displayed witA the load._. I

The program first processes the solution results line by line and I

writes the data into a compacted on-line file for ready access by i!

the display subroutines. This file is only generated during the

first viewing of tile results. Subsequent reviewing of the data _

bypasses this step. The display tecnnique requires only a minimal I

amount of data in core at any one time and hence allows the results

of an essentially unlimited size model to be displayed. The type of

display is controlled by the menu selections shown in Figure 10.

Actual hard copies of the results of the example problem are shown

in Figures 11 through 16. llard copies provide a permanent record

for futher study, stress analysis, and use in reports. The

graphical displays highlight any errors and enhance the engineer's

understanding of the problem, allowing a more creative use of the
finite element technique.

CONCLUSION

The application of interactive graphics to finite element i

.. structural analysis is one of the most exciting developments since j
the introduction of high speed computers. Significant engineering {

time can be saved and tile usability of results enhanced. It allows i
t/_e engineer to concentrate on t/le creative aspects of his job,

freeing him from tedious mechanical tasks of input coding and

output data reduction. It is no substitute for good engineering,
but rather provides another tool for unlocking the complexities of

intricate st-uctures. Interactive graphic displays of the problem

and its solution enhance understanding of structural interactions.

'£he coupling of our preprocessing and postprocessing _;rograms to

work with analysis programs, such as NASTRAN, has given us an

inexpensive tool to quickly analyze complex structures. This

system ha_ played an important part in our static and dynamic

structural analyses of several projects including our NASA Space _

Shuttle effort, the avy Harpoon missile, and the NASA Skylab, as I
well as several advanced design efforts. It has proven to be an

i[_ effectiv_ tool to eliminate many errors a0sociated with finite
< element model generation and interpretation of the analysis
. i results.
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A SIMPLIFIED MODAL PLOTTING TECHNIQUE FOR THE

: REPRESENTATION OF COMPLEX STRUCTURAL MODELS
t

_. By StuartL. Hanlein

NASA Goddard Space FlightCenter

', SUMMARY

7

A plotting method has been developed that has proven to be useful in rapidly
defining the mode shapes of a complex spacecraft. The reduction of the complex

i model to a simple "stick" plot is accomplished by augmenting the existing NASTRAN

i plotpackage withconstrainedplotelements. Both theexistingNASTRAN modal plot
, package and the "stick" plots of a representative mode are presented for comparison.

J
. , INTRODUCTION

The NASTRAN plotpackage providesthe capabilityofgeneratingmodal
deformations(mode shapes)resultingfrom realeigenvalueanalysis.These modal :

deformations ofthestructuralmodel may be displayedin thedeformed shape either
alone or superimposed on the undeformed shape. Another available method of _,

displaying the modal deformations is by means of displacement vectors at the grid _._
points.

NASTRAN MODEL OF THE SPACECRAFT /

When a complex structural model, such as the Applications T_._hnology _:

Satellite (ATS), is being analysed, problems arise in rapidly identifying characteristic :
mode shapes with the existing plot package. Figure 1 shows the NASTRAN plot of _
theundeformed structureinthe launchconfiguration.This model consistsof 311 "tr_

i grid points, 519 beam elements, 137 plate elements with 1696 degrees of freedom. :,

The model was reduced to 217 dynamic degrees of freedom by the ASET option for _/

the eigenvalue analysis, rigid format no. 3.

Figure 2, showing the deformed shape of the ATS structure superimposed "_

on the undeformed shape, illustrates the difficulty in interpreting the mode shape _,
from this type of plot. Orthographic projections of the modal deformations such
as the side view shown in Figure 3 and the top view shown in Figure 4 are helpful .::

but these are confusing also because of all the lines crossing over each other.

Plots of subassemblies or selected structural elements may also be generated but _
then all of the components must be put together to get the total composite mode shape. '_,_

@7
.:
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This approach would require a considerable number of separate plots and views to I
obtain one mod,. shape. For the example of the ATS model, there are at least six (6) 1

separate structural subassemblies that would have to be plotted and compared, i

The use of displacement vector plots causes even more lines to be generated I

on the already crowded plot picture which only tends to confuse the modal rep_ esenta- t
tion of this complex structure.

SIMPLIFIED PLOTS i

TRW Corporation of Redondo Beach, California has written a simplified

modal plot routine for interpreting mode shapes. This routine is usefl to generate
modal plots of structures undergoing modal vibration tests in t_'eir Computer
Oriented Modal Control and Appraisal System (COMCAS). This routine consists
of plotting the relative displacement of selected points on the structure being

' tested (in this case, the ATS spacecraft). These points are instrumented (directly
or indirectly) on the structure for obtaining modal displacement response data.

i Orthographic "stick" type plots of these modal displacements in the three principle

displacement axes versus the spacecraft longitudinal or vertical axis are generated.
Figure 5 is typical of the TRW stick plots comparable to a NASTRAN projection of l

a mode shape shown in Fi_-mre 3. i

;
i

i CONVERSION OF NASTRAN MODAL PLOT TO STICK PLOTS

In order to compare the NASTRAN mode shapes with the TRW plotted mode
shapes, the ATS structural model was "modified" to provide TRW type stick plots.
The basic idea was that the TRW stick plot grid points are "tied" to the NASTRAN

model by the use of SPC and MPC cards and the plotting program was instructed
to plot only the stick points. A "Z"-axis for the structural model was generated
with PLOTEL cards. This generated Z-axis was coincident with the Z-axis of the
basic coordinate system. Spacecraft stations along this axis were indicated with
appropriate numeric labels. Points representing structural components of the -"
ATS were selected on this Z-axis to correspond with the TRW points. These
points were then fully constrained to the original structural model by SPC and MPC
cards to yield the desired displacements. For Bxample, to obtain a plot of Y-axis
modal displacement vs. Z-axis location, all degrees of freedom of the plot points
except the Y-axis components are conutrained. The purpose of this is to locate
the position of the undeformed zero deflection upon the newly created Z-axis.
(Incidentally this creates a raft of user warning messages about unconnected
internal grid points). Then these points were appropriately connected by PLOTEL
cards to give a continuous stick type plot of the spacecraft. The NASTRAN
produced stick plot shown in Figure 6 is the equivalent of the TRW plot of Figure 5.
By comparison of these two figures it is quite evident that the modal representations
are the same. Obviously a separate set of MPC and SPC cards is required to

t
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represent each displacement direction. Tbus each plot point on the spacecraft will !
have to be designated by a new grid point identification for each specific modal i

displacement plot desired. The displacemcnts may be enlarged by scaling factors !,

to emphasize the moa.tl deflections (or to get closer agreement in this case). An

ordinate axis could be created for the NASTRAN generated stick plot by introducing ],
more PLOTELts and labelingthem accordingly.This would have tobe done in iI
combination with a printout of the modal displacements from the NASTRAN solution. _i
By selectingdifferentplottingsymbols itispossibletofollowthemodal displacement i

!,
of the prime structural components of the spacecraft, i

!

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A quick glance at the simplified plots of the three (3) principal displacement ...,
axes willmake the identificationofthe mode shape much easierthanwiththe

standardplotpackage. Bendingmodes and torsionalmodes become quiteobvious

: withtheseplotsas seen in Figures7 and 8. For theATS spacecraR, six(6)plots

.I were generatedforeach mode. Inadditionto the three(3)plotsoftheX, Y and Z
_ displacements,three(3)separateplotsof thesolararray portionofthespacecraft

were generatedtoprovidecomplete modal data. This was necessary inorder to
givea betteri_presentationofthebreathingmodes of thisvery flexibleportion

! ofthespacecraft.Th_ organizationofthe stickplotpackage shouldbe carefully
plannedinadvance togivethe maximum amount of modal datawiththeminimum

number of plots. It is felt that this type of simplified stick plot will be helpful
for investigating the mode shapes of complex structural models.
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_:"\:" Figure I.- NASTRAN Plot of the Undeformed Structural Model of the Applications

Technology Satellite (ATS) in the Launch Configuration. !This _i_ re is -
1 the best quality reproduction that could be made from the orig:_nal computer-

!_ j generated plot obtained by the author.) ,
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Figure2.- NASTRANPlot of Modal DefermationSuperlnrposedon the Unde£ormed
Shape (modeshapeI). (Thisfigureis the best qualityreproductionthat "_
could be made from the original computer-generated plot obtained by the ,"
author. )
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Ill !_ FINe I.- NASTRAN Plot (Z-X plane_ side view) of Modal Deformation

Superimposed on Undeformed Shape (mode shape i). (This fi6_re is

the best quality L'eproductlon that could be made from the original
computer-generate_ plot obtained by the author. )
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Figure _.- NASTRAN Plot (X-Y plane, lop view) of Modal Deformation i

Superimposed on the Undeformed Shape (mode i). (This figure is
: the best quality reproduction that cot_ld be made from the original

computer-generated plot ,_btained by the author. )
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NASTRAN POSTPROCESSOR PROGRAMFOR I

TRANSIENT RESPONSE TO INPUT ACCELERATIONS

By Robert T. Wingate, Thomas C. Jones, and

Maria V. Stephens iNASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

The description of a transient analysis program for computing structural

i responses to input base accelerations is presented. A "hybrid" modal formula-
tion is used and a procedure is demonstrated for generating and writing all

modal input data on user tapes via NASTRAN. Use of several new Level 15

modules is illustrated along with a problem associated with reading the post-
i processor program input from a user tape. An example application of the pro-

i gram is presented for the analysis of a spacecraft subjected to accelerationsinitiated by thrust transients. Experience with the program has indicated it

i to be very efficient and economical because of its si_pllcity and small central _"
memory storage requirements. I_

; t

i 'INTRODUCTION i

Design loads in aerospace subassemb]ies or components are often specified

in terms of induced acceleration at the mounting interface. This concept has

been traditionally used to qualify aerospace hardware by subjecting it to

prescribed input accelerations ou a vibration exciter. Transient analyses of

subassemblies for prescribed acceleration inputs at the interface are, there- !

fore, valuable for designing and augmenting vibration tests, and for computing I

design loads where vibration tests are not practical.

The translent analysis in the current level of NASTRAN (Level 15.1) does

not directly provide for input acceleration forcing functions. By using the
artifice of placing a large mass (with respect to the total system mass) at the

i desired acceleration input point, an input force equal to the total mass timesthe prescribed acceleration will approximate an acceleration input. Theoreti-
cally, as the fictitious added mass becomes infinite, the answer becomes exact.

_",, But as the mass becomes large, the mess matrix tends to become ill conditioned.
_,_i_,_, Experience has indicated the "fictitious mess" approach is not desirable.

," In addition, the current NASTRAN transient analysis allows for initial

conditions only in the direct formulation. The modal formulation, wh_.ch is
generally faster and more economical to run, assumes zero initial conditions.
In transient analyses of prestrained structures (such as a mlssile Just prior
to a burnout transient), the initial conditions become very important in pre-
dicting the magnitude of the structural loading.
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The purpose of this paper is to describe a transient analysis program
which has been developed Lo circumvent the abovementioned NASTKAN limitations.

This program employs a modal fon_ulation and allows for nonzero initial condi-
tions. It is assumed that the modal input data have been generated and written

on user tapes by NASTRAN. Hence, the program is termed a postprocesso: program.

A complete derivation of the program theory is presented along with a

_ detailed dlsc_slon on the generation and reading of NASTRAN user tapes. This

exercise demonstrates the versagility of several of the new modules added to

Level 15.1 as well as some of the limitations of user tapes. Finally, an example

application of the program to the transient analysis of a spacecraft is presented.

SYMBOLS

. [D] rigid body transformation matrix for £ set
t

" i {F} internal members load vector

i I [I] identity matrix
i

I [K] stiffness matrix[M] mass matrix I
, ' I [

' [Mii] generalized mass matrix (equation BI0) !
I

.J [Mir] coupled flexible body, rigid body mass matrix (equation 5)

[P] matrix of modal element force vectors

[RB] expansion of rigid body transformation matrix to g set

{u} vector of displacement components

{v} time derivation of modal coordinate vector (equation i0)

_.:" _8i_ critical viscous modal damping coefficient matrix ....

o%

% " _i_ eigenvalue matrix

.':__/'- [_] matrix of modal eigenvectors

'""_" {_} vector of modal coordinates,_% -.

Subscrlpts: (See Appendix A)

_ii" 0 subset of total members in structure

_i.!,,'$, 7 subset of _ set
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Notation:

[ ] square or rectangular matrix

[ ]T transpose of matrix

_ diagonal matrix

{ } column matrix

PROGRAM THEORY

In this section, the theoretical basis for a program to compute the

transient response of a structure to acceleration forcir,g functions is given.

The equations of motion are developed in terms of a "hTorld" modal formulation

and reduced to a form which makes maximum use of NASTRAN generated eigenvalue

data. Numerical solutions to the resulting equations are discussed along with

treatment of the initial conditions. Finally, equations are presented for con-

verting the modal response data into transient member loads and grid point
accelerations.

In the derivations an attempt has been made to generally utilize the nota-

tion presented in the NASTRAN Manuals (refer_ ces i, 2, and 3) for ease of

reading and implementation of the resulting elations. In particular, the set

notation of Appendix A, which is taken from Section 1.7.3 of reference 3, is
used throughout; although, the r set has a somewhat different meaning herein.

This difference will become apparent in the course of the derivation.

Equations of Motion

Assuming no external loads are acting on the grid points of a structural

the undamped equations of motion for displacement set {u> becomesystem,

{M al{Ua_ _ {K a_{Ua) "0a a (i)

where ____a-] and ___[Ka3 are the reduced mass and stiffness matrices, respec-

tively (see Section 3.5 of reference 2). It is assumed that the system described "_

by equation (i) is not completely constrained against rigid body motions (i.e. , <
it can have from i to 6 rigid body degrees of freedom). Equation (i) may be .'

partitioned as follows: ,,

i "J + .... . o (2)

7o9 ..
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. where by definition, the subset {Ur} of the displacement vector {ua}, if con-

" strained, would be just sufficient to eliminate rigid body motion without intro-

ducing redundant constraints. Selection of the subset {u } is arbitrary andr

• for the present analysis it is chosen to correspond to the input acceleration _L

degrees of freedom (a.d.o.f.), and it is specified on a NASTRAN "SUPORT" Bulk I
Data Card. It should be noted that by using the r set for input accelera-

tions,the a.d.o.f, are restricted to a maximum of six. This restriction is not

a major limitation since the base of many components can be assumed to be rigidly £

constrained to a plane. The redundant points in the base can thus be assumed

_ to be rigidly attached to a mingle acceleration input point

The mathematical problem at hand is to determine the transient response

of the{u£} subset to prescribed{_ } inputs. A solution using a modal formula-E

i_ tion is presented in the following. This approach allows a significant reduction

in size of the problem with little loss in accuracy by truncating the number of

i modes included in the solution.

i Modal Coordinate Transformation
q

The following "hybrid" transformation between modal coordinates (_) and

_ physical coordinates (u) is introduced: I

) i= - + -4'- - (3)

°I lJLur

where [D._is the rigid body mode matrix associated with the rigid body motion
of the str_urJcturein response to displacements of the {ur} coordinates; [%Ei_

is the matrix of eigenvectors of the structure with the {ur} coordinates

constrained to zero (see Appendix B); _] is the identity matrix; and {_i }

_, " _ Modal Equations of Motion --

;-., Substituting equation (3) into equation (2); premultiplying by the trans- !

"_'_ pose of the transformation matrix, and using equations (BS), (B6), (BI0), and

_ (BII) of Appendix B leads to the following

!_• wheEe

'°, " " '[i p.%r+

i ?lo -' "
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and = £rMiiD£r + MirD£r + DirM£r + Mr (6)

The upper partition matrix of equation (4) yields

•. -i I

?

Adding viscous modal damping to equation (7) yields the desired equation

i of motion of the system as

i" C [%J%{ i}+ {%i}+ {q} =-

i where 8 i is the critical viscous damping ratio for the ith mode.

With the exception of the 8i values all of the other coefficient values
%

are easily obtained as output quantities from a NASTRAN normal mode analysis

(Rigid Format 3).

Method of Solution

The method of solution used in the program to solve the equations is a

standard fourth order Runge-Kutta numerical integration routine with variable

step size error control. Use of this subroutine required reduction of equation

(8) to first order and generation of the initial conditions in terms of modal

coordinates. These procedures are discussed in the following sections.

Reduction to first order equations. - Integration via the Runge-KutEa Sub-

routine requires the system equations to be a set of first order differential

equations of the form _ ._
i

{Yj}" {fJ(Yl'Y2' ' " " Yn)} J - i, 2, . . . n (9)

Equation (8) can be transformed to the form of (9) by introducing the auxiliary. _,,

variable {v i} where

_i } {vii' ( - (10)
e

Usins equation(I0),equation(8) zhea luda to

[
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Equations (i0) and (Ii) are now a set of equations in the form of equation (9)

_ (as required) and are integrated simultaneously. !

' I 1
Initial conditions. -If the initial conditions are known for each of the

{ua} coordinates, then the modal initial conditions can be determined by pre-

[ multiplying equation (3) by the matrix

[o  r;ly-j,t r_',Krr

i using equations (BS), (gb), and (BII); and solving for {_i} to obtain

' ' -) '
i {_i} = ii_i £ K£iiK£ _-- (12) !

r !
By taking the.time derivative of both sides of equation (12), the initial condi-

tions for {_i } can also be determined In terms of {_£} and {6r} values.

Since the initial conditions are not generally known in terms of the {ua}

coordinates, a different approach was taken for the present program. This

progrgm assumes

(_i(0)}= 0 (13)

and '_

{vi(O)} = 0 (14)

that is, the structure is assumed to be initially in a steady state deformed
position. The initial conditions are then computed from equation (ii) as

EquationI (14) and (L_ thus yield the necessary, initial conditions
for numerical integration of equations (10) e,ud (11).

i 712 -"
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_'. Computed Response Data I_T !

Having obtained the transient response of the modal coordinates, it is !
_ desirable to transform these variables into transient member loads and accelera- !

tions in terms of the physical {u } coordinates.a I

The member loads are given by superposition as I,

{F_} = [Pe_{_i } (16) I
t

where _.-._a_lis a matrix of modal element force vectors for an arbitrary subset i

of the total members in the system and {F } is the total load vector corres-
ponding to the subset _. The modal member load vectors are obtainable as stan-

dard output from a NASTRAN Normal Mode Analysis.

Using equation (i0), the grid point accelerations are computed from the
second time derivative of the upper partition of equation (3) to be

[RBr] isamergerofwhere 7 is an arbitrary subset of the g set and g

the rigid body transformation matrix LLj_D£-_with the o , s , and m sets.

The matrices_.r_,,l a.d--..FRBgrl are generated by NASTRAN and the subject i
postprocessor program selects the subset 7 to be picked up for use in equation

(17). The quantity {_i } is given by equation (11) and {Gr } is a given input
vector.

If the quantities {u } and {6 } are also desired, equatlon (17) can be
Y Y

reduced to a set of first order equations to be integrated simultaneously with

equations (10) and (ii). For the present program, however, this was not done.

NASTRAN GENERATED INPUT DATA

The ri_d body and flexible body modal data necessary for solution of the

foregoing equations are easily generated by a NASTRAN Normal Mode Analysis and
written out on user tapes. Hence, the pr._sent postprocessor program is designed

to read the majority of its input directly from the NASTRAN user tapes. _

A DMAP alter package is required to generate part of the NASTRAN data and _

to write the user tapes. Also, interrogation of the user tapes to read the _.
data requires special considerations. Both of these aspects are discussed

in the following sections.

J
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DMAP Alter Package for Normal Mode Analysis

I

A listing of the DMAP alter package is given in Appendix C. A brief dis- !
cussion and explanation of the most significant statement is given in the i

following tabulation. Note the use of the new Level 15 modules VEC, UMERGE, i

: and OUTPUT2. (See sections 3,4, 5.2, and 5.3 of ref. I and section 3.5 of ref. 2) I

DMAP Alter Ii
Statement No. Function i

; 2 and 3 Merge an r x r null matrix with the i

D£r matrix to create a pseudo a x r

i size rigid body modal matrix

4 through 20 Merge the omitted coordinates, single

point constraint coordinates, and the
multipoint constraint coordinates, If

present, with CRBa_ to obtain [RBg_

L_. 6 Recovery of omitted coordinates i

7 and 8 Merglng of omitted coordinates

o.j[-,.]
12 and 13 Merging of SPC constraints assuming they

_re zero

n

17 Recovery of dependent MPC coordinates '

18 and 19 Merging of dependent MPC coordinates _

, ] Bg

i,' 1 21 Prints _'gr]

_i I 714
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DMAP Alter

Statement No. Function

22 and 23 Write [RBgr] on a user tape

24 and 25 Change the elgenvalue problem from "a"

size to "Z" size in agreement with equa-

tion (_9)

26 and 27 Change the checkpolnted modal matrix
from "a" size to "£" size

29 Merging of the "r" coordinates constrained
, to zero with the "i" size modal matrix

33 Writes [Mir] on a user tape

35 and 36 Write the modal deflections (OPHIG),

the modal SPC forces (OQGI), and the

modal element forces (OEFI) on a user

tape

Interrogation of User Tapes i

When using NASTRAN user tapes for input to postprocessor programs, the ,:

analyst must read the tape and selectively extract the required input from the

totality of data present. This task requires either a prior knowledge of the i
format used in writing the tape or interrogation of the tape to see how it is '_
written.

Unfortunately, the user tapes generated by NASTRAN are written in unfor- -_
mated binary (i.e. with a mixture of integer, floating point, and alphanumeric
formats). In addition, some of the data is packed (i.e., zeros omitted). This

randomness eliminates a prior knowledge of the format.

Interrogation of the tapes using standard tape dump routines is also some-
what futile since these programs read and print all data in a single format.

To illustrate this problem, 19 records of a typical user tape, written to an E
format, are listed in figure 1. Obviously, much of the data given is meaning-
less.

715 -_
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i This interrogation problem was circumvented for the present program by I

_ 0 writing a special tape dump program for the Langley Research Center 3DC 6000 [

series computer to read and print the mixed format. The program logic was

• _ patterned after the NASTR_N module TABPRT and a listing is given in Appendix i
i D. Using the Appendix D program, the same tape used to generate figure i wa_ i

again read and the results are given in figure 2. From this improved interro- i_
i gation the analyst can easily find where desired data are located and adjust

the read statements in the postprocessor program accordingly.

; From the forego_g discussion, it is _pparent that a postprocessor pro- i

I gram must be dynamic. That is, the input read statements must be continually
changed to fit each new problem after interrogation of the user tape.

i EXAMPLE APPLICATION
p

The subject transient analysis program was developed in support of the

i Viking Project, which has a mission to soft-land a scientific payload on the, surface of Mars in 1976. In particular, this program was intended to provide

i transient loads and accelerations in the Viking Dynamic Simulator (VDS) shown
in figure 3 for input acceleration transients at the base of the Centaur truss

adaptor. The %_S is a dummy spacecraft, which is dynamically similar to the

i actual Viking spacecraft, and will be flown on a proof (or test) flight of
_ a new Titan D-IT Centaur launch vehicle configuration in )974. This launch

vehicle will be used for the Viking mission and is shown in figure 4 along with

I the Viking spacecraft.Several discrete transient events induce high losds into the VDS with the

more prominent of these being Titan Stage O Ignition, Titan Stage i Shutdown,
and the Centaur Main Engln_ Cutoffs. All of these events were analyzed in

detail using the subject program a_d gome of the results from the Titan

Stage 0 Ignition were selected as a typical illustration of input and output
data.

Six degree-of-freedom acceleration inputs into the base of the VDS were
determined analytically from a transient loads analysis of the actual Viking

configuration as depicted in figure 5. Input to the trarstent analysis of the _.

actual Viking configuration was Lased on measured force transients from previous
Titan launches. The base of _he EDS was constrained to a plane and the s_x com- i

ponents of acceleration were input at a single grid point in the center of the

base.

_i A typical set of input translational components of acceleration are
shown in figure 6. The longitudinal (or Z) component is seen to be the most

significant and it starts at lg (9.81 m/set 2) to represent the initial gravity
load on the vehicle restin$ on the la,mch pad. This gravity loading causes an

initial condition on the modal coordinates {_i(O)} as indicated in equation (16).

The near eintmoidal oscillation of the Z component after 0.5 second is attri-
buted to excitation of a longitudinal mode of the vehicle by the initial
thrult transient.

" " J . "716
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Using the input acceleration (see figure 6) and the modal data (for 18
modes) from the NASTRAN analysis, selected loads for VDS members and

,: accelerations were computed using a viscous damping model which Is a function

iI of the modal frequencies. A typical load-versus-tlme response is shown for a

member of the Viking Spacecraft Adaptor in figure 7. Similarly_ the transla-

tional terms of the acceleration computed for the top of the VDS, are shown
in figure 8.

A typical computer run for the example problem on the Langley Research

Center CDC 6600 Computer required a storage of 53 0008 and 200 CPU 3econds
fvr execution (including time for generation of 31 output plots). A comparable

NASTRAN transient analysis would require at least 120% increase in storage, and

: conslderable increase in CPU tlme and calls to the operating system. Postpro-
cessor programs thus are seen to offer potentlal economic savings in addition

to special purpose capability.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The cranslent analysls program described herein ylelds a simple, convenient,

and economical approach for treating input accelerations and modal initial condl-

tlons. Other than the limitation of six on the maxlmumnumber of input accelera-
tlon componentsD the program is applicable to a broad spectrum of structural

appllcatlonJ.

The fact that such a postprocessor program could be simply written to inter-

face with NASTRAN demonstrates the expanded utility of NASTRAN vls the new Level

15 utility modules and user tape option. Tallor-made programs such as the pre-

sent one can be designed to b_ very efficient In comparison to NASTRAN. Thus p

the authors would encourage further additions and refinement of postprocessor
convenience modules rather than expanded capabillty and complexlty of NASTRAN.
Zn partlcular the formats for w_Itln_ user tapes, so that they may be esslly

read by postprocessor programs, should be given prime consideration.

d

(
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APPENDIX A

: }

THE NESTED VECTOR SET CONCEPTUSED TO REPRESENT COHPONENTSOF DISPLACEMENT i

; In constructing the matrices used in the Displacement Approach, each row !

and/or colu_m of a matrix Is associated closely with a grid point, a scalar [
poln_ or an extra point. Every grid point has 6 degrees of freedom associated

with it, and hence 6 rows and/or colunn:s of the matrix. Scalar and extra points
only have one degree of freedom, k_ each point (grid, scalar, extra) these

t degrees of freedom can be further classified into subsets, depending on the
T constraints or handllng required for particular degrees of freedom. (For example,

in a t_o-dlJnenslonal problem all z degrees of freedom are constrained and 't

hence belong to the s (slngle-poil_t constraint) set.) Each degree of freedom

I can be considered as a "point," and the entire model is the collection of _hese

i one-dl_nsional points.

Nearly all of the matrix operations In displacement analysis are concerned
wlth partitioning, merglng, and transforming matrix arrays from one subset
of dlsplacement components to another. All the components of displacement of
a given type (such as all points constrained by single-point constraints) form

'_" a vector set that is distinguished by a subscript from other sets. A given

component of displacement c_n belong to several vector sets. The mutually
exclusive vector sets, the sum of whose members are the set of all physical

components of displacements, are as follovs:

u points eliminated by multipoint constraintsM

us points ellmlnaCed by _-polnt constraints

u° points oLitted by structural matrix partitioning

u r points to which determinate r_eactions are applied in static analysis,

:_ ° u_ the ressininB structural points used in statir, analysis (points lef..__t
"/_ over)

•_' ' u extr._.__ degrees of freedom introduced in dynamic analysis to describe
_+_,"r _ • control sys te_

• ' _ The vector sets obtained by combi_n_ tvo or more o_ the above sets are

(+ s_.l_ indicates the mlion of t_o sets)

ua = ur + uj_, the set used in real eigenvalue analysis

I Ud = ua + ue. the set used In dye, sale analysis by the direct mthod

I
' 718
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+ u unco_-_._=',:lined (free) structural points I'_ uf = ua o' " !

{:_: u n = uf + u s, a_t ,+_r_,ctural, points --n°t constraiv.ed by multlpolnt constraints

u = u + ,_ , ,_I, ,,_ructural (grid) points Includln$ scalar points8 n

,. u = u . ,_II physical points
P g _.

"J Iv dynamic analysis, additional vector set_ are obtained by a modal trans-
1 formation derived from real elgenvalue analysis of the set u . These are

a

_o rigid body (zero frequency) modal coordinates

_ _f finite frequency modal coordinates
P

_i = _o + _f' the set of all modal coordinates

One vector set is defined that combines physical and modal coordinates. '

. The set is uh = _i + ue, the set used in dynamic analysis by the modal method.

The rmstlng of vector sets Is depicted by the followlns dlasram:

U
m

w

U 8

U o

) ua

mR,

11

0 'uh -,

The data block USET (USETD in dyn,,-tcs) Is centre1 to this set classific.-- .:£
tion. Each vord of USET corraspond8 to a dearee of freedom in the problem. -,._
Each set is asetsned a bit in the vord. If 8 degree of freedom belonas to a

siren set. the eorrespondin8 b_t is on. Every dearee of freedom can then be _

classified by analysis of USET. The common block /BITI_S/ relates the sets _,
to bit numbers.

=+

I
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APPENDIY B

MODAL PROPERTIES

In this section, several identities relating to both the rigid body modes

; and the flexible body modes are presented. Although these identities are
perhaps familiar, they are included herein for completeness an. continuity

, of notation.
i

Rigid Bo,_, Nodal Properties
I
t
i For periodic motion of frequency w, equation (2) reduces to the eigenvalue
. equation

<.i,<_<4_o,r,,,<:,,_,ln_,.
,:,<,,d_,,r,,-"_',;._.lJ<c_?°, . <"'>

The solution of equation (BI) yields the natural frequencies and the ccrres-

ponding natural modes of the system. For the rigid body modes corresponding
to _ = Ot equation (F1) reduces tc

K_T[ _- .-0_._r,",r]_:]ri, c,2,

Since the rigid body mode ltrtx [D£r ] relates the rtltd body motions

(U_}rig" in terms of {Ur)rig., the following transformation may be written:

47,-N" tl, (Ur)rls"

0._ where Ill is _he identity matrix. Uslu$ equation (B3), equation (B2) gives

--_. [<<-,_<4P4,o,.
,, _t:;'<:,..IL'J: :"" 0 <,,>
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For arbitrary {Ur}rig. displacement,_, it follows from the partitions of (B4)

that li

Z

IH_]_ +I_3=° _> i
Equations (BS) and (B6) thus yield two important identities relating the

rigid body modes and the partitions of the stiffness matrix.

It should also be noted that solving equation (BS) for the rigid body
" mode matrix yields

_]- -[r_q-_13_] _>
which is consistent with equation (41) in Section 3.5 of reference 2 and is I
the equation used in NASTRAN Rigid Format 3 to compute the rigid body mode I
matrix, f

Flexible Body Modal Properties

By definition of the {ur} degrees-of-freedom, introduction of the
cons tra int

{ur } = 0 (B8) !_

eliminates rigid body motion leaving only flexible body motion. Using equation
(B8), the upper partition of equation (BI) yields the following eigenvalue

' equation for the flexible body modes: .i

_,- , _,_,- - o (Bg) _i

, ) _

The modal matrix [0£i] of the i eig,nvectors of equation (B9) is shown
iA._. in reference 4 to satisfy the following orthogonality relationships:

...." ' [*.])12',_][*,.]"I_-;1 _..o>
t:,,2' "

z

_ .

_,, The above equations provide the foundation for modal formulation.
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APPENDIX C

1 DMAP ALTER PACKAGE _r

F

02 V£C U$£T/VA/C,N,A/C,N,L/C,N,R $ f

i 03 MEHG£ OM,,tt,VA/NSA/C,Nt0/CtN,2/C,Nt2 $
Oh EQUIV _B_RBFIOMIT $

05 CUNU LHOMtOM|T
06 MPYAU GOtHBAt/RoO/CtNtO/CtNt|/CtNtO/CtNt| $
07 VLC USET/VFtC,N_FIC,N,e,/C,N,O $

08 MEHG_ HBAtRB0ttttVF/RUF/ctNt0/CtNt2/CtNt2 $
09 LAU£L LBOM $
10 EQUIV _BF,RBN/S;NGLE
Ii CUNU LB_$,SINGL£ $
12 V£C USETIVNICtN,NICtNtFICtNtS
13 MER_E RBF,ttttVNIRBNICtN,OICtNt21CtNt2 $
lh LAUEL LBSS $ _,
15 £UUIV RBNtRBGIMPCF_ $
16 COND LB_MtNPCF_ $
17 MPYAU GNtRBNtlRUMICtNtOIctNt|lCtNtOICtNt| $ !
18 VEC USETIVGICtN_GIC,NtKICtN,H _ i
19 MEHG_ RBN,RBMtettVG/R_G/CtNt0/CtNt2/C_Nt_ $
20 LAU_L LSMM $
21 MATGP_ GPL,USET,bILtRBb//C,NtR/C,NtG $

23 OUTPUT_t RBGttttllCtNtOICt_t|| $
2h AL]LH 89_U9

I

25 HEAO KLLtMLLt,,EEO,tCASECC/LAMA,PH;L,M;,OEIGS/
26 ALIEH 91,91

27 CHKPNT LAMAtPHILtMItOEIG$ $
28 _LTE_ 93
29 UMER_ USETtPHILt/PHIA/VtktqAJOR_A/VtNtSUBUsL/VtN,SUBI=R $
30 NPYAU NLLtDNtMLM/TMP/CtNt0/CtNt;/CtNt;/CtNt| $ -"
31 MPYAU PHIL_HPt/M;RIC_NtItCtNt|IctNtO/CtNt; $
32 MATPHN N|_tttt//
33 OUIPUTZt M|_tttt//Ctkt0/Ctkt[_ $
3h ALI_ 105
35 UUIPUlZt OPHlGtOQG|tOEFltt/ICtNtOl,;tNtl| $
36 OUIPUT_t ttttl/CtNt-9/CtNt|; $
37 ENOALTEH
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APPENDIX D - CONTINUED i

a

, )

:

i
; $L'_HOUTI_;E WHAT|N,NTYPE) I

C 1HZS SULtROUTINE O_IERM[EES TKE MODE OF N i
L;TYPE=[ IF N IS ALPHA

C NTyPE=2 |F N IS REAL

NIYPE=3 IF N 15 INTEGER
I_TEGER G_
DATA L,_/_iiO0001
CALL _NFT(_B,-2_)

r CALL RSHFT(BB, 24)
IF(lABS( N )oLE*ggggggggg9) O0 TO 160

i M= N
! CALL RSHFT( M t'2_)

CALL RSHFT( N , Z4)
i IF( N .NE,BB) GO TO 100

i H=N
, CALL RSHFT( M t5¢)

i IF( M .LToI.0R. H .GT_4TI GO TO 100
H=N
CALL RsHFT( H t-6)
CALL RSHFT( H tS_)
IF( M ,LT.IoOR, H .GT.4T) GO TO 100

C ALPHA I
t NTYPE=I

GO TO

RZAL 2
lo0 NTYPE=2
• GO TO 4

C Z_TE&ER 3
• " lkO NTYPE=3

6 RETURN
£NO

t
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i
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gTransition
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Figure3,- VikingDynamicSimulator _,
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